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Proceedings

The Second International ICST Conference on Personal Satellite Services 2010 
(PSATS 2010) was held at the Starhotels Michael Angelo Hotel, Rome in Italy during 
February 4–5, 2010, jointly organized by CREATE-NET (Italy), University of Genoa 
(Italy) and Eutelsat (France). 

The PSATS 2010 scientific conference was a two-day event emphasizing many as-
pects of satellite communications ranging from satellite communications, networks, 
navigation to quantum satellite communications presenting several high-quality tech-
nical and scientific papers. The first day of PSATS 2010 had four regular tracks of 
technical paper presentations, and the second day included four special sessions on the 
recent advancements in satellite communications. All the presentations were followed 
up by fruitful question-and-answer sessions and debates leading to immense knowl-
edge sharing in the respective fields. 

The conference included a keynote speech, four regular technical tracks and four 
special sessions consisting of 33 high-quality scientific papers. The four technical 
tracks included (1) Satellite Communications: Coding and Modulations; (2) Satellite 
Communications: Multimedia Integration; (3) Satellite Network: Quality of Service 
and Architectures; and (4) Satellite Networks: Applications and Services. The four 
technical tracks were complemented by four special sessions on: (1) Delay-Tolerant 
Networks; (2) Quantum Satellite Communications; (3) Access Quality Processing and 
Applications of Satellite Imagery; and (4) Satellite Emergency Communications. 

The keynote speech titled “ICT Evolution and the Opportunities for Satellite Com-
munications”, was given by Giovanni E. Corazza, who is the Head of the Department 
of Electronics Computer Science and Systems (DEIS) at the University of Bologna, 
Italy. Professor Giovanni was the recipient of the IEEE 2009 Satellite Communica-
tions Distinguished Service Award and is the founder of the Integral Satcom Initative 
(ISI) the European technology platform on satellite communications. His speech em-
phasized the DNA of ICT evolution and identifying the opportunities for satellite 
communications. The keynote speech was well received and discussed among the 
participants. 

The conference had close to 50 participants both from the industrial and the aca-
demic sectors from various parts of the world such as Japan, France, Greece, Spain, 
UK and Italy. The logistical organization of the conference is highly commendable 
and a special acknowledgment is due to Barbara Torok from ICST for running the 
event smoothly. The conference provided tea and coffee breaks as well as lunch at the 
hotel for all the participants throughout the conference. A Gala Dinner event was also 
organized on the first day of the conference. The quality of the venue, services pro-
vided by the hotel staff and especially the quality of food and drinks were all highly 
spoken about during the conference by the participants and the Organizing Committee 
as well. 
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Last but not least, I would like to thank the Organizing Committee members,  
Special Session Chairs, the Technical Program Committee members, and all the au-
thors and reviewers who contributed immensely towards the success of this event. 
Also, on behalf of the Organizing Committee and the Steering Committee of PSATS, I 
would like to thank the ICST for sponsoring this event, and CREATE-NET, Univer-
sity of Genoa, and Eutelsat for their extended support in making this event a success-
ful one. 

We very much look forward to another successful conference in 2011 in Malaga 
with PSATS 2011, and in the forthcoming years. 

 Marina Ruggieri 
Mario Marchese 

Kandeepan Sithamparanathan 
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Overview of PHY-Layer Design Challenges and Viable 
Solutions in W-Band Broadband Satellite 

Communications 

Claudio Sacchi1 and Tommaso Rossi2 
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Abstract. The exploitation of Extremely High Frequency (EHF) bands for 
broadband satellite communications really represents a challenging frontier for 
aerospace R&D. In few time, ALPHASAT mission (through the Technology 
Demonstration Payload 5) should test Q/V band (40-50GHz) digital satellite 
transmission. Moreover, a lot of effort is spent to study the feasibility of broad-
band links in W-band (70-110GHz). This paper is devoted at showing the most 
relevant challenges to be faced in the effective PHY-layer design of W-band 
satellite connections. Some practical solutions will be analyzed together with a 
look to future solutions in phase of testing. From the proposed analysis, it is 
clear that effects of nonlinear distortions and phase noise should be adequately 
counteracted by considering spectrally-efficient solutions. In such a perspective, 
it seems that efficient coded modulations employed together with appropriate 
pulse shaping can be regarded as effective PHY-layer solutions for future high-
frequency and high-data rate connections.   

Keywords: Satellite communications, EHF communications, gigabit  
connectivity, Modulation, Pulse shaping, Channel coding. 

1   Introduction 

The future exploitation of higher frequency bands for broadband aerospace communi-
cations will provide new opportunities, but also generate critical challenges to be 
adequately considered. It is known by literature [1] that the rush towards higher and 
higher frequencies will characterize future R&D on satellite communications. The 
objective is to reach “gigabit connectivity” by aerospace links in order to make such a 
radio segment a potential “backbone on the air” for global wireless connectivity [2]. 
Such objective is not realistically achievable by exploiting currently saturated band-
width (Ku and Ka bands).  
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Some proposals for the exploitation of Q/V-bands (31-60 GHz) and W-band  
(75-110 GHz) in satellite communications are being recently issued [3]. W-band 
seems to provide a very favorable “attenuation window” related to Oxygen absorption 
[4]. In addition, W-band is still scarcely used for data transmission (only analog radar 
applications are supported in those frequencies [3]) and, therefore, interference level 
is very low. For these reasons, despite the increasing attenuation due to rain, water 
vapor and clouds, W-band is regarded as a good candidate for supporting future 
broadband services in the millimeter wave domain. 

The exploitation of Q/V band is in advanced phase. In fact, the satellite mission 
ALPHASAT, whose launch is forecast in 2011, will embark a Q/V band payload in 
order to perform two experiments [5]: a propagation experiment targeted at evaluating 
2nd order statistics of atmospheric attenuation and a communication experiment de-
voted at testing Propagation Impairment Mitigation Technique (PIMT) and Adaptive 
Coding and Modulation (AMC). On the other hand, the experimentation of W-band 
for data transmission is currently in a very early stage. In recent years, Italian Space 
Agency (ASI) issued two “startup experiments” proposed by Ruggieri et. al.: DAVID-
DCE (Digital Audio-Video Interactive Distribution – Data Collection Experiment) [3] 
[6] and WAVE (W-band Analysis and evaluation) [7] [8]. 

Preliminary on-going experimentations evidenced the actual possibility of exploit-
ing W-band for broadband connections at very high data rates. Nevertheless, some 
areas of uncertainty and risk can hinder the efficient exploitation of these large and 
almost interference-free bandwidth portions. These are related to: a) non-idealities of 
communication payloads (phase-noise, linear and nonlinear distortions, timing uncer-
tainties etc.) [9] and b) lack of knowledge of signal propagation modalities in W-
band. PHY-layer design should carefully take into account all these problems in order 
to provide the desired quality of service. The analysis of requirements of an efficient 
W-band satellite PHY-layer should start from the known issues that can be listed as 
follows [9]: 

1) heavy pathloss due to high carrier frequency; 
2) presence of nonlinear distortions due to the necessity of using High Power 

Amplifiers (HPAs) and Travelling Wave Tube Amplifiers (TWTAs) at the 
maximum level of power efficiency (W-band power resources are quite 
scarce and should be intensively exploited); 

3) presence of time and frequency uncertainties (symbol unbalance, phase 
noise) that become more and more relevant as the data rate increases; 

4) finite system passband and nonideal bandpass characterization of the satellite 
system (presence of linear distortion); 

5) spectrum management issues, related to the presence of other transmitters ex-
ploiting adjacent bandwidth portions (in practical satellite applications, 
bandwidth resources are always limited and spectrum is always shared by a 
variety of users). 

In this paper, all these critical issues about broadband W-band PHY-layer design will 
be considered, together with an overview of some feasible solutions in terms of 
modulation format, channel coding and advanced pulse shaping. The introduction to 
W-band PHY-layer design will be presented in Section 2. Coded modulation solutions 
based on Manchester-coded BPSK and trellis-coded QAM will be analyzed in the 
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presence of nonlinear distortions and phase-noise (Section 3). Innovative strategies of 
PHY-layer design based on UWB pulse-shaping techniques (namely: Prolate Spher-
oidal Wave Functions (PSWF)) will be considered in the perspective of gaining ro-
bustness against channel distortion without sacrificing spectral efficiency (Section 4). 
A look to advanced solutions considering together turbo-coded modulation techniques 
and adaptive pulse shaping will be mentioned (Section 5). Paper conclusions will be 
drawn in Section 6.     

2   PHY-Layer Design for W-Band Satellite Communications: 
Critical Aspects 

2.1   Radio Interface Design Issues 

W-band satellite communications is a novel and very interesting field of research that 
shall be deeply investigated in order to design the proper radio interface.  

W-band satellite communication shows some interesting characteristics that can be 
very attractive, both for commercial and dual-use applications, such as good interfer-
ence protection, through the use of very narrow spot beams. 

Antennas operating in this band have a higher directivity than antennas (of the 
same size) operating at lower frequencies, so the interference between adjacent satel-
lite position is reduced; moreover this high directivity makes it possible the use of 
high-gain spot beam satellite antennas, increasing down-link power flux density and 
saving satellite power (one of the most important resource of the platform); moreover  
high frequency reuse can be realized, exploiting the bandwidth resource in a very 
efficient way. 

Another important improvement provided by EHF is the reduction of all RF hard-
ware equipment. This makes the use of W-band particularly attractive with respect to 
realization of portable terminals and smaller satellite payloads, for example in the 
context of space exploration, where mass and size are one of the most important mis-
sion driver. On the other hand, W-band telecommunications technologies are cur-
rently under development; some equipment has been already used for satellite Earth 
observation applications (i.e.: cloud profiling) and terrestrial radar applications and 
need to be slightly changed to be used for TLC applications but other critical compo-
nents shall be completely developed. In this frame, one of the most critical issues is 
the power generation: therefore, very low HPA back-off level shall be used.   

The most relevant sources of signal degradation in a W-band geostationary satellite 
link are amplifiers, oscillators and frequency Doppler. HPA are hardware components 
explicitly required in order to guarantee suitable transmission power, taking into ac-
count the very high pathloss typical of EHF GEO satellite transmissions. HPAs ex-
hibit two relevant distortions that can severely affect the received signal: nonlinear 
distortion due to the saturating characteristic of the amplifier and linear bandpass 
distortion due to non-ideal bandpass characterization of RF amplifier circuitry. The 
nonlinear saturation of AM/AM characteristic may involve a noticeable alteration of 
the envelope of the RF modulated signal [10]. On the other hand, nonlinear AM/PM 
characteristic introduces a phase drift that fluctuates in dependence of the signal am-
plitude excursions [10].  
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Linear bandpass distortion consists of a frequency-selective alteration of the RF 
modulated signal amplitude, due to the “bell-shaped” bandpass characteristics of 
HPAs, together with a phase distortion mainly due to the frequency-selective group 
delay of front-end filters [11]. The degradation of the transmitted signal due to linear 
and nonlinear distortions causes Inter-Symbol-Interference and relevant phase jitters 
at the receiver side. Moreover, spectral re-growth involved by nonlinear effects [11] 
will cause adjacent channel interference and violation of spectral mask requirements, 
as shown in [12].   

With a commonly-accepted degree of approximation (see e.g. [9]), we can say that 
nonlinear distortion of the satellite modem chain is imposed by HPAs, linear ampli-
tude distortion is mostly imposed by amplifiers (HPAs and LNAs, Low Noise Ampli-
fier) and, finally, the linear group delay distortion is mainly imposed by front-end 
filters.  

EHF satellite links are affected also by relevant frequency uncertainties. High-
frequency oscillators present both in the up-conversion and in the down-conversion 
stages are not ideal and they can exhibit high levels of phase noise. Consequently, we 
have a frequency instability that may impact on the performance of the carrier recov-
ery loop in terms of longer acquisition time, frequency mistracking, and may yield to 
a residual phase jitter able to significantly lower final BER performance. 

2.2   Atmospheric Attenuation and Rain Fading 

As previously introduced, one of the main drawbacks of W-band satellite links is the 
large atmospheric fade experienced when rainfall occurs along the path, in addition to 
the gaseous atmospheric absorption by oxygen and water vapor; this attenuation shall 
be carefully taken into account in W-band link testing simulation, in particular rain 
fading time-series shall be synthesized. 

In literature there are different methodologies used for rain attenuation time-series 
synthesis for EHF satellite links [13]; the most important are: spectral model, syn-
thetic storm techniques, two-sample model, second-order Markov chain and N-states 
Markov chain models. These models are used for link operating in Ka and Q/V bands, 
being obtained from empirical measurements performed during scientific satellite 
missions [14]. Most of these models cannot be effectively used for W band rain at-
tenuation time-series synthesis because they need data from empirical measurements 
as input; as a matter of fact, no attenuation record database is available for W band 
satellite link. In this framework, the N-state Markov chain model could be considered 
as one of the best choices in order to achieve some results. This model does not re-
quire empirical measurements; the only inputs are the link characteristics (including 
rain attenuation cumulative distribution function), the geographical meteorological 
data of the ground station and the fade slope characteristics. The N-states Markov 
chain model [15] is divided into two sub-models. The first one is referred to as mac-
roscopic model and provides a time series consisting of two possible states: “rain” and 
“no rain”. The second part of the model is the so-called microscopic model. Its task is 
to fill the boxes of “rain” states obtained from the macroscopic model. The micro-
scopic model provides the short-term dynamic behavior of rain attenuation (using the 
information provided by the fade slope distribution). In order to generate complete 
long-term time-series the two time-series obtained from the previous parts have to be 
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combined. The transition probabilities of the N-states Markov chain model are based 
on ITU-R Recommendation [16]. An example of W-band synthesized rain attenuation 
series (related to 1 day observation) has been shown in [29]. 

3   PHY-Layer Solutions Based on Coded Modulations 

3.1   Manchester-Coded Split-Phase BPSK Modulation 

The choice of using a Split-Phase Manchester-Coded BPSK modulation was consid-
ered both in DAVID-DCE experiment and in WAVE mission. The reason of such a 
choice is to have the availability of a tone carrier in the spectrum in order to make 
easier carrier recovery in the presence of relevant frequency uncertainties (i.e. high 
Doppler shift and phase noise). Moreover SP-BPSK with Manchester coding presents 
a constant envelope that is good to counteract nonlinear distortions due to HPA. The 
mathematical expression for the transmitted signal is given as follows: 

 ( )∑
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where cω  is the RF radian frequency, { }1,1−∈kb  is the binary Manchester symbol 

level of half-bit time duration, φm = 60° is the modulation index, and P is the carrier 
power. Fig. 1 shows the amplitude spectrum of the transmitted signal. The pattern of 
the signal spectrum points out the presence of a residual carrier in the hole spacing 
two sidelobes [17].  

The presence of the residual carrier is very useful in terms of the carrier recovery. 
A simple second-order Phase-Locked-Loop (PLL) circuit [18] can be employed for 
carrier recovery; provided that the bit-rate is much larger than the Doppler shift (oth-
erwise the loop filter cannot isolate the carrier row [19]). Results shown in [9] about 
carrier recovery in the presence of high Doppler and high phase noise for a simulated 
W-band data link at 100 Mb/s of channel data rate fully confirms the claim that carrier 
recovery really becomes simple, robust and effective.  

SP-BPSK modulation with Manchester coding may present some advantages that 
have been previously mentioned. However, its employment in broadband W-band 
satellite applications is not really convenient. In fact, this modulation is spectrally 
inefficient (spectral efficiency less than 0.5 bit/sec/Hz) and power demanding (3dB of 
power waste due to the presence of the residual carrier in the spectrum). Moreover, 
being baseband Manchester-coded binary signal continuously transient, the demodu-
lation and synchronization process can suffer a lot from symbol duration unbalance 
[9]. The total performance degradation encountered at the demodulator side is about 
4.25 dB with respect to the ideal case [9] that is surely relevant.  

The channel bit-error-rate achieved by simulations is reported in Fig. 2 (see the 
complete simulation settings in [9]). Considering the channel data rate of 100 Mb/s, 
the Eb/N0 value of 15dB corresponds to the “clear-sky” working point of the satellite 
link budget fixed at a C/N0 equal to 95 dBHz [9]. At this working point, a BER value 
of 4108 −⋅ is measured in the absence of symbol unbalance that is acceptable in  
the perspective of the use of a Reed-Solomon channel coding RS(255,223) upon the 
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recommendation of the Consultative Committee for Space Data System (CCSDS) 
[20]. However, in the presence of a 52% of symbol unbalance (ideal value: 50%), the 
BER increases up to 3103 −⋅ that is above the waterfall zone of the error curve of the 
RS(255,223) coding and quite close to the error-floor zone. 

 

f 

fc

G(f) 

 

Fig. 1. Amplitude spectrum of the Manchester-coded Split-Phase BPSK signal 

To sum up, SP-BPSK solution with Manchester coding can be considered a valu-
able arrangement to be pretty sure to succeed to transmit “something in the sky” 
without caring too much about the bandwidth and power expense. It may be proposed 
as a “backup” solution for preliminary testing operations.  

 

Fig. 2. BER performances achieved by SP-BPSK Manchester-coded modulation: simulation 
results of DAVID-DCE data collection uplink (channel data-rate 100 Mb/s) 

3.2   Trellis-Coded Modulation (TCM) 

The use of TCM for gigabit/sec connections over LEO satellite networks working in 
W-band has been explored by Sacchi and Grigorova in [21]. The basic idea underly-
ing Trellis-Coded-Modulation consists of transmitting m bits/waveform in each sig-
naling interval of duration T, using a modulator with a set of M waveforms. In general 

12 += mM . The redundancy in the number of available waveforms is exploited 
through a proper choice, made on the basis of the past transmitted signals through the 
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memory of the channel encoder: i.e.: a convolutional encoder represented by its trellis 
diagram [22]. The decoding process is performed by means of a Viterbi-based soft 
maximum-likelihood decoding algorithm acting on the unquantized demodulator 
outputs. TCM transmitters can gain efficiency with respect to the corresponding 
waveform uncoded modulation (from 3 to 6dB as stated by Ungerboeck in [22]), 
without sacrificing data or requiring more bandwidth. In our specific application con-
text, we considered the use of M-QAM modulation with TCM. A mixed phase-
amplitude modulation instead of a phase-shift-keying modulation might not seem 
best-suited solution for an uplink satellite application. In fact, according to [11], a 
power back-off has been introduced depending on the AM/AM and AM/PM amplifier 
saturating characteristics. But, as contrast, constant-envelope PSK modulations are 
very vulnerable to the effects of phase distortions (involved by amplifiers and filters), 
phase noise, and exhibit relevant performance degradation in the presence of additive 
Gaussian noise with respect to M-ary QAM modulations. In [18], the SNR degrada-
tion involved by the use of an M-PSK instead of the corresponding M-QAM has been 
measured in 1.65dB for an 8-QAM, 4.20dB for a 16-QAM and 9.95dB for a 64-
QAM. This performance gain inherent to the use of M-QAM instead of M-PSK is 
only partially eroded by the backoff and, in such a way, the coding gain can be fully 
exploited. The waveforms used for carrying the modulated TCM symbols are the 
usual rectangular Non-Return-to-Zero (NRZ). Therefore, the absence of linear filter-
ing and, consequently, the availability of infinite bandwidth have been supposed. The 
TWTA memoryless non-linear model proposed by Saleh in [10] and parameterized in 
terms of Clip Level (CL) has been considered by authors of [21].  

The following state-of-the-art TCM modulation schemes have been experimented, 
fixing a data bit-rate of 1Gb/s: 

• 8-state systematic encoder at rate 2/3 jointly with 8-QAM modulation. Given a 
1Gb/s of pure data rate, we shall obtain a symbol rate of 500Mbaud/sec and an 
occupied RF bandwidth (referred to the sinc main lobe) of about 500MHz 
(theoretical spectral efficiency η=2b/s/Hz); 

•  8-state systematic encoder at rate 3/4, jointly with a 16-QAM modulation. 
Given a 1Gb/s of pure data rate, we shall obtain a symbol rate of 
333Mbaud/sec and an occupied RF bandwidth (referred to the sinc main lobe) 
of about 333MHz (theoretical spectral efficiency η=3b/s/Hz); 

• 8-state systematic encoder at rate 5/6, jointly with a 64-QAM modulation. 
Given a 1Gb/s of pure data rate, we shall obtain a symbol rate of 
200Mbaud/sec and an occupied RF bandwidth (referred to the sinc main lobe) 
of about 200MHz (spectral efficiency η=5b/s/Hz). 

In order to appreciate the effects of phase-noise on TCM performances, the state-of-
the art carrier recovery loop of [23] has been adopted by authors of [21] in their simu-
lations. The loop of [23] is based on the improvement of the well-know Rustako and 
Greenstein’s carrier recovery circuit presented in [24]. 

Simulation results about TCM modulation for W-band satellite connections are 
shown in Fig.3. A saturating nonlinear distortion (CL=5dB) has been considered, with a 
power back-off equal to 3dB. BER results are shown vs. phase-noise standard deviation 
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for all the above-mentioned TCM configurations. In such a way, we have a comparative 
overview of different TCM configurations, each one requiring a different amount of 
bandwidth. It is worth noting that all TCM configurations fall inside the “low-quality” 
band when the phase noise standard deviation is higher than 12°. Phase-noise standard 
deviation of the order of 10° is quite common to be encountered in W-band connection 
with non-ideal high-frequency oscillators. The problem is related to the coherent detec-
tion using a carrier recovery loop. It is known by literature [25] that a generic carrier 
recovery loop, in the presence of phase noise, converges to the expected frequency with 
a residual phase jitter jittϕ  that is expressed as follows:  

( )∫=
2

2
s

L

R

B

jitt dffSφϕ                                                     (2) 

where LB  is the carrier loop bandwidth [18], sR  is the symbol rate, and ( )fSφ  is the 

one-sided PSD, converted from dBc/Hz to rad2/Hz. It is clear that the sharp reduction 
in the PSD obtained at the lowest frequency offset values is of paramount importance 
to reduce the residual phase jitter. 

Some interesting measurements about residual phase jitter concerning the applica-
tion of Trellis-Coded-Modulation (TCM)  have been reported in Table 1. In the first 
column of the table values are shown of ( )mfL  (measured in dBcarrier/Hz) account-

ing the phase-noise level at the output of an oscillator, in the second column the  
corresponding values of the phase-noise standard deviation are listed. Note that, as 
expected, the residual jitter increases as the modulated signal bandwidth increases. 
Values reported in Tab.1 clearly motivate results shown in Fig.3. 

4   PHY-Layer Solutions Based on Adaptive and Spectrally 
Efficient Pulse Shaping 

In Section 3.2, the ideal hypothesis of unlimited bandwidth availability has been as-
sumed and, consequently, the use of rectangular pulse as digital waveform has been 
considered by authors. Such a solution is advantageous in terms of resilience against 
nonlinear distortions. In fact, phase modulations (PSK) using such kind of waveforms 
are characterized by constant envelope and, for this reason, they are irrespective of 
envelope clipping. But, as contrast, rectangular pulses are unlimited in bandwidth 
with high-power sidelobes. The resulting modulated signal would span its bandwidth 
on a very large frequency range with relevant power level measured outside the main 
spectral lobe. Considering that satellite channels are closely located, adjacent channel 
interference (ACI) would become a major issue that might severely limit the spectral 
efficiency and, definitely, the achievable capacity. Another drawback of rectangular 
pulses is related to their sensitivity to linear bandpass filtering. In order to avoid 
waveform corruption and subsequent ISI (Inter Symbol Interference), a very large 
system passband is required, say, e.g.: 5-10 times the baud-rate [26][27]. 
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Fig. 3. Data BER provided at the output of the different TCM decoders, versus phase-noise 
standard deviation, for CL=5dB and C/N0=106.75dBHz 

Table 1. Residual phase jitter (deg.) in a 1Gb/s W-band LEO connection using TCM 

( )mfL  )8( QAMjtt −ϕ  )16( QAM−φψ  )64( QAM−φψ  

-70dBc/Hz 19.85 16.21° 12.81 
-75dBc/Hz 11.16 9.11° 7.21 
-80dBc/Hz 6.27 5.12° 4.05 
-85dBc/Hz 3.52 2.88° 2.27 

 
For the above reasons, the use of band-limited pulse shaping may be envisaged for 

broadband satellite applications. A well-known band-limited pulse is the raised cosine 
(RSC) [26]. RSC is commonly employed in satellite communications in combination 
with QAM (Quadrature Amplitude Modulation) (or QPSK, Quadrature Phase-Shift 
Keying) modulation, implementing the so-called RSC-filtered QAM (or QPSK) [26]. 
RSC is intrinsically ISI-free (it fulfills Nyquist’s conditions) and can be generated by 
means of digital FIR (Finite Impulse Response) filters. Moreover, it is much less sensi-
tive to filtering than rectangular pulse. The main disadvantages of RSC are: a) unlim-
ited pulse duration in time that may involve inter-pulse interference (IPI), in particular 
when the transmission rate is very high and b) very relevant envelope fluctuations of 
the RF (Radio Frequency) modulated signal resulting in high values of the Peak-to-
Average-Power-Ratio (PAPR). As RF power amplifiers usually employed in W-band 
satellite connections (like Traveling Wave Tube Amplifiers – TWTA) efficiently  
work in nonlinear saturation zone, the transmitted signal can be severely affected by 
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waveform corruption and ISI. As noted in [27], no ISI-free point can be observed in the 
eye-pattern diagram of the received RSC signal in the presence of nonlinear distor-
tions. Therefore, the use of raised cosine in satellite communications, advisable from 
the spectral efficiency viewpoint, requires appropriate countermeasures against nonlin-
ear distortions.  

The usual solution considered in satellite communications is to sacrifice power ef-
ficiency in order to avoid nonlinear distortion effects. This is realized by fixing the 
working point of the amplifier at the border of the linear zone of the AM/AM charac-
teristic, backing off the transmitted power [11]. In such a way, nonlinear distortions 
would be removed at the price of a substantial reduction of the power efficiency due 
to the involved Output Back-Off (OBO). 

The necessity of sidelobe power reduction and constant envelope of the RF signal 
makes Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK) modulation a feasible and theoreti-
cally favorable solution to W-band PHY-layer design. GMSK is a modulation tech-
nique widely employed in terrestrial telephony, in particular in the GSM standard. 
More recently, GMSK also found some interesting applications in satellite communi-
cations [28]. GMSK is derived by Minimum Shift Keying (MSK) signal that is a form 
of Offset-QPSK signaling with sinusoidal pulse shaping [26]. MSK is characterized 
by constant envelope (being a frequency modulation) and sidelobes considerably 
lower than QPSK, but at the expense of a significantly larger main lobe [26]. For 
GMSK, unmodulated data (rectangular-shaped pulses) are processed by a LPF filter, 
having Gaussian-shaped frequency response, before the data are frequency-modulated 
onto the carrier [26]. This filter greatly reduces the spectral sidelobes with respect to 
MSK signals. The introduction of the Gaussian filter involves a decrease of efficiency 
due to the increase of ISI. Literature points out that a good compromise for relatively 
low sidelobes and tolerable ISI is given by a bandwidth of the Gaussian LPF that 
equals 0.3 times the bit-rate [26]. GMSK may represent a good PHY-later solution for 
satellite communications thanks to some unquestionable advantages in terms of ACI 
reduction and resilience against nonlinear distortions. The main problem of GMSK is 
related to the reduced spectral efficiency with respect to QPSK and RSC-filtered 
QAM/QPSK. In fact, the main lobe of GMSK is about 1.5 times larger than the main 
lobe of usual (not filtered) QPSK and 2 times larger (and even more) than that of 
RSC-filtered QPSK [26]. This fact should be adequately taken into account when 
dealing with finite and non-ideal bandpass characteristics of satellite systems.  

A very innovative solution in the satellite communications panorama has been pro-
posed in [29] Prolate Spheroidal Wave Functions (PSWF) were firstly studied by D. 
Slepian and H. Pollack (Bell Labs) in 1961 [30]. The fundamental concept standing at the 
basis of PSWF is to concentrate the energy of the pulse in limited regions, both in time 
and frequency domains. PSWFs are characterized by some interesting properties, i.e.: 

• Pulse waveforms of different orders are mutually orthogonal; 
• Pulse width and pulse bandwidth can be simultaneously controlled to match with 

arbitrary spectral masks (adaptive pulse shaping); 
• Pulse width and bandwidth are the same for all orders; 
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• by definition, PSWFs exhibit an optimized tradeoff between concentration of the 
energy in a finite time window and in a finite bandwidth: this means that the re-
sulting modulated signal is characterized by “almost finite” pulse duration and, at 
the same time, “almost limited” bandwidth. 

PSWF found interesting applications in UWB applications thanks to spectral com-
pactness and full shaping programmability (they can be employed in cognitive radio 
systems).For our aims, it is very interesting to note that PSWFs of order 1 and order 2 
are characterized by surprising envelope compactness, as shown in Fig.4. This obser-
vation suggested us to use order 1 and order 2 PSWFs as in-phase and in-quadrature 
component of a 4-level modulation that should present “almost constant” envelope. 
To this aim, the 4-ary Pulse Shape Modulation (PSM) scheme proposed in [31] is 
employed (4-ary mapping is reported in Tab.2). In Tab.3, the value of Peak to Aver-
age Power Ratio (PAPR) is shown for 4-ary PSM and RSC-filtered QAM with differ-
ent roll-off.  

  

Fig. 4. PSWF pulse shaping: order 1 PSWF (left side), order 2 PSWF (right side) 

Table 2. 4-level PSM mapping 

SYMBOL 1ST ORDER PSWF 

(PULSE 1) 
2ND ORDER PSWF 

(PULSE 2) 
00 -pulse 1 -pulse 2 
01 -pulse1 pulse 2 
11 pulse 1 pulse 2 
10 pulse 1 -pulse 2 

 
Numerical values reported in Tab.3 evidenced the potential advantages taken by 

PSWF in terms of envelope compactness. The PAPR value yielded by the 4-level 
PSM signal is very close to the ideality, whereas RSC-filtered QAM, as already noted 
by literature, exhibits high PAPRs. Fig.5 shows the power spectra of different pulse-
shaped modulations used in the framework of W-band satellite connections at 1Gb/s 
of channel data rates. It is clear that the sidelobe power of conventional QAM using 
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rectangular pulses is not acceptable in terms of adjacent channel interference. RSC-
filtered QAM is bandlimited and, therefore, it is optimal from the viewpoint of 
sidelobe power reduction. However, the use of RSC-filtered QAM in satellite com-
munications is viable only by backing off transmitted power. Sidelobe power of 4-ary 
PSM modulation is comparable with that one of GMSK. The main advantage  
taken by 4-ary PSM with respect to GMSK is related to the reduced width of the main 
spectral lobe. 

Table 3. Peak-to-Average-Power-Ratio (PAPR) for different pulse shaping 

PULSE SHAPING PAPR VALUE 
RSC-filtered QAM (roll-off 0.5) 3.22 dB 
RSC-filtered QAM (roll-off 0.35) 3.80 dB 

4-ary PSM 1.04 dB 
GMSK, QAM  0dB 

 

Fig. 5. Power spectral density of different pulse-shaped modulation used for W-band satellite 
links working in the framework of gigabit connectivity 

Other results have been shown in Fig.6, where curves BER vs. per-bit signal-to-
noise ratio have been shown for different pulse-shaped modulated signals employed 
to transmit data at a channel data-rate of 1Gb/s over a geostationary forward W-band 
satellite link. In this figure, the presence of nonlinear amplifier and linear passband 
distortions has been taken into account, without considering the presence of phase-
noise at this stage. One can note that 4-ary PSM and GMSK outperform RSC-filtered 
QAM, this last one transmitted with a power back-off. This improvement is motivated 
by the fact that 4-ary PSM and GMSK can be transmitted at the saturation point of the 
non-linear amplifier, without any power back-off. In this comparison, 4-ary PSM is 
the winner because BER performances are rather close to those ones of GMSK, but 
the spectral efficiency of 4-ary PSM is better than GMSK one (see Fig.4).   
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Fig. 6. BER results of different pulse-shaped modulations in the presence of nonlinear amplifier 
distortion and linear passband distortion 

Some simulation results achieved in the presence of phase noise are also available, 
but not reported here for sake of brevity. Using a state-of-the-art carrier recovery loop 
already considered for pulse-shaped UWB transmission [33], the effect of phase noise 
is again relevant and the amount of phase noise at the input of the demodulator should 
be adequately reduced (maximum acceptable phase-noise standard deviation = 10°). 

5   Possible Novel Trends in PHY-Layer Design for W-Band 
Gigabit Connections 

In the previous sections, some open issues about W-band satellite PHY-layer design 
have been highlighted. The biggest issue to be considered seems related to residual 
phase jitters involved by phase noise that can affect coherent demodulation. As shown 
in Fig.3 showing results achieved by TCM, a nasty error floor can be noted for phase 
noise standard deviation larger than 12°. Similar results have been mentioned (but not 
shown) in Section 4 dealing with pulse-shaped modulations. Phase noise can be  
reduced at the source, by using low noise oscillators. Hardware technologies for  
W-band low noise oscillator consider the use of GaAs MBE material [34] or the so-
called Gunn oscillators [35], based on the Gunn diode characterized by a dynamic 
negative resistance. The cost of this kind of hardware, however decreasing with time, 
is often not very affordable. 

A possible alternative solution should rely in the adoption of differential modula-
tion. It is known that differential modulation is insensitive with respect to phase jit-
ters, as it evaluates the difference between two received samples in order to decide the 
transmitted symbol. In this framework, it is worth mentioning the work of Howard 
and Schlegel [36], where a novel approach for turbo-coded differential modulation is 
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shown. The robustness of the proposed coded-modulation scheme is appreciated also 
in the presence of noticeable phase jitters thanks to a simple channel estimation 
scheme that can avoid the necessity of channel state information knowledge.  

A novel perspective for PHY-layer design can rely on these three hypothetic pillars: 

• Coded-modulation to increase robustness without reducing spectral efficiency; 
• Differential modulation in order to counteract phase jitters deriving by phase-

noise; 
• Efficient and adaptive pulse shaping design in order to cope with future spectrum 

management regulatory issues and to reduce the impact of link distortions (linear 
and nonlinear). 

It should be noted that the proposed analysis doesn’t consider any kind of atmospheric 
effect, which is still to be appreciated. A credible model of W-band channel attenua-
tion, derived by an intensive measurement campaign, will be a key priority issue in 
the future satellite missions working at these frequencies. Considerations made in this 
paper might be substantially revised when channel measurements will be available to 
the scientific community.  

6   Conclusion 

In this paper an overview of the most challenging aspects related to the PHY-layer 
design in W-band broadband satellite communications is presented, together with 
some feasible solutions presented in literature. The most relevant issues that should be 
considered by PHY-layer designers are related to the presence of frequency uncertain-
ties and phase noise at the input of the coherent demodulators. Another aspect to be 
carefully considered concerns with the presence of nonlinear distortions in the link 
due to high-power amplifiers. The introduction of power back-off in order to avoid 
distortion effects should be carefully analyzed, considering the link budget constraints 
that in W-band satellite connections are often very tight. The use of spectrally  
efficient coded modulations should be envisaged, together with the design of adaptive 
and programmable pulse shaping able at reducing sidelobe power. Possible  
steps-ahead with respect to state-of-the-art might be related to the use of turbo-coded 
differential modulations jointly with adaptive pulse shaping. This novelty in terms of 
PHY-layer design should be effectively tested only when a precise assessment of the 
W-band satellite channel in terms of reliable statistics will be available. In our opin-
ion, this last one is the most relevant uncertainties that still hinder the effective exploi-
tation of W-band for broadband commercial services.   
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Abstract. The Automatic Identification System (AIS) is a tracking sys-

tem used on ships for several decades to improve traffic monitoring and

safety at sea in a short range. The modulation technique used is Gaussian

Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK).

Recently, the idea of receiving AIS signals from space arose. This

presents mainly two challenges. The first one is that received signals

present a large Doppler range due to the satellite speed. The second one

is the simultaneous reception of signals from ships because of the broad

satellite coverage.

In this paper, a novel non-coherent GMSK demodulator is proposed

to handle the large Doppler shift problem based on several FM discrimi-

nators in parallel. A frame collision detection algorithm is presented but

the collision problem is not addressed.

In addition, computer simulated and real signals are used to study

the receiver performance on an AWGN channel.

Keywords: AIS, GMSK, FM discriminator, Doppler.

1 Introduction

AIS stands for Automatic Identification System and is a telecommunication sys-
tem defined for navigation safety purposes. It is required by the International
Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) convention and defined by the
International Telecommunication Union (ITU) in Rec. ITU-R 1371-1 [1].

Ships exchange information such as position, speed, course and identification
number every few seconds. The main objective is to avoid collisions among ships
and also to localize certain vessels, for example, in search and rescue operations or
ship carrying out illegal trade. In order to accommodate all vessel transmissions,
a time multiplexing scheme is used.

This is of interest in areas close to the shore or between ships at open sea.
However, the coverage range of AIS is not very large. It depends on the height
of the antenna but nominally is around 20 nautical miles (nm) or 37 km. The
position of vessels out of this range from the shore is unknown and it can only
be received by ships nearby.

K. Sithamparanathan et al. (Eds.): PSATS 2010, LNICST 43, pp. 19–34, 2010.
c© Institute for Computer Sciences, Social-Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2010
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The solution is to develop a space based system to receive AIS signals sent from
these extensive maritime zones. This idea consists of implementing a constellation
of Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites that detect and decode AIS messages and
send them to the earth stations for database storing and further processing. Con-
sidering AIS signals with 12.5W power transmission and an satellite altitude no
longer than 1000km for LEO orbits, reception of AIS signals from a spaceborne
platform is feasible.

The main drawback of satellite detection is the Doppler range expected at
reception. If a satellite speed of 7 km/s is considered, the Doppler range is ap-
proximately ±3.8 kHz. This maximum shift corresponds to approximately 40%
of the bit rate. Usually, frequency estimation methods handle shifts of 15% of
the bit rate like, for example, in [2]. In the effort to design a robust and efficient
spaceborne AIS receiver that handles this Doppler range, we present a novel
algorithm based on an FM discriminator.

Another important issue is that the coverage for an AIS sensor in space would
be a much larger area on the ground than the system was originally designed
for. As a consequence, collisions among signals from ships separated by a large
distance will occur. More information about this is provided in the next section.

The structure of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
scenario for AIS satellite detection. The relevant technical aspects of AIS are
introduced in Section 3 followed by the description of the signal model in Section
4. A novel algorithm for demodulating Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK)
signals with high Doppler range is derived in Section 5. Results for simulated
and real AIS signals are contained in Section 6, as well as the Bit Error Rate
(BER) performance of the system. Sections 7 and 8 finish with conclusions and
possible future developments.

2 Scenario

This research work is part of a larger AIS project. The aim of this project is
to improve the global maritime surveillance through the implementation of AIS
message satellite detection using a constellation of LEO satellites. AIS signals
are received and decoded. The resulting information is relayed via satellite feeder
links to appropriately located ground stations, as shown in Fig. 1.

An initial demonstration system will consist of a single LEO satellite. For
later operational systems, it is envisioned that a relatively small constellation
of LEO satellites would be used; consequently satellite coverage of a given ship
location will not be continuous.

As the satellite antenna beam covers a large geographical area, transmissions
by multiple AIS ship transmitters are received simultaneously. With many ships
in the Field Of View (FOV), interference problems will occur and AIS messages
from some of the ships may not be detected. An example of this is described in [3]
and is presented hereunder. Fig. 2 depicts the coverage area in North Sea for sev-
eral AIS cells (small circles) and for an airplane at 12 km altitude (large circle).
The observation area corresponding to the aircraft altitude is around 440nm of
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Fig. 1. Satellite Detection of AIS

Fig. 2. Ship Distribution in North Sea [3]

diameter. In this range, multiple AIS cells become visible. As a consequence,
simultaneous arrival of frames can produce collisions. For a LEO satellite, the
coverage area is 2880nm of diameter, including Europe and a wide sea area.
Thus, the number of cells visible for the satellite is larger, increasing the proba-
bility of signal collision.

According to the study presented in [4], a satellite constellation with contin-
uous coverage could handle up to 1300 ships with a ship information update
rate of once per hour with a ship detection probability of better than 99%. This
shows that spaceborne AIS message reception is possible but not by a standard
AIS receiver.
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3 AIS Technical Description

In this section, a brief technical description of AIS is presented. Further infor-
mation about the characteristics of AIS transmission can be found in [1].

The AIS system operates in the Very High Frequency (VHF) maritime mobile
band. Two parallel channels have been allocated: AIS 1 at 161.975MHz and
AIS 2 at 162.025MHz. Transmissions can use one of the two defined settings:
high with 25 kHz bandwidth (most frequently utilized) and low with 12.5 kHz
bandwidth. The modulation scheme specified for AIS is GMSK with maximum
Bandwidth-Time product (BT) equals 0.4 for high setting mode and with data
rate 9600bps [1].

AIS works autonomously, automatically, continuously and operates primar-
ily in broadcast mode using Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) schemes.
The access schemes to accommodate all users are Self Organized TDMA (SOT-
DMA), Random Access TDMA (RATDMA) and Fixed Access TDMA (FAT-
DMA). Each channel AIS is divided into frames of one minute duration. Frames
are synchronized with the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) time standard
and each one contains 2250 Time Slots (TS), thereby providing 4500 TS per
minute considering both channels. The duration of a TS is: 60/2250 = 26.7 ms
or: 9600× 60/2250 = 256 bits.

There are 22 AIS message types defined with different purposes. Their oc-
cupancy ranges from one to five TS depending of the type. The type relevant
for us is the position report kind, used by ships to provide identification and
navigational data. Its structure is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Structure of the AIS Position Report Message

The transmission starts with an 8-bit ramp up followed by a 24-bit training
sequence, consisting of alternating zeros and ones. Then a start flag, which is
a standard High-level Data Link Control (HDLC) to identify the beginning of
the frame. This is followed by the data, which has 168 bits length for position
report messages type, and a Frame Check Sequence (FCS), that uses the Cyclic
Redundancy Check (CRC) 16-bit polynomial to calculate the checksum. The end
flag marks the end of the frame and is identical to the start flag. Finally, there
is a 24-bit buffer to compensate bit stuffing, distance delays, repeater delay and
jitter synchronization.

Each parameter field is defined with the most significant bit first. The total
length is 256 bits, which corresponds to the length of one TS. The message
duration is an important parameter because frequency and/or phase recovery
algorithms for coherent demodulation usually require longer bit sequences, as in
[5] for example, where around 1000 bits are required for the estimation.
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Messages are Non-Return to Zero Inverted (NRZI) encoded before being out-
put on the VHF data link.

4 Signal Model

The model of the transmitted AIS signal is presented in this section.
GMSK is a kind of Minimum Shift Keying (MSK) modulation with a Gaussian

pulse shaping filter of an appropriate bandwidth defined by BT. The BT value
is the product of B, the premodulation Gaussian filter bandwidth, and T the bit
period, which is the inverse of the bit rate. Like MSK, the modulation index of
GMSK is 0.5.

The advantage of using the Gaussian filter is that the generated signal has
low side lobes, narrower main lobe than in MSK and smoother phase transitions.
Another important property of MSK signals is that they have constant envelope
making the modulation scheme more immune to noise and amplitude variations.

According to [6], two methods can be used to generate a modulated GMSK
signal: a Gaussian filter followed by an FM modulator or a Gaussian filter and
Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) modulation.

The time domain impulse response of the Gaussian Low Pass Filter (GLPF)
is given by [7]:

h(t) =

√
2π

ln 2
B exp

(
−2π2

ln 2
B2t2

)
. (1)

The impulse response has to be truncated and scaled depending on the BT value
to ensure that the response of the filter to a single bit produces a phase change
of ±π/2. For BT = 0.4, the filter length is three symbol periods. The impulse
response has to be also time shifted in order to have a causal signal.

When a rectangular pulse centred in the origin with unit amplitude and T
duration passes through this filter, the response is:

g(t) =
1

2T

[
Q

(
2πB

t − T/2√
ln 2

)
− Q

(
2πB

t + T/2√
ln 2

)]
, (2)

where Q(t) is the Q-function:

Q(t) =
∫

t

1√
2

exp
(−x2/2

)
dx . (3)

Therefore, the signal obtained after the Gaussian filter is:

x(t) =
∑

i

sig(t − iT ) , (4)

being si the symbols to transmit.
The drawback of using GMSK is that since GMSK has a narrower main lobe

than MSK, pulses spread over a longer time causing Intersymbol Interference
(ISI). The presence of ISI makes the demodulation at the receiver more complex.
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Either if the FM modulator or the quadrature modulator is used, the GMSK
modulated signal is given by:

z(t) = Acos(2πfct + θ(t) + θ0) , (5)

with A constant amplitude, fc carrier or modulation frequency and θ0 the initial
phase at t = 0. θ(t) is related to the message information by:

θ(t) = 2πkf

∫ t

−∞
x(τ)dτ , (6)

where kf is the frequency deviation in volts per hertz.

5 GMSK Demodulator

Three different techniques can be used for GMSK demodulation ([8]): coherent
detection, differential detection and FM discriminator. The last two are non-
coherent detection and are usually utilized to demodulate FM. The coherent
detection method is similar to the one used for MSK demodulation. In this
paper, we chose to utilize a non-coherent scheme. The reason behind is that
coherent demodulation requires accurate frequency, phase and clock recovery
and, as mentioned above, the maximum Doppler shift is out of the range of the
frequency recovery algorithms studied.

The differential detection and the FM discriminator are compared in [9] draw-
ing the conclusion that the BER performance of the FM discriminator is better.
This is due to the fact that the differential detection utilizes the phase and the
amplitude of the signal and the FM discriminator uses only the phase. As a
result, the FM discriminator is not affected by the amplitude noise. This prob-
lem, could be overcome with a limiter but in any case, the results of our tests
conclude also that the FM discriminator has better BER performance and thus
it is the best option. The block diagram of the discriminator is based on [10] and
described in the following.

5.1 Description

The spaceborne AIS receiver developed consists of several branches in parallel
with an FM discriminator in each branch. Every discriminator is centred at a
different frequency to cope with the large Doppler range of the received sig-
nals. This idea comes from the bank of filters used in radar to treat different
frequencies.

The block diagram of each FM discriminator is shown in Fig. 4. It is composed
of the following elements: an I & Q demodulator, a phase derivator and a GLPF.
Basically, the discriminator maps the frequency of the I & Q components to a
voltage using a differential estimation algorithm.

Considering an AWGN channel with noise n(t′), r(t′) is defined by:

r(t′) = Acos(2π(fc + fd)t′ + θ(t′) + θ0) + n(t′) , (7)
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Fig. 4. FM Discriminator Block Diagram

being fd the Doppler frequency shift and t′ = t + ε. ε is the time needed by the
signal to travel from the ship to the satellite. It needs to be estimated. From now
on, and for the sake of simplicity, we consider θ0 = 0. We assume also, and only
for the following mathematical description, that ε = 0 (t′ = t). The estimation
of ε is explained afterwards.

The input passband signal r(t), centred at an Intermediate Frequency (IF)
is filtered by a reception filter with a wide enough bandwidth to consider the
Doppler range. The filtered signal is input to the bank of branches and in each
one is multiplied by a Local Oscillator (LO) centred at a different frequency,
generating the I and Q signals in baseband. For the branch in the middle, the
LO frequency is fc. The following mathematical development is for the middle
branch. The same procedure can be applied for the other branches. Noise is not
considered for simplicity.

rI (t) = r(t)2 cos(2πfct) = 2A cos(2π(fc + fd)t + θ(t)) cos(2πfct)
= A [cos(2πfdt + θ(t)) + cos(2π(2fc + fd)t + θ(t))]

rQ(t) = r(t)2 sin(2πfct) = 2A cos(2πfct + θ(t)) sin(2πfct)
= A [sin(2πfdt + θ(t)) + sin(2π(2fc + fd)t + θ(t))] . (8)

After that, the I and Q signals pass through a LPF to eliminate the 2fc compo-
nent generated by the mixer:

zI(t) = Acos(2πfdt + θ(t))
zQ(t) = A sin(2πfdt + θ(t)) . (9)

First, the phase derivator obtains the phase of the baseband signal by computing
the arctangent of zI(t) and zQ(t).

y(t) = arctan(
zQ(t)
zI(t)

) = arctan
(

Asin(2πfdt + θ(t))
A cos(2πfdt + θ(t))

)
= 2πfdt + θ(t) . (10)
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And as a second step, it performs the derivation of the arctangent respect to
time. Taking into account Eq. 6:

d(t) =
dy(t)
dt

= 2πfd + Cx(t) , where C is a constant . (11)

Finally, a GLPF eliminates the out of band noise facilitating the hard decision.
The result is the demodulated signal b(t).

The advantage of this demodulator is that is simple, not need of carrier or
initial phase recovery, leading also to a very simple implementation in a Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). The demodulated signal at the output has
constant amplitude independently of the signal level at the input.

Nevertheless, there are also disadvantages: the noise is amplified when no sig-
nal is received and there is a Direct Current (DC) offset when the received signal
presents Doppler, as shown in Eq. 11. This is the reason why the discriminators
are in parallel, as mentioned above.

However, an advantage can be gained from the DC offset because its value is
proportional to the Doppler shift. Hence, Doppler is calculated and compensated,
the signal is centred around zero and the symbol decision is correctly taken. To
estimate the DC shift, a mean filter is used taking advantage from the fact that
the training sequence consists of alternating zeros and ones. Consequently, the
frame DC is obtained by calculating the mean value of this segment.

Now we consider the case that ε �= 0. AIS signals are UTC synchronized
but the exact moment of reception at the satellite is not known. For detecting
the presence of a frame and also recovering the synchronization, the following
technique is used.

At the same time that the signal is being demodulated, a correlation is per-
formed to compare the demodulated signal at the output of the FM discriminator
with the waveform of the training sequence and the start flag (32 bits in total)
which are called preamble in the following. In this manner, when the preamble is
contained in the demodulated signal, the correlation function has a peak marking
the beginning of the frame and, hence, the beginning and end of a symbol. That
is how ε is estimated. The peak can be a maximum or a minimum depending on
the initial state of the NRZI encoding (1 or -1). The advantage of this technique
is that is amplitude independent because, as mentioned above, the demodulated
signals have the same output amplitude.

The correlation has to be performed in every branch of the demodulator. The
reason is that when the training sequence is being demodulated, the frequency
has not been compensated yet and the demodulated signal has a DC compo-
nent, as it is shown in Section 6. Therefore, there are as many correlators as
FM discriminators. Fig. 5 depicts the parallel structure that detects the peak
correlation to estimate ε. If a frame is detected, the Doppler shift is estimated
from the middle demodulated signal. � � represents the rounding to the nearest
integer smaller than the element.

Once the demodulation is done and the synchronization is recovered, the
detection starts, working with the middle branch of the demodulator. The other
branches are only utilized for detection of the correlation peaks. By using an
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Fig. 5. Demodulator Block Diagram

Fig. 6. Signal Detection and Further Processing

Integrate & Dump filter, the receiver integrates the signal over one symbol to
take the decision. The process continues until the end of the frame (identified
by the end flag). The CRC is checked and if the message is correct, further
processing is done to obtain human read information. This is shown in Fig. 6.

Complexity is not added due to the parallel structure because the intention of
the AIS project, is to implement the design in an FPGA, which allows the im-
plementation of parallel configurations. Consequently, the receiver can perform
in real time.

5.2 Collision Detection

A fairly high collision rate is expected over dense traffic zones. Therefore, every
attempt must be made to retrieve the maximum information from the signals.
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Based on the fact that GMSK signals have constant amplitude, if the received
signal presents a change in the amplitude, it is likely that a collision between
two or more frames has occurred. Therefore, the amplitude of the received signal
is obtained by using the I and Q components defined in Eq. 9. Hence: (zI(t)2 +
zQ(t)2) = A2.

Then, to detect the amplitude variation, the variance of the amplitude is
calculated, providing a method to detect the presence of collisions. This is a first
attempt to estimate the collision rate. However, the focus of this research is on
the large Doppler range rather than in the collision problem.

6 Results

In this section, the performance of the proposed demodulator is evaluated, firstly
with computer simulated signals and then with real AIS signals recorded through
an aircraft. Finally, the receiver BER performance is displayed and compared
with theoretical results.

A compromise has to be found for the number of branches in the demodulator.
The more branches, the smaller the frequency interval between LO frequencies
and hence, the narrower the bandwidth of the LPFs from Fig. 3. As a conse-
quence, there is less noise passing through the filter, making the detection easier.
The drawback is that the complexity of the demodulator increases: several FM
discriminators and correlation calculations running in parallel. For this case, five
branches have been chosen.

The signals used (simulated and real) are passband centred at 12 kHz as IF.
This frequency is high enough because, as BT = 0.4 and T = 1/9600, the GMSK
signal bandwidth is B = 3840 Hz. The sampling rate is 96 ksps, therefore, there
are 10 samples per symbol. The demodulator is implemented in ANSI C.

From the five branches, the middle one (number 3) has a LO centred at 12 kHz.
Branches 1 and 2 have higher LO frequencies and branches 4 and 5 have lower
LO frequencies.

6.1 Computer Simulated AIS Signals

Synthesized signals have been created to determine the performance of the de-
modulator. To simplify, an AWGN channel has been considered, though in reality
some interference may disturb the communication.

The test consists of three AIS frames with different amplitudes and Doppler
frequency shifts. They are synchronized in consecutive TS. The beginning of each
TS is marked in the figures corresponding to this validation with synthesized
signals. In the following, the amplitude and correlation values displayed in the
figures are normalized to one.

Fig. 7 displays the demodulated baseband signals. The training sequences of
the frames have a DC shift (indicated with a circle) because the mean value
of the training sequence has still not been calculated. After the frequency com-
pensation, the signal is centred around the axis, which is required for the bit
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Fig. 7. Doppler Correction

decision. Since the first frame has a very small Doppler shift, 14Hz, the demod-
ulated signal is centred around the axis. The second one has a positive Doppler,
3547Hz, being the training sequence above the zero axis. The training sequence
of the last frame is below the axis because its Doppler is -1018Hz.

In Fig. 7, one of the advantages of the receiver is appreciated: the demodulated
signals have all the same amplitude. However, a disadvantage is also visible: the
white Gaussian noise between the frames is amplified.

For detection, the synchronization needs to be recovered to identify the symbol
start and end. To this aim, the correlation over the preamble is performed, as
mentioned previously, for the different branches. Fig. 8 presents the parallel
correlations for the three signals.

The correlation peak involved in the synchronization for the first frame corre-
sponds to branch 3 because the first signal has a very small Doppler shift. The
second one, has the peak at branch 1 (for large positive Doppler shift) and the
third frame has two peaks: in branch 3 and 4, being the peak in branch 4 the
minimum and the one involved in the synchronization recovery.

Fig. 9 illustrates the synchronization process. The upper part of the figure
depicts the training sequence, start flag and the beginning of the first AIS frame
from Fig. 7. The lower part corresponds to the correlation function. As can be
seen, the correlation peak, a minimum in this case, corresponds to the end of
the preamble, thus being possible to determine the bit beginning.

6.2 Real AIS Signals

For the test with real messages, the signals recorded from an aircraft have been
used. The purpose of the flight was to record AIS signals sent from ships in similar
conditions as with satellite reception. The altitude of the aircraft is 4500m. As
the speed of the airplane is much slower than the satellite speed, the expected
Doppler range for these signals is small, around ±200Hz and the frequency
compensation is not needed. For LEO satellites, the expected Doppler range is
±3.8 kHz. For this reason, the presented AIS receiver is needed. The demodulated
signals are depicted in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 8. Correlation Functions for Synchronization
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Fig. 9. Synchronization Through Correlation Function

Fig. 10. Demodulated Real AIS Signals

The correlation peaks corresponding to branch 3 are displayed in Fig. 11. As
mentioned above, peaks can be maximum or minimum. For the first two frames
the peak is a maximum and for the last one is a minimum.

6.3 Receiver BER Performance

Finally, the BER performance of the GMSK receiver is shown in Fig. 12.
The line with round points is our receiver BER performance. It is compared to

the theoretical BER curve achieved by a non-coherent MSK receiver (line with
square points). For GMSK, the theoretical curve is slightly shifted to the right
due to ISI. As can be seen, the curve of the receiver is, in average, 4 dB from the
theoretical curve achieved by a non-coherent GMSK receiver with BT = 0.4.

In the received real signals, it has been observed that some signals have a very
low Signal-to-Noise Ratio (S/N). For that reason, further improvements have to
be done to make the BER performance closer to theory.
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Fig. 11. Correlation Result of Real AIS Signals

Fig. 12. Demodulator BER Performance

7 Conclusions

In this paper the structure of a spaceborne AIS receiver has been presented and
analysed. The purpose of this demodulator is to receive the AIS messages sent
by ships, in order to identify the position of all ships over the world, improving
the maritime surveillance.

Space based reception introduces a large Doppler frequency shift of the re-
ceived signals, which is in the range of ±3.8 kHz due to the satellite speed. To
cope with this issue, the receiver is implemented with several branches in parallel
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centred at a different demodulation frequency. The number of branches of the
proposed receiver is five. Each branch is based on an FM discriminator that per-
forms the derivation of the arctangent to obtain the signal, which is contained
in the phase of received signal.

The main advantages of this robust scheme is that, as it is non-coherent, there
is no need to recover the frequency of the arriving signals with a small margin of
error (±1Hz). Our algorithm performs a rough frequency compensation by the
calculation of the signal DC offset. This approximation is good enough (±100Hz
error) to centre the demodulated signal around the axis for hard detection, lead-
ing to an easier implementation.

In addition to the FM discriminator, the receiver includes a bit synchroniza-
tion algorithm by obtaining the correlation of the demodulated signals with a
known waveform, the preamble.

In presence of AWGN channel, the BER performance of the GMSK demod-
ulator showed a 4 dB loss respect to the theoretical curve. The disadvantage is
that a coherent demodulation scheme has always theoretically 3 dB better BER
performance. For that reason, a coherent demodulator could be considered for
further developments.

The receiver has also been tested with real AIS signals recorded from an
airplane. Real messages can be demodulated properly and the information is
recovered. However, some of the recorded frames have a very low S/N, not being
possible to demodulate them with the receiver presented here.

The collision in a TS among signals from different ships is a quite likely event.
Some preliminary tests performed with the receiver show that if two frames
collide only the frame with higher amplitude can be obtained if the Signal-
to-Interference ratio is large enough (10 dB). As a consequence, the receiver
presented here can detect if a collision has occurred or not in a TS, but is not
able to demodulate the two (or more) signals colliding.

8 Future Work

As a first implementation, the demodulator consists of five branches. Fewer
amount of branches is not advisable because of the large Doppler range. A
possibility is then to try seven branches, which complicates the demodulator
structure. However, at the same time allows to reduce the bandwidth of the fil-
ters in the branches, increasing the S/N and improving the BER performance,
placing it closer to the theoretical values.

Another detection schemes may be used instead of Integrate and Dump, such
as Decision Feedback Equaliser (DFE), to cope with the ISI inherent to GMSK
modulation. Moreover, possible designs for coherent demodulation schemes can
be studied to increase the receiver performance respect to BER.

Finally, a scheme to deal with signal collisions will be analysed since, so far,
these are only detected.
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Abstract. Galileo is the program that has been launched by the European Union 
for the purpose of building a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) for 
serving civilians and to exist under civil control. Our project combines many 
previous researched scenarios for Galileo system to a final one, which has been 
simulated and adjusted to meet the most demanding standards (of proposed 
GNSS services). The final simulated scenario is consisted of 30 (27+3 spare) 
satellites allocated in 3 orbital planes. 

Keywords: Galileo, GPS, GNSS, BPSK, BOC, EIRP, RAAN, Satellite cover-
age, Satellite access time, BER. 

1   Introduction 

GPS was built by the US as a revolutionary precise positioning system in order to 
play a key role in various military operations. But almost twenty years ago a change 
of scene took place considering the need for additional GPS civil services. Due to its 
primary goal and institutional status, GPS cannot guarantee such kind of services 
which would keep up the pace with the actual increasing rate of satellite demanding 
applications.  

Galileo will fill the actual gap of high quality satellite services absence, in terms of 
performance, better signal tracking and therefore position accuracy. In comparison to 
GPS it will not be controlled by any government. GNSS Supervisory Authority and 
the Concessionaire will be responsible for the whole project. 

The Galileo system will be consisted of 27 satellites in MEO (Medium Earth Orbit) 
with 3 additional spare satellites intended for broadcasting navigational signals. This 
constellation will provide 4 kinds of navigation services such as Open Service, 
Safety-of-Life Service, Commercial Service and Public Regulated Service [1].  Con-
sequently, development of scientific fields such as GNSS-R altimeter for characteriz-
ing mesoscale ocean feature, sea-ice altimetry and soil moisture monitoring will be 
major breakthroughs of GNSS reflectometry [2]. 

In this paper, taking into consideration previous mentioned needs for better per-
formance we study various proposed scenarios for Open Service (L1 and E5 fre-
quency bands). This is the first stage of our work followed by the second stage where 
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we investigate the feasibility of combining all proposed systems to a final and even 
better one. In this way, we conclude in constructing a scenario consisted of a constel-
lation of 30 satellites (27 + 3 spares). Final stage is devoted in the simulation proce-
dures and results. 

2   Technical Specifications of the Proposed Galileo System 

Binary offset carrier (BOC) modulation will be used for the purpose of sharing the 
same centre frequency among various GNSSs. It has advantages compared to BPSK 
modulation from the aspect of frequency correlation function. In this function the 
main lobe of BOC signal is narrower and in turn provides higher positioning accuracy 
[3], [4]. 

The Galileo Open Service signal (L1) will be consisted from BOC signals. Sym-
bolic expression of BOC(fS, fC) is transformed to BOC(1,1) for a given subcarrier 
frequency of fS = 1.023 MHz and chipping rate of fC = 1.023 MHz. Signal characteris-
tics for the simulated Galileo system including Data rates and Chip rates are summa-
rized in Table 1 [5], [6]. 

Table 1. Signal characteristics of the simulated Galileo system 

Standard Galileo E1 E5a 
Frequency (MHz) 1575.42 1176.45 
Bandwidth (MHz) 4.092 25.575 
Modulation BOC(1,1) BPSK 
Data rate (bps) 250 50 
Chip rate (Mcps) 1.023 10.23 

 
For the purpose of simulating Galileo system under real conditions, we included in 

our scenario signal propagation characteristics. These characteristics consisted of free 
space path loss, Ionospheric and Tropospheric path delay, Ionospheric and Tropo-
spheric amplitude scintillation, Ionospheric and Tropospheric phase scintillation, 
Ionospheric refraction, Ionospheric Doppler shift, foliage attenuation, worst case 
scenario for attenuation by water vapor and oxygen, worst case scenario for rainfall, 
clouds and fog attenuation. Total signal attenuation was equal to 189.3 dB, satellite 
and user gain antenna equal to 14 dB and 0 dB respectively [7], [8].  

EIRP of each satellite was equal to 12.3 dBW and all receivers’ sensitivity equal to 
-144 dBm [5]. 

Orbital parameters of all satellites were based on our modifications of GIOVE-A 
satellite. Apogee and perigee altitude was equal to 23616 km. Inclination and argu-
ment of perigee was equal to 56 deg and 317 deg respectively. Right ascension of the 
ascending node (RAAN) and true anomaly had various values according to 3 satellite 
planes defined by Walker tool in Satellite toolkit [9], [10].   

Table 2 shows all orbital characteristics of 30 satellites constituting the proposed 
Galileo system. 
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Table 2. Orbital parameters of simulated Galileo system (apogee and perigee altitude equals to 
23616 km and mean motion equals to 1.6713 revs/day for all satellites) 

Proposed  
Satellite name 

Inclination 
(deg) 

Argument of perigee 
(deg) 

RAAN 
(deg) 

True Anomaly 
(deg) 

GioveA101 spare 56 317 186 0 
GioveA102 56 317 186 36 
GioveA103 56 317 186 72 
GioveA104 56 317 186 108 
GioveA105 56 317 186 144 
GioveA106 56 317 186 180 
GioveA107 56 317 186 216 
GioveA108 56 317 186 252 
GioveA109 56 317 186 288 
GioveA110 56 317 186 324 
GioveA201 spare 56 317 306 12 
GioveA202 56 317 306 48 
GioveA203 56 317 306 84 
GioveA204 56 317 306 120 
GioveA205 56 317 306 156 
GioveA206 56 317 306 192 
GioveA207 56 317 306 228 
GioveA208 56 317 306 264 
GioveA209 56 317 306 300 
GioveA210 56 317 306 336 
GioveA301 spare 56 317 66 24 
GioveA302 56 317 66 60 
GioveA303 56 317 66 96 
GioveA304 56 317 66 132 
GioveA305 56 317 66 168 
GioveA306 56 317 66 204 
GioveA307 56 317 66 240 
GioveA308 56 317 66 276 
GioveA309 56 317 66 312 
GioveA310 56 317 66 348 

3   Results and Discussion 

In order to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed Galileo system, we inserted a 
vehicle in our simulation. Vehicle was set to move on an ideal straight line ranging 
from Thessaloniki (Greece) to Berlin (Germany). Average speed of 80 km/h was 
assumed. Hardware characteristics of portable Galileo system which were located on 
the vehicle and onboard satellites are described in the previous section. For the pur-
pose of confirming good theory of operation, coverage (FOM satisfaction) and access 
time graphs are presented. Coverage is the existence of a clear line of sight from one 
object to another. Also, Access tool allows determining the times one object can  
access another object. It models transmission according to the constraints set by the 
user [10].  
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Fig. 1. (a) FOM satisfaction for vehicle receiver and (b) Accessing to Galileo system 
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FOM satisfaction diagram (Fig. 1a) for vehicle receiver (bands L1+E5a) shows real 
time coverage from Galileo system. In turn, this is essential for accomplishing real 
time accessing. The previous principle is shown in Fig. 2b by presenting each satellite 
access time in relation to vehicle receiver. Time gaps were expected due to medium 
earth orbits of Galileo system. Nevertheless, they do not affect the final outcome of 
accomplishing real time data transfer, because multi-locking procedure of several 
Galileo satellites at the same time gives excellent results. 

In Fig. 2a is presented the simulation scenario of Galileo system and moving vehi-
cle in 2 dimensions. Fig. 3 shows real time accessing in 3D representation (denoted 
with lines ranging from each satellite to vehicle). 

Using link budget analysis, we investigated BER performance for all Galileo satel-
lite links of the moving vehicle. BER was found in most occasions not to supersede 
the value of 10 – 3 [11]. The previous result is linked with worst case scenario noise, 
included in simulation computations. 

Also, diagrams are shown (Fig 4) which are related with accessing Galileo system 
(27 satellites) from its spare satellites. These diagrams explain the reason of choosing 
the certain spare satellites orbital parameters (Table 2). Graphical results which are 
derived from Fig.3 (a) (b) and (c) are summarized in Table 3. 

Table 3. Observations in accessing Galileo system from each spare satellite 

Real time accessing 
specifications 

Accessing from 
GioveA101 spare 

Accessing from 
GioveA201 spare 

Accessing from 
GioveA301 spare 

Absence of satellite 
accessing 

GioveA106 GioveA206 GioveA306 

Time accessing 
under conditions 
(with gaps) 

GioveA203 
GioveA204 
GioveA307 
GioveA308 

GioveA303 
GioveA304 
GioveA108 
GioveA109 

GioveA104 
GioveA105 
GioveA208 
GioveA209 

Real time access All others All others All others 

 

Fig. 2. 2D representation of Galileo system (only spare satellites orbits are shown) 
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Fig. 3. 3D representation of simulated system 

 
(a) 

Fig. 4. Time accessing for spare satellites (a) GioveA101, (b) GioveA201 and (c) GioveA301 
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(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 4. (Continued) 
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4   Conclusion 

In this paper we presented a study that has been based on the modification of an exist-
ing satellite called GIOVE-A. The main purpose was to find all orbit parameters of a 
satellite constellation that could constitute Galileo system. Consequently simulation 
of this system was conducted in order to determine good theory of operation even 
under worst case scenario noise. Results confirmed the feasibility of the proposed 
system working in L1 and E5a bands through the existence of real time accessing to 
various mobile units all over the world. 

Another outcome of this project would be to investigate and if possible to develop 
a new scenario unifying services provided by GPS, GLONASS and Galileo for the 
benefit of the final user. A next step to our research will be also to investigate (based 
on our method of finding orbit elements for Galileo system) the feasibility of GPS III 
system under real conditions in order to verify its interoperability even under worst 
jamming conditions. Finally, a simulation will be conducted for unifying services of 
Galileo and GPS III systems using the outcome of technology based on previously 
manufactured or researched hardware components like synthetically generated, 
phased-array antennas for global navigation systems [12]. 
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Abstract. The Carrier Super-Positioning Satellite System is a promis-

ing telecommunication system because the frequency efficiency is dou-

ble that of existing satellite systems. In this technique, we can use the

same frequency band for inbound and outbound signals which are cur-

rently used in separated bands. Interference canceller used in the carrier

super-positioning system is degraded a lot by the nonlinear distortion of

satellite TWTA. This paper proposes and verifies a method of compensa-

tion of nonlinearity for the interference canceller. It becomes clear that,

by intentionally giving the same nonlinearity as that of the satellite to

the generated replica, significant part of the interference caused by the

nonlinearity can be removed.

Keywords: satellite communication, interference canceller, nonlinear

distortion, frequency reuse technology, TWTA.

1 Introduction

As the traffic demand for high-speed images increases, along with severe compen-
tition in the market environment, the effective utilization of frequency resources
of satellite communications is more important than ever. Frequency reuses by
carrier super-positioning is one of the efficiency method [1]. This is not only for
effective use of the band but also for the demand on the expansion of applications
by reducing the channel cost.

Many activities, including our own, for the studies of interference canceller
used in this system have been reported for the last few years [2]-[12]. All these
reports show that the interference canceller performs well in the linear systems.
In this study including our previous one however, it has been verified that it is
not true in the nonlinear system[10]. The interference is remainded un-cancelled

K. Sithamparanathan et al. (Eds.): PSATS 2010, LNICST 43, pp. 44–59, 2010.
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if the signal is distorted and degrades the BER performance of wanted signals.
The distortion is due to AM/AM and AM/PM conversion of the satellite TWTA.

In general, as for the compensation of nonlinear effects, many studies have
been reported. Some of them propose a pre-compensation that reshapes the
signals at the transmitted side[13]. However, they are all about regular signal
transmission for non-superposed carriers or about amplifier devices; very few are
about interference cancellers for carrier super-positioning.

In order to minimize the effects of such nonlinear distortion, this paper pro-
poses a method to compensate the nonlinearity of the satellite in the canceller
unit put in the receiver. As described in the many reference papers, it is com-
mon for the interference canceller for frequency superposing to generate replica
of outbound signal and subtract it from received signal[6]-[9]. Both inbound sig-
nal and outbound signal are contained in the received signal. The outbound
signal returned from the satellite is the unwanted signal which has to be can-
celled in this case since the station does not want to receive outbound signal but
want to receive inbound signal. Here it can be notified that the received signal
sent back from the satellite transponder is distorted if the signal is fed to the
nonlinear region of satellite TWTA while the replica generated in the canceller
is free from the distortion. The canceller has been suffered from the performance
degradation due to this difference between received signal and the replica.

Our proposal is to compensate the nonlinearity for the canceller by simply
giving distortion to the replica too. Then difference should be erased if the
replica is distorted in the same way as the received signal is done by the TWTA.

This paper first explains the effects of TWTA onto the interference canceller,
then shows the improvement of the performance of the canceller by our proposed
method.

2 Interference Canceller

Fig.1 shows two typical network configurations for carrier super-positioning net-
work. Fig.1(a) is for point-to-point paired carrier network. Both outbound (OB)
and inbound (IB) carriers are superposed in the same frequency band. The level
of both OB and IB carriers are the same in this case since size of antennas are
the same for both stations. In this network, interference canceller is required to
put at both stations.

On the other hand, Fig.1(b) shows the point-to-multipoint network called
VSAT (Very Small Aperture Terminal) system. This network is composed of
one large Hub station and many remote stations, and a wider band OB carrier
is sent from Hub station to remote stations and plural narrower band IB carriers
are from remotes to Hub. Since different diameter of antenna are used for Hub
and remote stations in the VSAT system, the carrier level (power density) of OB
is generally much higher than those of IB carriers. The difference is generally as
well as 10dB and more. The interference canceller is then required only in the
Hub station but not required in remotes since remote stations can demodulate
high level OB carrier (wanted signal) as it is.
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(a)P to P

(b)P to MP

Fig. 1. Carrier Super-Positioning System

Fig. 2. Replica generation by demodulation

Interference canceller is realized by generating replica of unwanted signal and
subtracting it from received signals. Two methods have been proposed by us. One
is to demodulate unwanted signal from received signals and generating replica
[5]. The other method is to shift transmitting signal with the amount of delay
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of one round trip time [11][12]. The former (method 1) is simple and useful for
VSAT system but the accuracy of replica is affected by the bit error at the
demodulation of unwanted signal. The latter (method 2) is not affected by such
bit error but is required to measure the satellite one round trip delay accurately
and continuously. The concept of interference canceller of method 1 is shown
in Fig.2. In Fig.2, upper part is the path for received signal (OB+IB) and the
lower part is for the path to demodulate unwanted signal and to generate replica
(unwanted OB). Then, wanted signals (IB) are extracted at the output of the
canceller.

3 Nonlinear Effects

3.1 Theoretical Description

In the satellite communications, the transponder TWTA is generally operated
in the region of near saturation in order to use power effectively. Then, the
signals amplified there suffer from the effects of inter-modulation and distorted
due to the AM/AM and AM/PM conversion. Fig.3 shows the typical AM/AM
and AM/PM conversion characteristics of the TWTA used in the conventional
communications satellite. The amplitude and phase of the signal provided to
the nonlinear amplifier are converted to new amplitude and phase respectively
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Fig. 3. Nonlinear characteristics of TWTA

Table 1. Parameters of TWTA characteristics

αx 1.0

βx 0.25

αφ π/12

βφ 0.25
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Fig. 4. Signal vectors of TWTA Input and Output

according to the conversion characteristics shown in Fig.3. Fig.4 shows vector
diagram of input and output signal through the TWTA. Composite signal(a)
of OB and IB is fed to TWTA and converted to the TWTA output signal(b).
Here, if the power of OB is much larger than that of IB, the conversion which
the composite signal is received by the nonlinearity is the same as that OB is
received.

The TWTA output signal u(t) against to the input signal s(t) can be expressed
by the equation(1) [14]

u(t) = s(t)G[s(t)] (1)

where the amplifier gain G[s(t)] is

G[s(t)] =
1

|s(t)|g(|s(t)|) exp(jf(|s(t)|)) (2)

The function g(r) and f(r) represent AM/AM (amplitude modulation/amplitude
modulation) and AM/PM (amplitude modulation/phase modulation) conversion
characteristics of TWTA respectively. For the TWTA, the expressions for g(r) and
f(r) are

g(r) =
αxr

1 + βxr2
(3)

f(r) =
αφr2

1 + βφr2
(4)

where αx is the small-signal gain, and gmax = 1√
βx

is the amplifier input satu-
ration voltage. αφ and βφ is the parameters which decide AM/PM conversion
characteristics. The AM/AM and AM/PM characteristics of TWTA and the
parameters used in above equations are shown in Fig.3 and Table 1 respectively.
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Here, let’s consider that the power of IB is smaller enough, then the received
signal fed to the input of the canceller is expressed by u(t) shown in equation(1).
On the other hand the replica which is provided to another input of the canceller
is just expressed by s(t). The difference between these two signals R(t) is the
remained signal which behaves as interference in this system.

R(t) = u(t) − s(t) (5)

where R(t) can be considered as the remained signal caused by the nonlinear
effects. And we can define the suppression of the interference canceller δ in the
nonlinear system by the ratio of the power of unwanted signal at the canceller
input and the power of remained interference signal as

δ =
u(t)2

R(t)2
(6)

By the way, as easily expected in equation(5),R(t) is zero since u(t) = s(t)
in the linear system if other factors such as quantizing error, carrier and timing
synchronization errors etc.,in the canceller are ideally zero. As shown in equation
(5) and (6), interference power is generated due to the nonlinear distortion of
unwanted signal in the satellite transpoder. Our intention is, as mentioned above,
to compensate the distortion by giving the same distortion to the replica. The
principle of our proposal is simple. Namely, R(t) becomes zero if we substitute
u(t) for s(t) in equation (5).

Here the issue is how to estimate the nonlinear characteristics of satellite
TWTA in the canceller unit. It is possible to know the TWTA nonlinearity itself
by getting the data of transponder from the network operator. However even
though it is possible, we still have to know the operation point of the satellite
TWTA since the uplink power to the satellite frequently deviates due to the rain
attenuation or to the other reasons. An approach to estimating nonlinearity is
explained later.

3.2 Evaluation of Nonlinear Effects

A. Perfomance Degradation. The nonlinear verification test of interference
canceller has been conducted by both computer simulation using reference model
and laboratory test using FPGA based hardware prototype. The network sim-
ulated here is the VSAT system in which the level difference between OB and
IB is 13 dB (refer to Fig.1(b)). One of the important performance parameters
for the canceller is the purity of extracted inbound signal (wanted signal). The
purity can be evaluated by the suppression of unwanted signal. The transmission
path model used in the simulation is shown in Fig.5. The parameters used for the
simulation is shown in Table 2. Simulated results of suppression performances
are shown in Fig.6 and Fig.7.

Fig.6 shows both spectrum of received signals (which includes both 5MHz
outbound and 1MHz inbound carriers) and extracted inbound signal in the linear
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Fig. 5. Transmission Path Model of Computer Simulation

Table 2. Simulation parameters

Moduration Level QPSK(OB)DQOSK(IB)

Symbol Rate 5Msymbol/s 1Msymbol/s

Power Density Difference (D/U) 13[dB]

The number of IB 4

Channel Model AWGN

HPA Model TWTA

Input Back-off 0-10[dB]

system. Fig.7 is those in the nonlinear system operated at 0dB IBO (Input
Back Off). As shown in these figures, the inbound signal (wanted signal ) is
well extracted in case the system is linear but is not in the case the system
is nonlinear. That is, signal to interference ratio (D/U ratio) in the nonlinear
system is only 10 dB or lower.

Fig.8 shows hardware test results of both received signal spectrum and the
extracted IB signal. Though similar test have been conducted but the results
of hardware test is worse than those of computer simulation. The D/U ratio of
extracted signal is only 6-7 dB in this case. The hardware test has been conducted
by using method 2 [11].

B. Compensation of Nonlinear Effects. As mentioned before, our proposal
is to give the replica the same nonlinear characteristics and compensate the
satellite nonlinearity as shown in Fig.9. Fig.9 shows the basic block diagram in
which the compensation is put at the output of outbound signal demodulator.
The upper side of this block diagram is the path where the received signals
(OB+IB) are provided to the canceller as they are. These signals are distorted if
the satellite transponder is operated in the nonlinear region. And the lower path
is to generate replica of OB (unwanted signal). The output of the demodulator
is fed to the circuit where the same nonlinearity shown in Fig.3 is numerically
given to the demodulated replica. Here, the nonlinearity can be simply realized
by baseband processing of I and Q vector of PSK signal.
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Fig. 8. Measured spectrum of output of FPGA based canceller

Fig. 9. Interference cancellar introduced nonlinear compensations

Firstly, the effects of the compensation on the purity of inbound signal after
cancellation has been evaluated. Fig.10 shows the spectrum form of canceller
input (IB+OB) and canceller output (IB). The operating point of the satellite
TWTA is saturation (IBO=0dB). The ratio of the power density of OB to IB
signal is 13 dB in this case. And the canceller output is for both cases of with
and without compensator. As shown in this figure, it is clear that the purity of
extracted IB is improved about 10 dB by adopting compensation.

Then lets show the BER performance of IB signal after cancellation. Fig.11
and Fig.12 show them for the case input back off (IBO) is 2 dB and 10 dB
respectively. Fig.11 is the case which is the nonlinear system. In case IBO=2
dB, the improvement by the compensation is obvious though the improvement
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for the latter case is small. The system of the latter case (IBO=10dB) is close to
linear and the degradation itself is very small whatever the compensation exists
or not. Fig.13 shows the improvement of BER performance by the compensation
for various input back off (IBO). In this simulation, it was assumed that the
input back off for both satellite TWTA and the nonlinearity intentionally given
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to the canceller for compensation are the same. It can be said that the significant
improvement is obtained by the proposed compensation.

C. Automatic Tracking of TWTA Back Off. In the previous section, it
becomes clear that the nonlinear compensation works as far as the operating
point (back off) of both satellite TWTA and the nonlinearity given to the replica
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in the canceller is the same. For this, it is necessary for the canceller to know
the operating point of the satellite.

Here we propose a method to track the back off of satellite TWTA automat-
ically. Before introducing the proposed method, it is illustrative to review the
performance of the compensator when the back off of the canceller has mismatch
with that of the satellite TWTA.

Fig.14 shows the BER degradation of IB (wanted) signal as a function of the
difference between back off of satellite TWTA and that of nonlinearity given to
the replica. The degradation is minimum when the values of both back off are
identical.

On the other hand, Fig. 15 shows the remained signal level of unwanted sig-
nal, that is interference power, at the output of the canceller for three different
cases of back off of replica nonlinearity (0, 3, 6 dB) while keeping the satellite
TWTA is the same (3 dB). This test was conducted by feeding OB signal only
to the canceller. As shown in this figure, the power of remained unwanted signal
proportionally increases as the difference between back off of the two nonlinear-
ities is larger. This property can be expressed as shown in Fig.16. By utilizing
this property, it is possible to estimate the satellite back off at the canceller unit
in the earth station.

We prepare three paths in the canceller unit as shown in Fig.17. These three
can be easily realized by signal processing without significant increase of hard-
ware cost. One nonlinear element is provided to each path with three different
back off such like y dB for upper path, x dB for middle path and x+y

2
dB for

lower path. Here, the output level of nonlinear element of each path is normal-
ized to be constant for any input back off. By this approach, we should get three
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Fig. 15. Remained Unwanted Signal Level for Three Cases

a) Satellite IBO 3dB Canceller IBO 0dB

b) Satellite IBO 3dB Canceller IBO 3dB

c) Satellite IBO 3dB Canceller IBO 6dB

different levels of remained unwanted signals at the output of each path in Fig.17.
Actually, wanted signal (IB) is extracted at the output of canceller. Therefore it
is necessary to extract unwanted signal only from those wanted and unwanted
power at the output. In order to do this, correlation technique by multiplying
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Fig. 16. Automatic Back Off Tracking

Fig. 17. Proposed Configuration of Satellite TWTA Back Off Tracking

replica signal to the canceller output is adopted here. By this operation, we can
get the absolute value of correlation for three each path which has back off of y
dB, x dB and x+y

2 dB.
Here let them be |C(y)|,|C(x)| and |C( y+x

2 )| respectively. Then, these are
expressed as shown in Fig 16. By designing the automatic control which works
so as to make the error e = |C(y)| − |C(x)| becomes zero, then the back off x+y

2
dB at this moment should approach to the value of satellite TWTA back off s0.
The lower path in Fig. 17 is finally just the canceller output which nonlinearity
is the same as the satellite. Thus the tracking loop of satellite TWTA back off
can be realized by this method.
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4 Conclusion

In order to minimize the performance degradation of frequency super-positioning
interference canceller due to the nonlinearity of the satellite transponder, a
method to compensate it by intentionally implementing same nonlinearity in
the canceller is proposed. The study results show that it decreases the signifi-
cant amount of degradation specifically in case the satellite is operated in the
deep nonlinear region. Considering the case that the operationg point of satellite
TWTA may change, we proposed a method of adaptive adjustment of both op-
erating points of satellite nonlinearity and the nonlinearity given to the canceller
for compensation.
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Abstract. In deep communications systems bandwidth availability, storage and 
computational capacity play a crucial role and represent precious, as well as 
limited, communications resources. Starting from this consideration, high effi-
cient image compression coding algorithms may represent a key solution to op-
timize the resources employment. In this paper two possible approaches have 
been considered: JPEG2000 and CCSDS Image Compression, which is specifi-
cally designed for satellite and deep space communications. In more details, 
two coders have been compared in terms of performance: JasPer, which is an 
implementation of the JPEG2000 standards, and the BPE, which is based on the 
CCSDS recommendations. The proposed comparison takes into account both 
the quality of the compressed images, by evaluating the Peak Signal to Noise 
Ratio, and the time needed to compress the images: the Compression Time. The 
latter parameters, which concerns the computational complexity of the com-
pression algorithm, is very interesting for deep space systems because of their 
limited computational and energy resources. 

Keywords: Deep Space Communications Systems, Image Compression, 
JPEG2000, CCSDS Compression, PSNR, Compression Time. 

1   Introduction 

In deep communications system bandwidth availability, storage and computational 
capacity play a crucial role and represent precious, as well as limited, communications 
resources. Starting from this consideration, high efficient image compression coding 
algorithms may represent a key solution to optimize the resources employment. 

JPEG2000 is a wavelet-based image compression standard and coding system. It was 
created by the Joint Photographic Experts Group committee in the year 2000 with the 
intention of superseding their original discrete cosine transform-based JPEG standard. 
On the other hand, The Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) data 
compression working group has adopted a recommendation for image data compression 
that proposes an algorithm based on a two dimensional discrete wavelet transform of the 
image, followed by progressive bit-plane coding of the transformed data. The algorithm 
can provide both lossless and lossy compression, and allows a user to directly control 
the compressed data volume or the fidelity with which the wavelet-transformed data can 
be reconstructed. CCSDS approach represents a low computational load compression 
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and, as a consequence is suitable for both frame-based image data and scan-based sen-
sor data, and has applications for near-earth and deep-space missions.  

In this work, both JPEG2000 and CCSDS algorithms have been taken into account 
and compared in terms of performance.  In more detail, two main performance pa-
rameters have been considered: Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Compression 
Time. 

The former (PSNR) is a measure used to evaluate the quality of a compressed im-
age with respect the original. This quality index is defined as the ratio of the maxi-
mum power of a signal and the power of noise that can invalidate the fidelity of his 
compressed version. PSNR is usually expressed in terms of the logarithmic scale of 
decibels. It is worth noting that in this context the noise concept comes from the 
amount of information that is lost during the compression with respect the original 
image. PSNR is often used as an indicator of perceptual quality: higher PSNR often 
results for compressed image more pleasing to the human eye. 

The latter parameter, the Compression Time, is the time needed by an algorithm to 
compress an image starting from the original one. 

In general the simplicity, fastness, and small storage necessities of an algorithm 
make it easy to be realized in hardware and suitable for space borne application. With 
respect to JPEG2000, CCSDS approach is aimed at reducing the computational load 
of the compression algorithm by maintaining the overall quality of the compressed 
images. 

Nevertheless, the proposed comparison shows that the performance are strictly de-
pendent on the practical implementation of the algorithm and, in particular, it is 
shown that among the employed coders the JPEG2000 one have lower Compression 
Time with respect to CCSDS based coder. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 shortly focuses on 
the considered Image Compression Approaches (JPEG2000 and CCSDS) and their 
possible implementation (JasPer and BPE coders). Section 3 illustrates the considered 
terms of the proposed performance comparison (PSNR and Compression Time). Per-
formance comparison of the described approaches is presented in Section 4, whereas 
final remarks and conclusions are drawn in Section 5. 

2   Image Compression Approaches: JPEG2000 and CCSDS 

2.1   JPEG2000 

JPEG2000 [1] is the well known new image compression standard for web and distri-
bution on PDAs, phones, PCs, televisions, etc. It represents the evolution of the fa-
mous JPEG format and, even if equipped with highly innovative features, JPEG2000 
is not intended, at least in the short term, to replace JPEG, but rather is expected a 
transition during which the new standard will integrate and expand the features of-
fered by JPEG.  

In summary, the salient features of JPEG 2000 are:  
 

□ It is a unique coding system that can deal effectively with images from differ-
ent sources, with different needs compression.  
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□ Allows both lossy compression (lossy), is that no loss compression (lossless).  
□ It produces images with better visual quality, especially at low bit-rate com-

pared to those achievable with JPEG, thanks to the properties of the wavelet 
transform.  

□ Allows you to change and, possibly, to decode any image regions, working 
directly on data in compressed form. 

□ It can create scalable compressed images in terms of resolution both in the 
level of detail, leaving the implementer the freedom to choose how much in-
formation and what parts of the image can be used for decompression.  

□ Introduces the concept of Region of Interest (ROI) of an image.  
 

Indeed, one of the novelties introduced in JPEG2000 is the opportunity to emphasize 
the importance of certain regions of the image, favoring the encoding of coefficients 
belonging to these areas. The use of ROI is particularly suitable for the encoding of 
images in which some parts are more important than their surroundings. 

Moreover JPEG2000 can achieve high compression rates by maintaining accept-
able image quality and there is the possibility of including, in a file that contains an 
image coded with JPEG2000, information on intellectual property and copyrights. 

2.1.1   JPEG2000 Considered Implementation: JasPer 
There are several distributions that allow to create JPEG2000 encoding, certainly the 
most important are the implementation Kakadu (downloadable from the web site 
http://www.kakadusoftware.com/) and the JasPer Project (download 
http://www.ece.uvic.ca/~mdadams/jasper/), which is interesting for its peculiarity of 
being open source and can therefore exploit all the functionality of JPEG2000. 
Kakadu needs instead of purchasing. 

JasPer [2] is a software-based implementation of the codec specified in the 
JPEG2000 standard. The development of this software had two motivations: firstly, 
the implementers wanted to develop a JPEG2000 implementation using the standard 
as only reference. Secondly, by conducting interoperability testing with other 
JPEG2000 implementations, implementers might find ambiguities in the text of the 
standards, allowing them to be corrected. 

In more detail, the design of the JasPer software was driven by several key con-
cerns: fast execution speed, efficient memory usage, robustness, portability, modular-
ity, maintainability, and extensibility. Since fixed-point operations are typically faster 
than their floating-point counterparts on most platforms, and some platforms lack 
hardware support for floating-point operations altogether, JasPer implementers 
elected to use only fixed-point operations in their software to match the objectives of 
high portability and fast execution speed. 

The JasPer software is written in the C programming language. This language was 
chosen mainly due to the availability of C development environments for most of 
computing platforms. 

The JasPer software consists of about 20,000 lines of code in total. This code is 
spread across several libraries. There are two executable programs, the first is the 
encoder, and the second is the decoder. The JasPer software can, moreover, handle 
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image data in a number of popular formats (e.g., PGM/PPM, Windows BMP, and Sun 
Raster file). 

2.2   CCSDS 

The Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) data compression 
working group has adopted a recommendation for image data compression. The algo-
rithm adopted in the recommendation consists of a two-dimensional discrete wavelet 
transform of the image, followed by progressive bit-plane coding of the transformed 
data [4]. The algorithm can provide both lossless and lossy compression, and allows a 
user to directly control the compressed data volume or the fidelity with which the 
wavelet-transformed data can be reconstructed. The algorithm is suitable for both 
frame-based image data and scan-based sensor data, and has applications for near-
Earth and deep-space missions. The standard is moreover accompanied by free soft-
ware sources as briefly described in the sub-section below. 

2.2.1   CCSDS Considered Implementation: BPE 
Concerning the implementations of the CCSDS standard, there are only two: one 
developed by the University of Nebraska, “BPE” (http://hyperspectral.unl.edu) and 
one by the Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona, the “B Software” (http:// 
www.gici.uab.cat/TER/). In this paper the first distribution, built in C + +, has been 
employed. Actually the TER, written in JAVA, has been used, but as a converter of 
raw images to pgm. 

3   Terms of Comparison: PSNR and Compression Time 

3.1   Peak Signal to Noise Ratio 

Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) is a measure used to evaluate the quality of a 
compressed image from the original [5]. This quality index is defined as the ratio of 
the maximum power of a signal and the power of noise that can invalidate the fidelity 
of its compressed representation. Because many signals have a very wide dynamic 
range, PSNR is usually expressed in terms of the logarithmic scale of decibels as will 
be done in the presented comparison. 

It is worth noting that the noise is not related to the typical channel noise (e.g., 
thermal noise) or with the attenuation due to the distance between source and destina-
tion, or by other disturbs (e.g., electrical storm burst). The noise considered concerns, 
in the framework of this paper, the amount of information that is lost during the op-
eration of lossy compression with respect to the original image.  

PSNR is often used as an indicator of perceptual quality in the sense that a higher 
PSNR often results in a compressed image more pleasing to the human eye. Neverthe-
less, this measure must be analyzed with caution because it happens that compressed 
images with values of PSNR lower than others are more similar to the original one. 

Independently of that consideration, it is possible to consider PSNR a fully reliable 
indicator in all cases in which it is used to compare results obtained from the same 
coder (or similar coders) [6]. 
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From the analytical viewpoint, it is possible to define the PSNR from another well 
known estimator: the Mean Square Error (MSE) as reported in [6, 7]. It expresses the 
difference between the MSE of observed data and the values of estimated figures. 
Denoting by I  the original image and the compressed image with K , both of dimen-
sion m n× , the following quantity is defined as MSE between the two images: 

( ) ( )
1 1

2

0 0

, ,
m n

MSE I i j K i j
− −

= −∑∑                                          (1) 

It represents the standard norm between correspondent pixels of the original image 
and compressed one. If the MSE is equal to 0 would mean that there is no difference 
between the two images. 

Starting from equation (1), it is possible to compute the PSNR as follows: 

{ }
1020log

MAX I
PSNR

MSE

⎛ ⎞
= ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
                                           (2) 

Typically, 0.25 dB are considered a significant improvement of the image compres-
sion method, valuable from the viewpoint of human perception. 

3.2   Compression Time 

Another important aspect that has been taken into consideration in the evaluation of 
the compression algorithms is the compression time because, nevertheless the careful 
studies in the literature, some expected results may fails when the implementation 
aspects are taken into account. In more details, methods such as the CCSDS, studied 
to have low computational loads, may be unready to be employed due to their row 
implementation that need to be further developed. 

In this paper, the standard JPEG2000 is assumed as reference from the perform-
ance viewpoint. It is however worth noting that JPEG2000 is valid for several  
environments and it is very complex and, for this reason, expensive from the compu-
tational viewpoint. 

Therefore, as also described in previous section, it was born an image compression 
algorithm developed by the CCSDS studied to create a standard that focuses exclu-
sively on the transmission of image through satellite and deep space transmission 
devices where the problem of energy consumption and, as a consequence, of compu-
tation load (and therefore of the compression time) becomes critical.  

As will be shown later, however, the envisaged increased compression speed of the 
CCSDS approach, at the moment, does not exist, and indeed the JPEG2000 algorithm 
in many cases is faster. 

4   Performance Comparison 

4.1   Reference Scenario 

Most of the tests were carried out using an image test taken directly from the site of 
CCSDS (http://cwe.ccsds.org/sls/docs/sls-dc/). That image (b3.raw) has a resolution 
of 1024 * 1024 pixels, and is encoded with 8 bits/pixel. 
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Below are reported several figures that analyze the performance of two approaches: 
JPEG2000 (JasPer coder) and CCSDS (BPE coder). The two considered approaches 
are absolutely identical in the processing of the original data in the Discrete Wave-
length Transform domain but they differ in the coding of the transformed data. Firstly, 
coded images with the algorithm CCSDS will be examined. They have been proc-
essed with DWT 9/7 floating point and with four different rates (bit per pixel): 0.25 
bpp, 0.5 bpp, 1 bpp and 2 bpp. Also different sizes of code blocks (8, 16, 32, 64) en-
tering in to the coder itself have been tested. Analogously, the JPEG2000 algorithm, 
with the same processor, same rate and same size of code blocks has been evaluated. 

As regards the calculation of PSNR, it should be noted that the JasPer open source 
package available is an executable that takes as input two images, in pgm format, and 
allows calculating various statistics, such as MSE and PSNR. 

Differently, it is more complicated to determine the PSNR in the case of CCSDS 
algorithm, since that is not available a library that helps to calculate the statistics of 
the image. In this case, an ad-hoc algorithm to calculate precisely the PSNR has been 
developed. This program was written in Matlab, takes two input raw images and 
computes the MSE, thus giving the value of PSNR. Obviously the employed images 
are those before and after encoding CCSDS. 

Concerning the compression time, the comparison has been performed in the fol-
lowing way: the time command has been exploited. In practice, the time spent in the 
execution of the compression from the first to the last line of code has been computed. 
Obviously that computation is influenced the type of hardware configuration and the 
processes running on your computer when launching the executable. For this reason 
the tests performed were made from the same machine on the same day, and with the 
same hardware configuration. Moreover, for each test, there have been seven meas-
ures. The result suggested in the graphs is the result of an arithmetic average on these 
measures. 
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Fig. 1. PSNR vs. bpp (Code Blocks = 8) 
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4.2   PSNR Comparison 

In the following figures, the PSNR obtained by employing the described image com-
pression algorithms has been reported in the several situations, in terms of bpp and 
Code Blocks, mentioned above. 
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Fig. 2. PSNR vs. bpp (Code Blocks = 16) 
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Fig. 3. PSNR vs. bpp (Code Blocks = 32) 
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Fig. 4. PSNR vs. bpp (Code Blocks = 64) 

The analysis shows that the variation of the size of code blocks does not affect par-
ticularly the value of PSNR significantly. It remains fairly constant, except for cases 
where the code blocks have size equal to 8 (please note that size 8 means equal to 8 * 
8, then a total of 64 blocks input to the coder) that is lower that about 2 dB. 

Concerning the rate, as expected, increasing the compression, and thus reducing 
the rate, the quality decreases more significantly. It also indicates how the choice of 
encoding blocks of size 8 is always the worst from the performance point of view. 

The JPEG2000 has a gain of at least 1 dB compared to the CCSDS in all scenarios, 
except for case in which the image is compressed with 2 bpp. In such cases, in fact, 
the CCSDS performs better, and this improvement increases with the size of the 
blocks. In the case of “high quality”, where the test image has been encoded at 2 bpp 
with Code Blocks = 64, the difference is estimated at 2.34 dB. 

In general, from the test performed in this paper the superior quality of JPEG2000 
has been observed. 

4.3   Compression Time Comparison 

In the following figures, the Compression Time obtained by employing the described 
image compression algorithms has been reported in the several situations also consid-
ered previously, in terms of bpp and Code Blocks. 

These graphs are very interesting. The Figures, from 4 to 8, show that the compres-
sion time of JPEG200 decreases significantly with the increasing of the size of the 
blocks. As a consequence, in addition to increasing the quality, it also increases the 
efficiency. Differently, for the algorithm CCSDS, the block size does not have any 
impact on the compression time. 
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Fig. 5. Time vs. bpp (Code Blocks = 8) 
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Fig. 6. Time vs. bpp (Code Blocks = 16) 

Except for the case of Figure 5, in which the CCSDS behaves much better than the 
JPEG2000 (the compression time equal to half of the reference standard), it is possi-
ble to observe the compression times are similar. Moreover, it is possible to observe a 
different trend compared to what was expected when the block size is equal to 32 and 
64: in such cases, the JPEG2000 algorithm is more efficient than the CCSDS.  

This result was originally unexpected at the time of the analysis, since the CCSDS 
was designed, by its express declaration, with the intent to be more efficient than 
JPEG2000. 
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Fig. 7. Time vs. bpp (Code Blocks = 32) 
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Fig. 8. Time vs. bpp (Code Blocks = 64) 

The key point is the considered implementation: the problem that affect the 
CCSDS’ compression time does not concern the algorithm, but its implementation. In 
fact, the JasPer software has been optimized over time while the CCSDS coder is still 
under development. 

5   Conclusions 

This work focused on the comparison between two possible image compression ap-
proaches. The first algorithm, briefly described and evaluated, is based on the 
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JPEG2000 standard. The second algorithm is based on the CCSDS recommendation 
for image compression for satellite and deep space communication systems. 

Nevertheless the nature of the latter algorithm, though to be simple and to have a 
limited computational complexity, the current implementation of it, the BPE coder 
considered in this paper, has good PSNR performance but does not guarantee a really 
reduced image compression time. On the other hand, the JPEG2000 coders, in par-
ticular the JasPer, being optimized guarantees good PSNR performance and also bet-
ter compression time with respects the CCSDS coder. 

In practice, from the results reported in this work, the CCSDS image compression 
coders need to be further enhanced before their practical employment in satellite and 
deep space transmission systems. 
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Abstract. This article presents Eutelsat European Ka-band implementation of 
the broadband ToowayTM service and its evolution through a dedicated  
Ka-band exclusive satellite (KA-SAT). It also explains Eutelsat’s choice in se-
lecting the Ka-band for interactive services, broadcast video and IPTV ser-
vices, demonstrating the optimal consumer service synergy between existing 
Ku-band and new Ka-band services. 

KA-SAT satellite is not focusing only on consumer triple-play services. In-
deed, Eutelsat strategy consists in offering also professional video and 
data services in Ka-band (video distribution, video contribution, e-cinema, file 
transport) sharing the same transparent satellite bandwidth and the same ground 
segment infrastructure.  

For those professional video applications the last content processing (SVC) 
and satellite transport (DVB-S2 ACM) techniques are under deployment and 
this paper will present simulation results and link budgets estimations for a 
large number of future commercial applications. 

1   Introduction 

Eutelsat operates 25 satellites in the geostationary arc from 15°W to 70.5°E offering a 
variety of services from corporate networks to broadcasting. The HOT BIRD™ con-
stellation at 13°E constitutes the prime position for DTH (Direct to Home) and cable 
broadcasting, utilizing the full Ku-band spectrum from 10.70 GHz to 12.75 GHz. 
There are 102 transponders delivering about 1400 TV channels. The HOT BIRD™ 
service area reaches some 120 million satellite and cable households. 

Video services contribute to approximately three quarters of Eutelsat revenue. 
With DTH and cable broadcasting, the main objective is to cover as many house-
holds as possible through a single service area. However, the requirements of 
broadband access move away from broadcast to unicast as the data accessed on  
the Internet by a given user is generally intended for that given user at that given 
instant.  

The KA-SAT system calls for specific system concepts which are different from 
those of DTH systems. The main objective is to ensure that the cost for the system 
capacity permits a competitive consumer interactive service. 
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2   The KA-SAT Satellite 

KA-SAT will be the first European multi-beam satellite to operate exclusively in Ka-
band and dedicated to providing broadband and broadcast services in Extended 
Europe. It will be launched 3rd quarter 2010 and positioned to be compatible with the 
13 degrees East location in geostationary orbit, where the Eutelsat's HOT BIRD 
broadcast satellites are operated. 

The satellite is being manufactured by EADS-Astrium based on their Spacebus 
3000 platform. KA-SAT will operate simultaneously 82 spotbeams, which makes it 
the largest multi-beam Ka-band satellite ever ordered worldwide and also offering the 
largest service area. The satellite will feature a high level of frequency re-use. The 
spacecraft is equipped with four multi-feeds deployable antennas with enhanced 
pointing accuracy and a high efficiency repeater. The cells cover Europe and parts of 
the Middle East and North Africa as shown in Figure 1. Efficient frequency reuse 
enables the system to achieve a total capacity that is in excess of 70 Gbps. The intro-
duction of KA-SAT will triple the total capacity commercialized by Eutelsat. 

 

Fig. 1. KA-SAT illustrative coverage 

The KA-SAT satellite will form the cornerstone of a major new infrastructure in 
Europe and the Mediterranean Basin that will also comprise eight gateways, intercon-
nected by fibre and connected to the Internet backbone. Each gateway will manage 
broadband connections between the Internet and the users via a group of spotbeams 
on the satellite. The overall network will be managed by Eutelsat's Skylogic subsidi-
ary from its Turin teleport in Italy.  

KA-SAT supports a variety of broadband services ranging from consumer services 
(including triple- play solutions), professional services (e.g. SNG, occasional use, and 
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platform contributions) and TV broadcast services. In addition KA-SAT will be an 
opportunity to open up a new resource optimised for the development of local and 
regional television channels targeting specific geographical audiences.  

KA-SAT's innovative design will enable the provision of up to 900 Mbit/s of ca-
pacity for each spotbeam, which will be shared on the forward and return paths. This 
exceptionally high throughput heralds the arrival of future video applications requir-
ing very high bit rates, notably HD digital cinema and 3D television.  

3   KA-SAT Performance Assessment 

The design of the KA-SAT system has been also based on a detailed link budget as-
sessment in order to optimise all the system parameters. The present section provides 
an assessment of KA-SAT performance on the Forward Link.  

An approach based on the Adaptive Coding Modulation (ACM) has been of valu-
able importance for the optimisation of the system performance to the different 
propagation condition inside the KA-SAT service area. The Modulation/Code 
(MOD/COD) thresholds are based on DVB-S2 standard [1]. 

The example of performance assessment over the Italian Peninsula affords a good 
example for the wide diversity that prevails in terms of geographical, atmospheric and 
climatic conditions. All performances shown are given for illustrative purposes only 
and are not contractual binding. 

 

Fig. 2. KA-SAT Forward Overall Performance (clear sky condition) over Italian Peninsula 
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In this context, the overall performance is expressed as the normalised carrier-to-
noise+interference ratio calculated at each point of the coverage, and expressed as 
C/(N+I). Figure 2 shows the KA-SAT overall performance over the Italian Peninsula 
in clear sky conditions on the Forward Link. 

Figure 3 below shows a possible MOD/COD assignment based on this perform-
ance in clear sky conditions. The MOD/COD thresholds are based on the DVB-S2 
standard [1]. By assigning a specific MOD/COD value to each individual terminal, it 
is possible to take advantage of the KA-SAT’s multi-spot coverage and adapt effi-
ciently to the diverse geographical and atmospheric conditions that prevail. 

 

Fig. 3. Possible MODCOD Assignment (clear sky condition) over Italian Peninsula on the 
Forward Link 

Figure 4 below shows the KA-SAT’s overall performance (normalised C/(N+I)) 
over the Italian Peninsula with rain-fade conditions on the user downlink of the For-
ward Link assuming a downlink availability of 99.9%.  

Figure 5 below shows a MOD/COD assignment based on this performance in rain 
conditions, using the ACM capabilities of the DVB-S2 standard [1]. By assigning an 
adaptive MOD/COD value to each individual terminal, it is possible to adapt effi-
ciently to the diverse weather conditions of the Italian Peninsula. From this Figure, 
one can obtain the minimum rate that can be guaranteed 99.9% of the time to each 
location. 
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Fig. 4. KA-SAT Forward Overall Performance (rain fade condition) over Italian Peninsula 

 

Fig. 5. Possible MODCOD Assignment (rain fade condition) over Italian Peninsula on the 
Forward Link 
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A similar performance analysis can be conducted for the Return Link. The per-
formance assessment over the full KA-SAT coverage has demonstrated a traffic ca-
pacity in excess of 70 Gbps and the ability of providing services comparable to 
ADSL2+. 

4   The Tooway™ Service 

Consumer broadband expectations (triple play) are in continuous evolution for high 
bandwidth consuming applications such as Web TV, VoIP, music, P2P, online gam-
ing, database and video. These applications must be accessible at higher speeds and 
lower prices. KA-SAT will form the cornerstone of a major new satellite infrastruc-
ture that will significantly expand capacity for consumer broadband services across 
Europe and the Mediterranean Basin (triple play), while providing new opportunities 
for professional services like: 

- Broadband internet access for SOHO market, 
- Close user group of terminals, 
- Regional video services, 
- Service restoration. 

4.1   Consumer TriplePlay Services 

Broadband Internet Access 
Households located within KA-SAT’s coverage who do not have access to ADSL will 
be able to benefit from Tooway™ for full satellite-based broadband connectivity. The 
potential ADSL un-served market for pure satellite broadband services in 2010 is 
estimated to be 6 million homes in Western Europe and 8 million homes in Eastern 
Europe. 

Capitalizing on the Ka-band capacity that is already available via Eutelsat’s exist-
ing resource, on HOT BIRD™ 6 and the Ku-band capacity on EUROBIRD™ 3, Eu-
telsat has already introduced Tooway™ for consumer broadband access using the 
SurfbeamTM system developed by ViaSat: 

- HOT BIRD™ 6 was the first European commercial satellite with a Ka-band 
payload and was a real opportunity for Eutelsat to deploy a full Ka-band sys-
tem in Europe as done already by WildBlue in USA, awaiting KA-SAT. 

- EUROBIRD™ 3 was the first Eutelsat satellite specifically designed for 
broadband applications in Ku-band and offers strong coverage over Eastern 
parts of Europe where HOT BIRDTM 6 is not able to provide Ka band 
ToowayTM services. 

The current ToowayTM service definition over HOT BIRD™ 6 and EUROBIRD™ 3 
is allowing download up to 3.6Mbps and upload up to 384Kbps. The service differen-
tiation is done on volume consumption per month through a Fair Access Policy 
(FAP). To promote a fair access use of service and avoid abuse, when consumption is 
above volume thresholds, the service remains available but at a lower speed.  
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KA-SAT with the new SurfbeamTM generation system from ViaSat will allow 
much higher throughput and volume for each subscriber at a price comparable to 
ADSL and cable modem connections. 

VoIP Services 
Voice over IP is also an expectation of any broadband subscriber interested in good 
call quality at low cost, taking advantage of competition between all the VoIP opera-
tors. VoIP through Tooway™ is already available and marketed by several service 
distributors. The new generation of Surfbeam™ manufactured by ViaSat will provide 
the same VoIP capabilities with QoS. 

TV Services 
As KA-SAT will be collocated at Eutelsat’s HOT BIRD™ TV premium neighbor-
hood, the IPTV services delivered via Tooway™ will complement and enrich the 
DTH TV offer using new combined Ku/Ka-band receive terminals. Indeed as 
Tooway™ is delivering ADSL-like services via satellite, Tooway™ subscribers will 
expect to be able to access IPTV services with VoD and PVR features. IPTV offers 
will benefit from the new techniques including DVB-S2 VCM/ACM mode and H.264 
SVC coding in order to guarantee higher bit rates and quality standards. 

- DVB-S2 VCM/ACM 
In the DVB-S2 standard, the VCM (Variable Code and Modulation) mode is defined 
to avoid feedback from each terminal for waveform efficiency configuration. In such 
a case, a specific link budget is performed for each terminal and a static efficiency is 
defined for each of them according to the availability needed. In this case, the adap-
tive linked to the evolution of the weather is lost, but there are no longer constraints 
for the worst link budget applied for the entire spot. The ACM (Adaptive Code and 
Modulation) needs a terminal feedback on the return channel and allows each termi-
nal to receive the best efficiency related to its fading conditions. 

- H.264 SVC 
The SVC (Scalable Video Coding) is a feature developed for H.264 (MPEG-4 Part 
10) source coding, which allows transmitting the same video sequence coded with: 

 - spatial scalability 
 - temporal scalability 
 - SNR/Fidelity/Quality scalability 

SVC is being developed to be basically applied to mobile ecosystems (DVB-SH) and 
ADSL video services but it will have important legacy applications for IP video ser-
vices over Ka band satellite systems. 

As an example, the same video sequence can be coded in SD and HD format: 

- SD 720x576i @50 Hz 
- HD 1920x1080p @ 60 Hz 

Combined with SVC the HD format could be received by a terminal in clear sky con-
ditions as the SD format could be received by another terminal affected by fading 
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conditions (e.g. rain). In case of stringent fading conditions an SD program with 
lower bit rate will be available in order to maintain TV service. 

Applied to satellite, the SVC feature with DVB-S2 VCM/ACM capability will al-
low to not multicast the full 3 programs detailed in the figure below but only one 
program with 3 layers protected with different efficiencies. The bit rates and the effi-
ciencies of interest are under study. 

 
Definition MPEG4 encoding 

bit rate 
under study 

DVB-S2  
Efficiency 

under study 

Example of quality 
 

SD 1Mbps QPSK 2/3 
1.33 

 
 
 

SD 2.5Mbps QPSK 5/6 
1.66 

 
 
 

HD 8Mbps 8PSK 2/3 
1.99 

 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6. Image source from Institut Nachrichtentechnik Heinrich-Hertz-Institut 

Eutelsat is participating in an ESA project (SVConS) with other companies (NO-
MOR, Fraunhofer HHI and IIS) which are assessing the performances of SVC over 
satellite links. 

A complete range of simulations is running and preliminary results will be avail-
able beginning of 2010. 

4.2   Video Services 

Three main video services will be covered with KA-SAT. 

DTT Primary Distribution 
All the countries which are implementing a DTT network on their territory are facing 
the same problem: it would not be possible to cover 100% of the population with the 
transmission from DTT terrestrial headends. 
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On the top of that, it will be impossible to feed all the terrestrial headends by fiber 
and/or microwave links. 

KA-SAT will be the natural solution to: 

- feed the terrestrial headends not connected by fiber. 
 - complement the DTT offer with DTH reception for households not receiving 

DTT. 

Thanks to the spot beam coverage of KA-SAT, this solution will be complete the 
existing national distribution with regional distribution. Regional DTT channels can 
be inserted in the national MUXes only in the spots covering the region of interest. 

This will avoid the distribution of all the regional channels in the DTT MUXes 
optimizing the bandwidth utilization and saving CAPEX (headends equipment 
optimization). 

The DTT primary distribution in Ka-band will achieve with a dish size of 120 cm 
an acceptable operational availability.  

Figure 7 is depicting a hybrid solution which will consist in the transport of the 
DTT multiplexes via satellite for the feeding of headends and complementary DTH 
reception. 

 

Fig. 7. Primary DTT distribution 

Professional Video Contribution 
In order to complement the offer of SNG services a professional contribution system 
is under development in order to allow the implementation of video contributions on 
KA-SAT. 

This system will allow the uplink of a video contribution (SD or HD, 4:2:2 profile) 
under a spot of KA-SAT and the potential distribution of this signal on some or all the 
82 spots via the fibre ring. 

This terminal will feature a professional indoor unit with enhanced throughput per-
formances, a most powerful ODU and bigger size Ka-band dish (with an option for 
auto-deploy systems). 
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Diameter SSPA Bitrate Application 
60cm 4W 5 Mbps 1 SDTV channel 

120cm 4W 10 Mbps 1 HDTV channel 
120 cm 10W 15 Mbps 2 HDTV channels 

DTH Broadcast Services 
The pan-european coverage of KA-SAT can be used for DTH broadcasting. It will 
complement and enrich the offer from the HotBird™ fleet at 13ºEast. 

This offer currently provides more than 1400 TV channels over all Europe, Middle 
East and North Africa; with KA-SAT this offer can be extended with regional chan-
nels and new actors in the Digital TV scenarios. 

KA-SAT broadcast services will benefit of a full redundant fiber ring relaying 
the 10 Ka-band gateways and allowing multiple insertion points for local video 
contributions. 

 

Fig. 8. KA-SAT Gateway system 

This architecture will allow distributed video platforms (optimized CAPEX and 
OPEX) as well as local video insertion for regional content (via fiber and/or KA-SAT 
contribution). 

The use of DVB-S2 will optimize the bandwidth utilization with typical DTH re-
ception diameters (70 cm). 

Figure 9 is depicting a typical architecture of a DTH video platform on KA-SAT. 
The platform will be located in the central KA-SAT hub and will distribute the DTH 
contents along the fibre inter-POP ring for the uplink from the different gateways. 
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Fig. 9. KA-SAT DTH service platform 

Figure 10 is depicting a typical Tooway ™ residential installation under KA-SAT. 
The service will include triple-play services (including IPTV and push-VoD services) 
and DTH broadcast services. 

 

Fig. 10. Residential Tooway™ installation 
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5   Conclusions 

Through the high power and broad coverage of its HOT BIRD™ broadcast satellites, 
Eutelsat has built the world’s leading video neighborhood, assembling over 1400 
channels. 

In 2010 with the launch of KA-SAT, Eutelsat will triple the total capacity commer-
cialized by its in-orbit resource and drive broadband to new frontiers. 

By uniting these leading-edge Ku and Ka-band technologies at one satellite 
neighborhood, Eutelsat is developing a unique infrastructure in Europe able to: 

- deliver a full range of digital services to consumers (DTH and interac-
tive services such as triple play), 

- take advantage of a new band (Ka) enabling Ku band capacity to be pre-
served for TV broadcasting, 

- satisfy a real and common solution to the digital divide over the full 
Europe area, 

- extend the market of professional applications via satellite with lower 
OPEX and CAPEX saving, enabling new opportunities by taking advan-
tage of the spot beam coverage of KA-SAT. 

Thanks to KA-SAT and the new generation SurfbeamTM system from ViaSat, the 
Tooway™ service will increase the throughput in services and applications without 
sacrificing service availability.  
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Abstract. To address the special requirements of China’s future public satellite 
mobile network (PSMN), three system architecture schemes are proposed in 
this paper basing on different satellite payload processing modeling. Finally, 
one of them, i.e., the so-called passive part on-board switching based architec-
ture, is selected as a proposal for further design and development of China’s 
PSMN system, which essentially compatible to the 3GPP/UMTS R4 reference 
model. 

Keywords: MSS, GEO, UMTS, network architecture. 

1   Introduction 

In order to extend and complement the current PLMN service coverage, to promote 
the emergency communications ability during disaster rescues, and to protect the rare 
space resource, that is, 115.5°E & 125.5°E S-band orbits, which  China is holding 
with highest priority till now, the idea of establishing China’s own public satellite 
mobile network (PSMN) has been proposed repeatly since the 3rd quarter of 2008. 
Several earlier fundings have been launched respectively by those related national 
divisions, among which the Ministry of Science and Technology of China (MSTC), is 
the most progressive one to start the relevant research and development activities. 

So far, there are several mobile satellite systems which are already in sucessful 
commercial operation or right now under construction all over the world. The typical 
mobile satellite service (MSS) systems include: the 2G compatible systems, e.g., 
Iridium[1], Globalstar[2], Thuraya[3], ACeS; the 3G compatible system, i.e., the Inmar-
sat BGAN[4]; and so-called next generation system, i.e., MSV[5], Terrestar[6]. Un-
doubtedly, these MSS systems will be provided as a beneficial basis of the design and 
construction of China’s future PSMN. 

Among the above mentioned satellite systems, though some are successful de-
ploied systems, and some are even designed in advanced technologies as adopted in 
the terrestrial counterpart systems, none could definitely address the prerequistes 
imposed by the Ministry of Science and Technolgy of China (MSTC). According to 
MSTC, the future PSMN should: first, base on 3G or 3G beyond techinology; and 
second, support a limited number of shorter-latency voice service real-time links, if 
not the whole. In this situation, a research group was organized by MSTC to setup the 
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early stage work, in which we as a member mainly focus on the system network ar-
chitecture design. 

This paper is organized as following, section 2 lists the PSMN system main design 
features, network domains partition, and satellite payload configurations; section 3, 4 
and 5 discribe three architecture schemes based on different satellite processing mod-
els; section 6 evaluates those three schemes, and makes a final decision; and finally, 
section 7 gives out a short summary. 

2   System Description 

2.1   Main System Features 

In general, the PSMN system we are designing is nevertheless a typical satellite 
communications system, as illustrated in Fig.1.  

S-band S-band
Ku-bandKu/

S
ba

nd

 

Fig. 1. The PSMN system organization diagram 

There are several main design features of PSMN which should be listed before the 
system network architecture is described. These relevant features range from satellite 
orbit selection to communications technology evaluation, as well as radio interface 
decision.  

• GEO orbits: mainly due to the requirement of the satellite network file ap-
proved by ITU in 2004, the GEO orbits will be chosen for the PSMN of China, 
which will reduce the system complexity to some extent, but result in  longest 
transmiting latency[7]; 
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• 3G Technology: it is one of the prerequistes imposed by the MSTC to design a 
3G compatible mobile satellite telecommunications system, which can provide 
higher data rate sevices, not only the low rate voice sevice; 

• WCDMA Air-interface: since applying CDMA2000 will suffer the patent prob-
lems, meanwhile TD-SCDMA is difficult to be employed within the satellite 
based system, the WCDMA becomes an appropriate choice of the system air-
interface; 

• 3GPP R4 Reference Model: among the 3GPP/UMTS releases, namely, Release 
99, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, the R4 release[8] includes a mature and stable network 
architecture version, which is divided into RAN and CN fields, CS and PS do-
mains, and most importantly, has a  bearer independent CN; 

• CN indepentent to PLMN: the lowest integration level of satellite communica-
tions system and terrestrail tele-communications systems has to be chosen in 
China, for the licenses of the 3G telecommunications service were issued re-
spectively to different operators, i.e., China Mobile, China Unicom and China 
Telecom. 

2.2   Network Domains Partition 

The Fig.2 shows the basic domains in UMTS network architecture. 
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Fig. 2. The basic domains in UMTS network 

where Cu is the reference point between USIM and ME; Iu is the reference point 
between Access and Serving Network domains; Uu is the reference point between 
User Equipment and Infrastructure domains, an UMTS radio interface; [Yu] is the 
reference point between Serving and Transit Network domains, and [Zu] is the refer-
ence point between Serving and Home Network domains. 

To simplify the architecture design and description, a more general network parti-
tion model of the PSMN is illustrated in Fig.3, as following. 
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Fig. 3. Network domains partition model of the PSMN 

where UE represents the user equipment domain, in which the MS is the mobile 
station; GSRAN represents the GEO satellite radio access network domain, in which 
RNS is the radio network sub-system; CN is the core network domain, in which NSS 
is the network switch sub-system. 

2.3   Satellite Payload Configurations 

As a MSS system, the satellite payload configuration becomes the key factor of the 
system network architecture design. In general, there are 5 possible payload configu-
ration types, including, 

• Transparent bent-pipe configuration 
• Passive part on-board switching configuration 
• Active part on-board switching configuration 
• Passive full on-board switching configuration 
• Active full on-board switching configuration 

Anyway, those full on-board switching configurations couldn’t be implemented under 
current technical level in China. To be practical, one of the other three configurations 
will be the optimal choice. More details on these three configurations and related 
system architecture designs will be presented and discussed in the following sections. 

3   Transparent Bent-Pipe Based Scheme 

The transparent bent-pipe model is the simplest model for satellite processing. It is 
divided into 2 functional entities, i.e., ULPU (User Link Processing Unit) and FLPU 
(Feeder Link Processing Unit), which respectively interface with the User Link and 
Feeder Link, as illustrated in Fig.4. The processings here within the ULPU and FLPU, 
may be as simple as only playing the role of an amplifier of RF signals. 

Based on above satellite payload modeling, the related system architecture can  
be simply organized, as showed in Fig.5. As we can see, this is compatible with the 
3GPP/UMTS R4 architecture[9], meanwhile taking into account the impact of the 
space segment, namely, the satellite. 
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Fig. 4. Transparent bent-pipe model block diagram 

 

Fig. 5. Transparent bent-pipe based architecture scheme 

As traditional UMTS/S-UMTS architecture, the network architecture of PSMN is 
also divided into two part, the Radio Access Network (RAN) and the Core Network 
(CN). 

However, the RAN here is named as GSRAN (GEO Satellite Radio Access Net-
work), since it is extended via the introduction of satellites in the high altitude space. 
The GSRAN consists of the following entities, such as, multi-spotbeam satellite, 
GNB (Gateway-station Node B), GNC (Gateway-station Network Controller). The 
GNB integrating with the transparent satellite together forms a terrestrial Node B 
entity. Thus, the GSRAN in total plays a role of UTRAN of the terrestrial celluar 
systems.  

Likely, the CN in PSMN consists of those traditional functional entities, i.e., HLR 
(Home Location Register), VLR (Visitor Location Register), AUC (Authentication 
Center), EIR (Equipment Identity Register), MSC Server (Mobile-services Switching 
Center Server), CS-MGW (Circuit Switched-Media Gateway Function), IWF (Inter-
working Function), SGSN (Serving GPRS Support Node), GGSN (Gateway GPRS 
Support Node), etc. These entities act actuall the same as those in the terrestrial sys-
tems based on 3GPP/UMTS R4. 

The communications procedure in this system will be the same as that in the 
3GPP/UMTS system. However, since no on-board processing and switching, it can 
operates in double-hop communications mode. 
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4   Passive Part On-Board Switching Based Scheme 

The passive part-switch on-board processing model is a hybrid model, mainly a trans-
parent bent-pipe together with an capacity-limited on-board passive switch processing 
part. The passive switching here means that the on-board processor only executes 
switching function, while the routing control instructions come from other entities, 
e.g., those entitis in the ground segment. Obviously, the on-board switching is the 
only way to realize single hop voice communications links. 

 

Fig. 6. Passive part-switch model block diagram 

The passive part-switch model is illustrated in Fig.6, where the TPM means trans-
parent processing module, and the SPM means switch processing module. The pas-
sive part-switch model comprises componets as following, 

• ULPU: User Link Processing Unit 
• FLPU: Feeder Link Processing Unit 
• Node B*: Part-functional Node B on board; 
• SSN: Satellite Switching Network on board; 
• SCNb: Satellite Control Node-b, a control signaling interface node; 

The network architecture above generally looks like the transparent bent-pipe case, 
except the introduing of a satellite control signaling branch. This branch consists of 
several new added functional entities in the PSMN system network architecture, as 
demonstrated in  Fig.7, 

1) GSRAN domain: 

• SCN (Satellite Control Node): a node to control satellite payload, especially the 
on-board switching network; 

• SRC (Satellite Route Controller): an entity to manage satellite switching re-
source and to decide the routing strategy; 
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Fig. 7. Passive part on-board switching based architecture scheme 

2) CN domain: 

• SSC Server (Satellite Switching Coordination Server): an device to coordinate 
the necessary operations among the SRC and the MSC servers, e.g., charging. 

There are also some new defined interfaces and related protocols in the PSMN system 
network architecture, including, 

• Iuc: interface between SCN and SRC, with an also new defined interface proto-
col SCNAP (Satellite Control Node Application Part); 

• Ius: interface between SRC and GNCs, with an also new defined interface pro-
tocol SRCAP (Satellite Routing Control Application Part ); 

• Iu-S: interface between SRC and SSC Server, with an also new defined inter-
face protocol SSCAP (Satellite Switching Coordination  Application Part); 

• Sm: interface between SSC Server and MSC Servers, while using common CN 
interface protocol, such as MAP, BICC, etc.; 

As to the communications procedure in this system, it will be much the same as that 
in the 3GPP/UMTS system, except that the voice traffic will be bypassed via the 
satelliter on-board processor after the calling setup, only if the SRC can find out 
enough on-board resource and issue an on-board switching instruction. By this way, 
single hop voice connectivity is realized. 

5   Active Part On-Board Switching Based Scheme 

Much like the passive part-switch model, the active part-switch model is also a hybrid 
model, except an on-board active switching processor instead of the passive one. The 
acttive switching means that the on-board processor not only executes switching func-
tion, but also fulfils single-hop routing, which is assumed to be the role of the ground 
segment of the system at the passive model. 
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Fig. 8. Active part-switch model block diagram 

The active part-switch model is illustrated in Fig.8. The TPM and SPM hold the 
same function as in the passive model. The active part-switch mode comprises the 
following components, 

• ULPU: User Link Processing Unit 
• FLPU: Feeder Link Processing Unit 
• Node B: Full-functional Node B on board; 
• RNC: Radio Network Controller on board; 
• MSC/VLR: Mobile-services Switching Center/ Visitor Location Register on board; 
• SCNb: Satellite Control Node-b, a control signaling interface node; 

It should be noticed that in the active part-switch model, the Node-B entity on the 
satellite is embeded into the ULPU module as a portion of it. 

The network architecture based on this on-board processor model is essentially the 
same as the passive one, while the later has a simpler satellite control signaling 
branch. The system network architecture is demonstrated in Fig.9, 

  

Fig. 9. Active part on-board switching based architecture scheme 
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1) GSRAN domain: 

• SCN (Satellite Control Node): a node to control satellite payload. In contrast to 
the passive case, the SCN here mainly acts as the interfaces bridge between sat-
ellite and ground infrastructure parts, such as, Iur, Nc, E, & G; 

2) CN domain: 

• SSC Server (Satellite Switching Coordination Server): an device to coordinate 
the necessary operations among the On-board processor and the MSC servers, 
e.g., charging. On the other hand, SSC Server is also the interface converging 
point of the ground CN domain, which maintains the connectivities with the 
relevant CN functional entities on the satellite via the SCN. 

There are less new defined interfaces and related protocols in this kind of PSMN 
system network, including, 

• Iu-S: interface between SCN and SSC Server, with an also new defined inter-
face protocol SSCAP (Satellite Switching Coordination  Application Part); 

• Sm: interface between SSC Server and MSC Servers, while using common CN 
interface protocol, such as MAP, BICC, etc.; 

The communications procedure in this network architecture will be generally the 
same as that in the 3GPP/UMTS system, since the satellite can be treated as a small 
copy of the ground infrastructure. Meanwhile, the single hop voice links can be setup 
faster than in the passive scheme by this way. 

6   Comparison and Discussion 

Though the above 3 system architecture schemes are proposed for the China’s PSMN, 
only one of them can be employed in the future. As we all know, the satellite process-
ing capability is always the bottle-neck of the whole system, thus one scheme will be 
chosen basing on the comparison among 3 above mentioned satellite on-board proces-
sor models. 

A brief comparison among the above 3 payload models is presented in the follow-
ing Table 1. The comparing items are satellite payload resource usage, complexity, 
power comsump-tion, communications delay, link setup time, etc. 

Table 1. A brief comparison among 3 models 

Table 1. A brief comparison among 3 models 

Models vs. Items 
Resource Complxity Power Comm. 

delay Setup time 

Trans. bent-pipe Low Low Low Large Large 
Passive part-switch Medium Medium Medium Small Large 
Active part-switch High High High Small Small 
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As mentioned before, GEO system has a large transmission delay, i.e., about 0.27s 
for a loop, thus it will spend about 0.54s for the double hop mode. However, commer-
cial real-time voice service generally requires less latency than 0.4s. To satisfy this 
requirement, single hop system is undoubtedly neccesary, which results in the inevi-
table satellite on-board switching[9]. 

Having considered these comparison results, together with the system design pre-
requistes in mind, we decide to apply the passive part-switch proceesing model based 
system network architecture as the basis of our further system design. 

7   Summary 

As a preparation of China’s future PSMN plan, three system network architecture 
schemes are proposed in this paper for China’s future GEO satellite mobile telecom-
munications system, which all are compatible to the 3GPP/UMTS R4 reference 
model. One of them, i.e., the passive part on-board switching based scheme, is se-
lected finally basing on the comparison of their satellite on-board processing models, 
which in general addresses better the special design require-ments of the Ministry of 
Science and Technology of China.  

However, the results presented here are schematic, and also simple to some extent. 
Further research efforts may focus largely on the detailed designs of the proposed 
entities, interfaces, protocols, and control procedures. 
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Abstract. In this paper, we present an end-to-end QoS simulation studies on in-
ternetworking of remote LAN and long range communications over LEO-
Iridium satellites constellation taking SuperJARING network in Malaysia as an 
example. A macro level network simulation scenario based on actual network 
topology in Malaysia is implemented as Diffserv network model using the Net-
work Simulator-2 (NS-2). Web traffic (HTTP) is used as the internet traffic 
models in the simulation analysis. All simulations are carried out in error-free 
and link-loss environment. In error-free simulations, the accumulative network 
traffic loads are varied from 20%, 50% and 80% while in link-loss environment 
simulations only 20% traffic load is used with bit error rate (BER) varied from 
1x10-5, 1x10-4 and 2x10-4. The results show clearly that QoS can be achieved 
with IP Diffserv over satellites constellation like Iridium. 

Keywords: End-to-end QoS, IP over satellites, Differentiated Services (Diffserv). 

1   Introduction 

The current Internet architecture operates mostly based on connectionless Internet 
Protocol (IP) system that provides best effort services. This means the IP routers treat 
all packet streams equally without given any preferential treatment to the higher prior-
ity traffic streams. Furthermore, the IP routers route packets based on shortest path 
first (SPF) algorithm without regard to the overall link utilization. Consequently, the 
all shortest paths links become congested and over-utilized capacity while the other 
paths with slightly longer distance become under-utilized in link capacity. These 
whole things eventually cause poor Quality of Service (QoS) to the entire packet 
transmission services. 

The IETF has proposed Differentiate Services (Diffserv) as a better solution to 
provide QoS guarantees in IP networks. Compared to its predecessor like the Inte-
grated Services (Intserv) which provides services based on per-microflow state, Diff-
serv outsmarts Intserv in providing better end-to-end QoS and preferential treatment. 
Diffserv discriminates different traffic flows which have same commonality to finite 
aggregate of classes and provides a more scalable solution for QoS in IP networks by 
simplifying the complexity functions such as traffic classification and traffic condi-
tioning within the edge routers [1][2]. 
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However, Diffserv alone is not the complete solution without adopting Traffic En-
gineering (TE) to overcome the link congestion and inefficiency of network resource 
distribution. Traffic Engineering might enhance the end-to-end QoS performance and 
resource utilization in any IP packet network system. It is important to achieve the 
end-to-end QoS target because the Internet user’s perception of service quality is 
based on end-to-end network performance. 

Previous related studies on end-to-end Internet QoS of IP-Diffserv [3][4][5][6][7] 
only analyzed a micro scale of wired/wireless terrestrial network topology. None of 
them have analyzed the global scale of Internet data transmissions over both terrestrial 
and satellite and also adopting actual network topology in the simulation scenario. We 
believe that it is important to analyze end-to-end QoS based on the actual network 
topology of both terrestrial and satellite networks because this reflects the current and 
future Internet data transmission. Furthermore, simulation measurement and evalua-
tion of end-to-end QoS parameters using common Internet traffic (HTTP, FTP, VoIP) 
for multiple client-server communications might give better foresight on the future 
network design with QoS guarantees for many users.        

We aim to evaluate the network performance and build a base-work for future gen-
eration Internet over satellite to study the outcome of IP-Diffserv and TE in the end-
to-end QoS performance. This paper presents the end-to-end QoS simulation studies 
from a macro level perspective which involves both terrestrial and inter-satellites 
communications. The end-to-end QoS parameters include packet delivery ratio, 
packet dropped distribution, average end-to-end packet delay and average session 
throughput using Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) application on long range 
communications over LEO-Iridium satellites constellation between a remote local 
area network (LAN) and Diffserv network. A macro level network scenario that imi-
tates the actual geographical topology in Malaysia is proposed as an example in im-
plementing the IP-Diffserv and TE model. In addition, the simulation analysis also 
emulates the common speed of Internet services in Malaysia which is 1Mb/s. Simula-
tions are done in error-free and link-loss environments. In error-free simulations, the 
accumulative background traffic loads are varied from 20%, 50% and 80% of the 
Diffserv core-link capacity while in link-loss environment simulations only 20% 
background traffic load is used with bit-error-rate (BER) varied from   1x10-5, 1x10-4 
and 2x10-4. All simulations and analysis of the above mentioned network model are 
done using the Network Simulator-2 (NS-2- version 2.33). 

2   Simulation Framework and Configuration 

This section describes in detail the parameters used for the IP-Diffserv and the net-
work system of both terrestrial and LEO-Iridium satellites simulation configuration. 
In addition, measurement methodologies for QoS parameters like packet delivery ra-
tio (PDR), total packets dropped distribution, average end-to-end packet delay and 
average session throughput are also explained in this section. 

2.1   Satellite Networking Simulation in NS-2 

Simulation of satellite networks that follows the exact technical parameters often re-
quires a detailed modeling of radio frequency characteristics (interference, fading), 
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protocol interactions (e.g. interaction of residual burst errors on link with error check-
ing codes), and second-order orbital effects (precession, gravitational anomalies, etc.). 
However, in order to study the fundamental characteristics of satellite networks from 
a networking perspective, some features might be omitted. As an example, simulation 
analysis of TCP performance over satellite has little effect with detailed propagation 
channel model which could be characterized to first order by the overall packet loss 
probability [8][9]. In this paper, LEO-Iridium satellites constellation are used in order 
to create a framework to study the QoS effects of transport, routing and handover pro-
tocol in end-to-end data transmissions. The following are the parameters description 
and Table- 1 shows all LEO-Iridium satellites constellation parameters that can be 
simulated in NS-2 [8]. 
 
Basic constellation definition: Define the satellite altitude, number of satellites, 
number of planes, and number of satellites per plane. 

Orbits: Define the orbit inclination ranging from 0 to 180 degrees. Inclination above 
90 degrees corresponds to retrograde orbits. However, orbit eccentricity and nodal 
precession are not modeled in NS-2. In addition, inter-satellites spacing within a given 
plane and relative phasing between planes are set to be fixed. 

Inter-satellite (ISL) links: Define the polar orbiting constellations, intraplane and 
interplane satellite links. Intraplane ISL correspond to the communications between 
satellites in the same plane which are never deactivated or handed off. In addition, 
Interplane ISL referring to the communications between satellites of neighboring co-
rotating planes. Both ISL will be deactivated near the poles when exceeding  
ISL threshold because the satellite antenna unable to track these links in the Polar 
Regions. 

Table 1. LEO-Iridium satellites parameters [8][9] 

Parameter Value 
Altitude 780Km 
Planes 6 

Satellites per plane 11 
Inclination (degree) 86.4 

Interplane separation (degree) 31.6 
Seam separation (degree) 22 
Elevation mask (degree) 8.2 

Intraplane phasing YES 
Interplane phasing YES 

ISL per satellite 4 
ISL bandwidth 25 Mb/s 

Uplink/downlink bandwidth 1.5 Mb/s 
Cross-seam ISL NO 

ISL latitude threshold (degree) 60 
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Ground to Satellite (GSL) links: Define the communications between satellites and 
terrestrial links network. GSL are periodically handed off when the elevation angle 
drop below the elevation mask. In this paper, there are two GSL which locations are 
set in London, UK (51.530, -0.080) and Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (3.130, 101.700). 

Elevation Mask: Define the elevation angle of GSL link can be operated. When a 
GSL terminal that correspond to a satellite drops below the elevation mask, it will 
search for a new satellite above the elevation mask. Each GSL terminal will check for 
handoff opportunities when the timeout interval specified by the user is exceeded. 
Both GSL in this paper initiate handoff asynchronously. 

2.2   Simulation Scenario 

The proposed simulation scenario as shown in Figure 1 consists of two main compo-
nents which are the terrestrial and satellite networks. The terrestrial network on the 
right side is designed such that it imitates the macro level of actual geographical to-
pology in Malaysia. The way of imitation is by assigning an edge router to represent 
each of the 11 Cities/Counties which connects to other 6 interconnected routers (red 
color) that form the Diffserv core links. Each of the 11 edge router (green color) is 
further connected to client (orange color) and server (blue color) nodes. So, there are 
11 pairs of client and server nodes, 11 Diffserv edge routers and 6 core routers which 
in total are 39 nodes in the terrestrial network. The Diffserv parameters and policies 
are assigned to those 11 edge routers and 6 core routers which control the packet 
streams transmission within the Diffserv network domain. The assignment of client-
server pair location is done randomly with the fact that all links must be utilized by 
the traffic flows. The path taken by the traffic flows from each pair of client/server 
node is determined by the Link State Routing Protocol.  

In addition, there are another 66 LEO-Iridium satellites constellation and 2 ground 
to satellite links (GSL) located at London and Kuala Lumpur. The satellites form a 
bridge from a server node located in a remote LAN in UK to a client node in Malay-
sia. It should be noted that a single client node generates HTTP connections from a 
“cloud” of web clients while a single server node accepts and serves HTTP connec-
tion destined for a “cloud” of web servers. The link bandwidth for Core Links, C1 to 
C7, follow the Optical Carrier (OC-192) specification which is approximately 10Gb/s 
while the Edge Links, E1 to E11, follow the OC -24 specification which is approxi-
mately 1.25Gb/s [10]. A reduction of a hundred folds in the link bandwidth is done in 
order to speed up the simulation time and to accommodate the limited capacity of 
computer hard disk space.  

The Core Links propagation delays approximation varies according to actual dis-
tance in Malaysia geography. The propagation delay for link C1=20ms, C2=25ms, 
C3=25ms, C4=30ms, C5=30ms, C6=25ms and C7=25ms. The Edge Link propagation 
delay is fixed to 5ms while the client/server Link is 1ms. Based on Figure 1, each pair 
of client and its designated server node is labeled with the same name (e.g. HTTP1, 
HTTP2 and etc). The paths that packet streams take across the network system are 
determined by the Link State (LS) routing protocol. The LS governs all the Layer 3 
network routing process for terrestrial network while routing process  in LEO satel-
lites network is govern by a centralize routing genie. The routing genie determines the 
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global satellites topology, computes new data routes for all nodes and built a forward-
ing table on each node [8]. In addition, it computes the shortest path data route based 
on the current propagation delay of a link as the cost metric. 

Moreover, all simulations in NS-2 involve one type of Internet application traffic 
which is the Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP). A client-server pair generates 
thousands of different HTTP request-response sessions based on 20%, 50% and 80% 
of traffic loads. Calculation of the traffic load is divided in two categories which are 
based on the terrestrial Diffserv core links capacity and the satellite links bandwidth. 
As an example for 20% of traffic load simulation, all 10 server nodes in terrestrial 
network generate an average aggregate background traffic that approximate to the 
20% of the Diffserv core links capacity which is 20Mb/s while the other server node 
(HTTP5) located in remote LAN in UK generates an average data rate that approxi-
mate to the 20% of uplink/downlink of GSL bandwidth which is 300Kb/s. These  
traffic loads parameters are determined by the inter-arrival time of each new request-
response session. The traffic load also corresponds to the amount of packet streams 
been injected to the network system. In this paper, we want to demonstrate the effect 
of the background traffic generated by client/server pairs (except HTTP5) to the QoS 
of Internet data transmission over LEO-Iridium satellites constellation.    

In addition, each HTTP session involves an average of 10Kbytes of HTTP re-
sponse file transfer size. The average inter-arrival time between each generated HTTP 
session is modeled by Exponential distribution while the average HTTP response file 
transfer size is modeled by Pareto distribution. A HTTP session represents a complete 
request-response pair that follows both Exponential and Pareto distribution between a 
server-client pair. NS-2 has both distribution functions built in it and could be gener-
ated using Random Number Generator (RNG). In order to set the Pareto file transfer 
size distribution, the average value of 10Kbytes and Pareto shape parameter of 1.5 are 
passed to the Pareto type of Random Variable function. It produced a series of file 
size distribution with an average of 10Kbytes. It should be noted that the 10Kbytes 
parameter is taken based on the majority of Internet file transfer size as measured in 
the previous studies [11][12]. On the other hand, an average of HTTP session inter-
arrival time parameter is passed to the Exponential type of Random Variable. 

 

Fig. 1. Simulation scenario in Network Simulator 2 (NS-2) 
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As mentioned previously, the two types of traffic loads are generated according to 
the inter-arrival time of new HTTP sessions which varies from 20%, 50% and 80%. 
Therefore, there are two HTTP session inter-arrival variables used in all simulations 
which one is according to Diffserv core links capacity (background traffic) and the 
other one according to uplink/downlink GSL bandwidth (traffic from HTTP5). As an 
example for 20% of traffic load simulation, the average inter-arrival time, i, measured 
in second is calculated using the following formula: 

Bw

FsN
si

8)()(
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××=  (1) 

The N parameter is the number of nodes involve in generating the traffic flows while 
the Fs parameter is the average HTTP Response file size (10400 bytes) sent by the 
server nodes. An average of one TCP segment size is 1040 bytes of which the 1000 
bytes is the Data and 40 bytes is the TCP header. An average of a file transfer is as-
sumed to contain 10 Kbytes of Data which in total including header is approximately 
1.04 x 104 x 8bits . The Bw parameter is the link bandwidth measured in b/s. In this 
paper, we define Bw in two different values which one of them (100 Mb/s) is used to 
calculate the inter-arrival time of the background traffic generated by 10 pairs of cli-
ent/server nodes (except HTTP5) and the other one (1.5 Mb/s) is for the main traffic 
flows across LEO-Iridium satellites constellation. Table 2 lists the average inter-
arrival time of HTTP session parameters for every pair of client/server (HTTP1-
HTTP11) according to 20%, 50% and 80% of traffic loads. 

Moreover, all link-loss environment simulations in this paper used one-way ran-
dom link loss error model. Link loss error model is configured on all Diffserv Edge 
Links with bit error rate (BER) 1x10-5, 1x10-4 and 2x10-4. The loss module is placed 
right after link’s queue element and before the link’s delay element. This means a 
packet will be marked as ‘error’ and dropped as soon as it enters the Diffserv edge 
link. The error model follows uniform distribution with minimum and maximum 
value of 0 and 1 respectively. 

Table 2. Average inter-arrival time of HTTP sessions according to 20%, 50% and 80% of 
traffic loads 

Average Inter-arrival Time of New HTTP Session 
(second) Traffic Load 

Main Traffic (HTTP5) Background Traffic (except 
HTTP5) 

20% 0.27733 0.04160 
50% 0.11093 0.01664 
80% 0.06933 0.01040 

2.2.1   Flow Path and Propagation Delay Estimation 
Table 3 shows the paths taken by the HTTP5 flow from a server node in the remote 
LAN to a client node in the Diffserv network (based on Figure 1), and its estimated 
propagation delay. The estimated propagation delay might vary based on the path varia-
tion taken in the LEO-Iridium satellites network. It was obtained without taking into 
account the queuing delay at each link. The value of 157.162ms is calculated based on 
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the paths taken by HTTP5 flows in the early data transmission as stated in the NS-2 
satellite output trace file. Based on the output trace file, the propagation paths in LEO-
Iridium satellites network stated in term of (latitude, longitude) locations are GSL(UK) 
(51.53o, -0.08o), node(2) (65.21o,7.83o), node(1) (32.67o,2.31o), node(12) (48.97o, 
35.75o), node(23) (32.66o, 65.51o), node(34) (48.97o, 98.94o), node(33) (16.33o,95.86o) 
and GSL(KL) (3.13o, 101.70o). The one way link propagation delay (tsat-prop) in LEO-
Iridium satellites network is calculated using some trigonometry formulas as discussed 
in [13], without taking into account the queuing delay at each satellite links. The value is 
equal to the summation of propagation delay from earth terminal in UK to the current 
nearest satellite above it (tuplink), propagation delay within satellites network (tinter-sat) and 
propagation delay from satellite to earth terminal in KL, (tdownlink). Following are the 
formulas used to calculate the estimated tsat-prop [13]: 
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Where: 
dts  = Distance from earth terminal in UK to satellite  
dis  = Distance between satellite(i) and satellite(i+1) 
dst  = Distance from satellite to earth terminal in KL 
xsat  = satsathR φθ coscos)( + ,   ysat = satsathR φθ sincos)( + ,   zsat = sathR θsin)( +  

xterm()  = ()() coscos termtermR θθ ,   yterm() = ()() sincos termtermR θθ ,   zterm() = ()sin termR θ  

θ  = latitude,   φ  = longitude 
R = 6378.137 Km (earth radius),   c = 299792 Km/s (light speed),   h = 780 Km  

Table 3. Flow paths from server node to client node and its estimated propagation delay 

HTTP Flow Paths Taken Estimated 
Propagation 

Delay 
HTTP5 GSL(UK)  LEO Satellites  GSL(KL)  E5  

C2  C1  C6  E10 
≈ 157.162ms 
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In order to calculate the link propagation delay from GSL(UK) to the nearest satellite 
(node(2)) above it, both coordinate locations of GSL(UK) and node(2) are inserted in 
equation (4) and then equation (3) which yield tuplink  = 6.173ms. The inter-satellite 
links propagation delays are calculated using equation (6) and equation (5) for every 
pair of satellite (sati+1 and sati), using node(2), node(1), node(12), node(23), node(34) 
and node(33) coordinates which then yield tinter-sat = 13.448ms + 12.253ms + 
11.358ms + 12.253ms + 13.458ms = 62.770ms. In addition, the downlink propagation 
delay is calculated using equation (8) and equation (7) with GSL(KL) and node(33) 
coordinates which then yield tdownlink = 6.219ms. Therefore, the total propagation delay 
in LEO-Iridium satellites network is tsat-prop = 6.173ms+ 62.770ms + 6.219ms = 
75.162ms. Meanwhile, the propagation delay across E5, C2, C1, C6 and E10 nodes 
within Diffserv network domain from GSL(KL) to the designated HTTP5 client node is 
82ms, as previously described in section 2.2.  Finally, the end-to-end link propagation 
delay for HTTP5 is ttot-prop = tsat-prop + tterrestrial-prop = 75.162ms + 82ms = 157.162ms. 

2.2.2   Link Loss 
All link-loss environment simulations in this paper used one-way random link loss 
error model. Link loss error model is configured on all Diffserv edge links with bit 
error rate (BER) 1x10-5, 1x10-4 and 2x10-4. The loss module is placed right after link’s 
queue element and before the link’s delay element. This means a packet will be 
marked as ‘error’ and dropped as soon as it enters the edge link. The error model fol-
lows uniform distribution with minimum and maximum value of 0 and 1 respectively. 

3   Result and Discussion 

The following are the results and discussions based on HTTP simulations in NS-2. 
The results are divided into error-free (traffic loads of 20%, 50% and 80%) and with 
link-loss condition (BER = 1x10-5, 1x10-4 and 2x10-4) for traffic flows over  
LEO-Iridium satellites network. All QoS parameters results obtained from the NS-2 
simulations are calculated as averages for all HTTP sessions generated by HTTP5 
client/server pair. Simulation time is set to 300 second because there are more than 
2GB of the output trace file produced for each traffic load category.   

3.1   Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) 

Figure 2 shows the Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) for HTTP5 Request and Response 
packets transmission over LEO-Iridium satellites network. The PDR is calculated as 
the ratio between the Received Request/Response packets and Sent Request/Response 
packets type. It measures the percentage of successful end-to-end data transmission. 
Although all packets are guaranteed to be delivered from source to destination by the 
TCP, not all packets received are the original packets sent by the source. Some of the 
packets are lost and need to be retransmitted. Therefore, the PDR shows the ratio be-
tween total sent packets including retransmission packets and total received packets. 

The PDR is inversely proportional to the increment of traffic load, the lower the traf-
fic load the higher would be the PDR. The PDR is higher in lower traffic load because 
the links still could sustain the traffic burst. Fewer packets are lost in lower traffic load. 
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However, the PDR is lower in higher traffic load because the links become saturated 
with traffic burst which eventually cause many packets being dropped. Moreover, com-
pared to the two types of PDR in HTTP5 flows, most of the Response PDR is a lower 
than the Request PDR. This mainly because the average total size of response packets 
(10Kbytes) is much higher than the response packets (550bytes) and many of them will 
be dropped either by Diffserv elements or due to the narrowband in satellite links. Based 
on Figure 2, the PDR values are much above 96% in all traffic load variation. This is 
due to the flow control by TCP in order to provide a reliable data transmission.  
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Fig. 2. Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) for 20%, 50% and 80% of traffic loads 

Figure 3 shows the PDR of HTTP5 flows for 20% traffic load with BER from 
1x10-5, 1x10-4 and 2x10-4. The PDR of HTTP5 flows are inversely proportional to the 
increment of BER. The higher the BER, the lower would be the number of successful 
transmitted packets. Based on the graph, the PDR could be considered higher which is 
above 80% in the worst case of BER equal to 2x10-4. The main reason is because the 
HTTP5 flows operate in low bandwidth of 20% traffic load in which the links could 
still sustained the traffic burst. Furthermore, the results shows that link-loss in Diff-
serv network domain did not give significant effect on short HTTP sessions when 
operate in lower traffic load. 
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Fig. 3. Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) for 20% of traffic load with Bit Error Rate (BER) 
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3.2   Total Packets Dropped Distribution 

Figure 4 shows the distribution of total dropped HTTP Request, Response, SYN/ACK 
and FIN/ACK type of packets during 300 second of simulation time. It should be 
noted that the SYN/ACK and FIN/ACK are small packets of 40 bytes size which sent 
by the HTTP client and server upon connection establishment or connection tear 
down. The SYN/ACK means SYN or ACK packet type sent by the client. In addition, 
the FIN/ACK means FIN or ACK packet type sent by the server. The total packets 
dropped include the packets dropped due to buffer overflow and also Diffserv RED 
buffer early packets dropped. As traffic loads increase from 20% to 80%, the numbers 
of packets dropped are drastically increased. This is because greedy flows are se-
verely punished by the Diffserv RED buffers. The increment of traffic loads will 
cause the current average buffer size to grow larger as many packets need to queue 
before being transmitted. Diffserv marks the packet flows that have accumulative 
sending rate more than the 1 Mb/s and dropped those packets probabilistically when 
the current average RED buffer size exceeds the minimum threshold. All packets are 
then dropped when the buffer size exceeds the maximum threshold. Based on the 
graph, the HTTP Response packets are dropped much more than the SYN/ACK and 
FIN/ACK packets. This is because the HTTP Response packets are larger (average 
size of 10 Kbytes) than the SYN/ACK and FIN/ACK packets (40 bytes each). Larger 
packets will quickly fill the queue buffer which will then trigger the Diffserv RED 
monitoring element that estimates the current queue size. Besides that, the total pack-
ets dropped not only due to the Diffserv RED buffers but also due to the narrowband 
links in the satellites network. 

Figure 5 shows the total packets dropped distribution in link-loss simulation envi-
ronment for 20% of traffic load with BER 1x10-5, 1x10-4 and 2x10-4. The number of 
packets dropped increase proportionally with the increment of BER. Compared to 
Figure 4, flows in lower traffic load did not much penalized by Diffserv and the pack-
ets dropped mainly due to the link-loss error model implemented on the Diffserv net-
work boundary. 

Based on Figure 4, the total HTTP packets dropped in 20%, 50% and 80% of traf-
fic load are 102 packets, 545 packets and 1877 packets respectively.  Meanwhile, the 
total HTTP packets dropped for   1x10-5, 1x10-4 and 2x10-4 of BER are 104 packets, 
1284 packets and 2734 packets respectively. From these values, we could see that the  
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Fig. 4. Total packets dropped distribution for 20%, 50% and 80% of traffic loads 
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Fig. 5. Total packets dropped distribution for 20% of traffic load with Bit Error Rate (BER) 

increment of BER in lower traffic load (20%) has cause larger number of packets to 
be dropped compared to the number of packet dropped in higher traffic load. 

3.3   Average End-to-End Packet Delay 

Unlike in the previous sections that describe QoS parameter based on per packet  
basis, this section and the following section discuss the QoS parameters based on av-
erage number of completed HTTP sessions,. The average end-to-end packet delay 
involves three main factors which are the propagation delay, queuing delay, and delay 
due to other traffic condition (e.g. link-loss with bit-error-rate). Table 3 already states 
the one-way propagation delay over LEO-Iridium satellites network from server node 
to its correspondence client node without taking into account the queuing delay. The 
propagation delay in satellites network may vary due to the handover process and 
various paths taken by the packets streams. For all error-free simulations (20%, 50% 
and 80% of traffic loads) in this paper, the additional factor due to other traffic condi-
tion could be neglected and the end-to-end delay only involves propagation delay and 
queuing delay. We estimate the average end-to-end delay (Davg) using the following 
equation based on summation of session duration (ts ) per total received of HTTP re-
quest/response packets (Ps-tot) and then divided the value with the total number of 
completed HTTP sessions (Stot) generated by HTTP5 client/server pair for the whole 
simulation time. 
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Based on Figure 6, as the traffic loads increase from 20% to 80%, the links become 
busy with traffic burst and the service time at each queue buffer become lower than 
the incoming traffic flows which eventually cause buffer to overflow. This has caused 
many packets need to be retransmitted to complete a session transfer. The session 
duration becomes higher in order to complete a HTTP request-response and as the 
result the average end-to-end delay becomes higher too in every HTTP session. In 
addition, many packets are dropped in higher traffic load due to Diffserv RED buffer  
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Fig. 6. Average end-to-end packet delays for 20%, 50% and 80% of traffic loads 

early drop action which also cause many packets need to be retransmitted to complete 
a HTTP session. This Diffserv policy had severely punished greedy flows and eventu-
ally causes the increment of average end-to-end delay. 

Figure 6 shows the average end-to-end packet delays (Davg) for 20%, 50% and 80% 
of traffic loads are 0.2626 second, 0.2837 second and 0.3324 second respectively. 
Based on previous mentioned assumption that the delay due to other network condi-
tion (e.g. link-loss with bit-error-rate) could be neglected in all error-free simulations, 
we then estimate the average end-to-end queuing delay using the following formula: 

proptotavgq tDD −−=  (10) 

Therefore, the average end-to-end queuing delays for 20%, 50% and 80% of traffic 
loads are 105.438ms, 126.538ms and 175.238ms respectively. 

Figure 7 shows the average end-to-end packet delays for HTTP5 flows in 20% of 
traffic load with BER of 1x10-5, 1x10-4 and 2x10-4. Based on the graph, the average 
end-to-end packet delay is proportionally increased with the increment of BER. The 
higher the BER, the longer time needed to send a packet from server node to client 
node or from client node to server node. This is mainly because many packets are 
dropped in higher BER and need to be retransmitted. Based on Figure 5, the average 
end-to-end delays (Davg(BER) ) with BER 1x10-5, 1x10-4 and 2x10-4 are 0.2690 second, 
0.3594 second and 0.5184 respectively. 

The integration of random error-model to create some network scenario variations 
in all link-loss simulations has caused additional packet delay apart from the propaga-
tion delay (ttot-prop) and queuing delay (Dq). Based on the delay parameters obtained 
previously, we then estimate the additional average end-to-end delay (Dadd) due to the 
BER variation using the following formula: 

proptotqBERavgadd tDDD −−−= %)20()(  (11) 

Therefore, the additional average end-to-end delays due to the network condition 
variation with BER of 1x10-5, 1x10-4 and 2x10-4 are 6.4 ms, 96.8 ms and 255.8 ms 
respectively. 
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Fig. 7. Average end-to-end packet delays for 20% of traffic load with Bit Error Rate (BER) 

3.4   Average HTTP Session Throughput 

The instantaneous session throughput is measured in bit/s based on the amount of 
successfully received bit in each HTTP session divided by the session duration time. 
The instantaneous throughput is estimated by summing all the amount of successfully 
received HTTP Request and Response bits (Btot) and then divided by the session dura-
tion time (ts). The average session throughput (Ts-avg) is then estimated using equation 
(12) by summing all instantaneous session throughputs and divided by total number 
of completed HTTP session (Stot). This section could be regarded as the conclusion of 
the previous sections because it shows the final results after taking into account the 
effect of all the QoS parameters mentioned previously.  

Figure 8 shows the average HTTP5 session throughputs for 20%, 50% and 80% 
traffic loads. Indeed the variation of average session throughput is very much depend-
ing on the end-to-end delay and consequently the session duration. The longer the 
paths taken from source to destination, the longer would be the time needed to trans-
mit a packet due to propagation delay and queuing delay at each node, and as the re-
sult the longer time needed to complete a HTTP session. In addition, the low PDR and 
high drop rate also contribute to the lower throughput in higher traffic load. The aver-
age session throughputs for 20%, 50% and 80% of traffic loads are 40.157 Kb/s, 
37.75 Kb/s and 32.601 Kb/s respectively. 
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Figure 9 shows the average session throughput for HTTP5 flows for 20% of traffic 
load in link-loss environment simulations. Based on the graph, the average session 
throughput is inversely proportional to the increment of BER. Based on the graph, the 
average session throughputs with BER of 1x10-5, 1x10-4 and 2x10-4 are 39.099 Kb/s, 
28.167 Kb/s and 21.188 Kb/s respectively. From those values, we found that the dec-
rements of average session throughput are much higher in link-loss environment 
compared to the decrement of those values in higher traffic load. This mainly due to 
the high packets loss and high average session duration as the BER increased from 
1x10-5 to 2x10-4.  
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Fig. 8. Average HTTP session throughputs for 20%, 50% and 80% of traffic loads 
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Fig. 9. Average HTTP session throughputs for 20% of traffic load with Bit Error Rate (BER) 

4   Conclusion and Future Research 

In this paper, we studied end-to-end QoS of IP-Diffserv over satellites network model 
in NS-2. The QoS simulation parameters are considered including packet delivery 
ratio (PDR), total packets dropped distribution, end-to-end packet delay and average 
session throughput. Network traffic involves many short session of web transmissions 
in both terrestrial and over LEO-Iridium satellites. In addition, the simulations involve 
error-free (20%, 50% and 80% of traffic loads) and link-loss (only 20% of traffic load 
with BER 1x10-5, 1x10-4 and 2x10-4) simulation environment. The results show that 
the end-to-end service quality is inversely proportional to the increment of both back-
ground traffic load and BER. The higher the background traffic load and BER, the 
lower would be the service quality. Diffserv is just the mechanism to reduce those 
effects and preserve the end-to-end internet service quality and network performance. 

As for the future research, some improvements can be done on both satellite and 
the Diffserv network system in order to provide better end-to-end QoS for satellite-
terrestrial communications. As for the Diffserv network system, we suggest that it 
should be combined with traffic engineering mechanism like multi protocol label 
switching (MPLS) for fast switching and optimum packet routing. This will greatly 
reduce the buffering process delay at all Diffserv routers. However, this can be further 
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improved by adding the adaptive admission control at the Diffserv ingress/egress 
routers for service differentiation and traffic flow management. The adaptive admis-
sion control mechanism will be based on periodic rate measurement information at 
every Diffserv routers which will then passed to the ingress/egress routers for further 
actions. Based on that information, the system must be able to provide alternative 
routing paths and efficient resource reservation for the traffic flows in case of network 
environment variation (e.g. link-loss, traffic load and etc). Meanwhile, the satellites 
network must be enhanced in the software part with on-board traffic flows processing 
and efficient buffer management. 
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Abstract. This work presents an innovative cross-layer approach to dynamic 
bandwidth allocation (BoD) in Satellite DVB-RCS networks. The algorithm is 
based on the assumption that, by managing the traffic at IP level through interac-
tion with MAC level, a meaningful reduction in packet loss can be achieved, thus 
resulting in better resource exploitation. The proposed mechanism has been em-
bedded in a consolidated control scheme for dynamic bandwidth allocation ([23], 
[1]). The interaction consists in the computation of the exact amount of MAC 
cells to send to the air interface during the next frame; based on this computation, 
the proper number of IP packets are segmented, transmitted to the MAC layer and 
queued in the MAC buffers. In this way, a twofold result is obtained: 1) no dupli-
cation of the scheduling function, scheduling can be performed at IP layer only, 
and 2) avoidance of overflows of MAC buffers. Simulations results, obtained by 
Opnet®, confirm the effectiveness of the proposed approach.  

Keywords: Cross-layer, Bandwidth on demand, DVB-RCS Satellite Network. 

1   Introduction 

Traditional design paradigm in communication network, and all the more so in satellite 
networks, is based on the separation of different layers and the optimization of distinct 
parts, in order to reduce the complexity and the effort of the initial design; the interac-
tion and interoperability among different layers and various equipments from diverse 
manufacturers will be obtained through the use of standardized interfaces. However in a 
complex system (such as a satellite network), there exists strict interdependence among 
layers, so the above mentioned design paradigm with tight modularity and layer  
independence may lead to sub-optimal or non-optimal performances and this means a 
non-efficient resources exploitation. The need of information exchange is evident if we 
consider, for example, the transport layer protocols, that require to take into account the 
problem of propagation delays, link impairments and bandwidth asymmetry; moreover 
if we consider that error correction schemes are implemented both at physical, link and 
(in some cases) transport layers, inefficiencies and redundancies given by a classic ap-
proach are immediate. In order to overcome these obstacles, it is necessary to explore a 
                                                           
* Corresponding author. 
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new design paradigm that propose innovative protocol architectures that violate the 
reference layered architecture, for example, by allowing direct communication between 
protocols at non-adjacent layers or sharing state variables between layers to obtain per-
formance gains. This “violation” is known as “cross-layer design”. 

The cross layer approach described in this work continues a previous work ([23]) 
on Bandwidth on Demand procedure. The satellite control structure that computes the 
satellite terminal bandwidth request described in [23] hasn’t got any control on packet 
flows from IP level to MAC level. We extend the work in [23] by introducing a dis-
abling signal from MAC layer to IP layer, the so called “back-pressure signal”, that 
prevent the transmission of packets to the MAC layer, if MAC buffer queues reach a 
defined threshold (congestion state). In this way, MAC layer functionality is kept as 
simple as possible: during the congestion, packet dropping (if needed) is performed at 
the IP layer; at the end of the congestion state, the IP level scheduler select the IP 
packets with the most stringent delay requirements. 

The work is structured as follows: in Section 2, the problem of cross-layer as re-
ported in literature is introduced, Sections 3 and 4 describe the system architecture 
and the BoD control scheme presented in [23], whereas section 5 describes the cross-
layer mechanism and theoretical approach to compute the threshold level. The paper 
ends with a description of the system implementation and a discussion on simulation 
results. 

2   Layers Interactions in Satellite Networks 

According to recent studies carried out in [19], since satellite network scenario is 
moving towards a full IP integration, cross-layer is particularly significant to over-
come some architectural problems. They are, for example, TCP erroneous inference 
of congestion state (the absence of an ACK is also due to wireless channel degrada-
tion); resources wasting while allocating bandwidth to users with very bad channel 
conditions; the necessity of intra and inter satellite handover and consequent rerouting 
that could bring to connection dropping; packet losses due to buffer overflows in real 
time streaming during congestion situations or particular bad wireless conditions. 

In spite of this, it is worthwhile mentioning some recent works in literature to de-
scribe the progress reached in cross-layer design (in general) and in satellite networks 
(in particular). Most of them are related to scheduling techniques and design. For 
example in [3], the scheduling at the data link layer divides the traffic in two catego-
ries and applies a weighted policy mechanism to respect the QoS constraints, while at 
the physical layer users adapt their modulation and coding according to traffic condi-
tions with the help of a perfect estimation of wireless channel conditions obtained by 
prediction-based algorithm. 

In [20], QoS guarantees for CDMA networks are provided by means of cross-layer 
optimization across the physical and network layer. At the physical layer, the QoS 
requirements are specified in terms of a target signal-to-interference ratio (SIR)  
requirement, and optimal target powers are dynamically adjusted according to the 
current number of users in the system. At the network layer, both the blocking prob-
abilities as well as call connection delay constraints are considered.  
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A packet scheduling algorithm in satellite digital multimedia broadcasting system 
is developed in [8], namely “combined delay and rate differentiation” (CDRC); this 
algorithm takes into account QoS parameters to prioritise different contents among 
different services in a dynamic environment. Moreover, in [9] the application and 
transport layers exchange information about QoS requirements together with MAC 
layer that adapts its packet scheduling decision in order to achieve QoS targets, while 
respecting the power constraints given by the lower layers.  

In [10], an innovative allocation algorithm is presented, based on cross-layer inter-
action between TCP and MAC layers; it aims at synchronizing the requests of re-
sources with the TCP transmission window trend, thus reducing delays and increasing 
air interface utilization; this is also the case of [11], where a new technique called 
“ACK compaction” is discussed to overcome the physical delay problems that leads 
to a sub-optimal behaviour of TCP protocol. 

In [12] two different methodologies are presented: a reservation-based medium ac-
cess control scheme, which uses cross-layer interaction with the physical layer to 
measure channel condition and predict performances through a Markov chain formu-
lation (dynamic cross-layer), and a Neyman-Pearson MAC design optimization (static 
cross-layer). These two techniques, coupled to physical measures, aim at predicting 
optimal decision for traffic management. 

The innovation proposed in this paper consists in the introduction of a cross-layer 
mechanism between MAC layer and IP layer, aiming at reducing expensive packet losses 
in the air interface; this interaction is obtained by means of a control signal that enable-
disable the packet flow from IP to MAC level, according to congestion conditions. 

3   System Architecture and Control Scheme 

The Scenario considered in this work (see Fig. 1) consists of a DVB-RCS (ETSI 
2003) geostationary satellite network with on board switching capabilities, Satellite 
Terminals (STs) provide Local Area Network with the access to the network, Gate-
ways (GW) connect the satellite network to the core network (i.e. to the Internet) and 
a Network Control Centre located on earth that manages the satellite network re-
sources. The NCC is in charge to prevent collisions between packets transmitted by 
different STs through a dynamic bandwidth assignment procedure. Each ST computes 
the bandwidth request and sends it to the NCC; after a period of latency, the NCC 
communicates the bandwidth assigned to the STs. Due to the latency of the satellite 
network, the traffic is being divided into two main classes: high-priority service class 
and low-priority service class. 

The high-priority service classes require a static bandwidth assignment, due to the 
excessive latency of the BoD request assignment cycle. In the case of low priority 
classes it is possible to assign the bandwidth in a dynamic way. 

The corresponding network model is depicted in Fig. 2. In DVB-RCS satellite net-
works, each ST has a periodic opportunity to send bandwidth requests; thus, the net-
work model is a discrete-time system with sampling time TC equal to the time period 
between two consecutive bandwidth requests (control time). 
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Fig. 1. Satellite reference scenario 
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Fig. 2. Control scheme of the Satellite Network Model 

The system model consists of 4 elements: 
 

• Source Traffic. It is the traffic received by each ST during the kth time interval and 
it is modeled by an input bit rate, rIN(k), which is non-negative and limited by a 
maximum rate, rMAX : 

0 < rIN(k) < rMAX 
 (1)

• ST MAC Buffer. It collects the MAC cells waiting for transmission in the uplink 
and it is modeled by an integrator. Let q(k) denote the queue length in this buffer at 
time t = kTC: the variation of q(k) is given by the input rate rIN(k) minus the trans-
mission rate assigned by the NCC, rNCC[k]. The following equations hold: 

'( ) ( 1) ( ) ( 1)C I N C N CCq k q k T r k T r k⋅ ⋅= − + − −  (2)

( ) ( '( ))q k q kσ=  (3)

where σ(x) is a saturation function such that σ(x) = x if x > 0, σ(x) = 0 otherwise. 
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• Satellite Network Delay and NCC. In geostationary satellite networks, the STs and 
the NCC communicate via the satellite; the time interval between the transmissions 
of a bandwidth request by the ST and the associated bandwidth allocation is fixed 
and equal to about 600ms (considering physical and MAC layer delays). This in-
terval constitutes the feedback delay of the system and will be referred to as round 
trip delay. The NCC assigns the bandwidth on the basis of the requests and of the 
available link bandwidth: if the network is not congested, the assigned bit rate 
rNCC(k) is equal to the requested one: rNCC(k)=rREQ(k – nRTD), where nRTD is the 
round trip delay expressed in number of sampling periods. For the sake of simplic-
ity, in this paper nRTD is considered equal to an integer number of TC

1. Conversely, 
if the network is congested, the NCC assigns less bandwidth according to a prede-
fined fairness policy: rNCC(k) < rREQ(k – nRTD). Thus, the transmission delay and the 
NCC can be modeled as a delay block cascaded to an additive disturbance dNCC(k), 
defined as follows: 

( ) ( ) ( )NCC REQ RTD NCCd k r k n r k= − −  (4)

The use of the additive disturbance models the state of the network as follows: 

( ) 0   if the network is not congested

( ) 0   if the network is congested
NCC

NCC

d k

d k

=⎧
⎨ >⎩

 (5)

To compute the unused assigned bandwidth, has been introduced the wasted rate 
parameter, defined as follows: 

)
)('

()(
c

w T

kq
kr −= σ  (6)

Thus, rw(k) is null if the link utilization is achieved and positive otherwise.  
With reference to the developed model, the targets of the BoD protocol can be ex-

pressed as follows: 

1. The wasted bit rate should be null, i.e., rW(k) = 0, which means that bandwidth is 
not wasted (Full Link Utilization). 

2. When no congestion is occurring, q(k) should be as small as possible. 
3. In case of congestion, q(k) grows regardless of the request policy; the objective, in 

this case, is that the system should recover the normal behavior when the conges-
tion ends (congestion recovery). 

 
• BoD Controller. The BoD Controller C(z) is situated in the ST and it computes the 

rate requested based on the input rate fed the network and on the MAC buffer 
measurement. 

                                                           
1  Generally, this is not true and nRTD=n+ ε, where n is an integer number and ε is a real number 

between 0 and 1; in this case, the generic quantity x(k – nRTD) is computed as follows:         

( ) ( ) ( )k – (1– ) – – –1RTDx n x k n x k nε ε= ⋅ + ⋅ .
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4   Dynamic Capacity Assignment 

The structure of the BoD scheme was already presented in [21], and is detailed in  
Fig. 3: the bandwidth requests rREQ(k) is computed as the sum of two parts: rate-based 
and queue-based: 

[ ]{ })()()()(

)()()(

zqzqzKkr

krkrkr

REFIN

QINREQ

−+=

=+=
1-Z

 (7)

The expression of the queue based part is given by: 
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Where qREF(k) is given by: 

∑
=

−=
RTDT

i
INCREF ikrTkq

0
)()(  (9)

In [23] and [22], a parameter α ∈ [0, 1] is introduced to regulate the ‘aggressiveness’ 
of the request policy. In particular, the reference queue is computed as follows: 

∑
=

−α=
RTDT

i
INCREF ikrTkq

0
)()(  (10)

and, consequently, the request is computed as follows: 
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By setting  α = 1, the same request policy of [21] is obtained, guaranteeing the full 
link utilization; by decreasing the value of α, a more aggressive request policy is 
obtained, which achieves lower queuing delays at the price of some bandwidth waste. 
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Fig. 3. System reference scheme 
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Finally, in [23], a Multi Model Reference Control approach has been chosen to set 
dynamically the value of α, in order to achieve the full link utilization when the net-
work is congested (and thus the bandwidth is a precious resource which must not be 
wasted), and favor better performance in terms of queuing delays (by lowering α) as 
the network load decreases.  

 

Fig. 4. Back Pressure Functional Diagram 

The proposed back-pressure algorithm is based on the request computed according 
to the BoD algorithm of equation (9’’’). The objective is to compute the dynamic 
threshold value q*(k) which represents the maximum number of MAX cells which 
should be stored in the MAC buffer. If the threshold is exceeded, the IP scheduler is 
blocked, and no MAC cell enters the MAC buffer until the queue length is below the 
threshold again (in this respect, note that the IP packets which are transmitted from 
the IP to the MAC layer are segmented in a given number of MAC cells; thus, it is 
likely that, when the IP scheduler is blocked by the back pressure-algorithm, the 
MAC queue length exceeds q*(k)). 

At time k, from (1), (2), (3) and (11) it is possible to calculate the worst-case queue 
length as follows: 

( ) ∑∑
==

−α−+−+=+
RTDRTD n

i
INC

n

i
REQCC ikrTikrTrTkq

11
max )(1)()1(ˆ  (12)

where nRTD is the number of control time in a round trip delay. This queue length is 
achieved if the MAC buffer is fed with the maximum allowed rate rMAX, during the 
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current round tripe time and represent the maximum amount of packet that could be 
sent to the air interface. 

For comparison purposes, we also developed a ‘static’ approach, which computes a 
fixed threshold. This static approach is also more easily implemented, since it does 
not require measures of the MAC cells entering the MAC buffer. The static threshold 
is straightforwardly computed from the control system equations via theoretical con-
siderations. Control system theory, which was used to develop the BoD algorithm, 
provides the Final Value Theorem, which states that the stationary value achieved by 
the system can be computed as follows: 

( )[ ])(1lim)(lim 1 zyzty zt −= →∞→  (13)

where y(t) is the system output and y(z) is its Ζ-tranform. 
In our system, the output is the queue length q(k), the input is the reference queue 

length qREF(k) given by equation (10); the transfer function between qREF(k) and q(k) 
is immediate (see [23] for detailed demonstration): 

The static threshold is then calculated in the worst-case (i.e., for α =1) as in the fol-
lowing equation: 
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where rIN(t) is set equal to the maximum rate available for on-demand traffic rMAX. 
Note that equation (14) is also obtained by computing the worst-case dynamic thresh-
old, i.e., by computing eq. (15) with α = 1 and by considering that the request was the 
maximum allowed during the last round trip delay, i.e., rREQ(k - i) = rMAX, i = 
1,…,nRTD: 

MAXRTDC

n

i
MAXCMAXCMAX rnTrTrTkq

RTD

)1()1;1(
0

* +=+==+ ∑
=

α  (15)

5   System Implementation 

The simulations of the proposed approach were developed using the OPNET® Mod-
eler 11.5A PL3 (Build 3408) tool by OPNET® Technologies. 
The implementation of the thresholds computed via the control theory has been im-
plemented in the Scheduler module at IP level and in the DAMA_Agent module at 
MAC Level (Fig. 5).  

The DAMA Agent is in charge of measuring the queue size at MAC level and of 
comparing this value to a threshold. Every TC=96ms time interval the DAMA Agent 
computes the gap between the threshold and the real value of the MAC queues size 
and sends it with a proper signaling message to the scheduler. The scheduler receives 
the message and extracts the value of the threshold. Then, it is in charge of sending to 
the lower layer the proper amount of bits (to avoid the overflow of the MAC queues). 
When congestion occurs, the DAMA Agent computes a negative value of the bit to 
send from the IP level to the MAC level so a disabling signal is generated and the 
transmission is denied. 
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Fig. 5. Satellite Terminal system architecture 

6   Simulation Results 

Two simulation sets has been performed: 

Simulation Set A ) The system runs under no threshold at MAC level; 
Simulation Set B ) The system runs under a back-pressure algorithm; 
The simulation parameters are shown in the following tables. 

Table 1. Simulation Parameters: High Priority Traffic 

 Voice Video 
Interarrival 
Time [s] 

Constant (0.02) Uniform (0.008, 0.01) 

Packet Size 
[bits] 

Constant (1280) Normal (1150, 450) 

Table 2. Simulation Parameters: Low Priority Traffic 

 Multimedia Streaming Data 
Interarrival 
Time [s] 

Uniform (0.0005, 0.00265) Exponential (0.2) 

Packet Size 
[bits] 

Poisson (10800) Pareto (6000, 1.5) 
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Table 3. Opnet simulation parameters 

Simulation # 3 
Simulation Length [sec] 450 
Terminal Satellite (STs) 7 
Estimated Load [Mbit] 45 
Sampling Time [msec] 0.069632 

Table 4. Simulation parameters high priority traffic 

 Max Delay 
High priority 
Traffic [s] 

0.15 

Low priority 
Traffic [s] 

2 

Best Effort 
Traffic [s] 

5 

 

6.1   Simulation Set A 

The first simulation set shows the results obtained when no threshold is computed. 
The result shows that the MAC queuing delay reaches the maximum tolerated delays 
for both high- and low-priority MAC queues, entailing MAC layer cell dropping.  

 

Fig. 6. Best Effort (black line) and Low priority (grey line) MAC Queuing delay 

6.2   Simulation Set B 

The second simulation set evaluates the performance in terms of delay for both the 
static and dynamic threshold approaches. With a static approach the number of packet 
losses at MAC level is reduced with respect to the original control scheme, because 
only the exact amount of packet is sent to the lower layer and can be transmitted; 
however the delay is still considerable and almost constant (the threshold is static!).  
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By using a dynamic approach the system is able to adapt to traffic condition thus 
minimizing better the delay of packets waiting in the MAC queues and reducing as 
well the packet losses. 

 

Fig. 7. IP queuing delay high priority traffic (STATIC APPROACH) 

 

Fig. 8. IP queuing delay low priority traffic (STATIC APPROACH) 

 

Fig. 9. MAC Queuing Delay Best Effort Traffic (STATIC APPROACH) 
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Fig. 10. MAC Queuing Delay Non Real Time Traffic (STATIC APPROACH) 

 

Fig. 11. IP Queuing delay Non Real Time (DYNAMIC APPROACH) 

 

Fig. 12. Queuing delay Best Effort (DYNAMIC APPROACH) 
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Fig. 13. MAC Queuing delay Non Real Time (DYNAMIC APPROACH) 

 

Fig. 14. MAC Queuing delay Best Effort (DYNAMIC APPROACH) 

  

Fig. 15. Non Real Time MAC Average Queuing Delay comparisons 
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Fig. 16. Best Effort MAC Average Queuing delay comparisons 

7   Conclusions 

The proposed approach is built on the problem of cross-layer control between IP and 
MAC level. By computing a threshold that sets the maximum value that MAC queues 
can reach, it is possible to stop the traffic flow from IP to MAC level in congestion 
states. Both a worst-case static and a dynamic threshold were theoretically computed 
based on the control theoretical BoD scheme proposed in [22]. 

Summarizing the chosen approach meets the following targets: 

• it avoids the duplication of the scheduling and dropping functionalities at the IP 
and MAC layers; 

• It avoids MAC buffer overflows and consequent MAC cells dropping, which 
would result in partial transmissions of IP packets; 

• when a congestion state occurs, packets are accumulated in the IP queues and not 
in the MAC queues, so that, in case of need, packets are dropped at IP layer; as the 
congestion ends, the IP scheduler is able to use all its discrimination capability by 
selecting the IP packets with the most stringent delay requirements. 
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Abstract. Satellites play an important role in the future network due

to their wide area coverage and for providing connectivity in remote

regions of the world. This paper presents the end-to-end quality of service

(QoS) measurements taken employing a European Space Agency (ESA)

testbed over DVB-RCS infrastructure, in collaboration with University of

Surrey, UK.

The applications chosen for these experiments are file transfer (FTP),

web browsing (HTTP) and video streaming. File transfer and web brows-

ing require reliable transport mechanism as a corrupted bit will hinder

the intact data delivery. Therefore, these applications use transmission

control protocol (TCP) as the transport protocol. TCP involves a three

way handshake, which introduces extra delay during data transfer. Video

streaming is a real time application. It is time-sensitive and requires lesser

reliability compared to FTP and Web services. Hence, it employs user

datagram protocol (UDP) at the transport layer, which do not offer any

guarantee of reliable data delivery but timely. The parameters that have

been used to evaluate quality of service (QoS) are packet delivery time,

file download time, round trip delay, packet sizes and packet loss.

The paper presented measurement results and comparative analysis

of the QoS of the applications over the DVB-RCS testbed.

Keywords: QoS, DVB-RCS, Satellite network.

1 Introduction

Satellite systems are integrated with the global information infrastructure as
one of the major technologies providing both television broadcast services and
Internet access. These systems are supporting the same Internet applications,
services, and protocols as the terrestrial networks. Standards for satellite systems
are required to be optimized for Internet access. Open standards have proven
their merit in improving the telecommunications commercial market. In urban
areas, Internet access is available via terrestrial networks, whereas, infrastructure
deprived rural areas rely on wireless connectivity for this facility [8]. It takes a
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long time to develop terrestrial networks to these rural areas. So, satellites can
offer Internet access to such remote regions.

Satellites are characterized by their long propagation delay; hence, quality
of service (QoS) needs to be handled correctly in these networks. In this pa-
per, we are presenting the end-to-end QoS measurements taken in digital video
broadcast-return channel via satellite (DVB-RCS) environment. The applica-
tions to be tested are file transfer (FTP), web browsing (HTTP) and video
streaming and these applications will be used for the underlying services when
taking measurements. The different QoS parameters considered are packet de-
livery time, file download time, round trip delay, packet size and packet loss.

This paper is divided into the following sections: Section 2 is an overview
of DVB-RCS standard; Section 3 is a description of the ESA testbed used to
perform the experiments; Section 4 describes the different applications used to
perform the tests; the performance metrics are briefly reviewed in Section 5;
the results have been analyzed in Section 6; and finally, Section 7 concludes the
paper.

2 DVB-RCS Standard

The DVB Project (digital video broadcasting, DVB) started the development
of a system for digital television broadcasting via satellite (DVB-S) [3] in 1992
and finalized the specification in 1993 [9]. Since then, the DVB-S has become
the preferred format for satellite broadcasting worldwide. Initially, to support
Internet services for DVB-S, the return channel used terrestrial networks. The
emergence of digital video broadcast-return channel via satellite (DVB-RCS) [4]
transformed the one-way DVB-S system into an interactive system and elimi-
nated cables in the return path for Internet. The second generation of the DVB-
S standard (DVB-S2) was finalized in 2006 with a considerable improvement in
power and bandwidth efficiency. The DVB-S2 standard also allowed for Adap-
tive Coding and Modulation for interactive services with a significant gain in the
overall system capacity and reduction of link margin.

The DVB-RCS standard was developed in 1997 and finally accepted as a Eu-
ropean Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) specification in March
2000. In September 2001, the guideline document was published. Early trial
products were tested in 2000-2002, and the systems started getting stable, ma-
ture and widely acceptable during 2002. Satellite standardization organizations,
operators, and manufacturers have made great progress over the last years to
achieve a viable solution for interactive services via satellite [8].

In the forward link, DVB-RCS is based on the DVB-S and DVB-S2 standards.
It employs time-division multiplexing at a data rate up to tens of megabits per
second. In order to provide Internet access and interactivity, it uses the exist-
ing moving pictures expert group-2 (MPEG-2) transport stream to encapsulate
IP packets. This encapsulation is performed according to the DVB specifica-
tion. The return link in DVB-RCS employs a multiple-frequency time-division
multiple-access (MF-TDMA) scheme. It allows a group of terminals to commu-
nicate using a set of carrier frequencies, each of which is divided into time slots.
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Fig. 1. ESA Testbed

The allocation mechanism is based on the statistical multiplexing principle, to
utilize the satellite bandwidth optimally. This allocation is managed from the
network control centre (NCC) at the gateway. The NCC is responsible for syn-
chronization of the system, via the network clock reference (NCR). It transmits
a number of specific system tables in order to update the terminals about issues
related to quality of service (QoS), service level agreement (SLA), bandwidth
allocation, etc.

3 The ESA DVB-RCS Testbed

A DVB-RCS testbed at the European Space Agency (ESA) is used for this end-
to-end QoS measurement. As shown in Figure 1, the testbed consists of a gateway
and two satellite terminals. The satellite capacity used in these experiments is
provided by HellasSat-2 satellite. The available uplink bandwidth is 512 kbps
and for downlink, it is 4 Mbps. Various applications and servers are installed on
the local area networks (LAN) connected to the gateway and the terminals.

The testbed deploys performance enhancing proxies (PEP) to improve the
performance of TCP based traffic. TCP deduces congestion in the network from
delay and loss. Due to the long propagation delay in satellites, it takes a long
time for TCP to increase its transmission rate and maintain a good throughput.
PEPs split a single TCP connection into multiple connections. Splitting the
connection allows to maneuver with different parts of the connection according
to the condition of the satellite link [5].
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4 Applications for Experimentation

Different applications that are tested on the testbed are described in the following
subsections. The details of these applications are available in their corresponding
standards, but an overview is necessary to understand the results. The softwares
installed on the clients and servers are also described.

4.1 File Transfer

File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is a method of downloading files from and up-
loading files to another system using TCP over a network. It operates in a
client/server paradigm. FTP uses two separate connections to send files. One
TCP connection is used to send control messages, such as user identification,
password, etc., and the other is used to send data. As FTP sends the control
messages separately, so it is referred as an out-of-band protocol. There are a
number of commands used in FTP for managing the sessions. The commands,
from client to server, and replies, from server to client, are sent across the control
connection in 7-bit ASCII format. Thus, these commands are human readable.
Each command consists of four uppercase ASCII characters, some with optional
arguments. Some of the more common commands are listed below:

– USER username: Used to send the user identification to the server
– PASS password: Used to send the user password to the server
– LIST: List all the files in the current directory in the server
– RETR filename: Used to retrieve (i.e., get) a file from the current directory

of the server
– STOR filename: Used to store (i.e., put) a file in the current directory of the

server

Each of these commands is followed by a reply from the server. The replies
are three-digit numbers, with an optional message following the number. Some
typical replies, along with their possible messages, are listed below:

– 331 Username OK, password required
– 230 User logged in, proceed
– 200 Command OK
– 125 Data connection already open; transfer starting
– 150 File status OK; about to open data connection
– 226 Transfer complete
– 221 Goodbye

A client utility (ftp) invokes the file transfer. In addition to the original ftp
utility, there are many textual and graphical FTP client programs, including
most browsers, which run under different operating systems. We used ftp as the
client program for the end-to-end QoS measurements. There are also many FTP
server programs. One of the available servers included in Linux is Very Secure
FTP daemon (vsftpd) package.
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4.2 Web Browsing

Web browsing is based on the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP). It also
works in a client/server model. The client and server programs exchange HTTP
messages to transfer web content. The client program is the browser that opens
the Web pages and offers other features like playing audio and video, upload-
ing and downloading files, filling forms, etc. Popular Web browsers are Firefox,
Netscape, lynx and Internet Explorer. On the server side, the Web server, houses
the web content. HTTP uses TCP as the transport protocol. One of the world-
wide deployed, Linux based Web server is Apache. In its latest versions, if support
for IPv6 is available in the operating system, its IPv6 listening sockets open by
default [6].

Like file transfer, HTTP also exchanges request and response messages. The
typical methods and their purpose in a request message are as follows:

– GET: Request an object from the server
– POST: Filling form on a web page
– HEAD: Similar to GET used for debugging

The majority of the HTTP request messages use the GET method to retrieve
objects from web servers during browsing. In the HTTP response messages, the
replies are identified by the status code. Some of the commonly used status codes
are listed below:

– 200 OK: Request succeeded and the information is returned in the response
– 301 Moved Permanently: Requested object has been moved permanently
– 400 Bad Request: The request could not be understood by the server
– 404 Not Found: The requested document does not exist on this server

4.3 Video Streaming

In this class of applications, clients request on-demand compressed video files
that are stored on servers. A client typically begins playout of the video a few
seconds after it begins receiving the file from the server. The client will be playing
out video from one location in the file while it is receiving later parts of the file
from the server. Both TCP and UDP are used in video streaming.

For the purpose of our test, VLC media player [1] is used. It is a lightweight
media player that can play numerous video formats. It is supported by Windows,
Linux and PocketPC/WinCE handhelds. It can also be used as a streaming
server.

5 Performance Metrics

The performance of different applications described, is measured, using the ESA
DVB-RCS testbed. Wireshark [2], formerly known as Ethereal, a packet analyzer
is used to capture packets at the client and server to measure and calculate
different performance metrics. The end-to-end QoS parameters measured are
described in the following subsections.
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5.1 Delay

Delay is the transit time between the client and the server observed by the
packets. In satellite networks, this time is dominated by the propagation delay.
The processing time for the encapsulation of IP packet in MPEG stream also
adds to the overall delay. In addition to this, other factors adding to the delay
are router queues and number of hops in the path. A simple way to calculate the
delay is to synchronize the client and the server and calculate the time difference.
One way for synchronization is to use Network Time Protocol (NTP) server [7].

5.2 Jitter

Jitter is the variation in delay of consecutive packets. It is due to the variable
time elapsed in the queues of the routers in the path. Packet time-stamps are
used to measure jitter. The delay experienced in router queue is dependent on
the scheduling policy of the router and the congestion in the network. In satellite
networks, devices like modem, the modulator in the hub and the IP encapsulator
also introduce jitter. Another similar parameter dependent on time-stamps is
packet inter-arrival time.

5.3 Packet Size

Packet size affects different applications. Larger packets experience more packet
loss and delay as compared to smaller packets. Smaller packets are vulnerable
to higher jitter in contrast with larger ones.

5.4 Packet Loss

Packet loss occurs due to network congestion and buffer overflow at routers. In
satellites, it is due to the wireless nature of the transmission link. In satellite
networks, it could be due to weather conditions, improper line up, interference,
etc. It can be reduced by retransmission or error recovery mechanisms. Some
applications cannot tolerate packet loss beyond a certain threshold.

6 Results and Analysis

The experiments have been performed for different applications as mentioned
earlier. These applications are analyzed in the following subsections.

6.1 File Transfer

For analysis of file transfer using file transfer protocol (FTP), two files of different
sizes have been chosen to compare the results. One file is 500 kilobytes and the
second is 50 megabytes. These files have been uploaded (via put command) from
client (Surrey) to server (ESA) and downloaded (via get command) in the reverse
direction.
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The round trip time (RTT) for the control commands for these operations
is tabulated in Table 1. The RTT ranges from 550-700 milliseconds, which is
the typical range for a geostationary satellite. The RTT values in the second
row of Table 1 are higher as these values include the password typing time from
the user. The upload time of the files is 10 times the download time because
of the difference in the uplink and downlink data rates offered by the satellite
network. The transfer rate in downloading is high than uploading due to the
high bandwidth available on the downlink.

The role of performance enhancing proxies (PEP) deployed in the satellite
network can be depicted from the histograms shown in Figure 2 and 3. These
histograms have been generated from the FTP data being uploaded/downloaded
and the acknowledgements being received from the PEP rather than from the
recipient. As very few packets are exchanged while downloading the 500 KB
file, hence, the density of packets is very low than during upload, resulting in a
different shape of histogram. Similarly, less packet exchange can be depicted from
the vertical scale of the figures during download of the 50 MB file, as compared
with the upload.

The IP packet length of different packets during the upload and download
is shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5, respectively. The packets on the right side
show the packets depicting the FTP data and the packets on the left side are
the TCP acknowledgements. Some packets in between are the last portion of
the FTP data and control commands. It can be deduced from these results that

Table 1. Round Trip Time for Request and Response pairs (milliseconds)

FTP FTP Upload (put) Download (get)

Request Response 500 KB 50 MB 500 KB 50 MB

USER 331 Password 620.621 610.481 604.685 652.596

required

PASS 230 Access 748.752 701.774 724.554 944.772

granted

PORT 200 PORT 618.772 596.778 608.898 613.617

Successful

STOR/ 150 Opening 680.763 629.675 680.800 687.860

RETR BINARY mode

QUIT 221 Goodbye 615.153 662.917 605.296 618.140

Total upload/download 18.470 2085.830 1.640 228.040

time (seconds)

Transfer rate (kbps) 221.600 196.400 2511.760 1796.160
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Fig. 2. RTT for ACK from PEP in upload of a 500 KB and a 50 MB file
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Fig. 3. RTT for ACK from PEP in download of a 500 KB and a 50 MB file

during upload, the percentage of TCP ACKs is more than the FTP data. It
is understood that this is due to the lower bandwidth available on the uplink
resulting in more TCP retransmissions and duplicate ACKs. On the other hand,
during download, plenty of bandwidth is available, so more FTP data can be sent
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Fig. 4. IP packet length during upload of a 500 KB and a 50 MB file
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Fig. 5. IP packet length during download of a 500 KB and a 50 MB file

and less ACKs are required due to the cumulative acknowledgement phenomenon
of TCP. In downloading the 50 MB file, mostly FTP data packets are 1500 bytes
and quite a lot of them are 932 bytes, so there is a prominent bar near 1000 byte
scale on the histogram in Figure 5.
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Fig. 6. RTT for HTTP request-response pairs

During the upload and download of the 500 KB and 50 MB files, most of the
frames have inter-arrival time in the microsecond and millisecond range. Some
packets exhibit more inter-arrival time depicting the user password typing time,
the time taken by server to open ports for data transfer during execution of
PORT command, total file transfer time and user idleness to execute the QUIT
command.

6.2 Web Browsing

To analyze web browsing which is based on hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP),
an Apache server is installed on the server (ESA) and a website is hosted on it.
The client (Surrey) browses that website via Firefox. Meanwhile packets are
captured with Wireshark on both the client and server.

The round trip time (RTT) for the HTTP request-response pairs is shown in
Figure 6. Most of the RTT values are within the stated range for a geostationary
satellite, but some are higher due to the delay incurred in transferring the large
objects from web server to the browser.

TCP acknowledgements for the GET requests from the client are analyzed to
find their RTT. It is observed that the ACKs are coming from the performance
enhancing proxy (PEP) rather than the server as inferred from the time scale in
Figure 7.

The IP packet length of the packets captured during browsing the website is
illustrated in Figure 8. The first bar represents the TCP ACKs, the second is
HTTP responses and the third is HTTP requests. The size of the request and
response data is same because each request has a single response.
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Fig. 7. RTT for ACK from PEP for GET requests from client
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Fig. 8. IP packet length during browsing

The inter-arrival time of the frames during browsing is shown in Figure 9.
Majority of the frames have inter-arrival times in the range of microsecond and
millisecond. Some of the frames show more inter-arrival time due to the time
spent in opening the browser and clicking the hyperlinks on the webpage by the
user.
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Fig. 9. Frame inter-arrival time during browsing
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Fig. 10. One-way delay for video streaming

6.3 Video Streaming

For analysis of video streaming using user datagram protocol (UDP), a video
clip has been streamed from the server (ESA) using the media player VLC and
the stream is watched at the client (Surrey) with same media player.
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Fig. 11. IP packet length of streaming video packets
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Fig. 12. Frame inter-arrival time for video streaming

The propagation delay for geostationary satellite is 250-270 milliseconds. The
one-way delay observed between the streaming server and client is shown in
Figure 10. The reasons for additional delay are jitter, buffering, playout
delay etc.
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The IP packet length captured in streaming the video is shown in Figure 11.
Most of the streaming packets are 1344 bytes in length, which is shown by a
prominent bar in the histogram.

The inter-arrival time of the frames is shown in Figure 12. As for the other
two applications, file transfer and web browsing, video streaming also has inter-
arrival time in microsecond and millisecond range.

Multimedia applications, like, video streaming, are sensitive to packet loss.
The packet loss measured during streaming the video clip from server to client
is 1.563% which is within acceptable range.

7 Conclusion

This paper presented the evaluation of the end-to-end QoS for different appli-
cations over a DVB-RCS satellite network. The results show the role of perfor-
mance enhancing proxies (PEP) in the satellites for TCP-based applications.
PEPs reduce the time of acknowledging the packets transmitted over satellites.
The frame inter-arrival time for file transfer and web browsing is quite compara-
ble while it is much less in video streaming than these two applications. It is due
to the fast nature of UDP guaranteeing no reliability. More than 90% of packets
in UDP based application are of same length due to no acknowlegements while,
in TCP based applications, at least 30-60% of the packets are small in size and
are used for acknowledgements. These acknowledgements can be further reduced
by developing algorithms to reserve more bandwidth for TCP based applications
over satellites.

These experiments can be tested on an IPv6 DVB-RCS satellite network
testbed for comparison. More accuracy can be achieved by using GPS system
for synchronization of client and server, which is more precise than the Network
Time Protocol (NTP).
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Abstract. An Internet Protocol/Generic Stream Encapsulation (IP/GSE) signal-
ling framework is proposed to replace the current MPEG-2 Transport Stream 
(TS) Table-based signalling system and to enable smoother convergence of 
Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) transmission systems and IP networks. GSE 
suitability is explained and a review of IP-based signalling techniques is pre-
sented in order to select the optimal candidate methods for this architecture.  

Keywords: GSE, DVB, IP signalling, MPEG-2 TS Tables. 

1   Introduction 

IP-based signalling procedures for content metadata currently take place in DVB 
networks, e.g. acquisition of an Electronic Service Guide (ESG) in a DVB-H system. 
However, the signalling for network metadata is still being performed through 
MPEG-2 encoded Tables conveyed by the TS even though the second generation of 
DVB systems can also support the Generic Stream (GS).  

The GS is expected to be used for IP-based services, where IP packets can be en-
capsulated using the Generic Stream Encapsulation (GSE) protocol [1]&[2] as an 
adaptation layer that provides efficient IP packet encapsulation and fragmentation.  

In current network signalling, two sets of MPEG-2 encoded Tables are necessary 
for DVB system signalling, the Program Specific Information (PSI) and the System 
Information (SI) defined by MPEG and DVB, respectively. Tables are segmented in 
Sections, directly encapsulated in TS packets and sent with high repetition rates (e.g. 
25 ms) to allow fast acquisition and updating. Figure 1 shows the protocol stack for 
current network signalling in a generic second generation DVB system.  

In the current TS-based signalling framework, the receiver, initially, filters the Ta-
bles with fixed Packet Identifier (PID) field in the TS packet header, such as the Pro-
gram Access Table (PAT). Next, it extracts the PID of the Network Information Table 
(NIT) that contains the tuning parameters. It accesses NIT and obtains the PAT PID 
of the respective TS.  Finally, the receiver acquires the PAT and obtains the PIDs of 
the Program Map Tables (PMTs) where the PIDs of the audio/video Program Ele-
ments can be found. Thus, TS signalling strongly depends on PIDs filtering. 

If signalling were conveyed by GSE packets instead of TS packets, there would not 
be a direct equivalent to the PID filters used for TS given that GSE does not contain a 
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PID field. Thus, in an IP/GSE-only signalling framework, the receiver will need to 
identify which BB frames or GSE packets carry the network signalling information 
that it requires. In addition, for the realisation of this architecture, it will also be nec-
essary to determine the respective Network Discovery and Selection (ND&S) proce-
dures and a new flexible signalling metadata syntax. To clarify, Service Discovery 
and Selection (SD&S) methods are used for content metadata (e.g. ESG) discovery 
whilst ND&S are defined to be used for network metadata (e.g. PAT-like records) in 
this paper. 

 

Fig. 1. Protocol stack for a generic DVB system 

IP-based ND&S techniques will provide network bootstrapping and network selec-
tion in a similar manner to PAT. A new syntax with extensibility features, different 
from the present MPEG-2, will allow the easy modification of the signalling meta-
data. This network metadata is expected to experiment continuous change with the 
convergence of DVB and IP networks given that this union will enable DVB trans-
mission networks to become networks functioning as a part of the Internet infrastruc-
ture. Even when the IP/GSE signalling framework intends to be DVB generic, the 
focus is on DVB-S2 in this paper. 

This paper is divided as follows: GSE suitability for signalling is briefly examined 
in section 2, a review of current IP-based signalling procedures is given in section 3, 
the IP/GSE-only signalling framework is proposed in section 4 while section 5 con-
cludes the paper. 

2   GSE Protocol 

The GSE protocol, defined in [1]&[2], provides flexible fragmentation, opposite to 
the fixed size of 188B TS packets, and extensibility through its extension headers. 
Figure 2 shows the GSE header format, the shadowed areas indicate optional fields 
thus the minimum header length is 4B.  

The 1-bit S and E flags along with the FragID are used to indicate fragmentation. If 
both are set, the PDU encapsulated in the payload is not fragmented. Otherwise, the 
PDU is a fragment and the Total length and the Fragment ID provide the length of the 
PDU before fragmentation and the identification to allow re-assembly or loss detec-
tion at the receiver buffer. A CRC-32 is added to the last fragment to check the pay-
load integrity. 

The GSE length field allows encapsulation of a PDU with a length of up to 4096B, 
which can, potentially, improve bandwidth efficiency given that the Table Sections 
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should not be larger than 1024B. Therefore, one 1024B-Section could be sent as the 
payload of a GSE packet with an overhead of 4B (plus higher-layer headers) instead 
of fragmenting it into 188B-TS packets. In addition, if the Table comprises several 
Sections, these can be sent in the same payload, as long as the size is lower or equal to 
4096B, through the use of the PDU-Concat extension header [3]. 

 

Fig. 2. GSE header format [2] 

The Protocol Type field denotes the protocol of the PDU in the payload, e.g. IPv4 
or IPv6. Potentially, a new Type field can be defined to identify the GSE packets 
carrying network metadata signalling. 

GSE extension headers [3] are envisaged to provide a range of features to GSE. 
Besides the PDU-Concat extension header, the TS-Concat extension could be used 
during the transition from the TS to the GS. So concatenated TS packets would com-
prise the GSE payload. A new extension header could be defined to identify network 
signalling. Potentially, a security model can be implemented through the use of GSE 
security extensions (if these are standardised). 

3   IP-Based Signalling Systems 

The current literature was surveyed to determine the status and deployment of GSE-
only signalling systems. The only standards-related documentation found in the area 
of GSE-only signalling was that of the DVB TM-GBS Common Metadata Toolkit 
(CMT) sub-group. There was also preliminary work on a GS/address resolution in  
the IETF IPDVB working group [4]. This lack of work on GSE-only signalling is the 
result of the currently limited availability of chipsets that support a GS interface to the 
S2 waveform. There are not known operational systems that have use the GS, all 
current systems use the TS, and may, in the first stage, decide to employ signalling 
using the TS SI/PSI Tables. 

This section provides a survey of current systems employing IP signalling in DVB 
and non-DVB transmission networks. It seeks to understand the different signalling 
mechanisms and to identify suitable candidate methods that could be used to derive an 
IP/GSE signalling framework.  

3.1   Metadata Signalling over DVB Systems 

Different approaches of IP-based signalling procedures for content, applications and 
services over DVB systems are described below. Particular emphasis is given to the 
bootstrapping mechanisms. 
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3.1.1   IP Datacast over DVB-Handheld (DVB-H)  
DVB-H [5] is a broadcast system for the delivery of digital content and services using 
IP-based mechanisms for terminals with constrained computational resources and 
battery. It uses PSI/SI Tables to perform signalling combined with content metadata, 
as shown in Figure 3. A PSI/SI generator, in the broadcast network, creates DVB-H 
specific descriptors and MPEG-2 encoded Tables such as NIT, PAT, PMT and the 
IP/MAC Notification Table (INT). Some of these tables are adapted whilst others are 
created specifically for the system, e.g. the INT exists only in DVB-H systems to 
signal the availability and location of IP streams in DVB networks. A DVB-H re-
ceiver includes a PSI/SI handler that extracts and interprets the PSI/SI signalling to 
configure the terminal for the IP service received over DVB-H.  

 

Fig. 3. DVB-H system protocol stack 

A bootstrap entry point discovery can be performed using any of the following op-
tions: a preconfigured address at the receiver, a manually entered ESG bootstrap entry 
point information (provided out of band) and an entry point determined by terminal 
provisioning. 

Once the network bootstrap stream is identified, the network bootstrap metadata 
can be received, to identify the IP platform (network service). The INT bootstrap 
information may be included in a SI/PSI table, e.g. the PAT or NIT tables.  

The content is described using the ESG, content discovery follows the network 
bootstrap. The ESG bootstrap uses descriptors transported by the Asynchronous Layer 
Coding (ALC) using a File Delivery over Unidirectional Transport (FLUTE) session 
via UDP for broadcast channels or transported by HTTP over TCP for interactive 
channels. This specifies all the available ESGs in an IP platform.  The appropriate 
ESG is selected using the ESG bootstrap information. The ESG content metadata 
describes the different IP-based services available in the handheld terminal's region.  

The ESG data model is described by eXtensible Markup Language (XML) Sche-
mas [6] that define ESG bootstrap descriptors and ESG fragments (e.g. Service, Ser-
vice Bundle, Content fragment). Two compression algorithms, GNU- ZIP (GZIP) [7] 
and the Binary MPEG format for XML (BiM) [8] are recommended. GZIP is in-
tended to be used for handheld terminals because of its simplicity. 
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XML fragments form the majority of the ESG information. However, part of the 
acquisition information contains Session Description Protocol (SDP) [] files that al-
low the end-device to locate service streams and configure service consumption ap-
plications appropriately. Once the ESG is acquired, service discovery is available 
through the information contained in it.  

3.1.2   IP Datacast over DVB-Satellite Services to Handheld (DVB-SH) 
The announcement of services and ESG delivery in DVB-SH networks for “regional-
ised ESGs” is described in [10]. The delivery of ESGs for DVB-SH Single Frequency 
Networks (SFN) is identical to that for DVB-H networks. In Multi Frequency Net-
works (MFNs), content regionalisation is possible therefore the ESG delivery uses 
additional descriptors and procedures.  However, the mechanism is not changed even 
if, for example, there are new ESG bootstrap descriptors to indicate the local provider: 
information is transmitted using FLUTE sessions for broadcast channels and via 
HTTP for interactive channels. 

As in the previous case, the bootstrap, transmission and syntax for DVB-SH refers 
to the content metadata while network signalling is carried in MPEG-2 PSI/SI Tables 
providing the information to bind PIDs with well-known IP addresses. 

3.1.3   Interactive Applications and Services in Hybrid Broadcast/Broadband 
Environments 

The DVB TM-MIS (Middleware for Interactive Services) group developed a speci-
fication, Blue Book A.137 [11], on signalling for interactive services or applications 
in hybrid broadcast / broadband networks. This specification builds on the work of 
[12]. It defines the application metadata signalling for two syntaxes, MPEG-2 and 
XML Document Type Definitions (DTDs) encoding, for broadcast and broadband 
networks (it is assumed that a return channel is in use), respectively. It is intended 
to define how interactive applications and services are to be announced and de-
ployed. This should apply to any interactive application or service independent of 
the technology. 

In a broadcast network, the receiver identifies the applications associated with a 
service through the MPEG-2-encoded Application Information Table (AIT) [13] 
whose location is retrieved from the PMT. The AIT contains application metadata 
such as its type, identifier, control code, priority and storage information. 

In a broadband network, the SD&S procedures for DVB-IPTV described in [12] 
and in section 3.2.1 are followed to acquire the interactive applications through the 
XML-encoded AIT transported through HTTP1.1, multicast is not defined. In broad-
cast networks, Digital Storage Media-Command and Control (DSM-CC) [14] object 
carousel is used. It is also possible to signal applications using both syntaxes for hy-
brid broadcast/broadband networks.  

3.2   Content Metadata Signalling over Non-DVB Systems 

Current IP-based SD&S procedures in non-DVB transmission systems are described 
below. 
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3.2.1   Transport of MPEG-2 TS DVB Services over IP Networks 
ETSI TS 102 034 [12], also known as the DVB-IPTV book, defines a framework for 
delivery of MPEG-2 services over bidirectional IP networks. The syntax and trans-
mission of SI/PSI signalling is the usual MPEG-2 encoded Sections in TS packets, as 
shown in Figure 4, and transported by UDP/IP, which reduces the efficiency of the 
system.  

 

Fig. 4. Protocol stack for DVB-IP services [12] 

The service discovery is defined in three steps. First, the service discovery entry 
points are found (bootstraping). Then, for each service discovery entry point, the 
service provider discovery information is acquired. Finally, for each service provider, 
the DVB-IP service discovery information is obtained. 

Service discovery entry points can be well-known multicast addresses. Also, they 
can be acquired using multicast Domain Name Server Service (mDNS SRV) records 
[15]. In addition, SD&S entry point addresses can be obtained using an mDNS SRV 
record received via the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) option 15. 
Alternatively, entry points can be given in the configuration data received on a provi-
sioned network. 

The service provider and DVB-IP service discovery information are carried in mul-
ticast and unicast modes. DVBSTP [12] is defined for the delivery of the mentioned 
content metadata records in multicast mode while HTTP is used for unicast. 

Several types of record can be provided by the DVB-IP service discovery informa-
tion (e.g. Broadcast, Content on Demand, Package). One of them, the Broadcast ser-
vice discovery information presents two types of record, TS Full SI and TS Optional 
SI. TS Full SI provides information to create a list of available services and to find 
available live media broadcast services which have embedded SI, then, information 
on individual services is acquired from the transport stream by the usual PIDs scan. 
For the TS Optional SI record only PSI information, PAT and PMT, is embedded, i.e. 
it does not contain SI information. 

XML Schemas are defined for all DVP-IP discovery information records and BiM 
is recommended for compression.  

3.2.2   The Internet Media Guide (IMG) 
The IETF MMUSIC working group defined the Internet Media Guide (IMG) frame-
work and requirements [16]. An IMG provides “an envelope for metadata formats and 
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session descriptions defined elsewhere with the aim of facilitating structuring, ver-
sioning, referencing, distributing and maintaining such information” [16]. Thus, the 
IMG methods and protocols refer to content metadata. 

Existing Internet protocols and standards are proposed to be used with the IMG 
framework. For example, SDP is a candidate method to convey session-level parame-
ters. Because of limitations in SDP flexibility for extensions, SDP would only be used 
just to carry a small subset of IMG metadata. SDP with negotiation capabilities 
(SDPng) could also be used, as SDP, to carry session-level parameters. However, 
extensions and integration with other description formats are allowed because of 
SDPng XML-based format. 

However, there are sets of mechanisms needed to meet the requirements of IMGs. 
Four specific mechanisms are identified [16], 1) a multicast-unidirectional, capable 
announcement protocol, 2) the design of a new multicast-unidirectional protocol 
based on ALC/FLUTE is recommended, 3) use of existing unicast protocols for sub-
scribe and announcement/notification, e.g. the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), SIP 
events (IETF RFCs 3261 and 3265, respectively) and HTTP and 4) definition of a 
metadata envelope. 

The metadata model should allow reusing and extending the set of metadata and 
enable the use of different syntaxes (e.g. SDP, MPEG-7, XML). However, these de-
sign decisions were based on the need for Internet content discovery and selection.  

3.2.3   The Open IPTV Forum (OIPF) 
The OIPF [17] defines a set of specifications for an end-to end platform for the de-
ployment of IPTV services in managed and unmanaged (open Internet) networks. In 
managed networks, a WAN gateway may act as DHCP server and Network Address 
Translator (NAT) to allow communication among the Application Gateway (AG), the 
IP Multimedia Subsystem Gateway (IG) and the Open IPTV Terminal Function 
(OITF) within the residential network. In unmanaged networks, the OITF is allowed 
to send/receive messages from the Internet.  

For managed networks, the WAN gateway assigns IP addresses to the AG, IG and 
OITF so the configuration information (e.g. DNS server) is obtained directly by them. 
In case of unmanaged networks, the WAN gateway (acting as a NAT) translates the 
IP address to be recognizable to the provider’s addressing plan. When an OITF pow-
ers up, it should automatically discover the IG using the Universal Plug and Play 
(UPnP) discovery mechanism (described in section 3.2.5). 

Three steps are defined to enable SD&S of IPTV services, which are based on those 
of DVB-IPTV described in section 3.2.1 [12]. In managed networks, the WAN gateway 
provides the IP address to start the IPTV service provider discovery phase. Once the 
entry points are found, the terminal retrieves the IPTV service provider information, 
which can be given as a web page or as a XML record. SIP/SDP over HTTP is used to 
obtain this information. Once a service provider is selected, its IPTV service informa-
tion can be obtained as a web page or as a XML record (e.g. DVB-IP records). This 
signalling is performed over HTTP (unicast) and over DVBSTP (multicast). 

In unmanaged networks, the terminal requests the IPTV service provider informa-
tion using HTTP. In this case, the terminal finds the entry points by either manual, 
pre-configured or DHCP configuration.  
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SD&S metadata uses and extends the XML Schemas defined by DVB-IPTV [12]. 
The OIPF framework allows discovering servers via web-based applications, the 
extensions allow signalling these from within SD&S records.  

3.2.4   Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) 
The UPnP Forum [18] defines an architecture for pervasive network connectivity of 
intelligent devices, which supports zeroconf and automatic discovery of devices. 
Devices are classified as controlled devices or control points. Controlled devices 
function as servers, responding to requests from a control point. The steps needed for 
a device to use UPnP networking are: IP addressing, discovery, description, control, 
eventing and presentation. 

Addressing is performed using standard IP methods. If the controlled device or 
control point does not provide a DHCP server, it must implement a DHCP client and 
will look for a DHCP server to obtain an IP address. If a DHCP server is not found, 
they implement Auto-IP, that is, intelligently choose an IP address from a set of link-
local IP addresses.  

Once a controlled device or control point obtained an IP address, discovery takes 
place. It is possible to know the appliance’s (or services) UPnP type, its universally 
unique identifier and a URL to its description through discovery messages. Discovery 
allows a controlled device to advertise its services to control points and, similarly, it 
allows a control point to find interesting controlled devices.  If a controlled device or 
control point are new in the network, they send multicast discovery messages. In  
the case of the control point, to a specific IP address on port 1900 or on a manually 
entered port.  

Discovery messages are carried using the Simple Service Discovery Protocol 
(SSDP), defined by Microsoft and Hewlett-Packard [18]. It uses part of the header 
field format of HTTP1.1. Since SSDP is only partially based on HTTP1.1, it is carried 
by UDP instead of TCP. 

After a controlled device has been discovered by a control point, description takes 
place to discover services and capabilities. These are retrieved from a URL (provided 
during the discovery phase). Each service included in the device contains URLs for 
service description, control and eventing, respectively. Each device description  
includes descriptions of all embedded devices and a URL for presentation of the ag-
gregate. The descriptions are in XML syntax, thus specific Schemas have been devel-
oped for this purpose. No compression method is recommended for XML. 
HTTP1.1/TCP provides the transport for the description phase and the control, event-
ing and presentation stages. 

Once the device description and its services are known, a control point may request 
a certain service to perform an action and, consequently, it may receive responses 
indicating the result of the action as well as polling for values. This is done by send-
ing/receiving control messages, expressed in XML, to/from the control URL (previ-
ously sent in the device description) using the Simple Object Access Protocol 
(SOAP). 

Finally, eventing and presentation take place. The control points listens to updates 
in variables during eventing whilst they can retrieve a presentation page during pres-
entation by subscribing/retrieving the corresponding URLs (acquired during descrip-
tion phase). XML Schemas are also developed for these message sets. 
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UPnP requires bi-directional connectivity and it is not suitable for unidirectional 
network signalling. In addition, UPnP, including SSDP, are proprietary standards as 
compared to mDNS which is an open standard. 

3.2.5   ATSC Systems 
3.2.5.1   A/92 ATSC Delivery of IP Multicast Sessions over Data Broadcast. The 
procedures for signalling an IP multicast service over an ATSC A/90 Data Broadcast 
System are described in [19]. An IP multicast session is announced by SDP. The 
Session Announcement Protocol (SAP), defined in IETF RFC 2974, is used to encap-
sulate the SDP protocol in UDP datagrams.  

An IP multicast receiver uses signalling metadata, i.e. Tables, to bind the IP multi-
cast media and SDP announcement streams to specific MPEG-2 Program Elements. 
For this purpose, an optional descriptor listing the MAC multicast addresses where a 
given MPEG-2 Program Element can be found, is defined for the Data Service Table 
(DST).  

The procedure for the acquisition of an IP Multicast service involves the Program 
and System Information Protocol (PSIP), MPEG and A/90 Tables. The DST contains 
Tap structures that are used to find Program Elements in lower layers. This Tap struc-
ture includes an associationTag to allow the identification of the location of the IP 
multicast Program Element PID. This location is obtained by matching the associa-
tionTag in DST with the association tag in PMT.  

The location of the SDP streams is also indicated in the PMT since the SDP data-
grams are encapsulated as DSM-CC addressable sections. The deviceId field of these 
addressable sections represents the SDP IP multicast address, thus the receiver filters 
these sections based on the value of this field.  Optionally, the MAC address descrip-
tor in the DST can be used to discover multicast addresses. 

3.2.5.2   A/153 ATSC-Mobile DTV Standard. Also called the ATSC mobile/handheld 
(M/H) system [20], it uses a portion of the capacity of a mobile DTV link to provide 
mobile/pedestrian/handheld broadcasting services, while the remainder can be used 
for HD television. The protocol stack for the ATSC-M/H system is shown in Figure 5, 
where FIC stands for Fast Information Channel and provides bootstrap signalling.  

The FIC channel provides a network bootstrap method that is specified outside of 
the normal frame payload, and hence is independent of the data channel carrying 
Reed-Solomon (RS) frames. It provides the binding information between the M/H 
services and the M/H ensembles. The M/H ensemble is a set of consecutive RS 
frames having the same FEC coding. Information such as the M/H ensemble ID, Ta-
bles carried by the ensemble, number of services carried by the ensemble and M/H 
service ID is carried by the FIC. The key result is that the receiver can access the FIC 
information very rapidly instead of having to decode every RS frame.  

The procedure for acquiring an M/H service consists of two steps: access to the 
M/H ensemble and then, access to the IP level M/H service through the Service Map 
Table (SMT) which lists the IP address for each service. 
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Fig. 5. Simplified protocol stack for ATSC-Mobile DTV [20] 

The Service Guide for ATSC-M/H services is based on XML Schemas. SDP re-
cords are used to deliver the session descriptions using FLUTE transport. The Service 
Guide Delivery Descriptor (SGDD) is an XML document used by the broadcast sys-
tem to describe the structure and declare the content of the Service Guide. If the Ser-
vice Guide is to be available over an interactive channel, the broadcast system should 
advertise the whole guide (or some portions) over the interactive channel by setting an 
alternative access URL in the appropriate SGDD(s). 

The use of a dedicated signalling channel (FIC) allows the control information to 
be acquired faster; however once this bootstrap is complete, the method relies on 
Tables conveyed by UDP over IP/RS frame. This technology is an optimisation of the 
physical layer to address the requirements for rapid tuning and separation of content 
and network signalling. 

4   IP/GSE-Only Signalling Framework 

The first step towards network discovery and selection is to filter signalling informa-
tion at the adaptation layer, that is, to identify the GSE packets conveying signalling 
information. Next, IP-based network bootstrapping procedures will be performed, and 
finally, network selection will be carried out.  It is also considered to modify the cur-
rent MPEG-2 syntax of the signalling metadata to one that allows extensibility.  

4.1   GSE Signalling Identification 

The candidate procedures for locating signalling are identified in Table 1. The meth-
ods are listed by increasing amounts of information that would need to be parsed by a 
receiver joining the network. Some of these procedures may be jointly used, e.g. 
placement of a GSE packet with signalling information at a known position and a 
dedicated GSE Type field.  

For candidate method 1, a specific DVB-S2 ModCod could be chosen. Method 3 is 
similar to the technique used in the DVB-H systems. Candidate methods 1-4 can 
eliminate the need for a receiver to process non-signalling BBframes. Candidate 
methods 1-3 require changes to DVB second generation standards but they also repre-
sent a faster acquisition of the signalling. 
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Table 1. Candidate methods for identification of GSE packets conveying network signaling 

No. Candidate method Filtering level 
1 Assignment of a particular physical frame format BB frame 
2 Use of fields in the BB header BB frame 
3 Alignment of signalling transmission to a time-slicing frame BB frame 
4 Placement of a GSE packet containing signalling at a known 

position 
BB frame 

5 Allocation of a dedicated GSE Type field value GSE packet 
6 Allocation of a dedicated Label/NPA GSE packet 
7 Allocation of a dedicated new Tag in the GSE header GSE packet 
8 Allocation of a dedicated IP address IP packet 
9 Allocation of a dedicated UDP port UDP packet 

 
Candidate methods 4-9 operate on the contents of the BBframe, method 4 exploits 

the flexible placement of fragments provided in GSE. Methods 5-7 operate at an 
equivalent level. Given GSE support for multiple label formats and the need to sup-
port multiple network services, it seems the most consistent and flexible method at 
this level would be to use a 2B optional Type extension header to identify network 
signalling. Well-known Type values will need to be specified for other protocol head-
ers to allow correct processing by the receiver stack.  

The location of signalling through the GSE Type field  (method 5) can resemble 
the current location of signalling in the TS, e.g. a well-known Type value will carry 
the PAT, which will indicate the Type fields of the PMT. A well-known IP address 
(method 8) may be also used for the network bootstrap, as in mDNS. 

It is suggested therefore to further evaluate the following techniques: assignment of 
a particular physical frame format for signalling (if efficient and available at the 
physical layer),  use of fields in the BB header or PL header to indicate signalling 
content (if available at the physical layer), alignment of signalling transmission to a 
time-slicing frame (subject to analysis of cost and complexity), placement of a GSE 
packet containing signalling information at the start of a frame, allocation of a dedi-
cated GSE optional 2B Type field value for all signalling PDU and allocation of a 
dedicated Label/NPA or IP address for signalling (possibly using multicast SRV re-
cords for bootstrap). 

4.2   ND&S Procedures 

In common with IP-based systems providing content discovery and selection, a two-
stage approach is recommended for network discovery and selection.  

Once the GSE packets carrying signalling metadata are filtered through some of 
the methods described in section 4.1, a bootstrap will be performed to select the ap-
propriate network signalling information. The appropriate network signalling infor-
mation can then be used to select the required network service.  

A bootstrap method eliminates the need to manually enter a bootstrap entry point 
(e.g. configuring IP/NPA addresses out of band, or using device configuration). In-
stead the device only has to be configured with the logical name for the network to 
which it is attach.  
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Most procedures that were described in section 3 have been defined for bootstrap-
ping of content metadata. However, some of these mechanisms may also be candidate 
methods for bootstrapping of the network information. 

4.2.1   Network Bootstrapping 
The format of network bootstrap information can be a Table structure (as current 
MPEG-2 Tables) that maps logical names to appropriate discovery entry points (as in 
INT) or a multicast service discovery using DNS SRV records to specify the network 
service discovery entry points, similar to the procedure recommended for DVB-IPTV 
[12]. This approach is now common in IP networks, e.g. the service discovery infor-
mation is provided, by default, on the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) 
registered well-known dvbservdsc port 3937 via TCP and UDP and on the IANA 
registered well-known dvbservdisc multicast addresses 224.0.23.14 for IPv4 and 
FF0X:0:0:0:0:0:0:12D for IPv6. 

The bootstrap information may also need to support network topology information 
as that supplied by NIT. In broadcast links, this information may be sent by as a SRV 
record over mDNS using a well-known multicast address or as a Table directly over 
UDP using a well-known multicast address. For bidirectional links, a Table could be 
sent over SSDP/UDP or a SRV record can be transmitted over mDNS or over DHCP 
option 15. However, the use of SSDP is not recommended since it is a proprietary 
standard. 

4.2.2   Transmission of Network Signalling Metadata 
The candidate methods in Table 2, reviewed in section 3, can be considered for trans-
port of content metadata for multicast and unicast delivery. 

From all the candidates listed in Table 2, DVBSTP [12] was specifically defined 
for content metadata delivery in architectures compliant with DVB-IPTV and OIPF 
[12]&[17]. DVBSTP is used for delivery of SD&S XML records over IP multicast 
systems. It defines the type of payload carried through its Payload ID field (e.g. Con-
tent on Demand, Broadcast discovery information) as well as the type of compression 
encoding, if any, indicated by the Compression field. Its header would add an over-
head of at least 12B per Section. Even though DVBSTP may be able to provide sig-
nalling identification though its Payload ID field, a receiver would need to process all 
GSE packets in order to retrieve the signalling packets since the signalling identifier 
would be in the header of DVBSTP at the transport layer level. 

Table 2. Candidate methods for transport of network signalling metadata 

Candidate method Mode 
DVBSTP/UDP Multicast 
ALC/FLUTE/UDP Multicast 
SDP/ALC/FLUTE/UDP Multicast 
SSDP/HTTP/UDP Multicast 
SDP/SAP/UDP Multicast 
HTTP/TCP Unicast 
SIP/SDP/HTTP/TCP Unicast 
SOAP/HTTP/TCP Unicast 
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Since the requirements of the network signalling metadata are different from those 
of the content metadata, the transport protocols listed above may not be suitable. For 
example, DVBSTP and TCP add an overhead of at least 12B and 20B, respectively, 
and provide reliability, which is not needed for network signalling given its high repe-
tition rates. DVBSTP indicates the type of XML-record carried and the type of com-
pression used. These two features are desirable for the transport protocol that will be 
carrying the signalling metadata. In addition, a field to indicate if payload encryption 
is used should be also considered. Thus, the development of a new lightweight trans-
port protocol providing the features above mentioned and a small overhead (1 or 2 B) 
will be analysed. 

4.3   Syntax of Network Signalling Metadata 

It is desirable that the network signalling metadata present a more extensible syntax 
than that of MPEG-2. SDP, SDPng and XML have been identified as candidate meth-
ods for network signalling metadata. 

SDP is only a format for session description without flexibility while SDPng could 
be an optimal syntax given that it allows XML DTDs and Schemas as extensions.  
However, SDPng work was abandoned so specifications were not defined. 

XML DTDs and Schemas are commonly used for content metadata in current DVB 
systems (section 3). XML is a verbose syntax however compression algorithms have 
been developed with satisfactory results. In [21], XML Schemas were specifically 
developed for PSI/SI Sections, BiM and GZIP algorithms were implemented and their 
compression rates compared. Then, they are sent over DVBSTP via UDP/IP. Two sets 
of DVB-S and DVB-T signalling streams were captured to validate this analysis. The 
comparison considered three cases: 1) Sections are compressed with GZIP, 2) Sec-
tions are converted to XML and compressed with GZIP and 3) Sections are converted 
to XML and compressed with BiM. The dictionary-based compression approach of 
BiM was able to offer significant benefit by exploiting knowledge of the syntax of the 
XML information. 

The key advantages of XML are that it represents information in a human readable 
format, is easy to extend, and can use comments to document a configuration. BiM 
provides a good compression rate, although future transports may need to also con-
sider newer methods that are also emerging, which could offer further improvements 
in performance. An XML approach seems attractive for an IP-only solution. 

4.4   IP/GSE-Only Signalling Framework 

Figure 6 shows the potential protocol stack for the IP/GSE-only signalling architec-
ture. Once a receiver is turned on, it should be able to identify the GS conveying sig-
nalling metadata (the bootstrap) and configure an appropriate filter to receive this 
traffic (preferably without incurring the cost of reading all GS packets in the 
BBframe), through one of the mechanisms given in section 4.1. This may also require 
a method to efficiently identify this signalling flow within the multiplex. 
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Fig. 6. Prospective protocol stack for the IP/GSE-only signalling framework 

Once the bootstrap filter is configured, the receiver will extract the bootstrap in-
formation, containing the basic signalling information, to allow network discovery 
and selection (e.g. using mDNS). The SRV records may replace PAT function. That 
is, PIDs could be substituted by IP addresses and UDP ports from which the (possibly 
XML-based) NIT-like information and, consequently, the tuning parameters can be 
obtained. Similarly, IP addresses and UDP ports could replace the PIDs of the MPEG-
2 Program Elements and PAT. This data could be directly encapsulated into GSE or 
IP encapsulated. The end result will be the signalling metadata of the required net-
work. A preferred method will be identified.  

Network discovery requires the receiver to filter a specific signalling stream that 
identifies a network service and defines how to provide address resolution to the spe-
cific services being offered (e.g. to bootstrap an ESG). The signalling metadata will 
use a transport protocol, linked to the chosen procedure to implement network discov-
ery. The prospect of a new lightweight transport protocol for signalling metadata will 
be analysed further. This protocol should provide means to identify the payload, to 
indicate the type of compression and if encryption is present. 

A signalling format based on XML Schemas seems attractive. This will allow eas-
ily extension of this metadata according to the specific system physical layer, e.g. new 
descriptors for emerging systems. Since, XML is a verbose syntax, compression 
should be applied through BiM and GZIP. New compression algorithms need to be 
evaluated, e.g. Efficient XML Interchange (EXI). Also, hybrid systems using both 
syntaxes, MPEG-2 and XML, should be considered, as in [11] (section 3.1.3). 

A separate set of content SRV records, which indicate the IP addresses and ports 
providing certain services using existing IP-based mechanisms can also be developed 
(e.g. acquisition of ESG-like information).  

RTP with an extension header containing a Network Time Protocol (NTP) time-
stamp or RTCP carrying NTP and RTP timestamps may be used for synchronisation 
of the system, as suggested in [21].  

Methods to further reduce the signalling capacity requirements will be studied. 
GSE may use PDU-Concat to improve encapsulation overhead. Signalling informa-
tion with the same repetition rates may be bundled into one larger signalling block. 
This may improve compression rates. The use of header compression, e.g. Robust 
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Header Compression (ROHC), defined in IETF RFC 4815, on UDP and IP headers 
will be also analysed to identify compression gains.  

5   Conclusions and Future Work 

Since current DVB transmission systems still perform network signalling through 
MPEG-2 TS packets, this paper presents a proposal for an IP/GSE-only signalling 
framework to replace it. This architecture would allow DVB systems to converge with 
IP networks in a smoother manner. Thus, DVB systems will become part of the Inter-
net and will be able to provide traditional IP network services. 

GSE suitability for DVB network signalling was explained. Current IP-based pro-
cedures for SD&S in DVB and non-DVB networks were examined in order to iden-
tify candidate methods for the IP/GSE signalling framework. Importantly, a range of 
techniques for identification of GSE packets, conveying network signalling, was also 
proposed.  

As future work, each of the methods proposed to identify signalling at the physical 
and GSE layer will be analysed in depth. GSE security header extensions will be also 
further studied. MPEG-2 PSI/SI Tables will be captured and translated into XML 
Schemas. The performance of compression algorithms, such as BiM or EXI, on this 
XML data will be evaluated.  The DVB system efficiency with these XML-based 
Tables will be analytically calculated considering the use of GSE PDU-Concat exten-
sions and IP/UDP header compression. 
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Abstract. Replacement of MPEG-2 by the H.264/AVC codec for satellite video 
services, including aggregated video for the DVB-RCS uplink, presents an op-
portunity to develop efficient statistical multiplexing. In this paper, a scheme is 
developed that effectively models the relationship between number of non-zero 
coefficients and video quality. The result is the ability to equalize video quality, 
reduce quality fades, and smooth the overall bitrate presented. The number of 
channels in the multiplex can be increased through the scheme if there is a need 
to achieve an average of 40 dB PSNR across all inputs. 

Keywords: DVB-RCS, DTH, H.264/AVC, look-ahead statistical multiplexing. 

1   Introduction 

In the current economic environment, there is a strong incentive to reduce costs for 
service providers of TV satellite broadcasting, even though revenues remain buoyant 
for the satellite companies themselves. To a certain extent this applies to content dis-
tribution and more especially it applies to Direct-to-Home (DTH) broadcast and its 
successor Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB)-Return Channel via Satellite (DVB-
RCS) [1]. DVB-RCS replaces the terrestrial uplink of DTH with a satellite uplink 
with several Mbps available, thus further increasing the attraction of the DTH offering 
for certain markets in terms of massive coverage and low installation costs. One way 
DVB-RCS costs may be reduced is through efficient statistical multiplexing. In statis-
tical multiplexing, a constant bitrate, the transponder’s bandwidth, is allocated accord-
ing to the coding complexity of the constituent video streams.  Efficient statistical 
multiplexing can improve received video quality at the receiver, and may even in-
crease the number of TV channels carried by a transponder [2]. In business terms it is 
acknowledged that the revenue that can be potentially generated from combining 
video streams within a multimedia channel [3] is related to the quality of the video 
delivered to end users. Statistical multiplexing can reduce deep quality fades [4], thus 
                                                           
* Corresponding author. 
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increasing the quality of experience. Though there may be times in which the content 
of a majority of multiplexed TV channels demands a large bandwidth allocation, the 
essence of well-managed statistical multiplexing is that the duration of these intervals 
is short.  

The H.264/Advanced Video Codec (AVC) [5] has provided an opportunity for 
countries that are contemplating digital video broadcasting, as it can be adopted in 
one step, rather than in the two-step process of earlier adopters that opted for the 
Moving Pictures Experts Group (MPEG)-2 codec. Other countries such as Portugal 
and Brazil have introduced H.264/AVC-based services. H.264/AVC can use the same 
MPEG-2 Transport Stream (TS) [6] as previously employed by the MPEG-2 codec 
itself. The MPEG-2 TS [7] can assemble up to 6 or 10 or even 20 independent televi-
sion programs. Programs bitrates can be constant or variable. In the case of variable 
data rate, these rates can be controlled based on the requirements of the system prior 
to multiplexing (statistical multiplexing). The H.264/AVC codec significantly im-
proves compression ratios [8] by as much as 50%, especially for SDTV. It is reported 
[9] that little prior research has been conducted on statistical multiplexing of 
H.264/AVC streams, even though this codec is now preferred for emerging national 
applications of HDTV and within wireless systems such as 3GPP’s MBMS. 

Assuming live or pre-encoded Constant Bitrate (CBR) video as used in the paper, 
the basic system is based on finding the number of non-Zero coefficients (NNZC) of 
the input sequences to the multiplex. (The scheme can be modified to work for Vari-
able Bitrate (VBR) video.) These coefficients are those transform coefficients in the 
encoded bitstream that have not been reduced to zero by the quantization process. The 
NNZC allows the spatial complexity of the video sequence to be judged and by impli-
cation the coding complexity required to achieve a given quality. Notice that coding 
complexity is a measure of the coding bits required for compression and not the com-
putational complexity. Specifically the NNZC of an individual macroblock was found 
to be logarithmically proportional to the coding complexity of that macroblock. No-
tice that because the system is intended for broadcast quality TV, the spatial coeffi-
cients dominate the bitstream. At low bit rates, the data given over to motion vectors 
and headers in the compressed bitstream [3] must be taken into account. As this is a 
no-reference system, a method is required to estimate the video quality (Peak Signal-
to-Noise Ratio (PSNR)) based on knowledge of the NNZC. To do so required an 
estimate of the video quality from the average quantization parameter (QP), which, in 
a production system, can be extracted from the encoded bitstream without full decode. 

Once the relative coding complexity is determined across the sequences, the video 
quality is equalized across the input sequences. This operation is performed at each 
Group-of-Pictures (GOP) boundary, though a refined version could also include scene 
change detection. (A GOP in broadcast TV normally consists of 12 or 15 pictures or 
frames (if progressively transmitted) corresponding respectively to about half a sec-
ond at 12 or 15 frames/s.) The CBR rates are subsequently adjusted on a GOP-by-
GOP basis to produce what has been called ‘semi-CBR-VBR’ streams [10]. Research 
in [11] also presents a CBR multiplex of streams previously stored at a high quality. 
In implemented systems, such as that from Scopus [12] for the MPEG-2 codec, VBR 
video can be smoothed [13] prior to complexity analysis. However, it is important to 
note that H.264/AVC video bitstreams have been found to be significantly more  
variable [14] than even MPEG-4 part 2 streams, due to the variety of coding modes 
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available in H.264/AVC.  It is also reported [14] that, after H.264/AVC frame  
size smoothing, the output remained significantly more variable than unsmoothed 
MPEG-4 part 2 output for the same films. CBR encoding allows planning of storage 
capacity and in video-on-demand schemes, it allows the bandwidth from a server to 
be tightly controlled. If the CBR video is not pre-encoded at a high rate (prior to 
transcoding) then image ‘dissolves’, fast  ‘action’ and scenes with camera motion 
(pans, zooms, tilts, ...) all suffer. However, scenes with limited motion such as head-
and-shoulder news sequences are not much affected by CBR encoding.  

The envisaged system is shown in Fig. 1 in which a bitrate transcoder bank modi-
fies the input after NNZC statistics have been extracted in the compressed domain. 
For an example of a commercial transcoder bank for a different purpose refer to [15]. 
In Fig. 1, the statistical multiplexor receives n compressed bitstreams which pass 
through a bank of bit-rate transcoders to adjust the combined bitrate according to the 
output channel constraint. The bandwidth share is defined by the statistical bandwidth 
manager which receives content complexity measures (parameters) from each 
transcoder and returns the appropriate bandwidth share (α). Modification of the bitrate 
in the compressed domain is known as dynamic rate shaping [16].  Frequency domain 
transcoding [17] has the advantage that latency is reduced by only requiring an  
entropic decode. In H.264/AVC, the Context Adaptive Variable Length (CAVLC) 
decode and bit-stream parsing on average take only 13% of the computational com-
plexity of a full decode [18]. The complexity of the Context Adaptive Binary Arith-
metic Coding (CABAC) option is estimated [19] to add approximately 12% of the 
CAVLC timing to the overall time (at a potential reduction in bitrate of up to 16%).  

 

Fig. 1. Statistical multiplexor architecture 

The advantages of the proposed GOP-based dynamic rate control were found to be: a 
modest but worthwhile overall gain across the channels in video quality (PSNR); quality 
equalization across the video stream multiplex components; for the test example a 
stream quantity gain of about 1.5, i.e. more channels at the target PSNR of 40 dB; and a 
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considerable reduction in bitrate burstiness of the video streams. It is known [20] that 
quality fluctuations have a significant impact on the subjective quality. The proposed 
scheme is based on empirically derived equations. Because the system is GOP-based it 
is probably easily integrated into GOP-based call-admission-control or bandwidth allo-
cation systems for satellite channels [21], replacing H.264/AVC for MPEG-2 streams. 
In the DVB-RCS system, statistical multiplexing of aggregated user video traffic could 
additionally take place at the terrestrial hub, if the return channel were to be used for 
user video applications such as remote learning and telemedicine.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related 
work on statistical multiplexing, covering related issues such as buffer management. 
Section 3 is an extended analysis of the methodology. This will be of interest to those 
wishing to construct their own statistical multiplexing system, based on their own 
likely video payload. Section 4 is an evaluation using a carousel of video sequences in 
each multiplexed stream. Finally, Section 5 draws some conclusions and makes sug-
gestions for future work.  

2   Related Work 

Statistical multiplexing techniques vary according to their complexity. In [22], a rela-
tively simple form of statistical multiplexing was applied in which the same QP was 
applied to all video frames within a multiplexed group to achieve a target bit rate. A 
binary chop search across the range of available QPs was conducted. This procedure 
in the tests appeared to achieve its objective even though no direct account was taken 
of content complexity. In [11], a more computationally intensive scheme was applied 
in which statistical multiplexing based on spatial complexity statistics was applied to 
a set of rate-distortion controlled MPEG-2 video encoders. Their method is further 
discussed below but first we make a preliminary distinction. 

There are two different ways for a statistical multiplexing algorithm to determine 
the bit rates of the encoders. Firstly, the feedback approach uses information from 
channel utilization and video coding complexity, which can be a by-product of the 
encoding procedure. The result of this process is a signal that is applied to the video 
encoders to determine their bit rates based on previous behavior. Secondly, the look-
ahead approach uses the video statistics before encoding to find out each video’s 
complexity and its assigned share of the bandwidth. It gains these statistics by pre-
processing the future video frame. Then, with the information gathered from all vid-
eos, it calculates the amount of bandwidth for each of the video channels and applies 
the result to the encoders in order to set their bit rates. These techniques are applicable 
for the case of raw video as an input source.  

Böröczky et al. [11] used the feedback approach in their joint rate control algo-
rithm. They defined GOP boundaries or scene changes in a program as the point at 
which the MPEG-2 encoders bit rate was changed. This method provides two advan-
tages. Firstly, during a GOP the encoder outputs at a constant bit rate. Therefore, the 
resulting bit streams are piecewise CBR. Secondly, this method does not need any 
preprocessing of the input video. The second advantage is important because process-
ing raw video is computationally demanding and causes delay in the system. A limit 
was set to the bit rate changes during the same scene at GOP boundaries to prevent a 
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noticeable change of quality in that scene. A control method was also developed to 
avoid buffer overflow and underflow. The method predefines two guard bounds at the 
top and bottom of the channel buffer. The information on channel buffer occupancy 
due to these guard-bands and the complexity of each input channels GOPs are jointly 
fed into the control algorithm to compute the bit rate of the individual encoders. 

The process of obtaining statistics from video for determining the content coding 
complexity in the feedback approach is based on predicting the complexity from the 
previous frames’ statistics. This can degrade the output video quality at scene changes, 
though some allowance for this problem can be made by using a sliding window GOP 
prediction method. As an alternative, He and Wu [23] used a lookahead approach in 
which the frame differences for each input video after encoding are found in order to 
estimate the variance of the number of DCT transform coefficients.  These statistics in 
turn allow the rates for the input videos to be predicted for a desired constant distortion 
and a given encoder configuration. Processing is on a frame-by-frame basis but the 
average rate for any output video is then found for a given lookahead number of frames. 
For each output video, the predicted rate is normalized by the sum of all the other rates 
to determine the change to the encoding rate. Once a set of relative rates are found, these 
are then reduced step-by-step until encoder output buffer constraints are met. To avoid 
buffer overflow a similar two threshold system to that of [11] is used. 

3   Methodology 

3.1   Codec Software Modifications 

Though a bitrate transcoder is under active development, for research purposes a de-
coder and encoder were used in back-to-back fashion, Fig. 2. In fact this is an example 
of the look-ahead method of statistical multiplexing. Again for research purposes, the 
H.264/AVC JM reference software was employed. The JM software (version 15.1) is 
written in the C programming language to ensure the fastest possible software-only 
processing time. In order to acquire the NNZC for each macroblock (MB) from the JM 
decoder, the decoder was modified as follows. The decoder obtains the coefficients 
from its input, arranges them in MB format, and then starts to decode each MB. The 
easiest method is to dump the NNZC is to obtain them prior to the decoding process of 
each MB. In the source codes of the decoder program in “image.c” inside “void 
decode_one_slice”, the function “read_one_ macroblock(img, 
currSlice, currMB);” constructs an MB coefficient matrix and stores it in 
“img->cof” for a 4×4 transform and in “img->mb_rres” for an 8×8  
transform. After this line “decode_ one_macroblock(img, currMB, 
dec_picture);” is executed which decodes the stored MB coefficient. Between 
these two lines is the place in which the additional code is added to dump the number 
coefficients and also to calculate and dump the total number of NNZC of a GOP. 

In the experiments, the bitrate is changed during the encoding process. There is a 
feature in the encoder setting by the name of “ChannelType” which can be set to 
“time varying channel”. By testing this feature it became clear that the CBR encoder 
changes the bitrate once by multiplying it by a constant factor during encoding. By 
exploiting this feature code was developed to oblige the encoder to change its bitrate 
at the start of each GOP. 
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Fig. 2. Look-ahead implementation of statistical multiplexor 

For the sake of simplicity, Common Intermediate Format (CIF) resolution se-
quences (352 ×  288 pixels/frame) test sequences were employed rather than SDTV. 
By 2006 there were already a variety of hardware H.264/AVC codecs available [24] 
though with a reduced selection of features. Blu-ray specifies H.264/AVC High Pro-
file as one of its three formats and H.264/AVC High Profile is selected for the Mem-
ory Stick Video format.  

3.2   Relationship between NNZC and PSNR 

The first step toward implementation of a statistical multiplexor was to establish the 
relationship between PSNR and the NNZC. To estimate this relationship on a GOP 
basis, several sequences were encoded and decoded at different bitrates. The chosen 
sequences for this step were the well-known Mobile, Foreman, News, Stefan, Bus and 
Akiyo. The sequences were chosen based on their temporal and spatial complexity to 
represent different video characteristics. ‘Complexity’ in this context refers to the 
coding complexity involved in compressing the sequence. A more complex sequence 
requires more bits to compress to achieve a given video quality. Spatial complexity 
refers to the level of detail within each frame, whereas temporal complexity refers to 
the level of disparity between successive frames. 

These sequences were encoded in CBR mode at 256, 512, 768 kbit/s, and 1, 1.5, 2, 
2.5 and 3 Mbit/s. The PSNR of each frame were obtained from output of the encoder, 
and then the average PSNR of each GOP was calculated. (GOP structure 
IBBPBBP…, intra-refresh rate 12 frames.) The total NNZCs of a GOP, which was 
obtained during the decoding process, was paired with the average PSNR value of the 
corresponding GOP. Figure 3 plots the relationship between PSNR and NNZC per 
GOP for a selection of these sequences. The rates plotted are across the given bitrate 
ranges for all of the selected video sequences, except for Akiyo. For Akiyo, the results 
shown correspond to the range 512 kbit/s to 1 Mbit/s. At bitrates higher than this the 
QP of the encoder is reduced to its minimum level due to the simplicity of Akiyo 
sequence contents. Consequently, in later experimental results (though obviously not 
in Fig. 3) Akiyo was excluded. Other plots in Fig. 3 illustrate the differing coding  
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Fig. 3. NNZC per GOP versus average PSNR per GOP for selected video sequences 

complexity of the sequences, with plots lower on the vertical axis representing more 
complex sequences. For equal NNZC/GOP, it is reasonable and expected that quality 
decreases for ‘complex’ sequences. Equally, when NNZC increases, it is reasonable 
and expected that also the quality increases. 

An estimation equation based on these results was extracted as follows: 

PSNR = 4.8 ln (NNZC) + psnr’ (dB)   (1) 

Where psnr’ represents the zero-crossing value of the fitted curve, which depends on 
the coding complexity of the sequence as a whole. 

3.3   No-Reference PSNR Estimation 

Obviously, psnr’ cannot be found without reference to the input raw (YUV) video 
which is often not feasible. However, the QP is available from the encoded bitstream. 
The encoder in CBR mode allocates the bit budget for each frame in the sequence 
based on frame type, GOP size, GOP structure and the bitrate. The encoder assigns an 
initial QP and then starts the encoding process of the first frame. After the encoding 
of the first frame the number of bits used for this frame is observed. This number is 
compared with the bit budget which was allocated for this frame and as a result the 
QP is adjusted to maintain the allocated bitrate for the GOP. For a certain bitrate, a 
complex frame needs to be compressed more than a simple frame and consequently it 
receives a higher QP.  

To find this relationship between PSNR and QP, the average PSNR of each GOP is 
paired with the corresponding QP. Figure 4 shows that relationship for a selection of 
the input sequences and bitrates previously described. This relationship can be esti-
mated by a linear equation: 

PSNR = (-0.89) ×  QP + 60.93 (dB).              (2) 
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Fig. 4. QP per GOP versus average PSNR per GOP for selected video sequences 

Equation (2) has a smaller margin of error for lower QP or equivalently higher bi-
trates. In the scenario envisaged in this paper, the input video streams are encoded at 
high bitrates to make the process of statistical multiplexing possible. Therefore, this 
estimate can be used with acceptable accuracy.  

At this point, with the estimated average PSNR (ePSNR), the total NNZCs for all 
GOPs so far (tNNZC) and the average QP (avgQP) of the decoded GOP, using (1) 
and (2), psnr’ can be calculated as: 

                  ePSNR = (-0.89) ×  avgQP + 60.93 (dB)                                  (3) 

psnr’ = ePSNR – 4.8 ×  ln (tNNZC) (dB)                                 (4) 
and thus  

PSNR = 4.8 ×  ln(NNZC) – 0.89 ×  avgQP + 60.93 – 4.8 ln (tNNZC) (dB).    (5) 

Equation (5) is the main tool of this scheme as it permits per GOP PSNR to be found.  

3.4   Relating PSNR to CBR Bitrate 

In the encoding procedure of a codec operating in CBR mode, the best achievable 
way to assign the new bitrate for next encoded GOP is to oblige the encoder to change 
its bitrate. Therefore, (5) must be related to bitrate. After that, it becomes possible to 
allocate the bitrate based on the quality (PSNR) of a GOP. This requires that the rela-
tionship between NNZC and the number bits used per GOP is known. For this pur-
pose, the total number of bit used per GOP (bits/GOP) is paired with the total NNZC 
for the corresponding GOP. The relationship is linear with a good accuracy at higher 
bitrates. Figures 5 and 6 show this relationship for three different GOPs of four differ-
ent sequences (Mobile, Foreman, News and Stefan), encoded at 256 kbit/s to 3 Mbit/s. 
The GOP size or width does not disturb the linear relationship between bits/GOP and 
number of NNZC per GOP. No clear trend is discernible though for Mobile the results 
for a GOP size of 12 of separated from the other two GOP sizes. 
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Fig. 5. NNZC per GOP versus bits/GOP for Mobile and Foreman at different GOP sizes 

 

Fig. 6. NNZC per GOP versus bits/GOP for News and Stefan at different bitrates 

By analyzing these data, the following equation (6) was found to be a reasonable 
estimation basis for conversion between NNZC and bits per GOP. 

NNZC = 0.2 ×  (bits/GOP) – 65536                  (6) 

3.5   Calibration Tests 

In order to test the scheme, combined sequences of a set of the reference video se-
quences were CBR encoded at 3 Mbit/s. Each of three combined sequences contained 
900 frames consisting of FNS (Foreman + News + Stefan), NMF (News + Mobile + 
Foreman) and WHB (Flower + Highway + Bus). In tests these H.264/AVC encoded 
combined sequences were the inputs of the statistical multiplexing system.  
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To apply the first step, all of the encoded sequences are decoded and the avgQP 
and tNNZC of each GOP was obtained. Processing continues on a per GOP basis. 
Therefore, the latency of the multiplexing system is one GOP or about 0.5 s. As is 
well known, live video is frequently delayed for a short time for the purposes of 
editing. Figures 7, 8 and 9 show the avgQP of each GOP for each of the FNS, NMF 
and WHB sequences. The ePSNR of each GOP is calculated through (3) by using 
avgQP. 

 

Fig. 7. Average QP per GOP for the FNS sequence set 

 

Fig. 8. Average QP per GOP for the NMF sequence set 

 

Fig. 9. Average QP per GOP for the WHB sequence set 
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Fig. 10. Estimated PSNR (ePSNR) and calculated PSNR for the FNS combined sequence 

 

Fig. 11. Estimated PSNR (ePSNR) and calculated PSNR for the NMF combined sequence 

 

Fig. 12. Estimated PSNR (ePSNR) and calculated PSNR for the WHB combined sequence 

The result of the above calculation for all of the sequences and the correct PSNR 
value obtained from the encoder output are presented in Figures 10, 11 and 12. It will 
be apparent that there is a good match between the estimated PSNR and the calculated 
PSNR. 

The estimated PSNR (ePSNR) is then used to calculate the psnr’ or the constant 
part of eq. (1) for each GOP, by means of eq. (4). The total bitrate of the statistical 
multiplexing system is taken to be 3 Mbit/s for test purposes. Hence, the first condi-
tion for calculation of the bitrate allocation is defined as follows: 
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Bitrate1(t) + Bitrate2 (t) + Bitrate3(t) = 3 Mbit/s                                  (7) 

where indices 1, 2 and 3, represent the FNS, NMF and WHB sequences over time t. 
Making use of (6), (7) can be converted to the following form, NNZC and per GOP 
(with GOP size = 12 frames and frame rate = 25 fps). 

NNZC1 + NNZC2 + NNZC3 = 0.2×  (3 Mbit/s ×  
25

12 ) – 3 ×  65536              (8) 

The second condition to satisfy a statistical multiplexing system is to normalize the 
overall quality, which happens if at each sampling time the quality of all of the 
streams becomes equal. This fact defines the second condition of this process, which 
is: 

PSNR1(GOP) = PSNR2(GOP) = PSNR3(GOP).                        (9) 

By substituting (1) into (9) and equating, equations (10) and (11) are easily found. 
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Subsequently, substituting (10) and (11) into (8) results in: 
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In the final calculation step, by using (6) again Bitrate1-3 are calculated at the start of 
each GOP. These bitrates are the input of the second stage of this system which con-
sists of the final set of encoders. The final encoders apply these bitrates through the 
method described in Section 3.1 

4   Evaluation 

The proposed scheme was evaluated through comparison of the system output quality 
with conventional equal allocation of bitrate multiplexing. Figures 13, 14 and 15 
illustrate the average PSNR of each GOP for the three experimental sequences, ac-
cording to whether the proposed scheme is applied (StatMux) or whether the available 
3 Mbit/s bandwidth is allocated at 1 Mbit/s per video sequence. It is immediately clear 
that in Fig. 14, the constant bitrate allocation results in a deep quality fade. All of the 
three encoded sequences at 1 Mbit/s, contain at least one GOP with average PSNR 
below 30 dB. Therefore, the CBR process results are not suitable for broadcasting 
because of the noticeable quality degradation. On the other hand, the minimum aver-
age GOP PSNR for the statistical multiplexing scheme was about 34 dB, which is an 
acceptable quality. 
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The average PSNR over all frames was calculated for both statistical multiplexing 
and constant CBR mode, and demonstrated in Table 1. The overall quality difference 
is 0.42 (dB) gained by the proposed statistical multiplexing scheme. The standard 
deviation of the PSNR is also calculated as a measure of variation of the PSNR 
around its average. The PSNR standard deviation of the statistical multiplexing 
scheme is lower by a considerable extent. This result illustrates the success of the 
scheme in equalizing the quality across the three sequences. Because of the quality 
fade for constant CBR (Fig. 14 and drops below 30 dB) and because of the low over-
all quality of the WHB sequence (Table 1), it would be necessary to send just two 
sequences at a rate of 1.5 Mbit/s each for fixed rate transport. Therefore, for this ex-
ample, the number of programs that can be sent at 40 dB has been increased by a 
factor of 1.5. 

 

Fig. 13. Average PSNR/GOP for constant allocation of bandwidth and the proposed statistical 
multiplexing scheme on the FNS combined sequence 

 

Fig. 14. Average PSNR/GOP for constant allocation of bandwidth and the proposed statistical 
multiplexing scheme on the NMF combined sequence 
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Fig. 15. Average PSNR/GOP for constant allocation of bandwidth and the proposed statistical 
multiplexing scheme on the WHB combined sequence 

Table 1. Per sequence average PSNR and standard deviation of the sequences 

      Statistical  multiplexing                        CBR  
Sequence Average PSNR  

(dB) 
PSNR standard 
deviation (dB) 

Average PSNR 
(dB) 

PSNR standard 
deviation (dB) 

FNS 
NMF 
WHB 

40.57 
40.39 
40.04 

3.00 
3.47 
2.10 

41.70 
40.21 
38.68 

5.38 
7.39 
3.68 

 
A further gain from using the proposed scheme was found to be a reduction in bi-

trate fluctuations arising from the JM codec software behavior in CBR mode. The 
codec selects I- and B-frame QPs intelligently to avoid too rapid transitions in quality. 
Unfortunately, if at scene changes the new scene is more complex, then a large fluc-
tuation in bitrate occurs. It was observed that the proposed scheme results in smoother 
resulting bitrate fluctuations than when requests are made for a uniformly constant 
bitrate.  The total overall bitrate allocation (rather than requested bitrate) is shown in 
Fig. 16, showing that the fixed rate allocation results in larger bitrate excursions. It is 
clear that rate adjustment in combination with buffering is required to ensure that the 
instantaneous allocation does not exceed the capacity of the satellite channel. 

 

Fig. 16. Allocated bitrate/GOP for constant allocation of bandwidth and the proposed statistical 
multiplexing scheme for the overall multiplex 
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5   Conclusion 

The H.264/AVC results in approximately a doubling in compression efficiency rela-
tive to MPEG-2. The resulting bitstream is easily accommodated in an MPEG-2 TS. 
In this paper, we have demonstrated a statistical multiplexing scheme based on spatial 
complexity modeling equations parameterized by the per-GOP NNZC. For 40 dB 
PSNR video streams, the scheme significantly reduces PSNR fluctuations. True VBR 
video may result in too frequent bitrate oscillations and in this paper, a GOP-by-GOP 
semi-VBR scheme has been investigated.  This implies that the latency of the scheme 
is the time taken to process a GOP, normally about 0.5 s. Aggregated user video  
inputs may occur in the DVB-RCS system, with the video bitrates close to those  
described in this paper. Therefore, this is one application of the proposed scheme. 
Future work should account for the impact of scene changes. The JM software im-
plementation of H.264/AVC operating in CBR mode avoids rapid changes in quality 
by modifying the output bitrate. The proposed scheme additionally counters the bi-
trate fluctuations that occur due to the behavior of the codec at scene changes. 
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Abstract. In the framework of the so called InterPlaNetary (IPN) Internet, the 
paper surveys possible advanced communications and networking solutions ap-
plied by a specific IPN node architecture. The proposed solutions have been 
preliminarily evaluated by using the ns2 simulator  by considering possible 
network status changes due to the nodes’ movements, typical in the deep space 
scenario. In particular, the performance study on one hand highlights the role of 
the Multicast and, on the other hand, it shows the effects of new possible con-
trol approaches such as the dynamic Link Selection in the IPN network. The 
performance study represents the main paper contribution. 

Keywords: Interplanetary Networks Architecture, Advanced IPN Node, Multi-
cast, Link Selection. 

1   Introduction 

The IPN Internet, described in [1] and here synthesised, is supposed to be split into 
different sub-networks that encounter different problems and, as a consequence, dif-
ferent technical challenges. The IPN includes the IPN Backbone Network, IPN Exter-
nal Networks, and PlaNetary (PN) Networks. The IPN Backbone Network provides a 
common infrastructure for communications among Earth, planets, moons, space 
probes and spacecrafts through satellites, which operate as network nodes allowing 
transmissions over deep space channels. The IPN External Network consists of nodes 
that are spacecrafts flying in deep space between planets, space probes, and orbiting 
space stations. Nodes of the IPN External Network have both long and short-haul 
communication capabilities. The former are employed if the nodes are at long dis-
tance from the other IPN nodes, the latter are employed at nodes flying in proximity 
of other ones. 

The PN Network is composed of the PN Satellite Network and the PN Surface 
Network. The former includes links among surface nodes, orbiting satellites and IPN 
Backbone Nodes, providing a relay service between surface network and backbone 
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network and between two or more parts of the surface network. The latter provides 
the communication links between surface elements, such as rovers and sensor nodes 
which may have the communication capability towards satellites. It also provides a 
wireless backbone over the planet employed by surface elements that cannot commu-
nicate with satellites directly. 

In this paper, the study of a specific IPN network architecture has been proposed. 
That network, depicted in Fig. 1, is exactly composed as described previously. In 
more detail, three PN networks have been included in the architecture. Two PN net-
works are employed over a remote planet (e.g., Mars) and over the Moon. In both 
cases, the Surface PN network is composed of two landers (MS1 and MS2 over the 
remote planet and LS1 and LS2 over the Moon), able to transmit information such as 
images, sensed data (e.g., temperature, humidity etc.), towards the PN Satellite Net-
work. PN satellite networks are structured with four orbiting satellites (MO1, MO2, 
MO3 and MO4) in the case of the remote planet and two orbiting satellites around the 
Moon (LO1 and LO2). 
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Fig. 1. Interplanetary Network Architecture 

Over Earth, the PN surface network is composed of six surface nodes. They are 
typically the destination of the information sent from remote planets and, simultane-
ously, the source of possible control messages transmitted towards the IPN nodes 
(e.g., from Mission Control Centres). In detail, Earth Surface nodes are the ones of the 
well-known DSN - Deep Space Network (ES1, ES2 and ES3) and other possible 
nodes, such as Space Science Research Centres, distributed over the planet (ET1, ET2 
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ET3 and ET4). Concerning the PN Satellite Network, three Geostationary satellites 
(GEO1, GEO2 and GEO3) have been included in the architecture. They are supposed 
spaced of 120° so allowing the maximum coverage of Earth surface. Each orbiting 
satellite of the IPN network has been also considered as a node of the Backbone Net-
work. Satellites can exchange information each other, if a link is available among 
them. No External Networks have been considered in this architecture. 

All details concerning the link: available data rate, propagation delays, network 
movement and the consequent link blackouts, will be reported in the following. 

It is worth noting that this architecture, as well as the analysis reported in the fol-
lowing, is a synthesis of the main contributions of the paper [2] by the same authors, 
here reported for the sake of completeness.   

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reports the simula-
tive IPN network study concerning bandwidth availabilities, delays and link black-
outs. Section 3 revises a functional architecture suited to be employed in the IPN 
scenario and, in particular, analyses the Multicast Transmission [3] and Link Selec-
tion [4] necessities with an introductive performance investigation carried out again 
by ns-2 simulation. Conclusions are drawn in Section 4. 

2   IPN Network Architecture Study 

The analysis of the proposed architecture (described in Section 1) has been carried out 
for a sample period of 24 hours and in this analysis only the former cause has  
occurred. The architecture considered in this paper is an example of a possible reali-
zation of IPN Internet with planetary networks on Earth, Moon and Mars and the 
performance evaluation of link parameters (i.e., availability, delay and path loss) have 
been used for the simulation of networking solutions (Section 3). 

It is worth noting that no cable connections between ground stations have been consid-
ered and landers can only communicate with the relative planetary network of orbiters. 

Furthermore, the lunar lander LS1 is positioned on the dark side of the Moon, and 
hence, it could not communicate directly with the Earth without using a Lunar relay 
orbiter. Lunar orbiters has the further task to relay the communications between Mars 
and Earth when direct communication is not possible. The average blackout duration 
for a selected set of IPN links between external nodes is summarized in Table 1.  

Table 1. Average blackout duration for a selection of IPN links 

Link Average blackout 
duration 

Link Average blackout 
duration 

LO1-GEO1 2286 s LO1-MO1 2157 s 
LO1-GEO2 2496 s LO1-MO2 2258 s 
LO1-GEO3 2170 s LO1-MO3 1209 s 
LO2-GEO1 2453 s LO1-MO4 1209 s 
LO2-GEO2 2410 s LO2-MO1 2157 s 
LO2-GEO3 2156 s LO2-MO2 2258 s 
ES1-LO1 10230 s LO2-MO3 1209 s 
ES1-LO2 8939 s LO2-MO4 1209 s 
ES1-MO1 6797 s ES1-MO3 17198 s 
ES1-MO2 6726 s ES1-MO4 17199 s 
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From the values of the average blackout duration, it can be noticed that the DSN 
Earth station ES1 (Canberra), and hence similarly ES2 (Goldstone) and ES3 (Madrid), 
shows a long blackout duration of the links to the Lunar or Martian orbiters. How-
ever, this is overcome by using alternative links through three GEO satellites. 

Another important aspect of the system architecture is the propagation delay. The 
mean value of the propagation delay is shown in Table 2 for a selection of IPN links. 
The propagation delay can be as long as 20 minutes in the case of Mars-Earth connec-
tion. However, since the shortest path from Mars to Earth (i.e. the MSx-MOy-ESz path) 
is not always available, in many cases the total end-to-end delay can be much higher. 

Table 2. Average propagation delay for a selection of IPN links 

Link Average propagation 
delay 

Link Average propagation 
delay 

LO1-GEO1 1.25 s LO1-MO1 1210 s 
LO1-GEO2 1.25 s LO1-MO2 1210 s 
LO1-GEO3 1.25 s LO1-MO3 1210 s 
LO2-GEO1 1.25 s LO1-MO4 1210 s 
LO2-GEO2 1.25 s LO2-MO1 1210 s 
LO2-GEO3 1.25 s LO2-MO2 1210 s 
ES1-LO1 1.3 s LO2-MO3 1210 s 
ES1-LO2 1.3 s LO2-MO4 1210 s 
ES1-MO1 1210 s ES1-MO3 1210 s 
ES1-MO2 1210 s ES1-MO4 1210 s 

 
The data rate of each link has been computed on the basis of the DVB-S2 standard 

and with realistic values of transmission power and antenna size [9]. The performance 
of the DVB-S2 standard in terms of Bit Error Rate (BER) versus Signal to Noise 
Ratio (SNR) Es/N0 follows a threshold behavior which is due to the adopted modula-
tion and coding schemes. In fact when the SNR is lower than the required Es/N0 the 
BER is very large, while when the SNR is larger than the required Es/N0 the perform-
ance of the system is quasi error free (BER=10-10) [10]. Therefore, a constant data rate 
has been considered. It has been computed in each link for the maximum distance 
(worst case) by using the lowest modulation index and code rate (i.e. QPSK 1/4) with 
a packet length of 64800 bits. However, since the DVB-S2 standard foresees adaptive 
coding and modulation schemes and the propagation losses are highly variable, an-
other possible approach is to consider variable data rates on the basis of the selected 
modulation and coding scheme for every set of propagation losses. 

Table 3. Data rate for a selection of IPN links 

link forward link data rate reverse link data rate 
LOx-GEOx 100 kbps 100 kbps 
LOx-MOx 1 kbps 1 kbps 
ESx-GEOx 10000 kbps 10000 kbps 
ESx-LOx 1000 kbps 100 kbps 
ESx-MOx 10 kbps 1 kbps 
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The parameters reported in Table 1, 2 and 3 have been presented in [2] and they 
represent the input of the simulations performed with ns2 and described in the follow-
ing Section. 

3   The IPN Node Functional Architecture 

A possible functional architecture suited to be employed in IPN networks has been 
proposed starting from its definition originally proposed in [5]. In this Section, more-
over, the introductive performance investigation of some features of the proposed 
node (Multicast Transmission and Link Selection) have been included. 

The envisaged IPN Node architecture is reported in Fig. 2. It includes the Bundle 
Layer and a Higher Convergence Layer that act as bridge between two different por-
tions: a standard stack (e.g., the TCP/IP one) used to connect common network de-
vices to the IPN Node and the space protocol stack suited to be employed in the IPN  
 

 

Fig. 2. IPN Node Protocol Stack 
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environment. The Higher Convergence Layer will allow managing traffic flows both 
sent by standard hosts and DTN-compatible hosts. It acts as adaptation layer and 
realizes the backward compatibility with common protocol stacks. After the adapta-
tion phase all packets become bundles, the transmission unit of DTNs, and they are 
sent though specific transport and network layers designed for the space portion of the 
IPN network. The IPN Node transport and network protocols parameters will be adap-
tively optimized starting from the employed channel conditions. Data Link and Physi-
cal Layers have been again differentiated into two families: Long and Short-haul. In 
the former case, the lower layers solutions will be specialized for very long distance 
channels (e.g., between satellites of the IPN backbone). In the latter case, solutions 
are suited to be used in short distance channels (e.g., between spacecrafts and prox-
imity satellites of the IPN network or between PN satellites and planet surfaces). The 
Lower Convergence Layer acts as selector between the Long or Short-haul layers in 
dependence on the position of the IPN network elements. Long and Short-haul proto-
cols, opportunely designed for the IPN environment, allow implementing possible 
adaptive functionalities of the lower layers. 

In the following, each layer of the IPN node has been briefly described and some 
considerations concerning the related open research issues have been included. 

3.1   Bundle Layer 

To match the IPN environment requirements, the Bundle Layer [6] needs to be ex-
tended. In more detail, its current specification does not include error detection 
mechanisms of bundles. It opens the doors to the employment of application layer 
coding, both in terms of source coding and error detection and recovery approaches. 
Other important open issues related to the Bundle Layer will be taken into account: 
the bundle size optimization and the related problem of fragmentation; the study and 
the design of common bundle layer routing approaches for the IPN environment; the 
Quality of Service (QoS) concept, whose meaning in the IPN network differs from the 
common one, together with new QoS mechanisms suited to be exploited in the con-
sidered environment. 

3.2   Transport and Network Layers 

The performance issues of the space transport and network layers represent another 
important research topic of the IPN node design [1]. In terms of recovery procedures 
and congestion control schemes, new transport protocol will be developed. For exam-
ple, Additive Increase / Multiplicative Decrease concepts, able to cope with blackout 
events by taking advantage of probing packets will be taken into account to realize the 
transport layer. In turn, in the case of unavailable or strongly asymmetric return links, 
the transport protocol’s reliability will be ensured by using appropriate strategies 
based on erasure codes. The problem of congestion events occurring at deep space 
IPN Node will be also solved by considering call admission and flow control schemes 
together with effective storage routing strategies. 

The IPN Node protocol stack will also support the point-multipoint applications. 
Multicast/broadcast transmissions will allow reaching several IPN nodes, so optimiz-
ing the resource utilization. This requires the introduction of Multicast Transmission 
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approaches whose possible enhancements will be object of future and extensive  
research.  

In this sub-section some preliminary simulation results, carried out by means of 
ns2 simulator, have been provided. They show the impact of multicast data delivery in 
deep space exploration missions. In particular, it has been highlighted the advantages 
that could be obtained utilizing groups oriented applications respect to point-to-point 
transmissions in the IPN scenario. 

It is worth noting that, in the depicted IPN topology, (reported in Fig. 1) two dif-
ferent kind of Multicast Connections could be thought: (i) Multicast Forward Con-
nections (MFC), where sources are, for instance, Earth Mission Centers and receivers 
are the deep space nodes; Multicast Reverse Connections (MRC), for communications 
from remote planets to Earth. As mentioned in the introduction, the MFC could be 
used for Mission Applications to provide control information and to upgrade the 
software implemented in the IPN nodes. While, MRC could be utilized for Scientist 
and Public Applications to receive planetary images, videos and experimental results 
acquired by space stations.  

In the following simulation campaign, the network architecture of Fig. 1 has been 
considered. It has been assumed, for each link, the propagation delay and data rate 
values reported in Section 4. The results highlight how a multicast approach could 
lead to a most efficient resource management compared with Unicast techniques. For 
instance, considering a scenario where a terrestrial node (i.e., ES1) sends data to re-
ceivers of a multicast group located on two different planets and supposing that four 
receivers belong to such a multicast group (two scattered on the Moon and the other 
ones located on Mars) the situation is as follows. Unicast approach foresees four con-
nections between sender and receivers; this means that the same information is sent 
on the channel four times. Therefore, in this case a Unicast approach increases the 
accesses to the links needed to forward the same packet. Clearly, such a issue is more 
manifest when the number of receivers increases. While, a multicast approach always 
foresees the same number of accesses (i.e., one each planet) regardless of the number 
of receivers belonging to the same multicast group. These result are depicted in Fig. 3 
varying the number of multicast receiver for region/planet. The obtained result dem-
onstrates that a multicast approach in IPN networks gives the following advantages: 
(i) it reduces the links utilization, saving radio resources that could be utilized to sup-
ply transmission of further services; (ii) it optimizes the memorization units size 
(buffer size) and reduces the signalization due to acknowledgment procedures and 
routing. 

The next results concern how Unicast and Multicast transmissions affect the buffer 
size (in terms of maximum number of packets that can be memorized) of IPN nodes. 
We assumed that the buffer size is equal for each IPN node. Fig. 4 depicts the ob-
tained results for a MFC connection in term of Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR).  

How mentioned above Unicast transmissions foresee that the same information is 
sent on the channel for all the receivers. From Fig. 3 such a issue affects the limits in 
terms of buffer size more in Unicast approach than in Multicast ones, clearly. On the 
other hands whether the buffer size is increased then the PDR also increases. From a 
buffer size equal to 500 packets (i.e. 83,4% of the overall forwarded traffic) there are 
not loss due to congestion of the buffers, considering multicast transmission. 
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Fig. 3. Number of accesses to the links varying the number of receivers per region 

 

Fig. 4. MCF: PDR varying buffer size 

In this case, the bottlenecks in the nodes MO1 and LO1 are the main reason of pack-
ets loss. Therefore, also in this case a Multicast approach improves the performances in 
IPN network with respect to Unicast transmission. Moreover, it is worth noting that 
these results have been obtained by considering unreliable traffic only. This means that 
a packet is removed from the buffer as soon as it is sent on the radio link. In case of 
reliable Multicast transmissions the propagation delays on the links have to be taken 
into account; they clearly can get worse the performance showed in Fig. 3 in both Uni-
cast and Multicast approach, but affecting Unicast Transmissions significantly. 
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Future activities are aimed to improve the performance of Multicast Transmission 
in IPN network implementing DTN paradigm. In particular,  the research activity will 
deal with the following issues: (i) definition of procedures for notifications and regis-
tration/de-registration of multicast groups; (ii) definition of multicast routing proto-
cols that utilize models based on both tree or mesh topologies, in order to minimize 
the path length between source and destinations and to increase the probability that 
the bundle is delivered to as many destination nodes as possible; (iii) definition of 
transport and bundle layers suitable to provide end-to-end reliable connections, defin-
ing efficient transmission and retransmission procedures. In this context, the storing 
functionalities for the store-and-forward policies have to be design in order to guaran-
tee data persistence in DTN nodes also for relatively large time slots. For dealing with 
that, DTN aggregates data into bundles and stores them in persistent storage of differ-
ent IPN nodes so that in case of loss of connectivity, the bundles could be retransmit-
ted from the closest storage points rather than from the source node. A key Bundle 
Protocol innovation is known as Custodial Delivery. The memorization functionality 
in DTN nodes will be considered as a new network resource that has to be adminis-
tered and protected. Fundamental open issues in the definition of a new protocol stack 
are related to these topics. At the moment, the Bundle Protocol specifies the proce-
dures for supporting custodial delivery of bundles destined to unicast applications. 
However, it does not discuss how Custodial Delivery should be provided for bundles 
destined to multicast groups (multicast bundle). There is a strong motivation for using 
custodial multicast in IPN to preserve the already-scarce resource of bandwidth dur-
ing transmission and retransmission procedures [2]. 

3.3   Data Link and Physical Layers 

Data Link Layers protocols of the IPN node include functionalities concerning the 
medium access control (MAC) and error control functions. Also in this case, ad-
vanced network control features need to be considered and they are aimed at optimiz-
ing the utilization of IPN channels. For both Long and Short-haul physical layers, 
specific solutions will be studied in terms of bandwidth/power efficient modulations 
and low complexity channel codes with high coding gain. Waveforms design and  
the exploitation of Ultra WideBand (UWB) systems needs to be considered with  
the goal to reduce the complexity of the system and the sensitivity to IPN channels’ 
non-linearity. 

Also space physical layer solutions that exploit Extremely High Frequency (EHF) 
bands can be taken into account. EHF employment, in particular the W-band, repre-
sents an answer to the needs of IPN links: the saturation of lower frequency bands, the 
growth of data-rate request and the reduction of mass and size of equipment. Consid-
ering that the main disadvantage of the use of W-band frequencies is the atmospheric 
attenuation, the benefits of its employment could be fully exploited in deep space 
channels where the atmosphere is absent. The reduced antenna size due to the use of 
higher frequencies represents a further advantage of this choice. 

3.4   Convergence Layers 

Convergence Layers, both Higher and Lower, and IPN Network Control approaches 
concern another group of innovative solutions, envisaged in this work, which needs to 
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be developed. As previously said, the action of the Higher Convergence Layer is to 
offer a common interface to the transport layers (space and standard). The Lower 
Convergence Layer will offer a common interface towards data link and physical 
layers and vice versa and it will offer innovative control functions in terms of selec-
tion of the opportune lower layer stack (e.g., vertical handover) by considering the 
situation in which the IPN Node operates (long- or short-haul network segment). 

3.5   Network Controls 

In order to smooth the effect of the intrinsic heterogeneity of the IPN network, adap-
tive mechanisms [7], based on the cross-layer principle [1], are needed. It means that 
appropriate solutions are necessary to harmonize each single layer solution and jointly 
optimize the capabilities of IPN Node layers. For example, the transport and network 
protocol parameters need to be dynamically tuned in dependence on the channel 
status. The same concept holds true for all protocol layers, also with respect to the 
position of the IPN Node within the IPN topology. 

In the set of possible Network Controls, a partially unexplored solution concerns 
the Link Selection strategies based on the exploitation of the Bundle Layer of the 
DTN paradigm. In more detail, Link Selection techniques, also called Congestion 
Aware Routing, have been proposed in [4] where the mathematical framework has 
been formalised. It has been taken as example in this paper. 

In synthesis, the approaches proposed allow selecting a forwarding link, among the 
available ones, by optimising one or different metrics, simultaneously. In fact, in this 
paper, the optimization of one metric has been considered: the Bundle Buffer Occu-
pancy (BBO). The Bundle Buffer Occupancy is the ratio between the number of bun-
dles stored in the bundle layer buffer and the maximum size of the buffer itself. The 
evaluated Link Selection technique is based on its minimization. 

The performance analysis has been conducted by taking network topology depicted 
in Fig. 1 as reference and by considering the bandwidth capacities and propagation 
delays reported in the analysis of Section 4. All the link blackouts, due to IPN node 
movements, have been also included in the simulations whose results have been re-
ported in the following. Moreover, each node implements a bundle layer buffer size 
equal to 400 bundles. Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic sources are considered: they are 
kept active for 50 s each hour of simulation and generate data bundles of 64 Kbytes at 
rate of 1 bundles/s, yielding 512 Kbit/s. Furthermore, in this case, the traffic sources 
have been set on the planetary regions, and in particular the traffic sources are the 
nodes MS1 and MS2 from the remote planet, LS1 and LS2 from the Moon. They send 
data over Earth to ET1, ET2, ET3 and ET4, respectively, which are set as receivers. 
The simulation duration was of 7200 s (2 hours out of 24, which is the duration of the 
analysis proposed in Section 4) for each test carried out by ns2 simulations. 

The proposed results concern a macroscopic analysis of the Link Selection 
method’s performance. It looks into performance provided by the whole network and, 
in this view, two metrics have been considered: Bundle Loss Rate (BLR) and Data 
Delivery Time (DDT) coherently with [4]. The first is defined as ratio between the 
number of received and of transmitted bundles. The second accounts for the time 
interval required to complete the data delivery to destinations. It is possible to ob-
serve, in Fig. 5, the Bundle Loss Rate (BLR %) performance for each Flow where 
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Flow1 is the data flow between LS1 to ET1, Flow2 is the data flow between LS2 to 
ET2, Flow3 is the data flow between MS1 to ET3 and Flow4 is the data flow between 
MS2 to ET4. The BLR measured highlights quite effective results. This means that a 
Link Selection Control (or Congestion Aware Routing) allows reaching good network 
performance also in challenging network as the IPN ones. In more detail, Flow1 is 
privileged with respect to the others. Actually, it is mainly due to the simulated  
period: in the first 2 hours, out of 24, the link blackouts have penalized Flow4 and, 
partially, Flow2 and Flow3. Moreover, Flow3 and Flow4 experience very low link 
capacities over the IPN network due to the very high distance between Mars and 
Earth. 
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Fig. 5. Bundle Loss Rate [%] 

On the other hand, as far as Data Delivery Time (DDT) is concerned, it can be ob-
served from Fig. 6 that the Link Selection solution offer satisfactory performance. 
The shown DDT can appear very high but the enormous propagation delays and the 
very small available link capacities do not allow better performance. It is obvious in 
particular in case of transmissions from the remote planet (Mars in Fig. 1): they re-
quire almost the overall time that has been simulates (about two hours). Transmission 
from the Moon requires about 260 [s] in average. 
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Fig. 6. Data Delivery Time [s] 
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However, from the introductive evaluation proposed, it is worth noting that the 
proposed control technique have promising performance. This opens the doors to 
future extensions and investigations that will analyse in-depth the performance of the 
Link Selection over the considered network architecture. 

4   Conclusions 

The presented work describes possible networking solutions jointly used with novel 
network control procedures that allow the optimization of the IPN network perform-
ance so guaranteeing a reliable and efficient communication process over the IPN 
Internet. These solutions will be the object of ongoing and future research that will be 
developed as extension of this work, which represents an introductive overview of 
them. 
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Abstract. This paper shows a lightweight technique for extending the

positioning capabilities of a global navigation satellite system to areas

characterized by reduced satellite visibility. This technique includes the

presence of a WiFi coverage, used to implement the virtual satellite con-

cept. In particular we assume that a customer terminal can receive both

Global Positioning System (GPS) signals and WiFi beacons broadcasted

by an access point (AP). We show that if such beacons include the geo-

referenced position of the relevant AP, the suitable usage of this infor-

mation allows determining the GPS receiver position even if only three

satellites are visible. Experimental results show that the achievable per-

formance are similar to that obtainable by a plain GPS receiver using

four visible satellites.

Keywords: WiFi, GPS, hybrid positioning, performance analysis.

1 Introduction

The growing diffusion of location based services using the GPS has driven a lot of
research efforts for defining effective solutions for augmenting the GPS coverage
[1]. It is known that a GPS receiver can fix its position by processing signals
received by at least four satellites. In this paper we show a lightweight solution
for extending the use of the GPS in areas where only three GPS satellites are
visible. We propose to integrate the information received by a GPS receiver from
three satellites with an equivalent information obtainable from an AP compliant
with the IEEE 802.11 radio technologies (commonly referred to as WiFi). This
information consists of the geo-referenced position of a such an AP, through
which a fourth virtual satellite is constructed so that the receiver position can
be fixed. The shown algorithm makes use of the AP position only, and does not
include any other information, such as the distance from GPS receiver to AP,
the estimation of which is typically critical due to site-dependent signal path
loss and multipath propagation.
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We stress that we do not propose to integrate the GPS with a WiFi positioning
system, as frequently appears in the literature [2]. Our approach is much simpler,
and consists of integrating the information received from GPS satellites with a
further static information obtainable from an existing WiFi network.

The idea of using less than four satellites for fixing a position on the earth sur-
face is not novel. For example [3] shows a Chinese proposal, based on a satellite
system alternative to GPS, working for a limited range of latitudes. [3] includes a
derivation of the geometric errors due to the use of a constellation of three satel-
lites. This aspect is indeed the crucial point of using fewer than four satellites.
In this regard, the importance of our proposal consists of providing performence
similar to that achievable by using four satellites, obtained through a ligthweight
and easy to implement solution.

The AP coordinates can be easily integrated in WiFi beacons broadcasted
periodically, typically every 100 ms. Beacon frames are made of both mandatory
and optional components, referred to as Information Elements (IE). Thus, the
AP position may be either included in a new, dedicated IE, published within
beacons, or embedded in the AP Service Set Identifier (SSID) IE, which usually
reports the network name but could, in principle, include any type of informa-
tion. In addition, if codified into a dedicated IE, it could be also obtainable with
the classic probe request/probe response mechanism to save wireless bandwidth
([15] reports a study about the overhead of embedding information into WiFi
beacons). In any case, all these approaches does not require to associate to the
AP to obtain the information on AP position.

This approach could also be integrated with the use of inertial systems, which
are mainly used in vehicular environments in order to improve performance of
navigation systems. In fact, inertial system performance degradates very quickly
when GPS satellites are not visible and receiver does not move over a straigh
line [14].

A GPS receiver has to determine four unknowns, which are its own coordinates
and clock bias. Thus a system of at least four equations including these unknowns
is needed. In our approach three equations consist of the pseudo-range equations
of the three visible satellites. The fourth equation is a suitably modified pseudo-
range equation using the AP as an equivalent virtual satellite. This point is
quite critical, since the relevant geometric trilateration could lead to numerical
problems. Thus, the selection of a suitable position for the virtual satellite is
crucial. The position estimaiton algorithm works well only if the fourth satellite
forms a good geometry with the other three visible satellites, which is typically
represented by the so called geometric dilution of precision (GDOP) [9].

This manuscript shows the experimental performance of our proposal. Exper-
iments have been done by using a GPS station ASHTECH Z-12 equipped with a
choke ring antenna (J.PSREGANT-DD-E) and a receiver (Topcon ODYSSEY-
E) driven by a rubidium atomic clock. The experimental results show that the
position fixing capabilities of a GPS receiver using three satellites and imple-
menting our proposal are similar to those of a plain GPS receiver using four
satellites if its distance to the AP is within some spacific values.
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2 The GPS Operation

The GPS navigation data are organized in frames [10], including ephemeris and
correction clock parameters, by which a receiver can estimate its distance to
the sending satellite, referred to as pseudorange. This estimation is done by the
difference between the local reception time and the time when the satellite signal
has been trasmitted. Since this estimation happens at different times, and the
receiver clock is not synchronized with the satellite clock, it is necessary to use
time difference of arrival (TDOA) techniques to fix the receiver position.

In this way, for each visible satellite a GPS receiver constructs a navigation
equation including pseudorange, satellite position, unknown clock bias, unknown
receiver coordinates, and other minor error contributions not included in this
letter for brevity. A Cartesian reference system with the origin of coordinate
axes located at the center of the earth allows it to easily formulate a navigation
equation. Let Si be the coordinate vector of the ith satellite and ρi its estimated
pseudorange. If we represent the receiver position coordinate vector as Xrec and
the receiver clock bias as Δb, we can write:

‖ Si − Xrec ‖ − Δb = ρi , i = 1, .., 4 (1)

where the operator ‖ · ‖ is the euclidean norm on R3. Bancroft [4] has suggested
to model the navigation equation as a hyperbolic equation, and has provided
an exact non iterative solution. Through a geometric approach, Abel [5] has
investigated the existence and uniqueness of the system solution. Another way
to solve the system of pseudorange equations consists of applying the Newton
method. Since the number of unknowns is four, three receiver coordinates and
clock bias, the minimal number of needed visible satellites is four. The use of
more observable data (i.e. more visible satellites) allows improving the estimation
accuracy.

3 Joint WiFi-GPS Operation

When only three satellites are visible, they are not sufficient to fix the receiver po-
sition. Thus, additional information, eventually obtainable from other sources,
is needed. We propose to use a geo-referenced WiFi AP which broadcasts its
coordinates by including them in broadcasted beacons. If a GPS receiver is
equipped by a WiFi network interface, as most of current commercial devices, it
can receive and use the information broadcasted by such an AP. In case of dif-
ferent available APs, we assume to use the one closest to the receiver, estimated
through the RSSI measures collected by the WiFi card. This way, it is possible
to complete the set of equation necessary to solve the receiver position. This
additional information could be used in many ways. We propose an algorithm
that can reuse the processing algorithms already implemented in GPS receivers.
Below we illustrate the processing steps, the relevant approximations and their
effect on estimation accuracy.
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Fig. 1. Construction of the WiFi-based virtual satellite

Step 1 : The first step consists of a preliminary estimation of the receiver clock
bias. To this aim, we approximate the receiver position with the AP position,
which is dAP = ‖Xrec − XAP ‖ meters away from the GPS receiver (see Fig. 1).

For each visible satellite it is possible to construct a navigation equation where
the only unknown is the receiver clock bias, as follows:

‖ Si − XAP ‖ − Δb = ρi , i = 1, .., 3 (2)

where XAP is the coordinate vector of the AP. Thus, three estimates of the
receiver clock bias are obtained, and their average is an input to the second
step.

Step 2 : The second step consists of introducing a virtual satellite, the coor-
dinates of which are referred to as SAP, and constructing a modified system of
equations that allows estimating the receiver position.

This new system of equations is made of three navigation equations, relevant
to the visible satellites, and a fourth modified navigation equation, relevant to
the virtual satellite.

The determination of the position of the virtual satellite is crucial for obtaining
a good estimation of the position of the GPS receiver. In fact, the pseudorange
measurements are typically affected by both sistematic errors (bias) and random
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errors. These errors have clearly an impact on the accuracy of the estimated
receiver position, expressend by the GDOP, defined as follows.

From (1) we can write the jacobian H of ρ( Xrec ):

H =

⎛
⎝

∂ρ1
∂x

, ∂ρ1
∂y

, ∂ρ1
∂z

, ∂ρi

∂δb
.. .. .. ..

∂ρ4
∂x , ∂ρ4

∂y , ∂ρ4
∂z , ∂ρ4

∂δb

⎞
⎠ (3)

Matrix H plays a role of measure matrix and if we assume X̂ to be an estimate
of the position and Xrec the exact position, the equation of the residue become:

δρ ≈ H ( X̂ − Xrec ) (4)

By inverting this relation we can obtain:

( X̂ − Xrec ) = (HTH)−1 HT δρ (5)

The matrix Cov = (HTH)−1 is the covariance matrix of position and clock
bias. The GDOP is defined as:

GDOP =

√
tr(Cov)

σ0
(6)

where σ0 is the ranging error variance and the operator tr(A)) is the trace of
the matrix A.

Similarly, the dilution of precision may also be related to individual geomet-
ric and temporal quantities; HDOP, PDOP, VDOP, and TDOP refers to the
horizontal, position, vertical, and time dilution of precision, respectively [9].

In order to obtain a relible position estimation, we need to place the virtual
satellite in a position producing a good GDOP. Our approach aims to emulate
the GPS operation under unobstructed satellite visibility. Thus we have decided
to locate the virtual satellite in a position compliant with the GPS satellite con-
stellation. In other words, the virtual satellite is located by the software of the
GPS receiver in a position where a GPS satellite would be visible without the
obstructing objects close to the GPS receiver. Thus, the GPS receiver needs to be
aware of the satellite ephemerides. This is not a challenging problem, since they
could be either collected during the satellite visibility periods, since each satel-
lite broadcasts its own ephemeris and clock correction data, or easily downladed
through already available ephemeris distribution services, accessible through ei-
ther the WiFi connection or a cellular network, similarly to what happens for the
Assisted GPS [13]. Clearly, among the candidate satellite positions we select the
one providing the best GDOP value. Hence, the needed fourth navigation equa-
tion can be constructed by approximating again the receiver position with the
AP position; thus we can replace the pseudo-range with the geometric distance
rAP between the AP and the known (virtual) SAP position as follows:

‖ SAP − Xrec ‖ = rAP (7)

where rAP is the euclidean distance between the AP and the virtual satellite.
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The solution of this modified system of equations is an estimation of the
GPS receiver position. We have used the iterative Newton method, using as
the starting point the preliminary estimation of the receiver clock bias obtained
in step 1 and the known AP position. Below we illustrate the impact of the
approximations introduced on the estimation accuracy.

4 Results

In order to analyze our positioning algorithm, we have implemented a software
tool in C language, used to process the receiver independent exchange format[11]
(RINEX).1 The block diagram of this tool is shown in Fig. 2.

We have processed data obtained by a receiver located at the Topography
Lab at the University of Perugia [12]. The accurate world geodetic system 84
(WGS84) coordinates of the receiver have been obtained from the Italy geo-
graphic military institute (IGM95) network. Ephemeredis, pseudoranges, and
ionospheric parameters are extracted and a channel is associated with each satel-
lite. The position of the GPS receiver is available with a resolution of few cm,
and we have assumed this position as the ”true” reference receiver position for
subsequent processing.

In order to analyze the achievable performance, we have done experiments by
randomly selecting four satellites out of the visible ones.

The same set of data has been processed by our hybrid positioning algorithm,
which uses three satellites and an AP located at variable distance from the GPS
receiver.

For evaluating the location estimation error we have used the great circle
distance metric. We have used a spherical model of the earth and assumed that
the altitude of the receiver is the same of the known accurate position of the
GPS receiver. Since the position estimated is close to the reference position,
the great circle arc between these two points can be regarded, with a good
approximation, as a straight line. Its length may be taken as a measure of the
distance between the estimated position and the accurate position. Experiments
have been realized by considering a maximum tolerable GDOP value equal to 3.
Above this threshold all relevant satellite positions over the GPS constellation
have been discarded. Conversly, all satellite positions obtained from the available
ephemerides generating a GDOP value lower than or equal to 3 have been used
one by one for locating the virtual satellite and construct the fourth navigation
equation. Below we show the results collected during an observation window of
one hour, by collecteing GPS observations each second. Our algorithm succeded
in finding a solution with the desired GDOP for about 50% of the observations
by using three satellites and an AP with a GDOP threshold equal to 3.

1 The RINEX is an internationally accepted data exchange format for GPS receivers.

The information is organized in three parts: observation data, navigation data,

and meteorological data. Pseudorange values can be obtained by observation data,

ephemeredis and ionospheric parameters by navigation data.
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Fig. 2. Flow Graph of data processing

Fig. 3 shows a realizaton of the estimation of error magnitude obtained by
both a hybrid receiver with three satellites and an AP placed at a distance of
20 m (a), and a plain GPS receiver using four satellites (b). It appears that the
need of using the only four visible satellites, modeled by selecting four random
satellites out of the set of visible ones, can deteriarate performance of a plain
GPS receiver, while by suitably positioning the virtual satellite allows obtaining
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Fig. 3. Error magnitude as a function of time; the AP is 20m away from the GPS

receiver

a low GDOP value (up to 3 in our experiments), hence a lower error magnitude.
However, when the geometry of the four satellites is good (i.e., low GDOP), the
plain GPS receiver outperforms the hybrid one. Nevertheless, we can also observe
that the errors induced by our approximations are substantially lower than the
distance between the GPS receiver and the AP, which is the error that would be
made by simply approximating the receiver position by the AP position. To go
further, we have made a statistical analysis on the achieved results. It is worth
noting that in the hybrid operation the mean error magnitude, shown in Fig. 4,
ranges between 0.2 and 0.3 times the distance between the GPS receiver and
the AP.

In addition, when the AP is quite close to the GPS receiver, namely for 10, 20,
and 30 m, the average error obtained with the proposed solution is even better
than the one relevant to the usage of four satellites, whereas the estimation error
is comparable for 40 m. In conclusion, it is evident that performance of the hybrid
receiver is equivalent to that achievable by a plain GPS receiver working by four
satellites and, in some situations, can be compared also with that relevant to
the use of more satellites. Thus, the objective of extending positioning service
to areas with difficult satellite visibility is achievable.
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Fig. 5 shows the cumulative error distribution function for the AP located at
different distances from the GPS receiver. It appears that for all analysed cases,
the probability of having an error up to half the distance between the GPS
receiver and the AP is about 90%. This is an excellent results when compared
with the trivial solution of approximating the position of the GPS receiver with
the one of the AP. In addition, this result is not dependent on the distance
between the GPS receiver and the AP.

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 are relevant to the AP located 20 m away of the GPS receiver.
Fig. 6 shows the error magnitude versus time, obtained by averaging 10, 15, and
20 subsequent estimates. It is evident that by using a filtering technique (we
have used a simple moving average) it is posssible to improve the accuracy of
the system, since few bad samples are compensated by good ones. Finally, Fig. 7
shows the maximum error versus length of the moving average filter. Clearly,
the maximum reachable error is equal to the distance between the GPS receiver
and the AP (20 m) and this may happen for a single sample measure. If we
average measures over few samples, the maximum error decreases rapidly. For
instance, by using three samples (this implies waiting 3s before producing the
solution in our testbed) we have obtained a improvement of 20%, and by six
samples it increases up to 33%. Asymptotically (in practice by using more than
100 samples), the maximum error converges towards 8 m, which is very close to
the average error (5.94 m). Clearly, if samples are provided by the GPS device
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Fig. 7. Maximum error vs. length of the moving average filter; the AP is 20m away

from the GPS receiver

at higher rate than one per second, the performance can be largely improved
with reduced latency.

5 Conclusion

We have shown a solution for augmenting GPS potentials by the use of WiFi. If
a GPS receiver can receive the coordinates of a geo-referenced AP, it can com-
bine three navigation equations, relevant to three visible satellites, and the AP
position information. This hybrid approach can provide performance similar to
the one achievable by using four satellites, thus providing a significant extension
of the area where the GPS can work. The proposed approach highly outperforms
the trivial solution of simply approximating the GPS receiver position with that
of the AP. In the future we will include the optimal AP selection in case different
AP are available and the extension of our approach to two visible satellites.
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Abstract. Satellite communications is the most prominent solution for

covering remote areas for broadband Internet access where long and ex-

pensive cables are not feasible to be deployed. The Australia’s National

Broadband Network (NBN) initiation ’delivering superfast broadband to

Australian homes and workplaces’ currently face the problem of deploy-

ing long fibres to cover regional blackspots considering the geographic

structure of the continent. Considering this we present some prelimi-

nary ideas to have hybrid satellite-optical broadband networks specifi-

cally covering the regional blackspots in Australia based on ring network

topologies. We present topologies for the hybrid network and also archi-

tecture for the electronic (RF)-optical interface which enables to connect

the fibre optical network to the satellites. Furthermore, topologies for the

regional fibre optical networks in the blackspot regions are also presented

in this paper.

Keywords: Hybrid satellite optical networks, Australian National

broadband network, coverage of regional blackspots, ring topology.

1 Introduction

The Internet in the current era has influenced significantly on the global eco-
nomic and social aspects. It has been predicted that the Future Internet will
play a vital role in every business by connecting millions and millions of people
around the globe simultaneously [2]. The Internet traffic is substantially growing
at a predicted rate of 50% − 70% a year and by the year 2012 the IP traffic is
expected to be 50 terabits per second. One of the possible solution to address
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the Future Internet requirements is the enhancement of the existing fibre optic
telecommunications backbone and infrastructure. Fibre optic communications
provide very high speed communications at the expense of cost per cable length
and maintenance, and is also unfeasible to be deployed depending on the terrain
structure such as mountains etc. This restricts the high speed network coverage
for the Future Internet using the fibre optical infrastructure for the extended
geographic region.

The telecommunications infrastructure convergence is therefore necessary to
cater the demand of Future Internet, and to provide seamless connectivity and
services to the users. Extending the geographic coverage is one of the key aspects
of Future Internet, and it is a well known that satellite communications provide
such extended coverage. With the rapid development of the ground based wired
telecommunications infrastructure for global connectivity, mainly the optical fi-
bre communication backbone that has an extensively increasing cost factor asso-
ciated with the coverage region, it is essential to consider hybrid systems such as
satellite-optical hybrid system to deliver extended coverage. The fixed-cost ver-
sus benefit (profit) trade-off for deploying long haul fibre optical links to cover
regional areas to provide broadband services does not attract any investors and
service providers, or in other words it does not seem sensible to have a house built
and maintained with a hundred rooms to accommodate five people. Therefore,
hybrid satellite-optical systems are considered to provide extended broadband
coverage which we consider in this paper.

Here we consider a particular case study for the deployment of the hybrid
satellite-optical network, namely in Australia. The Australian government’s ini-
tiative for a National Broadband Network (NBN) [1] to provide broadband Inter-
net services to every home and business in Australia by 2014 has the potential
need to address all the issues discussed above. In particularly, the Australian
government has identified the regional blackspots for the broadband network
coverage where lengthy expensive cables are not feasible to be deployed to cover
the regions. Several stake holders have been invited to present their ideas and
proposals for network coverage to the regional blackspots and some of them are
listed in [5]-[8].

In the literature the term optical satellite systems mainly refer to free space
optics and inter satellite optical links. However, the research literature associated
with this topic ’hybrid satellite-optical systems’ is not at all rich, and on the other
hand closely related patents exist in this field, which are given in [3], [4].

In this paper though we present some preliminary ideas considering the hybrid
satellite-optical networks for satisfying the requirements for the Australian NBN
to cover the regional blackspots. In particularly, we identify the existing satellite
services and their related coverage areas and footprints across Australia which
could potentially be used for regional broadband access, and associate them
with the existing fibre optic backbone infrastructure in Australia. We present
two hybrid satellite-optical ring network topologies for the NBN. We also present
the optical to electronic (RF) and the electronic (RF) to optical conversions for
the on ground optical-satellite uplink station and the satellite-optical downlink
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station transceiver architectures. It should be noted here that, because of the lim-
ited capacity of the satellite transmissions, we are not making proposals in this
paper to directly compete with the optical and/or wireless systems which could
provide services (if feasible) to the blackspots regions potentially with greater
capacity. We mainly consider such satellite-optical systems where satellite is cho-
sen to be the best option. There is also a major role for satellite communications
in rural areas outside the major cities in Australia. In these regions, the dwellings
are reasonably far apart, but there are still considerable regional population den-
sities. Examples of these regions are the North Coastal and the South Coastal
regions which are adjacent to Sydney. In these regions, fibre optical communica-
tions is not a commercially desirable option and terrestrial radio communications
is not viable because of blockage from hills and because a large numbers of users
are located in valleys. The total traffic from these regions is likely to exceed the
traffic for the large land, but very small population density, areas in Australia.
An additional major role for satellite communications is emergency and disaster
communications services in which connectivity could be provided for the major
cities in the event of a catastrophic outage of the fibre optical backbone. This is
an extremely desirable feature in a national broadband network.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly present
the Australian NBN and the regional blackspots, in Section 3 we present the
existing commercial satellites for coverage in Australia. The hybrid satellite-
terrestrial networks based on the ring architecture are presented in Section 4,
and the regional optical network with satellite access is presented in Section 5.
In Section 6 we present the satellite-optical interface architecture, and finally in
we provide some concluding remarks in Section Section 7.

2 Australia’s National Broadband Network Initiative and
Responses

The Australian government’s initiative on the construction of a National Broad-
band Network (NBN) worth of 42 billion$ Australian over the next eight years
has attracted many stakeholders in and around the region [1]. In particularly, the
NBN had called for proposals to provide telecommunications backbone exten-
sion to the regional blackspots such as Darwin, Broken Hill, Emerald, Geraldton,
Long Reach and many more areas as depicted in Figure-1. These blackspot re-
gions are geographically situated further from the nearest metropolitan telecom-
munication hubs which then require cost effective extensions of the backbone
to provide broadband communications. The all possible solutions to extend
the backbone to the blackspot regions, which are 1) Extending the fibre-optic
network, 2) Providing long range high speed wireless communications, and 3)
Providing access with satellite coverage, have their own advantages and disad-
vantages associated with them. In this section we briefly describe the blackspots
and also highlight some of the proposals made by leading stakeholders addressing
solutions to the regional blackspots program.
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Fig. 1. Australia’s Regional Blackspots for the National Broadband Network

2.1 The Regional Blackspots

The identified regional blackspots in Australia for the NBN project are not only
situated further from the metropolitan areas but also have very low population
densities compared to the other cities. These two facts make a challenging task
for the telecommunications service providers to provide a cost effective (lossless)
services to the regions. Though the cities such as Darwin, Geraldton, Broken Hill
etc. are considered as the regional blackspots for the NBN development there
exist a fibre optic ring network covering some of the areas such as Darwin and
Alice Springs. In some places (east coast and south-west) there are also addi-
tional inland fibre connections between major cities such as Brisbane, Sydney,
Melbourne, Adelaide, Perth. There are also several satellite stations connected
to the fibre network well outside of major cities rather than in major cities.
The Greatest ”need” for satellite coverage in Australia is mainly on the east
coast in the valleys along the Gold Coast, Central Coast areas. These areas are
reasonably densely populated but are not economical for fibre or even wireless
coverage and are also prone to a reasonable amount of rain. The above consid-
erations are useful in determining the configurations for the hybrid backbone
network considered in our paper.

2.2 The Stakeholders’ Proposals

In this section we sumarrize some of the proposals made to the regional blackspot
program published by the Australian Department of Broadband, Communica-
tions and Digital Economy [1].

Alcatel-Lucent-Australia: The Alcatel Lucent Australia proposes to provide
broadband network solutions to the blackspots by identifying two types of back-
haul systems ”aggregation backhaul fibre” and ”access seeker backhaul fibre” [5].
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They also seek wireless solutions for the less densely populated regions, hence
proposing combination of fibre and wireless solutions.

Telstra: The Australian telecommunications giant Telstra proposes to extend
its fibre backbone infrastructure further to provide broadband to the regional
blackspots and points out some fundamental economic issues related to pricing
[6]. Telstra also proposes low data rate wireless access for low population areas.

Vodaphone: Vodafone emphasizes on the fair pricing for the blackspot regions
and the metropolitan regions, and favors the dark fibre backhaul access to be
made available to an aggregation point (regional centres) [7] as a solution to the
Australian NBN for the blackspot regions.

Huawei: HUAWEI proposes a Single Ethernet, Multi-Play service architecture
for the regional blackspots, which is a single IP/MPLS Metro Ethernet Network
powered by a single platform providing Fixed Mobile Convergence multi-play
services under a single Network Management System [8] for the NBN.

3 Satellite Coverage for Australia

The Australian region is extensively covered by several commercial satellites de-
livering communications and broadcasting services. The state of the art satellite
high speed communications are based on the Ka-band and the Ku-band fre-
quency ranges providing larger bandwidths to accommodate higher data rates.
The power limitation (received power) however is the major factor limiting the
capacity of such links due to the enormous path loss encountered by the transmit-
ted signals because of the larger distances between the satellites and the ground
stations. The rain fading conditions will also add to the path loss degrading the
performance of the satellite links further. Though the number Ku-band satel-
lites for commercial services covering the globe is quite large, the Ka-band on
the other hand which could potentially provide greater capacity is only at its
preliminary stages of deployment. One of such Ka-band commercial satellites to
be launched in 2010 is the Eutelsat’s Ka-Sat to be delivered by EADS/Astrium
[9]. On the other hand, a few test satellites and defense satellites have already
been launched having the Ka-band communications payload. The Australian
built and owned micro-satellite Federation Satellite-1 (FedSat) operating in the
near polar low earth orbit (LEO) is an example of such a test satellite having
the Ka-band payload launched in 2003 [10], another example is the Japanese
WINDS satellite that reaches greater speeds in communications using the Ka-
band frequencies [11].

Some of the commercial satellites operating in the Ku-band covering the Aus-
tralian region capable of providing broadband links are listed in Figure-2. The
Optus C1, B3, D1, D2 and D3 satellites have 24, 15, 24, 24 and 32 Ku-band
transponders respectively operating in the non-regenerative bent pipe mode.
The NSS-12 satellite on the other hand has 48 Ku-band transponders. The ef-
fective isotropically radiated power (EIRP) coverage map and the corresponding
G/T requirements at the ground stations for the Optus-D1 satellite are depicted
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Fig. 2. Satellite coverage in the Australian region

in Figure-3 and Figure-4 respectively. Depending on the EIRP and the G/T
values the satellite could provide (with the current standards) up to a few hun-
dreds of Mbps of capacity. Furthermore, apart from the satellites mentioned in
the table in Figure-2, there is also an experimental satellite WINDS (Japan)
operating in the Ka band at a position of 143oE with link capacities of Uplink:
1.56, 24, 51, 155 Mbps and Downlink: 155 Mbps in the regenerative mode, and
155, 622, 1244 Mbps in the Non-regenerative Mode, giving very high throughput
compared to the currently existing satellite links.

Apart from the main issue of the limitation in the throughput of the current
geostationary satellites compared to the NBN needs another issue is the latency
due to the distance of geostationary satellites (500 ms or more round trip delay).
Considering this a possible solution would be a MEO constellation. The O3b
network solution based on the MEO constellation has a higher throughput than
regular Geostationary satellites and a lower latency (around 140 ms round trip
delay) due to the difference in the altitude [12].
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Fig. 3. The Optus D1 satellite coverage across Australia, transmitted EIRP dBw,

reference

Fig. 4. The Optus D1 satellite coverage across Australia, G/T in dB/K
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Based on the capacities of the satellites and the regional requirements (number
of users in the region etc.), one or several satellites can be connected to the
Australian NBN backbone in order to provide broadband access to the blackspot
regions. The satellite connects to the NBN backbone and extends the coverage
further by providing services to the blackspot regions. In the following sections
we provide some networking topologies for the satellites to connect to the fibre
optic backbone giving a hybrid satellite-optical network.

4 Hybrid Backbone Network

The proposed hybrid satellite-optical network architecture based on ring topolo-
gies are presented in this section. We provide two types of topologies based on
1) single satellite, and 2) two satellites, as we explain subsequently. The general
idea behind the hybrid backbone network is presented in Figure-5, in the fig-
ure we provide an example for covering Darwin one of the regional blackspots
in Australia and the eastern coastal areas. The proposed technology based on
satellites, as mentioned in Section 1, is however considered well suited where
its counterparts such as fibre and wireless technologies are not feasible to be
deployed based on the terrain structure (hills and mountains) and the distance
from the metropolitan cities.

As shown in the Figure-5, the satellites connect to the metropolitan fibre
hub by means of one/multiple satellite link(s) which has an optical-electronic
hybrid interface in the ground station to provide high speed communications.
The optical-electronic interface, which is further explained in Section 6, provides
the conversion from the optical signals to the electronic signals suitable for uplink
satellite transmissions and vice versa in the downlink. In our proposal we also
provide an optical-electronic interface for possible optical inter satellite links
considering future developments.

4.1 The Ring Topology - 1

The first ring topology is formed with a single satellite connected to the broad-
band backbone network on ground as depicted in Figure-6 covering the regional
blackspot. We provide an example of using the Optus-D1 satellite connected to
the fibre backbone hub in the metropolitan cities Perth and Brisbane forming a
ring network. The backbone hub connecting the satellites as shown in the figure
can be connected to any cities that has the capabilities to do so, it would be
desirable to have the satellite connected to a hub outside the metropolitan area
which would have less traffic passing through the hub. The regional blackspot
areas in the east coastal valleys will access the high speed backbone national
broadband network via the satellite Optus-D1.

We choose a ring architecture here because the ring topology in general will
have higher reliability and the possibility for better load distribution. It is impor-
tant to have intelligent traffic routing or splitting to avoid bottle necks especially
on the satellite links.
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Fig. 5. Part of the Hybrid Satellite-Optical Network for providing broadband access

to Australia’s Regional Blackspots through the National Broadband Network

Fig. 6. An example of Ring topology-1 for the Australian NBN, considering AsiaSat4

and covering the blackspot region Darwin
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4.2 The Ring Topology - 2

The second topology is formed with two satellites connected to the NBN back-
bone as depicted in Figure-7. This architecture forms several rings with the fibre
optic backbone hubs in the metropolitan cities. We provide an example consid-
ering two satellites connecting to the fibre backbone hubs in the metropolitan
or outer cities. In our proposal we also provide an inter satellite link which
is considered for future systems. For the system without the inter satellite
links two satellites are able to form multiple ring topologies as depicted in
Figure-8. Furthermore, another ring topology is also possible in addition to the

Fig. 7. Examples of Ring topologies for the Australian NBN, considering two satellites

covering the blackspot regions Darwin and Broken Hill, where the inter satellite links

are futuristic proposals

Fig. 8. Table showing different logical ring topologies with two satellites for the Aus-

tralian NBN requirements to cover regional blackspots , of Figure-6
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ones shown in Figure-8, which is given by: Brisbane-Sydney-Hobart-Melbourne-
Perth-Sat1-East Coast-Sat2-Brisbane. In this topology (the latter one), the
regional blackspot also becomes part of the ring connecting through the two
satellites. The multiple-ring configurations, such as in Figure-7, provide more
capacity and reliability at the cost of higher complexity on satellites (for inter-
satellite traffic) and at ground station (for directing the traffic towards appro-
priate satellites according to load demands).

5 The Regional Optical Network

Based on the blackspot geographical size and population density, the regional
network architecture could be a single metro ring connecting the satellite earth
station and several other metro access nodes. This in turn could feed a passive
optical network or two level architecture with one inner metro ring and one outer
metro ring to provide connectivity to the whole region. The fibre-based access
network that we consider here however, connected to the satellite gateway, can
be considered unnecessary due to the limited satellite capacity when compared
to the fibre access network. But we consider the deployment of such regional
optical network assuming future expansions of satellite link capacities and/or
future deployment of high speed access networks replacing the satellite links to
these regions. An alternate option is to have ADSL for the access network which
is quite sufficient to match the capacity of the satellite link.

In this paper we present an example with single metro ring network con-
necting several access points. There are several possible alternatives of passive
optical networks available. The selection of suitable architecture for each of the
blackspots again depends on the population, population density, and demand
for the bandwidth. In this paper we will present an example with generic passive
optical network and call it as FTTx (e.g., FTTH, FTTB, FTTC, FTTP, etc.),
however it can be changed to EPON, GPON, WDM PON, etc.

5.1 Fibre to the Premises

Figure-9 shows the interface between the satellite earth station and regional
optical network. The earth station antenna’s are used for either for transmitting
user data from the regional network such as metro ring network or FTTx to
satellite or to receive the signals from satellite and send it to FTTx user. In the
Figure-9 the earth station antennas are directly connected to optical ine terminal
(OLT) which feeds the regional FTTx network. However, in actual deployment
OLT can be placed at one of the nodes in the regional metro ring network and the
earth station can be connected to the metro ring network through appropriate
interfaces at some other node on the ring network. The splitter is a passive
optical element which splits the optical signals and is connected to a number of
optical network units (ONUs). Depending on the configuration of FTTX, ONUs
can be placed at home or business or appartment to serve the end users. The
architecture shown also supports existing xDSL and cable modem operators,
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Fig. 9. Example of fiber to the premises regional network

which are fed by ONUs. The OEO conversion and related circuitry is required
to convert RF signals that are received from earth station receiver and to route
them appropriate end user(s).

6 The Optical Satellite Interface Architecture

The optical satellite and the satellite optical interfaces are used where ever the
a conversion of signals from optical to electronic or electronic to optical respec-
tively are required. The interfaces will lie in the optical hub on the ground for
uplink and down link satellite communications. The optical to electronic con-
version and the electronic to optical conversion are performed at the base band
of the RF communications chain. We also propose a similar optical to electronic
interface for an optical inter satellite link connecting two satellites considering
future commercial systems. It is important to point out that such optical inter
satellite links require on board satellite processing which is not available in many
commercial satellites that are currently available.

6.1 Optical Part

The optical hardware that interfaces with the electronic part of the hybrid
satellite-optical network is shown in Figure-10. The in/out fiber cables are con-
nected to some optical nodes in the fiber network. The signal from the out/in
fiber cables are received, amplified and demultiplexed at the fibre hub node.
Then the optical signals (wavelengths) that are meant for local use are dropped
using the drop module and the rest are converted to the electronic domain and
routed to the satellite using the electronic circuitry and lookup tables. The look
up tables can be implemented in the network layer, and the treatment of such
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Fig. 10. An example of the optical-satellite hardware interface, for the optical to elec-

tronic and electronic to optical signal conversions

are beyond the scope of this paper. For the optical inter satellite link part the
in/out cable interfaces are replaced with optical telescopes on board the satellite
as shown in the figure. The optical signals received from the telescopes that are
meant for relay to other satellite will be switched in optical domain and combined
with local signals that are added in the add module. The local signals that are
received from earth station are converted into electronic domain and routed to
appropriate optical interfaces using lookup tables and then will be added in the
add module with the pass through optical signals that are meant for relay. All
combined optical signals are multiplexed and then amplified before transmitting
through inter-satellite link to other satellite. The electronic circuitry contains
the lookup tables and the modules that are necessary to convert the electronic
signals into RF signals as described in the subsequent section.

6.2 Electronic Part

The electronic and the radio fr5equency (RF) hardware part to interface with the
fibre optic part of the hybrid system is presented in this section. Figure-11 depicts
the block diagram of such an interface unit to the optical system. In the receiver
chain of the satellite RF link, the received signal is down converted to the base
band with an inter mediate frequency (IF) stage and the corresponding electronic
signal is passed to the electronic-optical interface for optical conversion. In the
transmitter chain of the satellite RF link the optical signals are converted to
electronic signals and then up converted to the corresponding frequency band
(such as Ka or Ku) before transmitting it using the antenna. The base band
processing unit’s operation in the electronic circuitry can be specified as to what
level the signals (data) are recovered before changing it to the optical signals. It
is also possible to deploy a complete processing at the baseband and recovering
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Fig. 11. The RF and electronic part of the hybrid satellite optical system interface,

interface to teh optical system

the data before mapping it to the optical domain in which case the system acts
as a repeater/regenerator and the O-E-O unit is simply the satellite and optical
transceiver units on either sides. It is also possible to use buffers to store data
to match the data rates between the optical link to satellite link.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we present the concept of hybrid satellite-optical networks for
extending the coverage of the communications backbone. We present a case
study on the Australian National Broadband Network requirements for providing
broadband access to the regional blackspots. We present some network topologies
based on the ring architecture for the hybrid satellite-optical system. We also
present the interface architecture for the optical to electronic and electronic
optical signal conversions that is required at the optical hubs. Furthermore,
regional fibre based (FTTx) network architectures are also presented for regional
network coverage on ground. It is also presented that hybrid satellite-optical
network is the feasible solution for providing broadband to the regional areas in
Australia such as in the valleys along the east coast.
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Abstract. There is a growing interest in providing communications to “Chal-
lenged” environments which have been hitherto isolated and disconnected due 
to the lack of communications infrastructure. These are regions which lie at the 
edge of the current Internet. Confidentiality, integrity and availability are the 
three major security requirements of any secured system or network. This paper 
presents our work on Denial of Service mitigation in Delay-and Disruption-
Tolerant Networks. We propose three examples of a light-weight bundle au-
thenticator (DTN-cookie) based on XOR and HMAC operations to thwart DoS 
attacks that lead to resource exhaustion.  

Keywords: DTN, Denial of Service, Protocol, Security. 

1   Introduction  

The success of the Internet is largely due to its ability to interconnect communication 
devices across the world using a homogenous set of protocols, the Transmission Con-
trol Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) suite. The present Internet is built on the  
assumption of availability of a continuous bidirectional link between source and des-
tination which supports end-to-end communication, small and relatively consistent 
delay in sending packets and receiving the corresponding acknowledgement packets, 
data rates from source to destination and vice versa are symmetric, and low error rates 
in terms of packet loss or data corruption [1]. However, there are networks that do not 
conform to the above assumptions. These networks referred to as “Challenged” net-
works are characterized by limited bandwidth, host and router mobility, disconnection 
due to interference or limited battery power [2].  

These highly heterogeneous networks unlike the Internet are prone to long and 
variable delays, high error rates, arbitrarily long periods of link disconnection and 
large bi-directional data-rate asymmetries [1]. To overcome these difficulties, the 
DTN architecture which is based on the initial work on the Interplanetary Internet  
[3, 4] was conceived.  DTN uses a store-and-forward message-switching technique to 
isolate delay and move data along the communication path. DTN is a network of re-
gional networks [1], forming an overlay architecture which operates above the exist-
ing protocol stacks found in other network architectures [5]. Its purpose is to support 
interoperability among underlying challenged regional networks [2]. At the DTN 
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nodes, a new overlay layer called the “bundle layer” sits on top of the traditional 
transport layers to provide end-to-end data transfers among the DTN regions. The 
DTN infrastructure suffers from severe resource scarcity and this has prompted some 
restrictions to its use through some form of authentication and access control. The 
DTN security architecture supports hop-by-hop authentication and integrity checks. 
This is to ensure bundle content correctness before forwarding and is designed to au-
thenticate DTN nodes as legitimate senders and receivers of bundles to each other  
[6, 7].  The end-to-end mechanism provides authentication for the user. 

 

 

Fig. 1. DTN hop-by-hop authentication and integrity validation [8] 

There are a number of key components in a DTN that provide critical services such 
as monitoring or query access points, data servers, cryptographic key servers, routers, 
security gateways, network uplinks and network nodes. These network components 
can come under serious DoS attacks when an attacker sends loads of requests which 
engage them in computationally intensive authentication protocol [9]. Currently, it is 
not possible to stop DoS attacks since most attacks are based on the use of protocols 
and services in an enormous scale. Solutions can only mitigate these attacks.  Figure 1 
shows the hop-by-hop authentication/integrity check using the Bundle Authentication 
Block (BAB).  The BAB is used to assure the authenticity and integrity of the bundle 
along a single hop from forwarder to intermediate receiver. The communication path 
is divided into security zones as shown. Similarly, for end-to-end security services, 
the Payload Integrity Block (PIB) and Payload Confidentiality Blocks (PCB) are 
used. Further details on the DTN security architecture can be found in [10].  
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Our design seeks to provide a weak authentication phase using a unidirectional 
message exchange prior to signature verification. With this approach, communication 
cost is reduced significantly. Also our solution is power efficient and low in computa-
tional cost since the proposed DoS mitigation technique is lightweight and suitable for 
low-power devices like sensors. 

1.2   DTN Scenario  

Based on the description of a DTN, we present Figure 2 which depicts a United Na-
tions (UN) peacekeeping scenario with three isolated regions bridged by a satellite. 
Region 1 and 2 are wireless sensor networks and region 3 is a satellite network and 
represents the UN headquarters in New York. Each region can be accessed through a 
security gateway (a base station in the case of regions 1 and 2, and a Network Control 
Centre “NCC” for region 3). The satellite network acts as a transit region (backbone 
in the sky) [11] for the two isolated DTN regions. In this scenario, the security gate-
ways, sensor nodes and routers are stationary while the satellite terminals and Mobile 
Sink Nodes (MSNs) can be mobile. Some environmental constraints may include 
node failure, intentional sleep cycles, energy savings and node mobility. The patterns 
of connectivity can be scheduled, predicted or opportunistic.   

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we highlight 
the threats posed by DoS attacks which prevent the DTN from fulfilling its func-
tions. Section 3 reviews related work on DoS mitigation in terrestrial networks and 
the proposed techniques. Our initial design specification, the assumptions made, the  
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Fig. 2. A DTN-based wireless UN peacekeeping scenario 
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networking and security requirements are presented in Section 4. In section 5, we 
discuss time synchronization issues in DTN and analyze the proposed design. Sec-
tion 6 concludes the paper and suggests the direction for future research. 

2   Threat Analysis 

Security threats can be divided into passive and active threats. A careful threat analy-
sis of the DTN scenario depicted in Figure 2 shows that the network is susceptible to 
passive attacks through eavesdropping and traffic analysis. This is due to the wireless 
communication medium and broadcast nature of the satellite channel which allows 
intruders to have access to private information and the identity of the communicating 
entities. Also the depicted scenario is prone to active attacks such as replay attacks, 
masquerading, modification attacks and Denial of Service (DoS) attacks. The main 
focus of this paper is on DoS attacks though our design takes into consideration the 
active attacks mentioned above to provide a more robust solution. 

Based on a classification by the Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT), 
there are three kinds of DoS attacks [12]:  

 

• Destruction or alteration of configuration information 
• Physical destruction or alteration of network components 
• Consumption of scarce, limited, or non renewable resources 

 
The first and second kinds of DoS attacks listed above are not dealt with in this paper.  
The focus of this paper is primarily on protocol or design-level vulnerabilities in the 
authentication process which makes it easy for attackers to launch DoS attacks on 
DTN security gateways which may lead to resource exhaustion. The target resources 
include battery power, memory, CPU time, disk space and network bandwidth. 

3   Related Work 

The very protocols we use to protect communication networks against unauthorized 
access can be used as a hook for DoS attacks by clever attackers. Any protocol where 
the server commits to expensive computations especially using public key cryptogra-
phy or to memory allocation by storing protocol state information before or as part of 
client authentication is susceptible to network DoS. A number of techniques have 
been proposed to tackle this problem in terrestrial networks one of which is the client 
puzzle technique.  In order to prevent junk mail, [13] proposed a technique which 
requires a sender to compute a cryptographic puzzle for each message. The cost of 
computing the puzzle is negligible for normal users but expensive for mass mailers.  

Juels and Brainard [14] extended this idea and introduced client puzzles to tackle 
the problem of connection depletion attacks. The robustness of authentication  
protocols against DoS attacks can be improved by asking a client to commit its com-
putational resources to the protocol run before the server allocates its memory and 
processing time. The solution to the puzzle requires a brute-force search for some bits 
of inverse of a one-way hash function. The difficulty of the puzzle is adjusted based 
on server load. The assurance of the server is increased when it establishes that the 
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intention of the client is good. This is achieved gradually through a series of weak 
authentication prior to signature verification [15].  

Another solution defined by IPSec, is the Internet Security Association and Key 
Management Protocol (ISAKMP) which is a framework for key exchange and secu-
rity associations. It is based on an anti-clogging technique which requires a client to 
return a server generated cookie. This is a technique derived from the PHOTURIS 
protocol, and can be used to prove a client’s identity and is verified by the server be-
fore any costly authentication protocol is triggered [12]. A cookie as defined by [16] 
“is a unique nonce computed from the names of sending and receiving parties and 
local secret information available only to the sender”. A specification of the ISAKMP 
anti-clogging technique which is based on the PHOTURIS protocol is given in [12] as 
follows: 

 

• the cookie must depend on the addresses of the communicating parties 
• the cookie is generated based on a local secret known only by its generator 
• nobody must be able to forge the cookie that will be accepted by the server 
• the cookie generation and verification must be efficient in CPU and memory 

consumption. 
• the server must not keep per-client state until IP address has been verified. 

 
Client Gateway

A, B, CookieA

A, B, CookieA, CookieB

Addr = A

Nonce = kA

Addr = B

Nonce = kB

B, A, CookieB
Small overhead (H)

No resource allocated

If A can match CookieB

Grant Request
CookieA = H (A, B, t, kA)

CookieB = H(B, A, t, kB)  

Fig. 3. The cookie anti-clogging technique [12] 

PHOTURIS uses a keyed one-way hash function which uses both IP addresses, 
both UDP ports, and some locally-generated secret value (which is same for all clients 
but must be changed periodically). In some terrestrial systems, a threshold is placed 
on the rate of requests that a legitimate client can generate. In order to justify an in-
creased rate from a single source, attackers emulate different source addresses by us-
ing false source addresses. The cookie exchange helps in the verification of a client’s 
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claim of presence at a particular IP address. See [17] for more details on the ISAKMP 
anti-clogging technique. 

4   Protocol Design for DoS-Resilience in DTN 

A DTN is potentially susceptible to DoS attacks due to limited connectivity, highly 
variable round-trip communication time, and limited computing resources at some 
nodes [16]. Therefore, in order to provide security additional overhead in terms of 
bandwidth utilization and computational costs may be introduced on the nodes. In IP 
Security (IPSec), bogus traffic injected into the network is carried all the way to the 
security destination and this consumes valuable resources [7]. As shown in Figure 1, 
DTN Bundle Security Protocol (BSP) includes a hop-by-hop security feature where 
each bundle is checked at a DTN router and any traffic that cannot be authenticated as 
coming from a legitimate node is discarded. 

We adopt a security architecture which is domain/region-oriented. A do-
main/region is made up of a security gateway and nodes that are allowed to commu-
nicate with one another and our focus will be on a single domain (Region 1). In this 
architecture, security gateways acting as access control points use public key cryptog-
raphy to authenticate clients. During a connection request, control messages are sent 
to the security gateway signed using the client’s private key. Protocols that use strong 
authentication from the very beginning can be used by an attacker to cause availabil-
ity problems in the network. This is due to the fact that public key algorithms use 
computationally expensive methods such as exponentiation and factorization to pro-
vide security. We assume that in the interaction between the attacker and a security 
gateway, the attacker’s primary objective is to waste the gateway’s resources by inter-
acting with it.  

Due to the scarcity of resources, DTN does not allow complex security mechanisms 
to be deployed. Therefore, the cookie and the client puzzle techniques as proposed for 
terrestrial networks are not suitable for implementation in DTN environments. Both 
methods result in longer protocol runs due to the additional messages during the initial 
phase of the protocol. The client puzzle technique is especially not suitable for this 
environment since it forces clients to work more when the security gateway load is 
high. A security gateway might be attending to a high volume of legitimate requests 
from network nodes. Devices especially sensor nodes might not have the capability to 
solve the puzzles. The wireless communication medium used in the sensor networks 
(regions 1 and 2), and the broadcast nature of the satellite channel coupled with the 
roundtrip delay makes the cookie anti-clogging technique as proposed for terrestrial 
environments unsuitable for our proposed architecture. These DoS mitigation tech-
niques are designed to operate in low-delay, well connected networks and may not 
perform well in DTN environments. In order to counter the attacks listed in section 2, 
our design has to fulfill a number of networking and security requirements.  

4.1   Networking Requirements 

The protocol should operate when no end-to-end path exists from source to destina-
tion. Also, the protocol should be able to withstand changes in scheduling and/or in 
contact of nodes. It should provide support for varying data rates. The protocol must 
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be resilient to delays and disruptions which may be in the order of minutes, hours or 
days. Where power-saving is a system-level requirement, the protocol should be able 
to run on nodes that are resource-constrained.  And finally, the protocol should be 
able to work when faced with significant node mobility. 

4.2   Security Requirements 

We ensure availability by making sure that all security processing is performed by 
more capable nodes (DTN-aware nodes e.g. MSNs). We also ensure data freshness by 
preventing the replay of old messages through the use of timestamps, sequence num-
bers and nonces. All message requests must be authenticated by the security gateways 
in order to verify the authenticity of the entities and validity of the data source. Lastly 
we ensure the integrity of message requests received in order to guarantee that the 
contents have not been modified or deleted. The DoS mitigation technique proposed 
in this paper addresses these requirements. 

5   Design Specification 

In this section we describe the assumptions made during our design, and provide a 
detailed specification of the design including the notations used. We discuss issues 
relating to timestamps and time-synchronization in DTN and also provide an analysis 
of the design. 

5.1   Design Assumptions 

• a security gateway has bounded resources that could possibly be exhausted 
by a clever attacker. 

• the attacker may or may not have bounded resources and may or may not 
          have resources greater than the security gateway.  

• the attacker is assumed to have the ability to replay, modify, transmit, re-
ceive, and execute the protocol. 

• the attacker is within wireless communication range to the security gateway  
          and does not need the help of other nodes to launch an attack. 

• trust is established during initial registration of a node with the security 
gateway. 

• only DTN-aware MSNs and Satellite Terminals (STs) can interact with the  
          security gateway. 

• the public/private keys are generated and pre-shared during initialization 
• only nodes that are registered with the security gateway and share a secret  

          (which is used to generate the nonce) with it can generate a valid request. 
• the protocol is between two communicating parties i.e. the client (MSN/ST)  

               and security gateway. 
 
The client always initiates the communication between a client and a security gate-
way. Figure 4 shows the generic bundle (message) format exchanged between a client 
and a security gateway. 
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TS LS CoS
Flags

DST
EID

Source
EID M

Bundle PayloadPrimary Block Extension Blocks

Report To
EID

Custodian
EID

 

Fig. 4. Generic bundle format 

In Figure 5, additional security extension blocks such as the Bundle Authentication 
Block (BAB) or the Payload Integrity Block (PIB) are added to the generic bundle as 
shown in Figure 4 to provide authentication or integrity checks respectively. Also a 
DTN-cookie is added as a last block to the bundle to provide a weak authentication 
phase during the verification process. This is our contribution to satisfy the require-
ment that control or data bundles within a domain/region do not trigger any form of 
DoS attack which might exhaust the resources of DTN nodes. 

TS LS Source
EID

DST
EID RSAwithSHA256 M h (M) privK (h (M)) Cookie

Primary Block Security Block Bundle Payload Security Result

 

Fig. 5. A bundle with additional security extension blocks 

Notations. We use the following notations in the description of our design. 
 

• TS: the timestamp which is a concatenation of a bundle creation time and a 
monotonically increasing sequence number which is unique for every new 
bundle from a source EID. 

• LS: the bundle lifespan or expiration time. The LS value of a bundle equals 
X where X can be in days, hours or minutes. 

• Source_EID: the identity of each DTN-aware node, we assume that each EID 
is a singleton. 

• DST_EID: the identity of the destination node i.e. the entity for which the 
bundle is destined (security gateway). 

• RSAwithSHA256: represents the ciphersuite and gives an idea to what secu-
rity block is in use. 

• M: the payload of the request message. 
• h: is a cryptographic hash function such as MD5, SHA1 or SHA256. We will 

be using SHA256 as the underlying hash function to the signature algorithm. 
• h (M): the hash value or message digest derived by passing the payload M 

through the function h. 
• pubKXi: the public key of node Xi  
• privKXi: the private key of node Xi 

 

DoS attacks are not addressed fully in the current security extensions of the Bundle 
Protocol. At present, DTN nodes simply discard any traffic that fails the authentica-
tion and access control checks. This in itself provides minimal protection and makes it 
harder to launch a DoS attack. However, the potential danger is in the computation 
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and storage overheads at DTN nodes which we seek to address. We propose three 
examples of a lightweight authenticator which we refer to as DTN-cookie each having 
varying levels of complexity. The choice of a particular type of DTN-cookie will  
depend on the level of DoS threat. The DTN-cookie is calculated by the bundle origi-
nator and attached as the last block of the bundle as shown in Figure 5 and must be 
verified by the security gateway. 
 
(a) DTN-cookie is a nonce which represents the result when a random number gen-

erator is seeded using an Initialization Vector (IV). The IV is known only to all 
registered nodes in the domain/region during the initialization phase. 

Nonce = RNG (IV or seed). The Initialization Vector is kept secret and 
changed periodically to ensure freshness.  

(b) DTN-cookie is the result of an XOR operation on the timestamp and the result of 
the operation in (a) i.e. timestamp (TS)   nonce in (a). 

(c) DTN-cookie is derived by passing the result of the operation in (b) through a 
keyed Message Authentication Code such as HMAC. The underlying hash func-
tion is SHA-1 and the secret key is shared between the client and the gateway. 
This is represented as follows: 
DTN-cookie = HMAC ((timestamp (TS)  nonce) + secret key). 

 
A secure Key Management mechanism is required for the safe generation and distri-
bution of keys. Also, regular key refreshments are very important to thwart attacks 
which might attempt to use compromised keys. 

5.2   Timestamps and Time Synchronization in DTN 

Timestamps are typically used for logging events. The Bundle Protocol uses time-
stamps for three reasons to guarantee network efficiency and resource protection [3]: 
 

• the useful life indicator of bundles prevents the network from storing and 
forwarding bundles whose useful lifespan have expired. 

• the lifetime helps prevent bundles from looping continuously in the network 
as a result of routing loops. 

• the originating timestamp helps in the unique identification of bundles and 
the re-assembly of bundle fragments. 

 

The original purpose of timestamps is to help DTN intermediary or destination nodes 
to determine when it is appropriate to drop a bundle or determine the age of a bundle. 
In our design, timestamps are used to provide an accurate record of the bundle crea-
tion time and act as a freshness identifier to protect against replay attacks. Time-
stamps provide a more efficient way to test for freshness without introducing too 
much traffic into the network. This replaces the idea of the gateway broadcasting or 
sending a nonce as a freshness identifier at certain time intervals. Based on RFC 5050 
the creation timestamp is a concatenation of the bundle creation time and a monotoni-
cally increasing sequence number. The sequence number is incremented continuously 
(say every second) in order to make the concatenation of source EID and creation 
timestamp the unique bundle identifier. With this bundles created at the same time 
interval by different nodes can be differentiated. 
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The Bundle Protocol has an in-built assumption that DTN nodes have a basic time-
synchronization capability with a common, synchronized view of the Coordinated        
Universal Time (UTC) [3, 6]. This is based on DTN’s initial design for deep space 
environments where the space-based agents are synchronized and highly scheduled 
with bandwidth and delays known in advance. This assumption becomes invalid when 
extended to terrestrial DTN environments due to the fact that DTN nodes are isolated 
or disconnected most of the time, may use discovery methods or might implement 
intentional sleep cycles to conserve power as in wireless sensor networks. In these 
different instances the clocks of such nodes can drift.  It has been noted that in chal-
lenged environments like DTN, time synchronization is a problem. 

The use of classical time protocols like the Network Time Protocol (NTP) is lim-
ited because it is not resilient to disruption. A very good source for UTC is the Global 
Positioning System (GPS) which is one non-DTN time solution. DTN nodes cannot 
rely on GPS due to the fact that most nodes such as sensors may lack GPS receivers 
and the cost implication of using GPS as a reference clock maybe too high making 
deployment infeasible. DTN has the in-built capability to read the local system clock 
values and determine the correct time. This is the reason why it possible for DTN 
nodes to set the creation time when bundles are created and sent into the network and 
checked for expiry on reception.   

At present, there is on-going debate in the DTN research community on the justifi-
cation for DTN reliance on time synchronization to perform store-and-forward net-
working as specified in RFC 5050. The use of absolute timestamps and coordinated 
clocks in DTN to meet the requirements stated earlier has been criticized or supported 
by many. There are suggestions to either strengthen or replace the lifetime mechanism 
with a countdown counter such as a “hops-to-live”. Hops-to-live explicitly discards 
bundles that have traversed more than a set number of hops. This will allow bundles 
to expire when their lifetime is decremented to zero without any requirement for loose 
synchronization.  

5.3   Analysis of Design 

As a requirement, our design should be secure against masquerade by providing a 
mechanism to identify and discard any attack bundle on initial processing of the 
DTN-cookie. Also the DTN-cookie should be lightweight, efficient and simple. The 
DTN-cookie is the result of an XOR operation on the timestamp and a nonce gener-
ated by the client. The nonce generated by the client should match that calculated by 
the security gateway. The design should discourage Transport Layer Security (TLS) 
type of handshake but use minimized number of roundtrips i.e. only a single unidirec-
tional message for connection establishment or access. DTN-aware nodes act as secu-
rity-sources for sensor nodes that maybe IDless or have resource restrictions. We add 
a DTN-cookie to every bundle for quick identification of attack bundles. In our de-
sign, computational efficiency is achieved since no gateway resource is dedicated to 
service any attack bundle except those required to identify and discard the traffic. A 
client wishing to communicate with the security gateway has to generate a message 
request in the form of a bundle as shown in Figure 5 and send to the security gateway. 
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The pseudo code below shows the operation that takes place at the security gate-
way during the weak authentication of a bundle. 
 
Client   Server: 
 
request = {TS, LS, Source_EID, DST_EID, M, h (M), priv (h (M)), DTN-cookie} 

 
Set Bundle Lifespan (Ls) = X (days, hours or minutes) 

 
The Server performs an XOR operation: 
result = timestamp  DTN-cookie 

 
if    (result ≠ server_cookie) || (bundle_in_network > Ls) ||  

       (DST_EID ≠ serverAddress) 
                Discard Bundle 
else 
              (retrieve public key credentials from cache) 
              calculate pubKXi (privKXi (h (M)))    
 if  pubKXi (privKXi (h (M))) ≠ request.h (M) 
                           Discard Bundle 
                else 
                           calculate h (M)   
                           if     h (M) ≠ request.h (M) 
                                     Discard Bundle 
                            else 
                                      Accept Bundle 
 

One component of the security gateway is a multiple socket server with the capability 
to run multiple threads simultaneously and can service more than one connection re-
quest at a time. The security gateway on receiving a bundle, evaluates it to determine if 
it is from a legitimate client (DTN-aware node). Every legitimate entity runs a random 
number algorithm. This algorithm is seeded with an Initialization Vector which the 
security gateway shares with all DTN-aware nodes during initialization. The security 
gateway also shares a secret key pair with every DTN-aware node within its domain. 
The value of the Initialization Vector or the secret key is only known to legitimate 
DTN-aware nodes. These values are prerequisites for the computation of a valid nonce 
or DTN-cookie. In our design specification, it is impossible to generate a valid bundle 
that will be accepted by the security gateway without having the capability to compute 
a valid nonce or DTN-cookie. Every bundle sent by an attacker is discarded during the 
weak authentication phase when the DTN-cookie is evaluated. Placing the DTN-
cookie and signature at the end of the bundle allows memory-constrained nodes like 
sensors to be able to process the bundle and verify its security result.  

With a single unidirectional message request, the security mechanism is able to 
identify attack bundles and discard them. Replay attacks aimed at modifying the time-
stamp field will invalidate the bundle during the weak authentication of the DTN-
cookie. Also, attacks that are aimed towards substituting the payload of a legitimate 
message will be thwarted since any modification or tampering with the payload will be 
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detected during the signature verification phase. If a bundle passes the weak authenti-
cation phase, a computing intensive signature verification phase will be triggered. The 
cost of an attack will be more on the side of the attacker since at every attempt he has 
to compute a nonce, generate a fake DTN-cookie, sign the bundle and send. The gate-
way is not affected since any client request that cannot pass the weak authentication 
phase is discarded and the connection closed. This is to safeguard the gateway’s re-
sources. If the signature verification phase succeeds, then the client is authenticated, 
request granted and resource allocated based on security gateway policy.  

From our evaluation of the protocol’s performance, it is clear that the protocol fol-
lows the description of Gong and Syverson’s model of fail-stop protocols [18] but 
different because it does not use strong authentication from the very beginning. It also 
follows the framework proposed by Meadows [9] where the server’s assurance of the 
client’s intention is increased at every step of the protocol execution. This is achieved 
by introducing a weak authentication phase prior to the more expensive signature 
verification phase.  
 

Generate Message
Request

Evaluate Cookie

Compare values which
make up Cookie
block with the

primary block fields

Is Bundle Lifespan
still valid?

Verify signature

GATEWAYCLIENT

Request

 

Fig. 6. The DTN-cookie technique 

The gain in our design is that we have been able to reduce the number of message 
exchanges in the weak authentication phase from three (as in the PHOTURIS protocol) 
to one unidirectional message request thereby saving a lot of bandwidth. Also our de-
sign has achieved its objective of making the bundle authenticator (i.e. DTN-cookie) 
light-weight and efficient by using simple techniques like XOR and HMAC operations. 
Through these methods, we have been able to provide weak authentication for bundles 
with less overheads in the computation cost and power. In order to provide maximum 
protection, the HMAC variant of DTN-cookie proposed in this paper can be used. It is 
faster to hash the timestamp, nonce and key than hashing the entire bundle making it 
computationally more efficient. Also the inputs to the MAC algorithm [19] (i.e. the 
timestamp, nonce and key) have a very high degree of randomness as shown in their 
method of generation. It is hard to forge but inexpensive to verify which makes it ap-
propriate for nodes with very low power budget. However, this comes with a slightly 
higher price of overheads due to the additional security processing. 
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6   Conclusion 

DoS attacks are becoming a great threat to the proper functioning and survivability of 
networks. From section 3, it is obvious that traditional DoS mitigation methods such 
as the cookie anti-clogging technique and client puzzle used in terrestrial networks  
are not suitable for DTN environments. These methods require the exchange of sev-
eral messages to achieve weak authentication or solving server generated puzzles  
respectively. 

In our work we propose the use of a security extension block (DTN-cookie) which 
is added to every bundle to provide weak authentication. The weak authentication 
phase precedes a computationally intensive signature verification phase. The light-
weight authenticator comes in three variants which is applied based on the perceived 
level of DoS threat. We have implemented the XOR variant of the DTN-cookie which 
provides moderate protection for DTN security gateways. This is to protect against 
resource exhaustion and ensure availability of DTN services.  As future work, these 
mechanisms will be tested using the DTN2 Reference Implementation. We will  
analyze the protocol’s performance against metrics such as communication cost, 
computation cost and power efficiency.  We will broaden our scope to cover a more 
hierarchical hop-by-hop DoS resilient mechanism and also consider inter-domain DoS 
threats in DTN. 
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Abstract. DTN is a relatively new research field and many applications have 
been identified for it. It is an overlay network working over heterogeneous net-
works in challenged environments where the links are less reliable and the de-
lays are expected to be very long. Due to the difficult working conditions of 
DTN, all types of available links are utilized to ensure better delivery of mes-
sages including the physical transportations methods such as buses and ferries. 
We propose using aircrafts in scheduled routes for data transportation for DTN 
application. We will show an analysis of aircrafts routes and possible scenario 
for DTN concept realization. 

Keywords: Delay Tolerant Network (DTN), Aircraft, Air Traffic Control 
(ATC). 

1   Introduction 

DTN was first introduced as a new concept for interplanetary applications and ex-
panded from there to cover more applications such as sensor networks, ad hoc, tacti-
cal military communications, acoustic marine and environmental monitoring. DTN 
links availability and duration are not guaranteed and they depend on opportunistic, 
scheduled, and predicted contact [1]. DTN works in challenged conditions such as 
scarce resources, limited bandwidth and connection durations. Disruption and long 
delays are common features and highly expected on this network.  

However, DTN concept has advantages over traditional networks by providing 
more protection against data loss caused by network failures and disconnectivity. This 
is achieved by storing the data in DTN node’s persistent memory until the next con-
tact is available. DTN uses the store and forward mechanism to rise above the discon-
nectivity of intermittent links by overlaying a new protocol layer called bundle layers 
to transfer data messages which are also called bundles. It uses persistent memory to 
store the messages/bundles and forward them from node to node whenever the link is 
available. As shown in figure 1, which represents sending a message from source to 
destination, in case the intermediate node is not available, the node will store the 
message and forward it to the next node whenever the link is available again.These 
characteristics confine the potential applications of DTN to the delivery of un-urgent 
messages because of the expected long delays.                 
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node at relatively systematic specific time intervals. The ground node has a ground to 
air DTN capable transceiver radio and transmits to the passing aircraft which is consi-
dered as a mobile router with persistent memory. In turn, the aircraft will store or 
deliver the message to the Air Traffic Control (ATC) then to its final destination 
through the backbone network. 

This represents one way communication (up-link) from the ground node in remote 
areas to a user in urban areas. However, the two way communications from the user in 
the backbone network to the aircraft to the remote users will be more complex be-
cause it will require more coordination to enable the aircraft to decide when to down-
load its traffic and where depending on the location of the ground remote node and 
the time expected for the aircraft to reach it. 

2   Other DTN Transportation Mediums 

There are many similar approaches in the literature to use transportation and sche-
duled transportation services to provide DTN service. However, to the best of our 
knowledge, this is the first time aircrafts in scheduled routes are proposed to be used 
for DTN services. All types of transportations are used in DTN including birds such 
as pigeons. In South Africa, they suffer from week broadband capacity at remote 
areas and an IT company wanted to prove this weakness to the media. They ran an 
amusing competition between ADSL speed and a humble pigeon. Winston, the pig-
eon, armed with a 4 GB memory stick travelled 60 miles and delivered the data while 
the ADSL had delivered 4 % of the data only[6].This indicates the usefulness of store 
and forward model for remote areas data transmission. The DTN concept works in a 
similar way to the pigeon transportation idea, where the data are stored in a storage 
medium and carried all the way to its destination. In South Africa also, they launched 
“Wizzy Digital Courier” [4] project in early 2003 to provide low cost internet access 
to schools using memory sticks carried physically to the users terminals. 

In reference[2], at UMass Amherst, they deployed 40-node DTN operating on a 
public transit system called Diesel Net, a DTN consisting of Wi-Fi nodes attached to 
buses which travel on scheduled routes. Whenever they encounter other buses during 
their movements along their routes, they exchange data by establishing pair-wise 
connections between them. A similar approach can be applied to aircrafts where a 
number of scheduled aircrafts can exchange bundles among them along their routes. 
Reference [7] in Diesel Net describes how they evaluated DTN routing protocol 
called RAPID (Resource Allocation Protocol for Intentional DTN) using vehicular 
DTN test bed of 40 buses.  They found out that the radio range is a parameter for 
optimum routing, and the same for the aircrafts radio range, which will decide the 
covered areas for DTN services based on the coverage range of both ground and air-
borne radios. 

The performance of DTN depends on the number of participants, their communica-
tion capability, their storage capacity and their movements’ pattern [8].This will apply 
to the aircrafts case where the quality will get better when there are more participating 
aircrafts and having high storage capacity, high data rate radio communications and 
their flying routes are within range of the ground terminals. The movement pattern of 
the aircrafts will be important to improve performance which is similar to [8] where 
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they introduced autonomous agents or robotic agents, adopted and controlled their 
physical motion to the best optimum to meet the traffic demands in networks. The 
closest flying aircraft route to the DTN ground users is the best choice for transmitting 
bundles rather than one at farther distance which will degrade the radio performance. 

Another approach, proposed by Li and Rus [9] algorithm, assumes peers broadcast 
the location of all other peers at frequent intervals using a communication channel. A 
similar idea can be used where one aircraft in a stable flying route is used to announce 
the locations and times of all other flights along their routes. This will help ground 
users to decide when and to whom to send. Zhao [3] proposed DTN ferries, which use 
ferries as DTN carriers. In his proposal, the peers schedule their movement to meet 
with the ferries movement in order to route their messages. This approach is more 
suitable to aircrafts because their flying route is fixed and therefore it is more appro-
priate for the ground terminals to schedule their movements and existence with the 
aircrafts movement. 

3   Feasibility of Using Aircrafts for DTN Data Transport 

Aircrafts transportation is the most popular, fastest, safest, widespread means of 
transportation on earth. Commercial air transport represents one of the major aspects 
of the world economy. It transports around 1.8 billion passengers annually over thou-
sands of flights[10]. This business is growing and expected to increase the number of 
flights and passengers traffic to double the amount in the next 15-20 years 
[11].Worldwide aircrafts traffic flying routes represent a network of thousands of 
flights crossing the world every day. Based on Official Airline Guide (OAG) Facts, 
May 2009: Executive summary statistics, there are almost 81 thousand flights that 
take off daily worldwide and sometimes the number reaches 85 thousands in good 
seasons [10].   

This gives indication of the potential application for this facility and might add a 
secondary service to airlines companies business to act as DTN bundles carriers. If 
aircrafts autonomously exchange and forward DTN bundles, this will be a great and 
big achievement for DTN technology.  Aircrafts do not have any terrain obstacles and 
can fly over all types of topography. There are many remote areas (such as oceans and 
deserts) where it is very expensive to lay the terrestrial networks and there are many 
flights passing over some of these places on predictable times and locations. There-
fore, they can be used as mobile routers to carry DTN bundles along their routes. 

Aircrafts are flying at different altitudes with horizontal and vertical separation be-
tween them. Aircrafts can’t just fly without orientation. They are flying in what is 
called air corridor where they follow fixed routes according to set plans and directives 
from ATC (Air Traffic Center) which is used to direct aircrafts during their flights. 
ATC have communication facilities of ground to air radios to communicate with the 
aircrafts [12]. 

Figure 3 [13] represent the worldwide air traffic daily routes of thousands of 
flights. These aircrafts can be used to receive, store and forward DTN bundles along 
their flying routes from sending DTN nodes on the ground. This is the basic idea 
behind the novel approach of using aircrafts in commercial flying routes to act as 
DTC carriers. 
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Fig. 3. Worldwide aircrafts traffic routes [13] 

 
Another detailed example is shown in Figure 4 [14] which represents an example 

of the flying routes over Europe. It is obvious that the widespread of this service 
makes it an excellent choice to be a carrier for the DTN bundles. Ground to air radios 
on the ground and the airborne radios can be made DTN aware to enable them to act 
like DTN nodes. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. An Example of main flying routes in Europe [14] 

4   Aircrafts DTN Applications Concepts 

DTN is an ongoing research field and aeronautical communications is also in conti-
nuous developments and is more focused on datalink applications than the traditional 
voice system. This research may provide the possible integration of new DTN con-
cepts with the existing developments of aeronautical research.  

4.1   Timing Concepts 

Commercial airlines companies, cargo companies, military and governments run 
scheduled flights on timely fashions from airports to multi destinations. These flights 
are scheduled to depart daily or at any certain interval at fixed times of the day and 
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arrive to their destination airports at the expected arrival time. Although there could 
be some unfortunate possible delays or flights cancellations, the aircrafts flying routes 
and duration time can be anticipated from ground users who can expect when they fly 
over their area and send their messages accordingly. Furthermore, the ground users do 
not need to know the destination of the passing aircraft. They can send their messages 
to any flying aircrafts which in turn will forward them to the nearest ATC, to the 
backbone network and finally to their destination. 

4.2   Flying Aircrafts Repeaters 

Flying aircrafts can be considered as repeaters/routers between terrestrial networks 
and satellite networks. If all flying aircrafts in the world are coordinating and coope-
rating together to forward and route messages, they will certainly act as flying air 
repeaters in addition to their genuine function to transfer people and goods. Similar 
applications are used in the military such as Airborne Early Warning and Control 
System (AWACS) )  [15] where in addition to the detection tasks, the aircrafts might 
be used to extend radio coverage by acting as a repeater for ground units to transfer 
messages to further distances. After receiving DTN bundles, the aircrafts has two 
options to forward the bundles according to the applications priority and delivery 
options: 
 

• At arrival: Store in persistent memory and forward only at arrival in ATC. 
This is applied to low priority traffic. The data might be stored in aircraft, 
downloaded physically into a flash memory and injected into the backbone net-
work in the airport. 

• During flight: Store in persistent memory and forward to ATC, other aircrafts 
or satellites while flying. This is applied for high priority traffic and might have 
higher cost to implement. 

4.3   Fragmentation (Traffic Splitting) 

Small size messages might fit into one flight while large size messages might be 
fragmented and sent to many aircrafts at different times. At destination, the fragments 
are reassembled to reestablish the messages. There might be proactive fragmentation 
where the messages are split in advance to be fit for the aircrafts capacity or reactive 
fragmentation in which case the arriving aircraft can’t take the whole messages. 
Therefore, the ground terminal will fragment the message, send a portion of it into the 
approaching aircraft and schedule to send the rest of the message bundles into the 
next one or two coming aircrafts depending on the message size and the aircraft  
capacity.  

4.4    Aircraft to Aircraft 

DTN transmission can be done via more than one aircraft. In some cases, when the 
arriving aircraft has limited capacity which might be filled from some previous DTN 
nodes along the flight route, that aircraft can free its capacity by sending its load to 
another aircraft that is out of range of the sending ground DTN radio, while it is in the 
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range of the aircraft. This way the aircraft capacity is enough to receive the new traf-
fic bundles from the DTN ground terminals. 

5    Contact Duration and Capacity Calculations 

It is important to estimate the contact duration of aircrafts with respect to a fixed user 
on the ground in order to calculate the expected capacity of the contact. The DTN 
application concept is based on using a basic type of ground to air VHF transceiver 
which can be deployed at remote areas.  VHF Datalink (VDL) mode 2 is one of the 
common digital links used for sending data between aircrafts and ground stations. 
VDL2 will be the focus of this discussion and it is assumed that there exists a me-
chanism to transfer DTN bundles to aircrafts. VDL2 maximum data rate (R) is 31.5 
Kbps [16]; therefore, it is required to calculate the total contact time (t) which the 
aircrafts needs to fly over the ground node using the basic equation below    Time                                                                (1)

 

Aircrafts speed varies at different altitudes and for the purpose of this paper we will 
assume the scenario of a cruising speed flight at altitude (h) of 30,000 ft = 9.144 km at 
a ground speed (S) of 900 Km/h. We need first to calculate the distance (d) covered 
by an aircraft during which it is in line of sight (LOS) with respect to the ground DTN 
node.  As shown in figure 5A, the radio coverage range is calculated using the com-
munication radio horizon equation which is the straight line of sight distance (d) in 
kilometers to the earth horizon    3.569                                                 (2) 

Where (h) is the height above ground or sea level (in meters). As shown in figure 5B 
and 5C, the aircraft will become in horizon LOS with the ground node in two times: 

1. From approaching the node horizon until it becomes above the node (d1). 
2. After leaving the node until disappearing from node horizon (d2). 

Therefore, the total distance (d) the aircraft is within the aircraft horizon is  
 

                 d=d1+d2                                                           (3) 
 

Now, for our scenario, the aircraft height (h) is 30,000 ft (9144 m) and hence the radio 
horizon distance (d1 and d2) is 341 km and the total distance (d) will be 682 Km. 
Accordingly, the contact time (t) will be 45 minutes during which the aircraft will be 
in LOS with the ground node. However, this whole duration can’t be used for data 
transmissions due to radios performance. The radio range is dependent on many fac-
tors such as the transmitted power, gain and atmosphere conditions. For better accura-
cy, we will consider the radio range is 180 NM or 333.36 km based on VDL2 physi-
cal layer validation report [17]. Therefore, the total distance (d) is 666.72 km and the 
contact duration (t) will be 44.5 minutes which is almost the same as the calculated 
results and therefore confirms our calculations.  
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DTN nodes using their satellite facilities to provide remote ground users with data 
transportation services. 

There are remote areas with no satellite terminal but having ground to air radios to 
contact aircrafts. On the other hand, there are some passing aircrafts which have ac-
cess to satellite communication. In this case, the ground terminal will use their radios 
by connecting a laptop programmed with DTN technology. As shown in figures 6 and 
7, the messages are sent from the laptop to the radio which will send it to the passing 
aircraft which in turn will forward it to the satellite and from there towards the final 
destination. In this case, the aircraft is used as a proxy hop to the satellite.  This way 
the messages from remote areas will be sent to their destination faster and with less 
delay based on the best coordination between the DTN ground terminals and the pass-
ing aircraft. 

Table 1. VHF VDL mode 2 and satellite data rates 

Technology VHF  Satellite   

System VDL 
2 

Inmarsat 
SBB 

Iridium Global 
Star 

Thuraya IGSAGS 

Data rate 31.5 
Kbps 

Up to 
432 

Kbps per 
channel 

2.4 kbps 
Full 

duplex 
channels 
per user 

Up to 9.6 
kbps per 

user 

9.6 kbps 
(per 
user) 

30 kbps 
(per 
user) 

 
Table 1 provides an overview of the VHF technology data rate and some satellite 

systems data links technologies[16]. First hop will be using VDL2 link from ground 
node to the passing aircraft at a maximum data rate of 31.5 kbps and second hop from 
the aircraft to the satellite at various data rate depending on the system of used satellite. 

7   Aircrafts DTN Possible Application 

There might be many applications for using aircrafts in flying routes as DTN bundles 
carriers because aircrafts are flying over many rural places and difficult terrain. The 
under-developed areas can use this service to send their messages to the backbone 
network. Ships in deep seas and offshore oil rigs depend on High Frequency (HF), 
Line Of Sight (LOS) for short distances and satellites for their communications. How-
ever, there are many flights passing over seas and oceans and big ships and oil rigs are 
normally fitted with ground to air radios. They can be used to send DTN bundles to 
the passing aircraft which might reduce cost and delay and provide alternative means 
of communication to them. 

Military bases which are in remote areas can also use this facility along with border 
monitoring points which might send their monitoring reports to passing scheduled 
aircrafts to ensure better delivery speeds. Furthermore, environmental monitoring can 
take advantage of this service like the case with Zebra Net [5] where the monitoring 
reports can be sent to a passing aircrafts at certain set up times. Any sensor network 
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can be adjusted to send its data to the scheduled aircrafts which might reduce the cost 
of setting a special purposes vehicle or flight to collect their data. 

Another optimistic application might be implemented in high condensed flying ar-
eas such as Europe and USA. It might be possible to have a real time transmission 
during peak hours because there are many flying aircrafts which means more mobile 
routers and contact. As shown in figure 4 earlier, in Europe the routes are condensed 
and there are extra aircrafts which will secure better chances for more contacts in a 
real time manner of the traffic. When the ground DTN node connects to an approach-
ing aircraft, it starts sending its bundles, which in turn forward it to other ATC back-
bone entities. However, as it moves away from the node, there will be more other 
approaching aircrafts which will mean the aircraft will hand over the receiving of 
bundles task to the new approaching aircraft and so on until the messages are fully 
transmitted. This can be applied to video streaming applications where a real time 
captured video can be sent via a passing aircraft to its destination. Of course in this 
case we assume the capacity and data rates of the transmitting radios in both ground 
and aircraft are enough to transmit the real time video stream. 

In addition to the prime role of airlines companies to transfer goods and passen-
gers, they might provide secondary services for DTN data transmission to ground 
subscribers. Every interested user might register with the airline company asking for 
the service and accordingly will be assigned an account with identified entitlements of 
the capacity, priority, traffic contract and expected Quality of Service (QoS). There-
fore, the users now can transmit to any aircraft that belongs to the company fleet. 
Furthermore, Airlines companies can cooperate in same fashion like mobile compa-
nies to provide roaming services among their customers. If the passing aircraft doesn’t 
belong to the registered company, the user can still send his bundles with a little 
agreed extra charge according to the roaming agreement between the two airlines 
companies. This is an optimistic application but with the rapid increase in the air 
transportation, we might live one day to see it happening. 

8   Aircrafts DTN Bundles Scenarios 

Bundles can be routed to destination via different possible routes. The general idea of 
flying DTN routing is shown in figure 6. Three example applications for this service are:  
 

• Soldiers with handheld mobile DTN aware ground to air transceiver radio. 

• Offshore oil rig in the ocean with static DTN aware ground to air base station 
transceiver radio. 

• Remote areas with static DTN aware ground to air base station transceiver radio. 
 

The three users are located under flying routes where tens of aircrafts pass over them 
every day. They want to send their messages to the backbone network i.e. Internet. 
They use DTN protocols applications to transfer their messages into bundles and send 
them to the nearest passing aircraft which can do any of the following tasks based on 
the traffic priorities:  
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Fig. 6. Aircrafts DTN scenarios 

• Store them all the way and download them physically using USP memory 
sticks in the ATC airport which will forward them to the backbone network 
and to their destination.  

• Forward them to the ATC using the aircraft radio.  
• Forward them to another aircraft in another flying route within line of sight 

of aircraft radio transmission. This can be repeated until the messages find 
their way to the ATC and then to their final destination. 

• Forward them to a satellite. 
 

There are different routes for the bundles to follow. For example, in case of the solid-
er to deliver or receive his messages, this can be done via routes C-G-J-I-E-A, C-G-J-
I-B-F-A and so on. Another example is for the offshore oil rig where bundles can take 
route B-F-A, B-I-E-A, B-I-H-E-A or B-I-J-G-K-L-H-E-A. Note that the final route 
includes using a satellite link. It is also possible to fragment the bundles and send 
some via route B-F-A and some via B-I-E-A.  

As shown in figure 6, aircrafts are considered as flying mobile routers with persis-
tent memory to store the messages until finding a node accepting them or until for-
warding them to a destination. In this case, the aircraft will provide custody transfer to 
the ground DTN node and it will be upon the aircraft to deliver the messages. The 
optimum route for the message delivery depends on many factors such as number of 
aircrafts, sender location from the air routes and speed and altitude of aircrafts. 
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Fig. 7. Aircrafts as mobile routers for different scenarios 

9   Research Opportunities 

Delay Tolerant Network (DTN) itself is a new research network architecture and the 
DTN research group (DTNRG) in the Internet Research Task Force (IRTF) is work-
ing on its architecture and bundle protocol [19]. This novel trend for using aircrafts of 
airlines commercial companies in scheduled routes as DTN carriers will require a lot 
of research to validate its success. The research should be tied between the DTN ar-
chitecture and the aeronautical communication applications of airborne radios and the 
ground terminal.  

Routing is still under research in DTN and considered a difficult task due to the na-
ture of lack of links connectivity. Adding the movement of aircrafts nodes to it will 
make it more complex. Routing might require an approach similar to the one used in 
MANET routing where some of the nodes are in constant movements [7].   

Another research potential in this field is the DTN aircrafts addressing. Bundles 
source and destinations are identified by Endpoint Identifier EID and each endpoint is 
represented syntactically as a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) which is used to 
represent the address in DTN. The aircrafts address is required to route the bundles to 
the correct aircraft from a group of flying aircrafts. An aircraft is identified by a sys-
tem called Identifying Friendly or Foe (IFF). This system might be useful for address 
binding from URI address to the IFF code which belongs to a unique aircraft. More 
research in this is required to ensure the correct addressing of bundles to the correct 
aircraft in the correct route. 

Radios on the ground and aircrafts need to be made DTN aware and fitted with 
persistent memory. Theses radios are designed mainly for voice applications between 
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the pilot and the traffic control over VHF channels. Data link communications is 
already available in today’s ATC tool set. Another research area is to explore the 
possibility of DTN application using the aircraft data link and the requirement for 
extra memory storage for DTN applications. 

There are many research aspects in DTN security. Key management, authentica-
tion, access control, denial of service and others are among the active research in 
DTN bundling security architecture. Security is also implemented in aircrafts to some 
extent. The IFF code is used to authenticate aircrafts and likewise bundles must be 
authenticated before accepted in aircrafts which might be required to provide some 
means of bundle integrity within the custody transfer to the ground source node. The 
bundle protocol has identified some security blocks to enhance the security of DTN 
bundle transmission. These aspects might need further research to find the possible 
implementations within the aeronautical applications. 

The notion of QoS in DTN is different from the traditional IP networks. This field 
has not been addressed a lot in the literature.  DTN Bundle protocol has identified 
some bits for priority indications but the mechanism for providing quality of service 
for bundles flows are still not part of DTN architecture [20]. Aircrafts as DTN bundle 
carriers might require QoS criteria especially for its optimistic applications in con-
densed flying areas and peak flying times of real time transmission. Furthermore, in 
remote areas with limited resources and many users, contention to scarce resources 
might lead to traffic congestions and network degradation. These and other QoS is-
sues are considered another research potential. 

10   Conclusion and Future Work 

DTN has good future applications and using aircrafts in scheduled routes is a promising 
application because flying routes are spread in vast areas and cover all types of terrain 
which are considered good carriers for DTN bundles. This paper presented some of the 
thoughts relating to this application which are considered as an introduction to a future 
implementation of DTN technology within aeronautical communications. 

For future work, considering the three scenarios, we will expand into the contact 
durations estimations and capacity calculations to cover various aircrafts altitudes and 
speeds. Furthermore, we will look into the QoS issues within the DTN for this specif-
ic application and the impact of applying some congestion management techniques 
such as Admission Control to enhance the QoS of aircrafts datalink bundles delivery. 
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Abstract. The emergence of DTN as an option for sustaining communication in 
environments with high delay/frequent disruption have rendered existing access 
control mechanisms inappropriate hence the need for a new concept in DTN ac-
cess control. This is primarily due to contradicting assumptions like low delay 
and constant connectivity on which the existing mechanisms are built. This pa-
per discusses the security issues in DTN, investigate existing access control 
mechanisms and relate their design principles as well as operational mode to 
DTN. We proposed a lightweight hierarchical architecture based on AAA archi-
tecture concept and explored the DTN architecture to identify those features 
that will support the implementation of AAA architecture concept. We present 
the proposed architecture for an intra-domain scenario with a brief description. 

Keywords: DTN, Security, Access Control, AAA, Authentication, Authorization, 
Hierarchical. 

1   Introduction 

Advancement in technology and the quest for effective communication have led to the 
discovery of networks that are delay/disruption tolerant where some of the assump-
tions on which today’s Internet was built no longer hold. These networks ranging 
from marine networks, mobile ad-hoc networks, wireless sensor networks, military 
tactical networks to deep-space networks all share a common problem. This common 
problem is their inability to sustain communication in the face of limitations like in-
termittent connectivity, high/variable delay, asymmetric data rates, high error rates 
and heterogeneity. To address this problem, the Delay/Disruption Tolerant Network-
ing (DTN) [1], [2] was proposed and the overlay network approach [3] was consid-
ered the most appropriate. Its emergence opens new areas of research in security 
which includes key management, Denial of Service (DoS) attacks, anonymity and 
privacy, access control amongst others. Access control is the main focus of this paper.  

The need to have a common platform to carry out DTN services necessitated the in-
troduction of a new layer called the bundle layer. The inability of the current Internet 
protocols to address communication problems in delay/disruption tolerant networks led 
to the development of DTN protocols (Bundle Protocol and Licklider Transmission 
Protocol) [4]. Our framework is designed to implement the Bundle Protocol [5] baring 
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its complexity [6] because apart from being an overlay protocol, it has an in-built secu-
rity mechanism to provide end-to-end data integrity and confidentiality as well as pro-
tecting the network from unwanted traffic [7]. References [1] - [9] are the existing 
documentations that give detailed description of DTN, its architecture and security.  

The primary goal of this paper is to propose an access control framework for de-
lay/disruption tolerant networks. To realise the goal, we evaluate security issues in 
DTN and identify access control related threats. We investigate existing access con-
trol mechanisms and relate their design principle as well as operational mode to DTN.  
We examine the DTN architecture and identify those features that support access 
control implementation. We propose a lightweight hierarchical architecture and jus-
tify why it suits the DTN environment.   

This paper is organized as follows: In section II we review security issues in DTN, 
section III discusses access control and existing traditional solutions, section IV dis-
cusses the AAA architecture mentioned in [8] and the applicability of its concept in 
DTN access control, section V describes the DTN architecture and the existing fea-
tures that supports the implementation of AAA architecture concept, section VI pre-
sents and explains the proposed access control framework, and section VII presents 
the conclusions. 

2   DTN Security 

The inherent constraints (like long delay, frequent disconnection and heterogeneity) in 
DTN and the overlay nature of the bundle protocol make security in DTN a critical 
issue. The inability of existing security mechanisms to address security issues in DTN 
environment necessitated the need for an entirely new concept in DTN security. This 
led to the identification of some threats during the design process of DTN security 
mechanisms. The identified threats according to [9] are those associated with non-
DTN node, resource consumption, denial of service, confidentiality and integrity as 
well as traffic storm. The resource scarcity nature of the DTN demands that resource 
consumption related threats [9] associated with masquerading and modification at-
tacks [10] is given serious consideration. Masquerading attack is where a malicious 
attacker impersonates another legitimate entity to gain access to secret information in 
a system or network in the case of an outsider, or to enjoy more privileges in the case 
of an insider. Modification attack is where an attacker attempts to modify information 
it is not authorized to. It exists in the form of changing existing information, removal 
of existing information and insertion of information.  

DTN security is described extensively in [9], [11] and its goal is to ensure the pro-
tection of DTN infrastructure from these attacks through:  

 

• Denying access to unauthenticated entities 
• Preventing unauthorized entities from controlling the DTN infrastructure 
• Preventing authenticated entities from carrying out unauthorized services 
• Prompt detection and discarding of bundles sent by unauthorized entities 
• Prompt detection and discarding of bundles with modified headers 
• Prompt detection and removal of compromised entities 
 

The above listed DTN security goals can be realised with access control [11]. 
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3   Access Control 

Access Control protects the network from unauthenticated entities and prevents unau-
thorized entities from using network resources. Reference [12] list and explain the 
three access control system abstractions of policy, mechanism and model. Access 
control can be implemented using either a centralized architecture [13] or a decentral-
ized architecture. The decentralized architecture is either distributed [14], [15] where 
access control decision is fully decentralized or hierarchical [16] where access control 
decision is partially decentralized. A single entity manages access control in a central-
ized architecture while the regional security gateways are responsible for access con-
trol management in the distributed architecture. In the hierarchical architecture with 
combined elements of centralization and decentralization, a central entity manages 
access control of the network comprising the various distinct regional security gate-
ways. The absence of an existing access control solution for delay/disruption tolerant 
networks to the best of our knowledge necessitated the investigation of traditional 
access control solutions to ascertain their suitability for the DTN environment.  

Reference [12] identifies Discretional Access Control (DAC), Mandatory Access 
Control (MAC) and Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) as the three main traditional 
access control policies (solutions). Their brief descriptions are given below:  

 

• Discretional Access Control (DAC): This approach is identity based and 
leaves a certain amount of access control to the discretion of an authorised 
user. The heterogeneous nature of the DTN environment makes this ap-
proach inapplicable. The absence of real assurance on the flow of informa-
tion in a system and its vulnerability to Trojan horse attack will encourage 
modification and masquerading attacks respectively which our proposed 
framework is designed to address.  

• Mandatory Access Control (MAC): This approach is rule-based and leaves 
access control management as well as definition of policy that cannot be 
modified by an authorized user to the system administrator. The use of sys-
tem-wide policy and its ability to minimize abuse of applications by granting 
needed rights to individual participants make the approach suitable for the 
DTN environment. How this policy is implemented in the DTN environment 
will determine how limitations like complex configuration and determination 
of access authorization for each application are handled. 

• Role-Based Access Control (RBAC): This approach is rule-based and ac-
cess control decisions are based on roles individual users have as part of an 
organization. The administrative complexity of this approach increases with 
increase in granularity since multiple roles per user is needed for stronger se-
curity. Fewer roles per user make administration easier while weakening the 
security. RBAC will not be suitable for DTN environment from the stronger 
security perspective while it may be suitable from the easier administration 
perspective. Its combination with MAC is a probable solution. 

 

The conceptualization of DTN to provide interoperability across heterogeneous net-
works and the need for the implementation of system-wide policy make trust a signifi-
cant factor in DTN access control. Trust-based access control has been implemented 
using the centralized architecture with AAA (Authentication, Authorization and  
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accounting) architecture [17] as an example. The conception of trust management for 
decentralized access control first mentioned in [20] led to the development of trust 
management systems that are either based on credential/policy or reputation [21]. The 
reputation-based trust management system is ideal for homogeneous networks while 
the credential/policy-based trust management system is ideal for heterogeneous net-
works. Few existing distributed trust management models used in traditional internet 
environments are: PolicyMaker [20], KeyNote [22], REFEREE [23] and SPKI [24].   

The classical AAA architecture and the above mentioned credential/policy-based 
distributed trust models are not suitable for direct implementation in DTN due to: 
design principle, operational complexity, scalability issue and unavailability during 
long/variable delay and frequent disruption [25], [26]. However, the implementation 
flexibility offered by the AAA standard and the applicability of certain concepts with 
slight modification to the DTN environment underlines the suitability of AAA archi-
tecture concept to DTN.  

4   AAA Architecture 

The Authentication, Authorization and Accounting (AAA) architecture shown in fig. 1 
is a framework that defines a central entity called the AAA Server to support the AAA 
operations. The AAA operations are Authentication, Authorization and Accounting but 
accounting is out of the scope of this work. The three network requirements needed for 
access control decision making are: the AAA server which receives and processes end 
users requests; AAA Client/NAS which provides end users with access to the network; 
and the AAA protocol which conveys AAA information between the NAS and the 
AAA server. Examples of AAA protocol are RADIUS (Remote Access Dial-In User 
Service) and DIAMETER. Additional requirements needed by the AAA server to 
facilitate access control decision making and resource management are:  

 

Fig. 1. Generic AAA Architecture 
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• Application Specific Module (ASM) which houses user database with appli-
cation specific information. 

• Policy & Event repository which stores on-going events as well as informa-
tion relating to available services, resources and policy rules. 

 

This architecture has a single point of failure, interactive, scalability problem in large 
networks, uses centralized Access Control List (ACL) amongst others. [17] – [19]. 

4.1   Authentication 

Authentication ensures that the identity of a user requesting access to a system or 
services is verified before such request is granted. The three types of authentication 
[19] are: 
 

• Client Authentication which comes in the form of either user or device 
authentication uses the credentials presented by the client to verify the au-
thenticity of the client before granting access to the network. 

• Message Authentication whose primary goal is to prevent modification 
attack ensures the legitimacy of the message source and data integrity 
while in transit. 

• Mutual Authentication which protects a communicating party during 
node compromise ensures that two communicating entities at any point in 
time use either sequential or parallel method to authenticate each other. 

 

Client and mutual authentication are implemented with either two-party model or 
three-party model [19]. Two-party model facilitates communication between two 
entities through a direct line without an intermediary node like a gateway or proxy.  
Three-party model which is our adopted model was designed to address the ineffec-
tiveness of the two-party model in large networks. It engages the services of a third 
party to ensure that communicating parties only have access to resources and services 
they are authorized to. These models employ various authentication mechanisms that 
are classified using the three fundamental criteria of possession, knowledge and iden-
tity. Among the few mechanisms listed in [19], Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) 
scheme is considered for this work because of its numerous advantages. 

4.2   Authorization 

Authorization decides whether a certain privilege should be given to a user requesting 
access to the network based on submitted credentials. Entities involved in an authori-
zation process within a single domain are User, AAA Server, and NAS. The User is 
an entity sending a request; AAA Server is an entity that evaluates the request and 
makes decision while the NAS is the entity that enforces the decision made by the 
AAA Server. These entities enter into relationship prior to the authorization phase 
which is either contractual (a formal contract or Service Level Agreements between 
user and the network) or trust (agreement usually initiated in the form of security 
association and facilitated by third party authentication server) [18], [19].  
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The authorization process involves the three messaging sequences of agent, pull 
and push [18]. The AAA Server is directly involved in entities communication in both 
agent and pull sequences, and not in a push sequence.  Push messaging sequence as 
illustrated in figure 2 is discussed further because of its peculiarity to the de-
lay/disruption tolerant environment.  

Msg 1 is the request to the AAA Server for credential (ticket or certificate), Msg 2 
is the response from the AAA Server including the credential and pre-information, 
Msg 3 is a request for a particular service or forwarding a packet and Msg 4 is a re-
sponse to the request or acknowledgement of the packet which can be made optional 
in DTN context. NAS A functions as the User which uses a credential obtained from 
AAA Server to send a request while NAS B functions as the policy enforcement en-
tity which uses a pre-information from AAA Server to authenticate a requesting party 
(User). Fig. 2 presents a scenario where communication between NAS A and NAS B 
does not involve the AAA server directly. 

Msg
 1

Msg
 2

 

Fig. 2. Authorization Push Messaging Sequence 

 
Fig. 3. Modified AAA Policy Distribution Framework 
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The push messaging sequence as employed in the generic AAA architecture cannot 
be directly implemented in delay/disruption tolerant networks despite reducing com-
munication exchanges. Modifying the policy distribution framework in [18] to reflect 
that in fig. 3 will make the push messaging sequence suitable for environment with 
high delay and frequent disruption. This will make every entity custodian of the four 
policy elements of PIP and PRP for policy retrieval, PDP for policy evaluation and 
PEP for policy enforcement. 

Worthy of note is the complexity and overhead that will result from this modifica-
tion. The fragile nature of DTN demands a simple solution and the proposed light-
weight hierarchical framework is not designed to provide complex solution. While 
this concept will be adopted for our proposed framework, we will avoid the use of 
policy elements and rather programmed the designated components to provide func-
tionalities associated with the various policy elements. 

5   DTN Architecture and AAA Concept Implementation 

This section examines the DTN architecture [2] and its suitability to implement the 
AAA architecture concept. The DTN bundle node is the main component of the DTN 
architecture implementing the bundle layer. The bundle node comes in three different 
variants of host, router and gateway with persistent storage and custody transfer capa-
bility [5]. The host while acting as the source or destination sends or receives bundles 
but does not forward; the router forwards bundles within a single DTN region; while 
the gateway forwards bundles between two or more DTN regions and also provides 
conversions between the lower-layer protocols of the regions involved in bundle  
 

 
Fig. 4. Basic DTN Architecture 
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transmission. Fig. 4 shows the basic DTN architecture with the bundle node variants 
involved in bundle transmission between terrestrial and satellite networks.  

The DTN bundle node with its components described in detail in [5] is represented 
in fig. 5. The three components of the DTN bundle node are:  

 

• Bundle Protocol Agent (BPA) 
• Convergence Layer Adapters (CLAs) 
• Application Agent (AA) subdivided into Application Specific Element 

(ASE) and Administrative Element (AE).  
 

The BPA executes the bundle protocol procedures and offer Bundle Protocol (BP) 
services, CLAs send and receive bundles on behalf of the BPA utilizing services of 
the lower layers, while the AA through ASE and AE effects purpose-specific commu-
nication through BP services utilization [5].   Comparison of the DTN bundle node 
structure of fig. 5 with the generic AAA architecture of fig. 1 reveals some similarity 
between them. The BPA, ASE and AE of the bundle node either have similar func-
tions to the AAA Server, Application Specific Module (ASM) and Policy & Event 
Repository (P&E R)  of the AAA architecture respectively or have the capacity to 
provide similar functions. 

Using BP SInt between BPA and ASE, and Prv CInt between BPA and AE makes 
communication between the BPA and the AA components independent. This is simi-
lar to the generic AAA architecture where communication between AAA Server and 
ASM is independent of that between AAA Server and P&E R. The existence of a 
common interface (BP Sint) between BPA and ASE as well as AE depicts the possi-
bility of unifying the functions of ASE and AE which might be an advantage. With 
reference to section 4.2, BPA is designed to execute functions associated with PRP, 
PDP and PEP while ASE and AE are designed to execute functions associated with 
PIP. 

 

Fig. 5. Abstracted DTN Bundle Node Structure 
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Fig. 6. Proposed Access Control Sequence in DTN Bundle Node  

The ability of the bundle node to incorporate BPA, ASE and AE in its internal 
structure compared to the AAA architecture where AAA Server, ASM and P&E R are 
external makes it suitable for offline processing and internal decision making. The 
bundle node with its persistent storage can conveniently store the credential and pre-
information used in access control decision making in the generic AAA architecture. 
Its ability to serve as policy enforcement point where it has and enforce its own  
policy is emphasized in [7]. The bundle node can be implemented as a server or a 
gateway (access server) [5], [8] and implements the Bundle Protocol (BP) [5] which 
is designed to fulfil the minimum requirement of the AAA protocol defined in [18]. 
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Fig. 6 is a flowchart showing the proposed authentication and authorization sequence 
when the bundle node of fig. 5 is implemented either as a central server or network 
access server. 

The flowchart in fig. 6 incorporates the three DTN bundle node components of 
CLA, BPA and AA with more emphasis on BPA and the AA sub-components of ASE 
and AE. Emphasis is placed on what happens when a node receives a bundle because 
access control is better enforced with the node in the receiving mode. The ASE stores 
the credentials like keys and certificate from the central server (CA) while AE stores 
the policy and history of past activities like malicious behaviour of a particular entity. 
The number of times the malicious activity of a particular entity must not equal or 
exceed is called the threshold.  When the BPA receives a bundle through the CLA, it 
sends the requesting User’s credential to ASE for verification. BPA evaluates the re-
sponse from ASE to decide whether the User is authenticated and authorized. If the 
User is authenticated and authorized, the BPA then confirms the User’s reputation and 
conformity with existing policy through the AE. The BPA then evaluates the response 
from AE to decide whether the bundle should be accepted for custody or not. Whatever 
action BPA enforces is communicated to the requested user through the CLA. If the 
bundle custody is accepted, the BPA then proceeds with further bundle processing. 

6   The Proposed Architecture 

The inability of the existing access control mechanisms to address access control 
issues in delay/disruption tolerant networks led to the identification of the following 
desirable features of a workable DTN access control mechanism: 
 

• Separating authentication from authorization 
• Supporting offline processing and internal decision making 
• Reducing communication exchanges and overheads 
• Simplicity and scalability 

 

Based on these features, lightweight hierarchical access control architecture shown in 
fig. 7 is proposed based on the AAA architecture concept.  

The preference for hierarchical architecture is because of the need for a central en-
tity to manage the activities of the various autonomous PNs and the AAA architecture 
concept because: 

 

• The AAA standard offers implementation flexibility  
• The components of the generic AAA architecture provide similar functional-

ities to that of the DTN bundle node 
• The three-party authentication model establishes trust and facilitates commu-

nication in heterogeneous environment 
• Authorization push messaging sequence reduces communication exchanges 

and puts less load on the server 
• The policy distribution framework can be modified to suit the DTN context 

The architecture of fig. 7 assumes a single domain with three private networks and is 
designed to operate in a conflict scenario like United Nation Peace Keeping Mission. 
These private networks represent Peace Keeping Forces of three different nations  
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Fig. 7. Proposed Hierarchical Lightweight Access Control Framework 

deployed to different locations within a conflict region. The private networks are 
sensor-based with few DTN-aware nodes. The DTN network comprises the DTNAS, 
NAS of the private networks and the few DTN-aware nodes within the PNs with 
satellite facilitating communication in the network. The security gateways (NASs) of 
the various PNs functions as both bundle and security sources and destinations with 
security zone [7] existing between them.  Each NAS can add and process security 
blocks. The reference security blocks according to [7] are Bundle Authentication 
Block (BAB), Payload Integrity Block (PIP), Payload Confidentiality Block (PCB) 
and Extension Security Block (ESB). 

6.1   Architecture Components and Functions 

The major components of the architecture of fig. 7 are the UNSC, DTNAS and NAS. 
These components are described below:   
 

• UNSC: This is the entity that registers all the private networks (countries) 
designated for Peace Keeping Mission and the organization commissioned 
to provide the DTN services. The security information obtained during 
this period is stored and made available to the relevant entities at different 
times prior to network registration/service initialization phase. 

• DTNAS: This is the central server that coordinates the activities of the 
DTN network and registers the various Network Access Servers (NAS) 
into the DTN Network. During network registration and service initializa-
tion phase, the DTNAS generates and distributes Common Communica-
tion Parameter (CCP) and Certificates to all authenticated members  
accompanied with its public key. The CCP is used by network members 
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for proof of authentication while the Certificate is used to verify the valid-
ity of users’ request. The DTNAS can function as Key Server/Key Distri-
bution Centre (KDC) or Certificate Authority (CA). 

• NAS: These are security gateways that handle regional access control 
management. These servers authenticate and register entities into the re-
spective private networks and have the capacity to generate CCP and Cer-
tificates needed within the Private Networks (PN) for communication and 
verification of the validity of users’ request. These security gateways in 
addition to their regional responsibilities also store CCP and certificate 
from the DTNAS needed for communication and request validity verifica-
tion within the DTN network. NAS together with DTNAS implements the 
bundle layer that houses the Bundle Protocol (BP) needed for transporta-
tion of access control information. 

6.2   Architecture Description 

The architecture is designed to implement the bundle node of fig. 5 as DTNAS, NAS 
or End User in the respective private networks. It is based on traditional cryptography 
and designed to:  
 

• Use a Common Communication Parameter (CCP) for communication dur-
ing bundle transmission 

• Provide security services on a hop-by-hop and end-to-end basis 
• Support policy-based access control 
 

The complexity of the node in terms of database size and computational capability 
decreases from DTNAS to End User. This is demonstrated in fig. 8 together with the 
relationship types of the architectural components.   

 

DTNAS

NAS A

NAS B

NAS C

User UserUser

Aggregation
Composition
Association

PN A PN B PN C
 

Fig. 8. Proposed Hierarchy and Relationship Type of Architectural Entities     
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The DTNAS and NAS of the various PNs are in aggregation relationship because 
NASs cannot operate in the DTN network without DTNAS, but can exist independ-
ently without DTNAS. NAS A, B and C are in association relationship because they 
hold a reference to one another through the certificate obtained from DTNAS after 
authentication during registration/service initialization. The End Users in the various 
PNs are in composition relationship with their respective NAS because the End Users 
cannot exist on their own since their existence in the various PNs is tied to the respec-
tive NASs. The following assumptions are considered: 

 

• UNSC, DTNAS and NAS can generate their own key pairs 
• UNSC and DTNAS cannot be compromised 
•  DTNAS and NAS provide UNSC with their public key and identity who 

in turn passes it on to designated entities together with a secret informa-
tion for authentication purposes 

• DTNAS has two public keys with the first one used during registra-
tion/service initialization and the second one after registration. 

• Registration Request from NAS to DTNAS contains the identity of NAS 
and secret information obtained from UNSC while Registration Confir-
mation from DTNAS to NAS contains identity of DTNAS, secret infor-
mation obtained from UNSC. 

• All registered NAS will be in custody of certificate and CCP from 
DTNAS as well as the public key of DTNAS given after registration.   

 

The Certificate and CCP are stored in the ASE of fig. 5 and the two phases considered 
for the description of the architecture are:   

1. Registration/Service Initialization: During this phase, NAS sends registration 
request (regReq) to DTNAS which verifies the validity of request by comparing NAS 
identity and accompanying security information with its database content. If the cre-
dentials are genuine and other conditions met, DTNAS sends registration confirma-
tion (regConf) to NAS accompanied by certificate and CCP. The public keys of the 
recipients are used by the communicating party for securing the message. 

2. Data Exchange Phase: The security gateways (NASs) are assumed to be regis-
tered into the DTN network and in possession of the CCP, certificate from DTNAS, 
public key of DTNAS as well as individual key pairs. The CCP is used for BAB and 
other relevant keys for PIB and PCB. The use of CCP is intended to make communi-
cation within the DTN network free flowing. Any receiving node uses the CCP to 
access the BAB to authenticate itself and can only access the PIB and PCB if in posi-
tion of the relevant keys. Since the BAB is the first security block to be accessed by 
the receiving node, we are of the opinion that the certificate from DTNAS should be 
housed in the BAB. Every receiving NAS confirms the DTNAS’s identity and verify 
the signature in the accompanying certificate in the bundle with the public key in its 
custody. It also confirms the conformity of the action with the assigned role as well as 
the reputation of the sender. The receiving NAS accepts bundle custody if the sender 
is authenticated and authorized before proceeding with further bundle processing.  

 

The sequence of action followed by DTNAS or NAS in verifying the validity of a 
request from another communicating party in either phase 1 or phase 2 is shown in 
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fig. 6. The architecture is designed to be dynamic and permits execution of phase 1 
after the start of phase 2. This takes place either when an existing PN leaves the DTN 
network or new PN joins the DTN network.  

6.3   Future Implementation 

Future work will involve modeling the proposed lightweight hierarchical architecture 
in C++ and the validation of the result. In the course of the implementation, the fol-
lowing issues amongst others will be addressed:  
 

• How can Mandatory Access Control (MAC) be implemented in DTN to 
address the identified limitations? 

• Will combined implementation of Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) 
and MAC be feasible?  

• What will be the nature of the CCP and content of the certificate? 
• What will qualify an existing NAS for expulsion from the DTN network 

and what mechanism will be appropriate? 

7   Conclusions  

This paper proposed an access control framework for DTN environment and estab-
lished the applicability of AAA architecture concept. We discussed security issues in 
DTN relating to resource consumption, as well as existing traditional access control 
solutions and their limitations. We identified desirable characteristics of an opera-
tional access control mechanism in the DTN environment and explored the DTN 
architecture to identify those features that will support the implementation of the 
AAA architecture concept.  

In this paper, we have presented a lightweight hierarchical architecture for an intra-
domain scenario and demonstrated how the three-party authentication model as well 
as the authorization push messaging sequence of the AAA architecture can be modi-
fied to suit the DTN environment. We compared the DTN bundle node structure with 
the generic AAA architecture to highlight the similarities between them and justify 
the suitability of the bundle node for AAA architecture concept implementation. We 
have proposed an access control sequence for the bundle node as well as how the 
architecture entities will relate in a hierarchical arrangement. Our framework will 
among other benefits prevent masquerading and modification attacks, reduce commu-
nication exchanges and overheads, support offline processing and empower the enti-
ties to make access control decisions internally.  

This paper focuses mainly on design and gives an overview of the solution. The 
implementation and validation of the design in a delay/disruptive environment will be 
carried out in future work. 
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Abstract. Due to the rapid development in technology, every network, applica-
tion needs full time connectivity without disruption and delays. The De-
lay/Disruption Tolerant Networking (DTN) concept is suitable for applications 
such as rural and disaster areas networks, animal and environmental monitoring 
plus others. However, due to the shared and unsecured nature of such chal-
lenged networks a good cryptographic framework needed in DTN. Identity 
Based Cryptography (IBC) compares favorably with traditional public key 
cryptography while generating public key on a fly as required. In this paper, we 
will provide anonymity solution in DTN using IBC.  This has the advantage 
over public key cryptography with respect to end-to-end confidentiality. Also 
we use pseudonyms to provide anonymity and hide the identity of the end user. 

Keywords: Delay Tolerant Network Security, Identity Based Cryptography, 
Anonymity, Pseudonyms, Public Key Cryptography. 

1   Introduction 

The Internet TCP/IP protocol stack networks works normally when end-to-end  
connectivity is available and the round trip time is relatively small. To explain the 
problem with TCP in certain applications we take the scenario of interplanetary com-
munications. If a node on earth wants to send data to space (or another planet) then it 
must go through the process of three way handshake. In addition to that if there is no 
communication for few minutes between two nodes then the TCP will assume time 
out. If we consider the data transfer between the earth and nearest planet then it will 
take approximately 24 minutes to reach data and TCP will definitely fail. 

A Delay/Disruption Tolerant Network (DTN) is an overlay on top of regional net-
works including the Internet. The DTN architecture consists of a network of inde-
pendent networks each characterised by Internet-like connectivity within, but having 
occasional communication opportunities among them. Connectivity can be scheduled 
and sometimes random. These independent networks form the DTN regions and are 
connected through a system of DTN gateways. Each DTN region relies on its own 
protocol stack that best suits its communication means, infrastructure and technolo-
gies. At the DTN nodes, a new layer, called the bundle layer, is added on top of the 
traditional transport layers to provide end-to-end data transfers among the DTN re-
gions. The DTN overlay architecture operates above the existing protocol stacks 
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found in other network architectures [1], [2]. DTN [3] supports heterogeneous envi-
ronment and is based on idea of store and forward method.  Its architecture with the 
help of the bundle layer supports heterogeneity of networks. In DTN, data is sent in 
the form of bundle through store and forward relay. Bundle protocol [4] is working as 
communication medium which defines rules for bundle. Figure-1 shows the layer 
stack of DTN where Internet is used to facilitate communication between two DTN 
regions. However DTN can be used for other network apart from Internet. DTN gate-
ways are intelligent to handle different transport, network and data link layers. 

  
Fig. 1. DTN Layer Stack 

In addition to space applications, DTN can be implemented in many applications 
[3] e.g. such as water pollution monitoring, disaster monitoring and telemedicine in 
rural areas. Apart from these, DTN can also support traditional applications such as 
Web cache, Emails and file transfer. Some applications need classification of their 
data as top secrete, secrete, confidential and unclassified in order to enforce security 
and hiding of data from intruders. However our scenario will focus on telemedicine 
application in rural areas. This is applicable to other rural area scenarios as well.  
Figure 2 depicts our scenario and will be used as a framework for our solution: 

• A local doctor wants to send a patient (e.g. a village elder) medical data to a 
senior doctor in a main hospital in Europe for evaluation of the patient’s 
condition. There is no communications connectivity in this rural village. So 
public buses can be used as part of the communications transport chain. 

• The medical data is stored on the bus and then transferred to the rural area 
gateway (DTN gateway-1). The data will be stored until the availability of a 
transmission link (e.g. satellite or wireless) to the Internet. 

• The bundle is passed through Internet routers to the Internet Service Provider 
(ISP) gateway and delivered to the hospital network gateway (DTN Gate-
way-2).  The medical data is then transferred to the hospital local server, 
where the senior doctor can examine it. 
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Fig. 2. Telemedicine scenario in rural area network 

• We assumed that segmentation of the user (patient) data is performed ac-
cording to the access technology (satellites, wireless and wired LAN) re-
quirements in the DTN gateways. 

This scenario shows a strong need for medical data security and patient identity pri-
vacy (anonymity). However achieving security and anonymity in such challenging 
network is a difficult task. Passive threats are major concern due to the broadcast na-
ture of satellite, where an intruder can easily monitor the user sensitive data. Also there 
is possibility that intruder might gain access to the local buses stored information.  

2   Security Requirements for DTN 

Traditionally, security can be achieved through cryptographic functions by providing 
confidentiality, integrity and authentication. But due to disconnected nature of DTN, 
traditional cryptography is not an optimal solution. Researchers had tried to imple-
ment Identity Based Cryptography (IBC) as an alternative to traditional security tech-
niques. Currently, the DTN related security work is focused within the DTN Research 
Group (DTNRG) and Internet Research Task Force (IRTF) [5], [6]. While designing 
security architecture, it is important to minimize the message exchanges between 
DTN nodes. 
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Another important consideration is the minimum contact with Trusted Authorities: 
DTN is opportunistic network, so there is no permanent connectivity among the nodes 
so one should take in to account that minimum interaction should be done with trusted 
authority, which, in case of public key cryptography is the Certification Authority 
(CA) which issues certificates and its equivalent the Public Key Generator (PKG)  
in IBC. 

Current security protocols do not perform well in high delay/disruption conditions, 
because of underlying assumption such as end-to-end connectivity is always present; 
low link delays between communicating parties and low error rate on link channels. 
Thus, new security architecture is needed to meet DTN requirements [7], [8], [9]. The 
current security architecture supports hop-by-hop and end-to-end authentication and 
integrity validation, to ensure data is corrected before forwarding. The hop-by hop 
authentication/integrity is achieved using Bundle Authentication Block (BAB). The 
BAB is used to assure the authenticity and integrity of the bundle along a single hop 
from forwarder to intermediate receiver. Similarly for end-to-end security services, 
the Payload Integrity Block (PIB) and Payload Confidentiality Block (PCB) are used. 
Further details on security architecture in DTN can be found in [8].   

However, the current work in DTNRG does not address user anonymity and iden-
tity hiding. Therefore, in this paper we focus on user anonymity and provide IDC 
based mechanisms to hide the identity of the sender and receiver. 

3    Public and Identity Based Cryptography 

Cryptography can be divided into symmetric key cryptography (same key used for 
encryption and decryption) and asymmetric key cryptography (different keys are used 
for encryption and decryption) [11]. Public key cryptography is mostly attributed to 
Diffie, Hellman, Rivest, Shamir and Adleman [11]. To use traditional cryptography 
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) provides a framework which provides foundation for 
other security services. It is used in many applications such as; e-voting, e-banking 
and e-commerce. PKI supports security building blocks such as confidentiality, au-
thentication, integrity and non-repudiation. The primary goal of PKI is to allow the 
distribution of public keys and certificates and also binding them in a secure manner 
[11]. In case of challenged networks (such as DTN), PKI works well in authentication 
and integrity aspects, but to achieve confidentiality sender requires the receiver public 
key to encrypt data and also checking of Certificate Revocation List (CRL) for com-
promised keys [12]. As such, these functions require connection availability to the 
CA, which is not always possible as shown in our scenario (Figure 2). 

To overcome the shortcomings of public key cryptography Shamir proposed the 
topic of Identity Based Cryptography (IBC) in 1984 [13]. In this new cryptographic 
approach, user identifier information such as email address, phone number, IP address 
are used instead of certificates as a public key for encryption and verification of digi-
tal signature [14], [15]. In PKI, the authority which manages certificates was CA and 
in IBC, the Public Key Generator (PKG) is the central authority which generates 
private key for participants. IBC can work with exiting public key cryptographic sys-
tems e.g. RSA, DSS. The PKG is shown in Figure 2 and it is assumed to be co-located 
with the ISP gateway. 
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IBC work in the following steps: 
 

• System setup: - PKG generates its own private key Spkg from security pa-
rameters pp (where PP is system wide parameters.). 

• Encryption: - sender encrypts the message with the receiver public key Pre-

ceiver, generated from ID of receiver. 
• Key extraction: - PKG generates private key Sreceiver for receiver from his 

ID, security parameter pp and its own Spkg as input. 
• Decryption: - receiver applies its private key and can decrypt message. 
 

Shamir only implemented digital signature in his early work and later on Boneh and 
Franklin [16] implemented encryption as well. 

The disconnected nature of DTN can cause a problem in the PKI framework, 
where the sender needs the receiver certificate and public key when it wants to send 
data.  IBC can solve some of the DTN security issues. IBC has no significant advan-
tage in authentication and integrity but it works well in confidentiality [17]. To 
achieve integrity and authentication in IBC Seth et al [17] suggested the avoiding of 
Certificate Revocation List (CRL) and proposed  periodic refreshing of underlying 
identifier information e.g. alice@hotmail.com 12-10-2009 is refer to Alice key whose 
validity is till 12th October and the receiver can verify to look into the date. However 
this was challenged by S.Farrell [18] and argued that verifying Certificate from CA is 
similar to checking public parameter in IBC in DTN. But actually that parameter is 
long lived and no need to checked frequently.  

4   Pseudonyms and Anonymity 

One way of providing anonymity (identity hiding) is by using Pseudonyms. Pseudo-
nym means falsely named (name other then the real name) and can used as an  
identifier of entity/node. It is created by the entity/node itself. There are four kind of 
pseudonym unlinkability [19]: 
 

• Public pseudonyms: Linking between the subject and pseudonym are 
known publicly from beginning. e.g. name with phone number kept in pub-
lic directory. 

• Initially non public pseudonyms: This type limits its identity to certain 
parties. e.g. name with account number known by bank only. 

• Initially unlinked pseudonyms: This provides high level of privacy and 
the pseudonym is known to the entity itself only.   

• Pseudonyms as public Key: A digital pseudonym is a public key used to 
verify signature made by the anonymous subject of the corresponding pri-
vate key [20]. This approach is also used in mobile ad hoc network 
(MANETS).  

 

Encryption hides the data transmission from attackers. However sender and receiver 
identity, network address, packet length and packet timing (RTT) can provide useful 
information to adversaries to achieve traffic analysis attacks. So this gives rise to the 
idea of identity hiding and anonymity. The research on anonymity is dated back to the 
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paper [20] by D Chaum’s. The term anonymity according to [21] “Is state of being 
not identifiable within a set of subjects”. Types of anonymity can be defined as: 
Sender anonymity: - To hide the originator of the message. 
Receiver Anonymity: - That the adversary can’t determine the intended receiver if 
the message. 
Unlinkability: - To hide the association of sender and receiver. 
 

Anonymity is required in many applications e.g. e-voting, digital cash, electronic 
email, news reporting, telemedicine and many more. To achieve anonymity research-
ers define anonymous protocols that focus on initiator/sender and receiver/recipient 
anonymity plus their unlinkability (who is with whom). Anonymous protocol should 
prevent message coding attack, timing attack, message volume attack, flooding attack, 
intersection attack and collusion attack [20]. To achieve anonymity there should some 
rule what we called Anonymous Communication Protocol (ACP). Generally most of 
the ACP are based on idea of Mixes Network by David Chaum’s and onion routing 
[21],[22]. Table 1 shows different ACPs in term of some performance metrics.  

Table 1. A survey of Anonymous Communication Protocol (ACP) 

Protocol Sender 
Anonymity 

Receiver 
Anonymity 

Unlink-
ability 

Discipline Latency 

TOR Yes Yes Yes Internet Low 
Tarzan Yes No No Peer-to-Peer Low 

Crowds Yes No Yes Web surfing Large 

Cypherpunk 
(Remailer-1) 

No Yes Yes Email Large 

Mixmaster 
(Remailer-2)

Yes  No Yes Email Large 

Mixminion 
(Remailer-3)

Yes Yes Yes Email Low 

Above all discussed protocols either use the idea of onion routing or mix networks, 
and provides anonymity at some level. However, the above traditional solution for 
anonymity doesn’t work in DTN because of the disconnect nature and routing strat-
egy of DTN. With opportunistic and variable delays source routing is not always 
possible [23]. In DTN, there is no complete routing topology so Onion Routing (OR) 
doesn’t work because OR needs to know the route in advance and encrypt the mes-
sage accordingly for each router. Mix networks can be applied on DTN as they hold 
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message for random amount of time and flushes when all packets arrived. To over-
come these limitations, we provide DTN anonymity architecture with pseudonym 
based approach. 

5   DTN Anonymity Protocol Design 

Our proposed protocol is based on IBC and Pseudonyms, where encryption, decryp-
tion, digital signature and keys are generated using IBC. The identities of users were 
hided through the use of pseudonyms. Each entity uses its email address as ID (for 
example) and generates a public key. The PKG generates private keys for each par-
ticipating entity using its own secret key and security parameters pp. Considering our 
scenario (Figure-2), the DTN user (local doctor/patient) from rural area network 
wants to send medical data to a senior doctor in a major city hospital.  However, we 
want to keep the sender and receiver identity hidden from intruders. 

5.1   Assumptions 

1.  Sender and receiver know each other identities but unknown to other entities. 
2.  The PKG requires only once the identity of user to generate the private key. After 
that it stored the identity in the database and update with the date and time. 
3.  Once the entity received the key pairs, there is no need to interact with PKG any-
more. and can send data to other entity. 
4.  The keys are distributed securely through traditional mechanisms such as Secure 
Socket Layer (SSL) to each entity. This key distribution is out of scope for this     
paper. 
5.  The DTN gateways are trusted. In our proposed solution, anonymity is achieved   
through the use of pseudonyms which allow DTN routers/gateways to know that the 
Pseudonym is belonging to the valid authenticated user without unveil his identity. 
6.  There is security association between each entity and their corresponding gateway. 
The pseudonym generated by each entity is securely send to gateway, where it stored 
in the persistence storage. 
7.  There is secure channel between both gateways where they exchange both the 
pseudonyms handed by the end entities, so that gateway-1 send the pseudonyms of 
the receiver node to the sender node and gateway-2 send the pseudonym of the sender 
node to the receiving node. In this way now both the end entities have each other 
pseudonym and they can generate the symmetric key and can send data securely. 
 
We will show the message exchanges between DTN node (local doctor) and DTN 
gateway-1, DTN gateway-1 and DTN gateway-2, and finally will show the operation 
of intended receiver which senior doctor in our case. 

1.   DTN node (local doctor/patient) and Gateway-1 
The sender (DTN node) will send its data to DTN gateway-1 (via the public bus). The 
DTN node generates random number and then will generate its public key (e.g. its 
email ID). Also generates pseudonyms by hashing the ID concatenated with random 
number. We are assuming that the sender knows the email ID of receiver. DTN node 
also generates one time symmetric key by concatenating a random number with the 
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pseudonym of receiver. In case of simple encryption and without contacting the PKG, 
the bundle sender can generate the key and send bundle to receiver, which is the main 
advantage of IBC over PKI. The sender sends the bundle to gateway-1 as next hope 
address. Figure-3 shows operation of DTN node and the exchange of messages be-
tween DTN node and Gateway-1. 

 
Fig. 3. Messages exchange between DTN node and gateway-1 

Where the functions calculated by DTN node as: 
 

         Generation of random number r 
         Public key= IDdtn 
         Pseudonym of dtn node=Pus=H(r.IDdtn) 
         Symmetric key between sender node and receiver node= Ks=(r.Pus) 

 

Here the sender node put his pseudonym as Pus, and the receiver as Pur. As he re-
ceived the pseudonym of receiver from the gateway-1 via secure channel. “M” is the 
message (e.g. patient medical data) which we want to send securely and  
anonymously. 

2.   DTN gateway-1 to DTN gateway-2 
Whenever DTN gateway-1 receives the bundle it will keep record of pseudonyms 
with their corresponding IDs. It will forward the message to DTN gateway-2. The 
structure of the message is shown in figure-4. 

 
Fig. 4. Messages exchange between gateway-1 and gateway-2 

3.   Operation of receiving node 
When bundle reach the intended receiver (hospital doctor) so it will do the same opera-
tion as of sender e.g. generating random number, public key and pseudonym. But here 
it will need private key to decrypt the message which was encrypted by its public key. 
As this network is directly connected to Internet so receiver will request for his private 
key to PKG the trusted authority residing at ISP server which generates private key for 
receiver using it security parameters pp and ID of receiver. It will securely send the 
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generated private key through SSL. So that the receiver will first decrypt the message 
by its own private key and will obtain the symmetric key and will verify MAC through 
symmetric key. The operation which will perform by receiving node and PKG is how 
in figure-5 Where the functions are calculated as: 

          Receiver side:- 
                       Generation of random no r 
                       Public key= IDdr 
                       Pseudonym of receiving node=PurH(r.IDdr) 
                       Ks Decrypt(Sdr,Ks) 

                           Decrypt message with Ks for authentication. 
          PKG:- 

                        pp.Spkg.IDdr= Sdr (private key) 

 

Fig. 5. Operations of the intended receiver 

The receiving node already calculated the symmetric key, pseudonym prior to the 
receiving of bundle, upon the receiving it just send the request for private key to the 
PKG, which generate key for receiving node and send via secure channel. 

In this pseudonym and identity based anonymous system we clearly show the ano-
nymity of sender and receiver. Here the adversary can correlate two pseudonyms with 
each other but can not identify the real identities of those pseudonyms. A user can 
change its pseudonym frequently. As a bundle stored at gateway-1 for the connection 
to be up so that adversary unable to calculate the RTT and hence can not launch traf-
fic analysis attacks. Adversary knows only the messages exchange between gateways 
which will not be useful with identifying the real sender/receiver. We used traditional 
public cryptography for authentication and integrity and for end to end confidentiality 
we successful used IBC. We used date concept described earlier with private key for 
validity reasons. As there is only one PKG so if the key of PKG compromise then 
adversary can easily generates keys for participants and can encrypt or decrypt data. 

6   Conclusions and Future Work 

The DTN concept is suitable for challenged networks such as deep space mission, 
disaster monitoring and rural area networks. In this paper, we focused on a telemedi-
cine application in rural areas with the objective of exchanging confidential medical 
data securely with a hospital in a remote city. We provide patient anonymity and 
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identity hiding. An overview of DTN, Identity Based Cryptography and pseudonyms 
is presented. Also an analysis of anonymous routing protocols has shown that they are 
not suitable for DTN environment. 

The paper presented our DTN anonymity protocol design and the message  
exchanges between the users and DTN gateways.  The analysis showed that using 
pseudonym provides a convenient mechanism for user anonymity and medical data 
encryption. This work is at an early stage.  However and in our future work, we will 
implement this system using Pairing Based Cryptography (PBC), where some earlier 
work was published by Stanford University [24]. We will implement our design in a 
testbed using DTN-2 reference model [25]. We also note that PKG is single point of 
contact in our design so our future will be extended to use hierarchical PKG and Hier-
archical Identity Based Cryptography. We will also try to combine both encryption 
and digital signature i.e. signcryption using IBC, in order to reduce the cost of com-
munication. 
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Abstract. At present, Internet is based on the availability of a continuous path 
from the source to the sink node and on limited delays. These assumptions do 
not hold in “challenged networks”, which comprise a wide variety of different 
environments, from sensor networks to space communications (including satel-
lite systems). These networks are the preferred target of Delay/Disruption Tol-
erant Networking (DTN), an innovative networking architecture able to cope 
with long delays, channel disruptions and limited or intermittent connectivity. 
Given the increasing interest in DTN, there is urgent need for suitable tools for 
DTN performance evaluation. In general, there are two approaches to perform-
ance evaluation in networking: simulation and real testbeds. In this paper, after 
an in-depth discussion of advantages and disadvantages of both, a third way 
based on a virtualization is proposed and tested for DTN environments, for 
which it seems particularly suitable. To validate this assumption, a virtual coun-
terpart of a real testbed is set-up using Virtual Testbed Toolkit (VTT) compo-
nents. A series of tests is then performed by considering DTN transmission on a 
heterogeneous network including a GEO satellite link. The close match between 
real and virtual testbed results confirms the validity of the virtual approach for 
accurate performance evaluations in DTN environments. 

1   Introduction 

A key assumption of present Internet is the availability of a continuous path from the 
source to the sink node. This, however, is not always true in the “challenged net-
works”, which comprise a wide variety of different environments, like sensor networks 
and space communications. These networks are the preferred target of De-
lay/Disruption Tolerant Networking (DTN) [1], [2], which provides more robust  
network architecture in cases of long delays, channel disruptions and limited or inter-
mittent connectivity. 

Among the many possible challenged environments, heterogeneous networks that 
include satellite links should be also considered. This is because of the long propaga-
tion delay (Round Trip Time – RTT – is about 600 ms in a GEO system), the possible 
presence of relatively high PER (Packet Error Rate) values of due to adverse propaga-
tion conditions on the satellite link and, when considering mobile satellite terminals, 
the presence of disruptions caused by tunnels and buildings. 
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In dealing with performance evaluation of new protocols or architectures, two ap-
proaches are possible. The first is based on simulation, the second on the use of real 
testbeds. Each has advantages and disadvantages, as it will be shown below. In brief, 
network simulators, such as ns-2 [3] and many others, by relying on a single work-
station, are easy to set up and maintain, but depend on the accuracy of protocol im-
plementations and/or modeling. Moreover, they generally require code duplication, as 
specific version of new protocols must be developed and maintained for the simulator 
environment. This can lead to measurement inconsistency, caused by bugs or other 
code discrepancies. Testbeds avoid this problem by making use of real protocol and 
architecture implementations, thus providing a test environment much closer to real-
ity. On the negative side, testbeds imply much greater costs and higher maintenance. 
For PC-based testbeds, costs increase roughly linearly with the number of nodes, 
while in simulation the cost is independent of network layout complexity. 

In this paper a third way, based on virtualization, is proposed and tested for DTN 
environments, to which it seems particularly suited. Virtualization expands the con-
cept of emulation, so an entire testbed can be emulated with even one off-the-shelf 
fast PC. The main goal is to combine the accuracy and code commonality of real 
testbeds with the benefits of network simulators: lower costs, higher flexibility and 
reduced maintenance. With DTN architectures, an additional advantage is that the 
most important DTN bundle layer implementations (DTN2 and ION) are developed 
for Linux and there is still little support of DTN in network simulators. The paper will 
show that virtualization technologies are a good match for DTN environments. 

2   Simulation vs. Real Testbeds 

2.1   Simulation 

Network simulators provide opportunities for fast and efficient experimentation. Two 
main categories exist: simulators that target to a very specific protocol or network 
type, and simulators that address a wide range of protocols. Several simulation pack-
ages, like Cnet [4], Opnet [5], Qualnet [6] and Insane [7], come into the latter cate-
gory. However, at present the most commonly adopted wide scope tool is ns-2, a 
discrete event simulator developed and maintained for networking research by LBNL, 
University of California, Berkeley campus [3]. Thanks to its wide diffusion and pub-
lic domain design, the network research community can easily share results and addi-
tional modules. 

2.2   Linux Testbeds 

GNU/Linux is the preferred operating system when setting up a testbed for the ex-
perimental evaluation of new protocols and architectures, for a number of reasons. 
Linux is free, so it can be installed with no expense other than the hardware. It is fully 
customizable in all its components; thanks to its GNU General Public License [9] the 
user is allowed to freely access and modify the source code of the Linux kernel and of 
all system tools. Moreover, there are a number of additional networking applications 
freely available on the Internet. 
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An essential feature of Linux is that the standard code implementing network func-
tions is research oriented, besides also being perfectly suitable for the ordinary user. 
For example, Linux already offers several TCP variants in addition to the standard 
NewReno algorithm, such as TCP Hybla [10] without packet spacing [11] and Hoe’s 
initial slow start threshold estimate [12]), HighSpeed TCP, TCP Westwood+, TCP 
CUBIC (the Linux default) and many others. Other important features, such as the 
SACK option and the Forward RTO (F-RTO) [13], are also available. All these TCP 
enhancements can be activated by means of their own individual control switches. 

The GNU libraries offer a useful interface to read TCP variables during a connec-
tion through the socket() system call, which is the TCP_INFO socket option. If this 
option is set when creating a socket, the user application can access TCP-related val-
ues during a connection, by directly communicating with the Linux TCP layer. An-
other commonly used evaluation tool is the “libpcap” library and all the applications 
built on it, like tcpdump [14]. These latter tools make network interfaces work in 
“promiscuous” mode, capturing every single packet that passes through and collecting 
statistics on TCP flows. Despite their advantages, in particular the fact that these tools 
are already available, in our experience, more powerful instruments are needed for a 
in-depth analysis of TCP.. To this end, we added some debugging routines to the 
standard kernel code, using the MultiTCP [15] patch. 

2.3   Advantages and Disadvantages of the First Two Alternatives 

In this section, we compare simulation and testbeds with regard to a number of typical 
experimentation issues. 

Test management 
There is no doubt that it is usually much easier and faster to perform complex test 
campaigns by simulation than a testbed, because the latter requires a much more 
complex hardware and software. However, we have shown that by adopting central-
ized control tools, as in TATPA (Testbed on Advanced Transport Protocols and Ar-
chitecture) [16], this disadvantage can be removed. It should of course be stressed that 
realizing such a complex management interface is in itself quite a demanding and 
expensive task, while for simulation it comes for free. 

Another management aspect to be considered is the possibility of granting concur-
rent access to resources. In simulation it is usually possible to carry out several runs in 
parallel, and a number of users can use the simulator at the same time, although, given 
its relatively limited cost, it is more likely that they use of different PCs. By contrast, 
in the case of testbeds, where only one run can be launched at a time, the use of hard-
ware resources must be strictly regulated, to avoid any potential conflict. But even in 
this case, this problem can be resolved by an appropriate interface, to manage an 
efficient access scheduling. 

Reproducibility 
Reproducibility is one of the main principles of the scientific method. Experimental 
results produced by a group of researchers are reproducible if they can be confirmed 
by other independent researchers in the same operational conditions. Simulators gen-
erally guarantee reproducibility if run over the same architecture and all the random 
sources are correctly seeded. Regarding testbeds, only partial reproducibility can be 
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achieved, because of the lack of synchronicity between testbed components, and un-
avoidable hardware and software discrepancies between different testbeds. However, 
the assessment of average performance parameters, such as goodput, is not impaired, 
provided that tests are carried out in “clean” environments, i.e. without external “in-
terference”, which is a prerequisite to assure adequate reproducibility of results. 
Analyses performed on “real Internet”, so frequent in the literature, should eventually 
complement, and not substitute for, analyses in clean environments. 

Hardware Requirements 
Hardware (and related costs) is definitely a point in favor of simulation. While a 
simulation requires a single workstation, an emulation testbed generally requires sev-
eral workstations and/or additional dedicated hardware like hubs, switches and 
routers. The TATPA testbed, for example, consists of up to ten PCs with one or more 
network cards (depending whether they act as end-points or routers) and connected by 
cross-cables and switches. 

Maintenance 
Maintenance includes fixing bugs, adding new features and updating software and 
hardware components. Ns-2 updates are frequent, and it is necessary to check how 
new versions impact on non standard modules, and to introduce when necessary the 
required modifications. Testbeds have the same problem whenever a new version of 
Linux kernel is released. Finally, as a testbed always consists of several units and 
maintenance increases with the number of components, although some savings of 
scale can be possible. 

Extensibility and Inter-Working 
Extensibility quantifies the ability to easily extend a system, with new features or 
other modifications; Inter-working is the capacity of different systems to work to-
gether, sharing information and data. Both arguments for the testbed approach, thanks 
to the limited number of standard network interface. As an example, to add new mod-
ules (even based on proprietary software or hardware platforms) in an Ethernet based 
testbed, it is enough that they adopt the same NIC (Network Interface Card) standard. 
With simulation, new modules can inter-work only if expressly developed for a given 
simulator software. This weak point of simulation can be mitigated by wide diffusion 
of a given the simulator (as for ns-2), which facilitates sharing of new modules. 

Layer Implementation 
Layer implementation indicates the capacity of representing the entire ISO/OSI stack 
as closely as possible. This important point mainly depends on the simulation and 
emulation tool adopted. In general there must be a trade-off between complexity and 
close representation. For example, a satellite connection can be simply modeled by 
setting a large delay and possibly a significant packet error rate (PER) [17]. More 
complex models can include a choice among different probability density functions 
for random losses (e.g. two state models for link availability), or the implementation 
of link functions (e.g. MAC procedures) and so on [18]. With complex models, the 
emulator has the additional constraint that all procedures must be performed in real 
time. 
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Accuracy and code commonality with existing systems 
Last but not least, it should be noted that testbeds use the same protocol and architec-
ture as real systems. There is therefore a higher level of accuracy than simulation can 
offer. Moreover, using the same code of existing systems speeds up the development 
of new versions and avoids parallel maintenance of two versions of the same code 
(one for simulation, one for real operating systems), which is both quite demanding 
and inevitably prone to error (additional bugs in code conversion). An interesting 
attempt to reduce this problem, limited however to TCP congestion control, is the 
“Linux TCP implementation for ns-2” developed by Caltech [19], which reuses Linux 
code for TCP congestion control algorithms on ns-2.  

Finally, let us point out here that possible dual use (research and deployment) of 
code developed for real operating systems was certainly contemplated by the devel-
opers of the DTN2 bundle layer reference implementation for Linux. It is worth citing 
the DTN2 description given on the DTNRG website: “The goal of this implementa-
tion is to clearly embody the components of the DTN architecture, while also  
providing a robust and flexible software framework for experimentation, extension, 
and real-world deployment”. 

3   The Virtual Approach 

Emulation is usually employed in testbeds to reproduce radio channel characteristics 
in real time (e.g. satellite, WLAN, cellular networks). Virtualization expands this 
concept to all the testbed components, so an entire testbed can be emulated with one 
modern PC. The main goal is to combine the advantages of real testbeds, such as 
extensibility, inter-working, accuracy and protocol commonality with real systems, 
with the benefits of network simulators, such as lower costs, higher flexibility, re-
duced maintenance and result reproducibility. The virtual testbed toolkit presented in 
this paper, based on free software, goes further and tries to preserve the real-time 
constraint, an essential requirement for performance evaluation of time-sensitive 
protocol on wireless networks. 

Although the advantages of the virtualization approach are many and significant, 
there are also limits to its applicability. They are mainly related to the complexity of 
the testbed layout (number of virtual machines necessary to implement nodes) and the 
transmission rates supported (the higher, the more computationally demanding). 
These limits are closely related to the computational resources of the host machine 
and the efficiency of the virtualization hardware and software supports. Incidentally, 
to cope with demanding environments the use of multiple host machines can be con-
sidered as well, thus leading to the concept of a distributed virtual testbed, by contrast 
to an integrated virtual testbed, where there is just one host machine. 

As regards the DTN application field, it is worth noting that in DTN environments 
the bandwidths are usually limited (e.g. no high-speed networks are considered), 
which makes it feasible to implement even relatively complex layouts, by preserving 
the real-time constraint. Moreover, in some cases, like security or routing experi-
ments, real-time constraint is not essential, thus further expanding the number of 
nodes supported. It seems therefore that DTN environments and virtualization tech-
nologies are a perfect match. Experimental results presented below, obtained using 
integrated virtual testbed, confirm the validity of this assumption. 
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3.1   The Virtual Testbed Toolkit (VTT) 

The idea of exploiting network virtualization to concentrate many testbed components 
on one PC has already appeared in the literature. To provide some examples, we cite 
[20], where the implementation of a virtual router based on Xen technology is pre-
sented, and [21], which describes a hybrid testbed, composed of real mesh nodes and 
a virtualized environment. Virtualization is further exploited in [22] and [23], where 
VMs are used to build testbeds dedicated to the evaluation of security issues. In [24] 
the aim is to create an “inbox” protocol development environment. 

However, the Virtual Testbed Toolkit (VTT) used in this paper is innovative with 
respect to other proposals, in that it aims to preserve time accuracy, in order to offer 
reliable results even when dealing with time-sensitive performance tests (e.g. goodput 
evaluations). This is a challenge due to the limited processing resources of the real 
host machine. For this reason, the virtualization approach, when applied to a DTN 
environment, is validated by comparing virtual testbed results with those achieved by 
the real TATPA testbed, based on a cluster of Linux PCs. 

This validation is performed by considering time-sensitive DTN performance (e.g. 
goodput) on a heterogeneous network scenario including satellite links. Other tests, 
with non time-sensitive performance, could also be carried out, but would be much 
less demanding. 

VTT implements network nodes as independent Kernel-based Virtual Machines 
(KVMs), while other network devices and connections are emulated through the Vir-
tual Distributed Ethernet (VDE) project tools [25]. A powerful graphic interface, the 
“Virtual NetManager”, allows the user to design the desired network layout and to 
configure and control the network components, as shown in Fig. 1. The toolkit is  
 

 

 

Fig. 1. Virtual NetManager graphical interface; virtual machine configuration 
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distributed under the GPL2 free license. All information about downloading and in-
stallation can be found in [26]. It should be pointed out, however, that the software is 
under development and some work is still necessary to improve the reliability of the 
most recent components. 

The authors have already dealt with related issues in [27], where a virtual counter-
part of the TATPA testbed, namely VITT (Virtual Integrated TCP Testbed) was pro-
posed. However, the present work differs in many respects: first, the focus here is on 
DTN and not on TCP alone; second, here there is a toolkit that allows great layout 
configurability, and not just a fixed layout testbed; third, the Virtual NetManager 
interface has been introduced; fourth, VTT benefits for all the VDE enhancements 
introduced in the meantime. 

4   Numerical Results 

DTN bundle layer performance evaluations obtained using the VTT tools are com-
pared here with those obtained by the TATPA testbed. The aim is to validate the reli-
ability of virtualization when applied to DTN environments, rather than to present 
new performance results. In other words, the novelty of the numerical results pre-
sented here lies in the way they have been obtained (i.e. through VTT tools), and not 
in their absolute values. In fact, the environment considered is actually the same as 
that in [28], where TATPA results on DTN were first presented. The hardware plat-
form used for running VTT tools is an “Intel® Core™2 Quad Q6600” with 2.4 MHz 
clock, support of Intel® Virtual Technology and 4 GB of RAM. 

Tests refer to a satellite environment characterized by the continuous availability of 
the end-to-end path. Time-sensitive performance is evaluated by means of the 
DTNperf_2 tool [29]. The DTNperf_2 “transmission window” W is set to one, which 
means that bundles are sent one by one, (a new bundle is sent only at reception of pre-
vious bundle “delivered” status report). A bundle size of 1 Mbyte is assumed, to limit 
the bundle layer overhead; as we are aiming at reliable transmissions, the bundle pro-
tocol “custody transfer” option is enabled and TCP is adopted as convergence layer. 

Tests are carried out using the layout represented in Fig. 2, both for both the virtual 
and TATPA testbeds. DTN features are enabled in three nodes: the satellite sender 
and receiver, and the intermediate node R2 (satellite gateway). Note that, by contrast, 
wired sender and receiver are not DTN nodes, as they are used here just to generate 
background TCP traffic when necessary. The satellite end-to-end DTN “connection” 
consists of two hops; the first from the satellite sender to R2, the second from R2 to 
the satellite receiver (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). In the former (RTT = 25 ms, PER = 0) 
NewReno is used, and in the latter (variable RTT, PER = 0 or 1 %) Hybla, a TCP 
variant optimized for satellite links [10]. NewReno is also used in background wired 
TCP connections (RTT = 25 ms, PER = 0). Tests last 180 s and are repeated three 
times in order to average DTN goodput and calculate confidence intervals. Three 
evaluation scenarios are considered below: congestion only, link losses only and con-
gestion and link losses. 
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Fig. 2. Layout used in both virtual and TATPA testbeds 
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Fig. 3. DTN protocol stack used in tests 

4.1   Performance Comparison in the Presence of Congestion 

The first evaluation scenario is a DTN transfer between satellite end nodes (with vari-
able RTT on the satellite hop) and 5 wired TCP connections in background.  

In Fig. 4, TATPA and VTT results are compared, referring to the goodput achieved 
by the satellite connection for three RTTs. It shows how VTT and TATPA results are 
very similar, for all RTTs. This confirms the accuracy of the virtual approach, with all 
the aforementioned advantages deriving from the use of a single PC. 

As regards goodput, this is almost independent of RTT. This is due to the DTN ar-
chitecture which, by splitting the satellite connection into two parts, allows a fair 
subdivision of the bottleneck, because the 5 TCP background connections and the 
satellite sender-R2 connection have the same RTT. On the satellite link, the im-
provements due to Hybla are limited, because there are neither congestion events nor 
link losses. 
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Fig. 4. Performance comparison between VTT and TATPA. Presence of congestion on the R1-
R2 bottleneck: goodput of a satellite connection vs. its RTT; 5 background wired connection 
(RTT=25 ms) active. 

4.2   Performance Comparison in the Presence of Link Losses 

Unlike in the previous case, here there are no competing background connections on 
the first (wired) DTN hop. However, end-to-end performance is impaired by a high 
PER on the second DTN hop (the satellite one), which becomes the bottleneck here. 
Results, given in Fig. 5, show a good match between TATPA and VTT outcomes, in 
line with the previous case. 
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Fig. 5. Performance comparison between VTT and TATPA. Presence of losses (PER = 1%) on 
the satellite link: goodput of a satellite connection vs. its RTT; no background traffic. 
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Here performance very much depends on the ability of the TCP protocol used on 
the satellite hop to cope with random losses (i.e. losses not due to congestion). The 
protocol used here is Hybla, which actually provides much better resilience against 
random losses than other TCP variants, in particular for long RTTs. Interested readers 
are referred to [30] for an exhaustive comparison between Hybla and other TCP  
variants. 

4.3   Performance Comparison in the Presence of Congestion and Link Losses 

In the third scenario we have the simultaneous presence of both congestion on the 
first DTN hop and a high PER on the satellite one. Results, given in Fig. 6, refer as 
above to the end-to-end goodput of the DTN transfer between the two “satellite” end 
nodes. As in the previous scenarios, VTT and TATPA results closely match, demon-
strating how, even in this complex scenario, the virtual approach can provide the same 
level as accuracy of a real testbed. 

As regards performance, the limited impairment with RTT can be ascribed to both 
DTN architecture and Hybla. On the first DTN hop, where background traffic is pre-
sent, the “TCP splitting” performed by the DTN architecture allows a fair sharing of 
bandwidth resources among all the connections on the R1-R2 bottleneck. On the sec-
ond DTN hop, where a high PER affects the satellite link, Hybla resilience to random 
losses limits their negative impact on performance. Note that, as a result, the addi-
tional performance degradation due to PER on the satellite hop, with respect to the 
congestion only case (Fig. 4), is limited. Better performance could have been obtained 
by making use of a larger DTNperf_2 window, but this would have been outside the 
scope of the present tests. 
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Fig. 6. Performance comparison between VTT and TATPA. Presence of both congestion on the 
R1-R2 bottleneck and losses (PER = 1%) on the satellite link: goodput of a satellite connection 
vs. its RTT; 5 background wired connection (RTT=25 ms) active. 
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5   Conclusions 

In this paper, the use of virtualization technologies for DTN bundle protocol architec-
ture is proposed and discussed. The aim is to set-up an entire DTN testbed in just one 
PC, thus combining the accuracy of real testbeds with the benefits of network simula-
tors in terms of cost, test reproducibility, and maintenance. The results obtained by 
means of the Virtual Testbed Toolkit used to set up an integrated virtual counterpart 
of the real TATPA testbed show a good match in all benchmark tests considered. This 
confirms the validity of the virtualization technologies for performance evaluations in 
DTN environments. 
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Abstract. In this work we will address the transformation of the po-
larization state of single photons during the transmission along a Space
channel and the measures to correct them in order to accomplish Quan-
tum Communication (QC) between Space and Earth.

An open issue in space scale QC is the preservation of polarization
states by the telescope and all the involved moving optical components,
as well as ensuring the alignment of the polarization basis between the
orbiting sender and receiver on Earth. In the following, we will treat
in detail this crucial aspect, by modelling the measurement of the po-
larization properties of the quantum channel, expressed by its Mueller
matrix, in the experimental conditions of Ref. [12] with the addition of
the control of the outbound state of the photons and the measure of the
polarization state of the inbound beam.

Keywords: Satellite quantum communication, polarization analysis,
quantum key distribution.

1 Introduction

About a decade ago, several groups endeavored the porting of QC in general and
Quantum Keys Distribution (QKD) as first example, outside the cradle of the
lab, where QC was initially tested [2], [3].

The final step of this extension of the tract covered with QC is naturally Space,
due to the restrictions imposed on the Earth surface by the Earth curvature
as well as atmospheric turbulence. Several studies of satellite QC addressed
the various aspects involved by the long leg length, the relative motion, the
diffraction losses, the background radiation and the error rate ([4,5,6,7,8,9,10]).

The experimental demonstration of the feasibility of single photon exchange
between Space and a ground receiver has been also demonstrated in our group
recently [12].

K. Sithamparanathan et al. (Eds.): PSATS 2010, LNICST 43, pp. 291–296, 2010.
c© Institute for Computer Sciences, Social-Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2010
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The demonstration of the control of the polarization state along the Space
channel is important to pave the way to further steps in Space QC. We believe
that the most suitable infrastructure to investigate this topic is the Satellite
Laser Ranging System for Geodynamics.

2 Problems in the Transmission

Polarization analysis for an Earth-Space link as first, start with the problem
of modeling a real quantum link on space. Physically, we have to deal with a
free-space dynamic optical link that crosses the atmosphere. Dynamic means the
fact that transmitter and receiver are in relative motion between them.

We can identify the following main issues, that have to be addressed:

– Effects due to atmospheric turbulence that causes attenuation and fluctua-
tions in the signal received.

– Background noise: due to sunlight, moonlight and every source of photons
that can be collected by the receiver.

– The relative motions beetween transmitter and receiver, that is the main
source of misalignment in the polarization references of transmitter and re-
ceiver.

– Non ideal optics that can cause depolarization, attenuation and distortion.

The "Radar Link Equation" given by Degnan [11], is the common representa-
tion used to define the noise and attenuation due to atmosphere and non ideal
experimental setup, and so the link budget.

Is not trivial the problem of states choosing to optimize the experimental
results. Infact, the effects of noise and attenuation on measurements are related
to the transmitted states.

An accurate model of the link is the winning key to desing a successfull ex-
periment of polarization analysis.

3 Channel Polarization Analysis

The polarization properties of an optical system can be generally described
through the use of the Mueller matrix and the Stokes formalism. The inter-
action between a polarized beam and a polarizing device can be described by:

S = MS′ (1)

where S ′ and S are respectively the Stokes vectors of incident beam and of the
emerging beam. M is the 4x4 Mueller matrix of the optical system. A tipical
way for retrieving the Mueller matrix of an optical device is to test the device
with n different polarized beam (with n ≥ 4) and measure the outcoming beam.
The input state can be generated through the rotation of a quarter-wave plate
at determinated angle θ:
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J =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1
cos2(2θ)

cos(2θ)sin(2θ)
sin(2θ)

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (2)

For n different input states the equation (1) can be rewrited in matricial form:

S = MA (3)

where S is the matrix of output Stokes vectors:

S =
[
S(0)S(1) · · ·S(n)

]
(4)

and A is the matrix of input state vectors:

A =
[
J (0)J (1) · · · J (n)

]
(5)

Inverting equation (3) is possible to retrieve the Mueller matrix M:

M = SA+ (6)

where A+ is the pseudo-inverse matrix of A.
An easy way to see the effects of an optical system on a polarized beam is to

plot its related Poincaré sphere. Knowing the Mueller matrix of the system we
can use the relation (1) to obtain the associated Poincaré sphere. In figure (1) is

(a) Input states (b) Output states

Fig. 1. Poincaré spheres
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plotted the Poincaré sphere before and after the trasformation of a collimator-
radiometer system described by the Mueller matrix in the eq. (7) measured by
Howell in [17]:

M =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1.0000 0.0338 0.1587 0.0758
0.0490 0.6955 0.0001 −0.0653
0.1590 −0.0001 0.8138 0.2527

−0.0729 −0.0753 −0.2361 0.6346

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (7)

As we can see the output states sphere is rotated and also smaller than the
input states one. By modelling the trasformation along the space channel and
measuring the Stokes parameters with a suitable polarimeter under development
in our group, we will correct for the transformation induced.

4 Feedback Control in Quantum Communication System

An important feature of a quantum communication system is the polarization
preservation. This is in general not realized in present systems, due to the non-
idealities of a real channel. It’s however possible to study the polarization prop-
erties of the channel by the use of Mueller matrices formalism and use it to
compensate the distortion of the channel. In fact knowing the Mueller matrix
of the channel it’s possible to prepare an input state so that is received in the
desired polarization state. Using the cascade of an half-wave plate and a quarter-
wave plate is possible to choose anykind of polarization states in the Poincaré
sphere. In figure (2) is represented an example of a quantum trasmission system.
In Mueller formalism the matrix of the rotated quarter-wave retarder is:

Q(θ) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
1 0 0 0
0 cos2 2θ sin 2θcos2θ − sin 2θ
0 sin 2θcos2θ sin2 2θ cos 2θ
0 sin 2θ − cos 2θ 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (8)

and the rotated half-wave retarder matrix is:

H(θ) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
1 0 0 0
0 cos 4θ sin 4θ 0
0 sin 4θ − cos 4θ 0
0 0 0 −1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (9)

In practice, starting from a vertically polarized state we can choose the appro-
priated rotation angles to send the desired state. Considering all the trasmitting
system together with the channel the equation (1) become:

S = MQ(θQ)H(θH)V (10)

where V is the Stokes vector of the input vertical polarized state. A simple way
to find the two rotation angles is to minimize the norm of the difference between
the sent state and the expected received state:

(θQ, θH) = min
θQ,θH

‖ S − MQ(θQ)H(θH)V ‖F (11)
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Fig. 2. Scheme of a quantum transmission system

In this way, knowing the Mueller matrix of the channel we can pre-compensate
any retardation effect introduced by the channel. In a typical trasmitting system
channel probing and information exchange share the same medium, this implies
that Mueller matrix measure should not affect the single-photon exchange in the
quantum channel. Two possible solution are time-multiplexing and wavelenght-
multiplexing proposed by [9].

With the model here proposed and the undergoing experimental measure-
ments, the necessary knowledge of the channel transformations will be available
for the first time. With these we can predict the evolution of a time-varing chan-
nel and compensate it for changes in the polarization by means of a feedback
control.

5 Conclusions

In conclusion, these analysis are aimed to ascertain the causes of incorrect align-
ment of the polarization reference of an orbiting quantum transmitter and a
quantum receiver on Earth. The findings will be used to envisage the feedback
system that will correct for these transformations and that will allow the demon-
stration of the Space QC.

The ability to analize and compensate the polarization state of photons will
give us the tools and the basis for quantum communication on free-space on
space scale. What we are doing, can be seen like a creation of a communication
medium, in wich photons can be used to transfer informations. The problem can
be compared, as were invented fiber optics. At that time the problem was the
development of a media allowing the propagation of light over long distance. Now
our problem is the "development" of a media in wich the photons can propagate
preserving their polarization state, and the media is formed by: free-space link,
polarization analyzer and compensator.
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Abstract. We report on an 100 MHz repetition rate integrated photonic
transmitter at 850 nm with arbitrary amplitude and polarization mod-
ulation. The source is suitable for free-space quantum communication
links, in particular for quantum key distribution applications. The whole
transmitter, with the optical and electronic components integrated, has
reduced size and power consumption. In addition, the optoelectronic
components forming the transmitter can be space-qualified, making it
suitable for satellite and future space missions.

Keywords: Free-space optical communications, quantum communica-
tions, quantum cryptography, faint pulse source.

1 Introduction

In many applications, free-space optical (FSO) communications is the technology
of choice to transmit information, especially when fiber optical cabling is not
easily achievable or its installation is too expensive [1]. FSO communication is
favorable for high data-rate, long-range point-to-point links, where the terminal
size, mass, and power consumption are subjected to strong limitations, such is
the case of aeronautical or space platforms.

An important issue in today’s information society is the security of data trans-
mission against potential intruders, which always put at risk the confidentiality.
Current methods to increase security require that two parties wishing to trans-
mit information securely need to exchange or share one or more keys. Quantum
cryptography, or more precisely Quantum Key Distribution (QKD), guarantees
absolutely secure key distribution based on the principles of quantum physics,
since it is not since it is not possible to measure or reproduce a state (eg. polar-
ization or phase of a photon) without being detected [2].
� Corresponding author.
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The first QKD scheme, due to Bennett and Brassard [3], employs single pho-
tons sent through a quantum channel, plus classical communications over a pub-
lic channel to generate a secure shared key. This scheme is commonly known as
the BB84 protocol. Attenuated laser pulses or faint pulse sources (FPS), which
in average emit less than one photon per pulse, are often used as signals in practi-
cal QKD devices. The introduction of the decoy-state protocol [4] made possible
a much tighter bound for the key generation rate, achieving an almost linear
dependency of the latter on the channel transmittance. In this way, the techno-
logically much simpler faint pulse systems can offer comparable QKD security
with respect to single photon sources. Another key feature of QKD is that the
security is linked to the one-time-pad transmission, i.e. the key has to be used
once and has to be equal or similar in size to the information being transmitted.
It is thus evident the importance of developing faint pulse sources and systems
for QKD which can generate high key bit rates. The highest Secure Key Rate
reported to date over 20 Km of optical telecom fiber is of 1.02 Mb/s [5] and 14.1
b/s over 200 Km [6], while the achieved speed over 144 Km free space link is of
12.8 Kb/s [7] and 50 Kb/s over 480 m [8].

We note that previous implementations based on multiple lasers [9,8] have
attempted to achieve time-frequency indistinguishability by laser pre-selection,
current and temperature adjustment, and temporal and spectral measurements.
Apart from being expensive and cumbersome, this kind of tuning has limited
stability due to the inevitable aging of laser diodes. It is worth noting that the
temporal and spectral distributions reported to date indicate indistinguishability
in the time and frequency bases, but leave open the question of distinguishability
based on other pulse characteristics such as chirp.

In this paper we report the development of a novel integrated pulse source
which can reach rates as high as 100 Mb/s at 850nm modulated in amplitude
and polarization. For QKD applications, it has been simulated that the source
could achieve a Secure Key Rate of the order of 500 Kb/s at 20 Km using decoy-
state protocol. The source is capable to generate pulses at around 850 nm with
at least three different intensity levels (i.e. number of photons per pulse) and
four different polarization states. The proposed FPS ensures indistinguishability
among the different intensity and polarization pulses and ensures phase inco-
herence of consecutive generated states. One of the foreseen applications is its
use to overcome the distance limit of QKD in optical fibers [6,10], by creating
a global security network among very distant places on earth through satellite
communication [11,12,13]. In particular such a source might be used in future
European Space Agency (ESA) missions [14].

2 Integrated Faint Pulse Source

The integrated source can generate pulses at 850 nm with at least three differ-
ent intensity levels (i.e. number of photons per pulse) and four different polariza-
tion states. In order to use it for space applications, the proposed integrated FPS
source for FSO communication consists of commercially available space-qualified
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the QKD source. The source is composed of a laser diode, an am-
plitude modulator, a polarization modulator and a variable optical attenuator together
with the driving electronics.

discrete components; single semiconductor laser diode emitting a continuous pulse
train at 100 MHz followed by integrated (waveguide) amplitude and polarization
lithium niobate (LiNbO3) modulators (Figure 1). The wavelength, reduced power
consumption, compactness and space qualifiable optoelectronic components con-
stituting the source make it very suitable for space transmission, for free space
quantum and classical communication links.

3 Side-Channel Information

In a BB84 protocol scheme implementing the decoy-state protocol different
pulses should differ in polarization and amplitude while remaining indistinguish-
able in other characteristics, including temporal shape and frequency spectrum.
If the pulses differ in spectrum, for example, an eavesdropper could use spec-
tral measurements to infer the sent polarization without actually measuring it.
Removal of this kind of side-channel information is thus critical to the security
of the protocol. Since the information is encoded in the polarization state, the
statistical similarity between pulses of different polarizations but same intensity
level is more relevant than that of different intensity level but same polariza-
tion to prevent information leakage from the quantum link. Here we consider
the quantum optics of side-channel information, limiting the discussion to pure
states and simple measurements. A full treatment including mixed states and
generalized measurements will be the subject of a future publication.

We consider a source that produces pulses with amplitudes El, polarizations pl

and pulse shapes Πl(t). Without loss of generality we assume the polarizations
and pulses shapes are normalized p∗

l · pl =
∫

dt Π∗
l (t)Πl(t) = 1. In a classical

description, the field envelopes are

El(t) = ElplΠl(t) (1)

The corresponding quantum state is a generalized coherent state

|αl〉 ≡ Dl(ηElpl) |0〉 (2)
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where |0〉 is the vacuum state and Dl(x) ≡ exp[x ·A†
l −x∗ ·Al] is a displacement

operator, defined in terms of the mode operator Al ≡
∫

dt Π∗
l (t)a(t), a ≡ (ax, ay)

is a vector of annihilation operators, with [ap(t), a†
q(t′)] = δ(t − t′)δp,q for p, q ∈

{x, y}. A scaling factor η is included to convert from photon units to field units,
chosen such that the positive-frequency part of the quantized electric field is
Ê(t) = η−1a(t). It is easy to check that 〈αl|a(t) |αl〉 = ηElplΠl(t), so that the
average quantum field〈αl| Ê(t) |αl〉 = ElplΠl(t) in agreement with Equation 1.

Quantum mechanics allows measurements on the pulse-shape Π without mea-
surement of the polarization p. For example, the number operator Nl ≡ A†

l ·Al =
A†

l,xAl,x + A†
l,yAl,y counts photons in the mode Πl independent of pl. If the

modes {Πl} are different, an eavesdropper could use state-discrimination tech-
niques [15,16] to determine l (and thus the secret key) without disturbing p.
This kind of eavesdropping would not be detected by Bob’s polarization mea-
surements. For this reason, it is critical to guarantee that this kind of side
channel information is not present in the sent optical pulses. The similarity
between the various Πl can be quantified by an overlap integral: [Al,p, A

†
m,q] =∫

dtΠ∗
l (t)Πm(t)[ap, a

†
q] ≡ Slmδp,q , so that for example two states with equal am-

plitudes |El| = |Em|, 〈αm|Nl |αm〉 / 〈αl|Nl |αl〉 = |Slm|2. Finally, we note that it
is possible for pulses to have the same spectra and temporal shape but still be
distinguishable, for example if they have different chirp. For this reason, estab-
lishing that two (or more) distinct sources produce indistinguishable pulses is
not easy.

Our strategy to eliminate side-channel information in the pulse shapes is to
dissociate pulse generation from the setting of polarization and amplitude levels.
As described in the previous section the FPS consists of a single laser diode
emitting a continuous train of optical pulses followed by an AM, a PM and
a VOA. Considering that the laser operation is the same for each pulse sent,
and that both the AM and PM control voltages are held constant over the
duration of the pulse, we can assume that the pulse shape does not depend
on the sent amplitude and polarization. The complex expression of the pulsed
electromagnetic field exiting the FPS can be written as

E(t) =
∑

i

Aαie
jφiejβi

x̂ + ejγi ŷ√
2

Π (t − iT ) (3)

where t is the time, T is the pulse train period and A, φi, Π are the amplitude,
phase, and shape, respectively, of the optical pulse generated by the LD. αi, βi

describe the transmission and introduced phase, respectively, of the AM. γi is
the phase difference between x̂ and ŷ introduced by the polarization modulator
in order to generate the different polarization states.

Another security consideration is optical coherence between successive pulses,
which could in principle be used for eavesdropping attacks [17]. As the LD is
taken below threshold between pulses, each new pulse will start up from vacuum
fluctuations, and will have a random overall phase φi, thus eliminating coher-
ence between succesive pulses and thus among states. Similarly, any information
contained in the AM phase βi is washed out by the random φi.
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4 Experimental Results

The resulting optical pulse duration is about 400 ps. The short optical pulse
duration (small duty cycle) has the advantage to increase the signal to noise
ratio since the measurement window (detection time) in the receiver can be re-
duced. Furthermore, the optical pulse bandwidth is small enough to enter the
acceptance bandwidth of the subsequent polarization modulator. The modula-
tor ”ON” window has a duration of at least 5 ns, much larger than that of the
optical pulse. Therefore, only the amplitude of the optical pulse changes, while
the temporal and spectral shape remain unaltered. In addition low driving volt-
ages are needed, half-wave voltages of 640mV and 1.56V for the amplitude and
polarization modulators, respectively. Making the design suitable for electronic
integration with low electrical power consumption drivers. Moreover, intensity
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Fig. 2. (Top) Temporal (a) and spectral (b) profiles for pulses with three intensity
levels. (Bottom) Temporal (c) and spectral (d) profiles for pulsed with four polarization
states. As expected, these show a high degree of similarity, indicating minimal distortion
of the pulses by the amplitude and polarization modulators.
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extinction ratio and polarization extinction ratio (PER) higher than 25 dB have
been achieved with the amplitude modulator and polarization modulator, re-
spectively. Making the source suitable to use it to implement decoy-state QKD
transmission while obtaining a low Quantum Bit Error Rate (QBER).

Figure 2 top subfigures (a) and (b) show pulses with the same polarization
but with different intensity levels with the aim of comparing its temporal and
spectral indistinguishability. A 8 GHz amplified photodiode and a 4 MHz res-
olution Fabry-Perot scanning interferometer where used for the temporal and
spectral measurements, respectively. In order to compare pulses with different
intensity levels, the different pulses are normalized to their own total intensity.
Moreover, Figure 2 bottom subfigures (c) and (d) show a similar comparison,
but this time pulses have the same intensity level and different polarization.
As expected, there is a high degree of similarity of the pulses, independently of
their polarization or intensity state, indicating minimal pulse distortion due to
the AM and the PM. It has to be noticed that the small differences for the differ-
ent intensity pulses are due to measurement errors. Nevertheless, as commented
in section 3 polarization statistical similarity is more important than intensity
statistical similarity. Furthermore, information on the absolute or relative phase
between pulses is not contained in these four figures. However, by design, the
phase of each pulse varies at random between pulses due to the fact that, as
already mentioned, pulses are generated by taking continuously the laser diode
above and below threshold, as explained in section 3.

Given the high optical performance of the proposed source, it is expected to
achieve a low QBER as well as a high Secure Key Generation Rate in the order
of hundreds of kHz.

5 Conclusions

We have shown that, starting from commercially available and space-qualifiable
components, it is possible to build an integrated transmitter capable of generat-
ing the several intensity and polarization states required for decoy-state QKD.
The experimental demonstration has been carried out at 850 nm with 100 MHz
modulation rates. However, taking into consideration that the modulators band-
width can go well beyond 10 GHz and operate also at other wavelengths (e.g.
1550 nm), the source can be easily scalable to higher bit rates, the upper limit
being probably given by the laser diode itself, and other transmission systems
(e.g. optical fibers).

Although we believe that the proposed source is of general use in polariza-
tion modulation optical systems, especially free-space links, we have focused our
demonstration in preparation for a QKD experiment using decoy-state proto-
col, where the indistinguishability of the pulses, both in the frequency and time
domain, is the key for the security of the link. Given the relatively low driving
voltages of the modulators, the proposed transmitter is potentially low power
consumption and also highly integrable.
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Abstract. In this manuscript, a novel technique for forward error correction 
based information reconciliation is proposed, exploiting capacity achieving 
soft-metric based iteratively decoded block codes. The availability of soft met-
ric and information bits reliability is also employed to efficiently perform chan-
nel probing and privacy amplification.  

Keywords: Information reconciliation, Low Density Parity Check codes, 
LDPC, soft metric, log likelihood ratios, QKD, Quantum Key Distribution. 

1   Overview 

Quantum computing and information processing is at the forefront of research and 
development and a multitude of organizations and research centers have been pursu-
ing this area feverishly. In this field, quantum cryptography has emerged as one of the 
most important practical applications of non-classical or quantum theory. One-time 
pad (or Vernam cipher) requires that the key used to encode the message and hence 
render it illegible to unintended receiver, be as long as the message itself and this is 
often impractical and shorter keys are often used. While the security of the traditional 
cryptographic techniques is based on algorithmic complexity of solving certain 
mathematical problems (e.g., trap door one-way functions), the security of Quantum 
Cryptography (QC) is founded on basic physical principles. The best known example 
of traditional algorithmic method is multiplication of large numbers. In fact, the diffi-
culty of prime factorization is at the basis of the most common public key cryptosys-
tems.  The problem from a cryptographic point of view is that the existence of a fast 
algorithm for factorization has not been ruled out; a sudden mathematical break-
through would make many internet communications completely insecure. Even 
worse, it has been proven that the possible realization of a quantum computer would 
allow a fast algorithm for factorization. A secure cryptosystem can be achieved if one 
encodes information in a quantum system. To be more precise, quantum mechanics is 
able to generate perfectly secure, random keys which can then be used in standard 
secret-key protocols. 
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Fig. 1. Model of the secure and public channels involved in QKD communication 

In the generic model of a secret-key cryptosystem shown in Figure 1, the sender 
Alice wants to transmit a plaintext message secretly to the receiver Bob. The secret 
key is transmitted on a secure (quantum) channel, which has typically high bit error 
rate (denoted QBER), so that a subsequent information reconciliation and privacy 
amplification operations need to be performed on a public channel. Once the secret 
key is known to Alice and to Bob (and only to them), Alice will encrypt the plaintext 
using the secret key according to the encryption rule of the system, and send the cryp-
togram to Bob, while Eve will not be able to recover the transmitted message. A  
multitude of attack strategies that could hypothetically be used by Eve have been 
identified and well documented in the literature. Note that the transmission rate on the 
QKD secret channel is generally very low (since the technology is very complex), 
while the actual data rate on the public channel can be very high. It is therefore impor-
tant to analyze the achievable QKD rates. Furthermore, the bit error rate (BER) on the 
public channel is low, while the BER on the secret channel is high, and channel cod-
ing may be required to make the secret channel more reliable. 

Up to now, the most famous protocol suggested for QKD is the BB84 protocol. 
The BB84 protocol, using the cascade reconciliation protocol, performs error-
correction by sending very little information over the public channel and was  
proposed by Gilles Brassard and Louis Salvail. The cascade protocol operates in a 
number of rounds, and requires interaction between transmitter and receiver (Alice 
and Bob). 

From a practical point of view, most recent attempts at long distance free space QKD 
have focused on using Weak laser Pulses (WLP) as opposed to true single photon 
sources which are still in experimental development stages. With Decoy state QKD, 
clever eavesdropping strategies that may be adopted by Eve can no longer be used.  

The focus of this paper is on pragmatic information reconciliation using novel soft 
information processing techniques. The proposed techniques can be applied to QKD 
schemes based both on Single Photon or WLP sources, with or without decoy states. 
The difference among the different schemes is the use of different channel metrics. 
Furthermore, the information reconciliation proposed here will only use feed-forward 
techniques, not requiring interaction between transmitter and receiver. 
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2   Quantum Channel Communication System 

In reference to the model depicted in Figure 1, the practical implementations of QKD 
protocols rely on solutions that are low cost, offer high levels of security, and can be 
rapidly deployed requiring uncomplicated setups and conventional devices. In this 
regard, QKD using decoy states (henceforth referred to as DQKD) is currently the 
most promising technique.  

Among the multitude of DQKD experimental techniques proposed in the literature, 
the technique described in [1], allows one to achieve the desired characteristics of 
DQKD, with a reduced cost and leading to a robust system. This technique amounts to 
what communication Engineers would refer to as Pulse Position Modulation (PPM) 
which allows the use of extremely simple measurements (the time of arrival of a pulse).  

We propose to use a Photon Counting Detector (PCD) to generate soft information 
at the output of the quantum channel, as opposed to hard decisions about whether a 
given received signal is a logic-0 or a logic-1. Note that in its original form, the pro-
posed BB84 technique does not require the use of PCD. Consider the application of 
soft coding to a specific scheme, i.e., the one of [1]. In this protocol Alice transmits 
attenuated coherent states (i.e., modulated pulses of a CW laser) that either she pre-
pares with a mean photon number N or blocks such states and transmits vacuum 
pulses. The k-th logical bit is encoded in a two pulse temporal sequence, 

kkk

kkk

N

N

212

212

|0|1|

0||0|

〉〉=〉

〉〉=〉

−

−
 

The time of arrival allows an unambiguous discrimination of the logical qubit. In 
order to check the presence of an eventual eavesdropper Alice, with a small frequency 
f, transmits a decoy state,  

kkk NNd 212 ||| 〉〉=〉 −  

Due to the coherence of the laser, the two component of the decoy state have a precise 
phase relation and thus they always exit a specific gate of an interferometer at Bob’s 
side preceded by an unbalanced Beam Splitter (BS), with transmission tB. Such correla-
tion also exists across the boundary between two alternating bits as well. After meas-
urements, Bob announces when the detector after interferometer clicked (set 1, bits for 
the check) and when the detector at the other exit of BS clicked (set 2, bits to be used 
for the key reconstruction). The effect of eavesdropping is a breaking of coherence and 
can be estimated by the measurement of the set 1. After this test, Alice and Bob run 
error correction and privacy amplification on set 2 thus obtaining the key. 

The performance of the protocol is quantified by the achievable secret key rate  

( )Evedsk IQhfRpRR −−−−+= )(1)1)](1(2[  

Where, ( )ηBttNR   exp1 −−=  is the counting rate when the communication chan-

nel has a transmission t, pd is the detector dark count rate, h(Q) is the binary entropy 
function and η is the detector quantum efficiency. By measuring the quantum bit error 
rate Q, Alice and Bob can estimate the fraction of information IEve known by Eve. Thus 
the protocol is based on on/off detection; either the state is observed or it is not. 
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Once the decoy states have been identified and erased from the useful transmitted 
sequence, the equivalent channel model is simply that of a binary symmetric channel 
with bit error probability equal to the quantum bit error rate Q, as shown in Figure 2-
(a). However, in order to minimize the effect of dark counts, one can envisage more 
elaborate strategies based on “soft” encoding and decoding. 

One of the main ideas of our paper is that of using a detector discriminating the 
number of incident photons characterized by a certain set of n-photon dark count 
probabilities pd,n. We note that we can generate and use a form of soft information 
even if a PCD is not used. The key attribute in using PCD is that we can generate soft 
information associated with the key data transmitted on the quantum channel.  

For every number of detected photons one can associate a weight by comparing pd,n 

with the probability 
!

)exp(

n
p

n

n

μμ−=  expected for the attenuated coherent state 

with average photon number μ.  
Let N be the theoretical number of photons transmitted for every  information bit,  

Nmax the maximum number of photons that can be detected in one symbol interval, 
with the positive sign the transmission or reception of a logic-0 and with the negative 
sign the transmission or reception of a logic-1, then we can model the discrete channel 
generated by QKD transmission using weak laser pulses as shown in Figure 2 (b), 
with an input random variable Xw which at the generic k-th instant may assume the 

values ),( NNXwk +−∈ , and an output random variable Yw which at the generic 

k-th instant may assume the values ),...,2,1,0,1,2,...,( maxmax NNYwk +−−−∈ , 

where NN >max . Note that the model below is associated with transmission of one 

information bit which corresponds to two time slots (hence, the positive-negative 
designation in the probabilistic channel model), even though the number of photons 
detectable in a given slot is obviously only a positive quantity. 

 

Fig. 2. Equivalent model for the single photon quantum channel (a), when WLP are used (b), 
and for the public channel (c) 
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The section about soft-metric based post-processing will describe how to extract 
useful soft metric values from the channel models of Figure 2 (a) and (b), and how to 
use them during the decoding and information reconciliation phases. 

3    Classic Communication System 

The public channel uses classic communication schemes, typically a radiofrequency 
link. Since very strong coding is allowed, the bit error rate of the classic channel is 
generally extremely small. Since the use of an optical link implies the presence of line 
of sight (LOS) between transmitter and receiver, fading can be excluded, and additive 
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) is generally the predominant impairment, so that the 
equivalent channel model shown in Figure 2 (c) can be used. In this figure, Xrk is the 

k-th transmitted symbol, ),σ(Nk
20N∈ is a Gaussian random variable with zero 

mean and variance SbENσ η220
2 == , where 0NEbS =η  is the wireless 

link signal-to-noise ratio, and Yrk is the real sample obtained at the output of the pub-
lic channel detector. If a bipolar transmission scheme is used, we can set   

),( bbk EEXr +−∈ .  

On the public link, no information bits can be transmitted, so only the redundant 
information of the considered feed-forward systematic block channel code with rate 
Rb will be transmitted. If we denote by nq the number of information q-bits and by r 
the number of redundant bits, in order to minimize the quantity of information derived 
by Eve from the public channel, r must be minimized, and therefore the code rate, 

rn

n
R

q

q
c +

=  

must be maximized. For this reason, the use of long information blocks is required 
and Low density parity check codes (LDPC) with iterative soft decoding meet this 

criterion. For such codes, the information blocks of length rnn q +=  in the order of 

tens of thousands can be used. In spite of the large block length (which guarantees 
high coding rate), the use of iterative soft decoding allows for acceptable decoding 
complexity. 

 
Fig. 3. Available bits and metrics at transmitter and receiver 

 

public channelquantum channel

nq information bits r  redundant bits 

nq q-metrics r soft metrics 
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Given the previous hypotheses, and denoting as bk the k-th redundant bit, we can 

write )12( −= kbk bEXr  and kkbk NbEYr +−= )12( , where kYr  has a 

conditional probability density function 
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⎟
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The corresponding Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR) value is,   

[ ])0|()1|(log)( === kkkkk bYrPbYrPYrLLR   is  2

2
)(

σ
bk

k

EYr
YrLLR = . 

This is the soft metric that will later be used by the post-processing block for the k-th 
redundant bit with sample value at the output of the detector equal to Yrk. 

3.1   Soft-Metric Based Post-Processing  

Soft metric processing will be used for error correction, eavesdropping detection and 
privacy amplification, exploiting all the information available from the detectors at 
the output of the public and the quantum channels. This corresponds to using in the 
post processing algorithms not only the raw received information and redundancy 
bits, but all the soft information extracted from the channels, i.e., the log-likelihood 
ratios or LLRs [2], also denoted soft metrics in what follows.  

Evaluation of soft metrics for different channels 
 

As far as the redundant bits are concerned, the real received signal samples RYrk ∈  

can be used to generate the soft metrics, 

22)( σbkk EYrYrLLR = . 

As far as the information bits are concerned, when single photon transmission is used 
(or no soft information is extracted from a WLP based quantum channel in the ab-
sence of photon counting detector), the channel model shown in Figure 2 (a) must be 

considered, with transmitted bits }1,0{)2( =∈GFXqk  and received 

bits }1,0{)2( =∈GFYqk , whose soft metrics are [2] , 

[ ]
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In the case of WLP transmission, however, when a photon counter is available at the 
receiver, additional soft information can be extracted, as previously discussed. In this 
case, the equivalent channel model shown in Figure 2(b) must be considered, and the 
soft likelihood metrics  
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can be expressed as  
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Joint use of metrics from different channels 
 

In the decoding of LDPC for the information bits }1,0{)2( =∈ GFXqk , we will 

use the soft metrics of the received raw bits }1,0{)2( =∈GFYqk  
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while, as far as the redundant bits }1,0{)2( =∈GFXrk  are concerned, we are 

dealing with the real received signal samples kYr with soft metrics 

22)( σbkk EYrYrLLR = . 

These metrics must be jointly used and compared in the LDPC decoder. To achieve 
this, the metrics need to be compatible and comparable. Let us suppose that the 
equivalent Binary Symmetric Channel (BSC) model used in the quantum channel is 
obtained using 2 PAM as the modulation scheme with transmitted levels 

)12( −kb bEp , where kb are the transmitted bits, kb̂ are the decided raw bits, Epb 

is the energy per bit and σp
2 is the noise variance per dimension (see Figure 4). Let us 

also denote the equivalent received sample as kkbk NpbEpYp +−= )12( , so 

that  

Q
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where, the transmitted levels are bEp±  and  ),σ(Np pk
20N∈  

 
 

Fig. 4. Equivalent model for the single photon quantum channel when using an equivalent 2 
PAM modulation scheme 
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At this point we can assume that the noise is negligible, (i.e., that 

)1ˆ2()12( −≅−≅ kbkbk bEpbEpYp ), allowing us to write the soft metric of 

the equivalent 2 PAM channel as,  
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The metric for the equivalent BSC Quantum channel shown in the last formula can be 
jointly used with the metric of the 2 PAM public channel for decoding. 

Iterative soft forward error correction 
 

Once the appropriate soft (quantized on more than 1 bit) metrics have been associated 
with the various (information and redundant) bits, the situation is as depicted in  
Figure 3, and a soft metric based block decoder must be identified. Considering the 
basic result of Shannon’s theorem that indicates that the longer the considered block 
length in Forward Error Correction (FEC) channel code, the larger its minimum dis-

tance and/or the higher its rate, we desire to use a very large block length rnq + , 

which can pose huge constraints on the decoding complexity. To overcome this, Low 
Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes provide a viable solution.  

In fact, in contrast to many classic codes, LDPC codes allow very fast iterative 
probabilistic decoding algorithms, in addition to being a class of linear capacity 
achieving codes. This makes LDPC codes attractive from both a theoretical and a 
practical point of view.  

Finally, we can notice that the suggested decoding algorithm offers a soft-output, 
so that the decoded bits, obtained after a suitable and possibly variable number of 
iterations, are paired with their associated soft metrics as well, which can be used as 
an indicator on the reliability of the decoded bits. 

Convergence analysis 
 
A typical decoded bit error performance curve of an iteratively decoded capacity 
achieving code transmitted over a binary symmetric channel (BSC), as a function of 
the transition probability P of the BSC, is illustrated in Figure 5. The performance of 
the code is divided into three regions: the low-performance region, the waterfall re-
gion and the (optional) error floor region. 

The low-performance region is the region where transition probability P is higher 
than the minimum value required for the iterative decoding to converge. The value of 
the threshold transition probability P* depends on the size of considered code.  

The performance region where a small decrease in the transition probability P re-
sults in a considerable improvement in the error probability is called the waterfall 
region, or sometimes the turbo cliff region when its slope is particularly steep.  
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Fig. 5. Typical decoded BER performance curve of an iteratively decoded capacity achieving 
code 

 
In the error floor region, when present, the performance does not improve signifi-

cantly as the transition probability P decreases further, or however it decreases with a 
slope much smaller than in the waterfall region. We must note that the error floor 
region typically does not show a horizontal floor, but a change in slope with respect to 
the waterfall region. 

Given these general characteristics of an LDPC code performance, and knowing 
that a quantum channel has a typical quantum BER 11.0≈Q or lower, and that the 

channel is not considered reliable because of eavesdropping if 3.0* ≈> QQ , i.e., if 

the QBER is larger than a given threshold Q*, if an LDPC code is selected with 
threshold transition probability ** QP ≈ , the decoding process will not converge if 

the quantum channel is unreliable. The non-convergence could be detected by observ-
ing the erratic behavior of the decoded sequence reliability, allowing the use of the 
decoded codeword reliability monitoring as a form of quantum channel probe. Hence, 
we have a novel mechanism of detecting eavesdropping on the fly based on the inher-
ent characteristics of the codes employed for information reconciliation. 

Privacy amplification 
 

The availability of soft output information, where the decoded bits are paired with the 
associated reliability, offers an instrument for performing efficient and selective pri-
vacy amplification, deleting from the decoded sequence (i.e., form the quantum key), 
the bits with low reliability, maintaining the most trusted information. This allows for 
a variable rate security key generation protocol which again to the best of our knowl-
edge is entirely novel. 
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Simulation Results 
 
We have conducted simulations using LDPC codes with rate 0.5 and various block 
lengths. Weighed q-metric values )( kYpLLRα have been considered, with 10 ≤< α . 

The parameter α has been inserted in order to optimize the contribution of the infor-
mation derived from the q-bits, which should not be too high since the q-bits are  
generally not very reliable, but should also not be too low, due to the fact that some 
information can however be extracted from them. 

In Figure 6 and Figure 7 we report the simulated Bit Error Rate (BER) and Frame 
Error Rate (FER) of a LDPC code with n=nq+r=504, r=252 and Rc=0.5 decoded 
with 100 iterations, for different values of the QBER parameter Q in the range 0.1 to 
0.5, as a function of the weigh parameter α. It can be observed how an optimal value 
of α in the order of 0.5 can be identified, which however depends on the QBER pa-
rameter Q. Optimizing α allows for a strong performance improvement, lowering the 
achievable error rates up to three orders of magnitude. 

It can also be observed that the decoder performance converges to low BER and 
FER values only if Q is smaller than roughly 0.15, allowing for reliability control, as 

previously described. 
Finally, in Figure 8, the BER values of a n=nq+r=504, r=252 and Rc=0.5 code are 

compared with those of a n=nq+r=1000, r=500 and Rc=0.5 code, one for Q in the 
range 0.12-0.5, showing that as expected, longer code blocks (and higher complexity) 
allow for better decoding performances. 

 
Fig. 6. BER performance of a LDPC code with n=nq+r=504, r=252 and Rc=0.5, decoded with 
100 iterations as a function of Q and α 
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Fig. 7. FER performance of a LDPC code with n=nq+r=504, r=252 and Rc=0.5, decoded with 
100 iterations as a function of Q and α 

 

Fig. 8. Comparison between the BER performance of two LDPC codes with Rc=0.5, one with 
n=nq+r=504, r=252 and one with n=nq+r=1000, r=500 as a function of Q and α 
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Using Redundancy-Free Quantum Channels for 
Improving the Satellite Communication 
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Abstract. The quantum based systems could be the next steps in improving the 
satellite communication. The actual implementation of quantum cryptography 
systems would be invaluable, allowing for the first time the practical possibility 
of one-time-pad-encrypted, undecipherable communication, which will offer an 
essentially new degree of security in future satellite communications. They of-
fer secure key distribution protocols, more efficient coding and communications 
methods than the classical solutions. However, the classical error coding meth-
ods could not be used in a quantum channel, which is required for the quantum 
communication. There are many quantum error coding algorithms which are 
based on some redundancy. However, we can construct a channel with zero re-
dundancy error correction. In this paper we introduce three different quantum 
error correction approaches. The first one is based on eigenvectors and unitary 
transformations. In the second case we can create a redundancy-free channel us-
ing local unitary operation and unitary matrices, while the third one is based on 
entanglement. All of these can help to set up an efficient quantum channel for 
the quantum based satellite communication. 

Keywords: quantum channel, space communication, error correction,  
redundancy-free. 

1   Introduction 

In last years the quantum theory based on quantum mechanical principles appeared in 
satellite communication offering answers for some of nowadays’ technical questions. 
The quantum cryptography – cryptography based on quantum theory principles – 
gives better solutions for communication problems e.g. key distribution than the clas-
sical cryptographic methods, which have been found to have vulnerabilities in wired 
and wireless systems as well. The first quantum cryptography protocol, the BB84 [1] 
was introduced in 1984 and offered a solution for secure key distribution based on 
quantum theory principles like no cloning. The free-space Quantum Key Distribution 
(QKD) has almost a 20-year-old history. It started with the first published experiment 
in 1991. The 30 cm long optical path grew to 950 m under nighttime conditions in 
1998 [2], and about to 10 km under daylight in 2002 [3], until the distance of 144 km 
was reached by an international research group in 2006 [4]. 
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The long distance quantum communication technologies in the future will far ex-
ceed the processing capabilities of current silicon-based devices. In current network 
technology, in order to spread quantum cryptography, interfaces able to manage to-
gether the quantum and classical channel must be implemented.  

In our point of view, the quantum computing algorithms can be used to affirm our 
free-space communication in the following four ways: [5] 
  
1. Open-air communication: we mean usually “horizontal” telecommunication that 

happens below 100-200 km height. Instead of optical cable air is used for channel. 
2. Earth-satellite communications: it is usually between 300 and 800 km altitude. 

Signal encoding and decoding is used to produce quantum error correction that al-
lows operation in noisy environment.  

3. Satellite broadcast: the broadcast satellite is in orbit at 36,000 km and we want to 
send data from the satellite to the base stations located on the background. Quan-
tum algorithms can improve the effective bandwidth, thus the brand is better util-
ized as in traditional cases. 

4. Inter-satellite communication: the communication between satellites. Any kind of 
coding and encoding can be used, to increase stability [6]. 
 

Free space quantum communication for great distances have been developed and 
tested successfully. Currently, the quantum cryptographic key generation systems 
have been realized in metro-area networks over distances on tens kilometres, the free 
space based QKD solutions can achieve megabit-per-sec data rate communication. 
Long-distance open-air and satellite quantum communication experiments have been 
demonstrated the feasibility of extending quantum channel from the ground to a satel-
lite, and in between satellites in free space. The satellite based single photon links 
already allow QKD on global scale.  

2   Properties of Quantum Channel 

The transmission of classical information over satellite quantum channel with no 
prior entanglement between the sender (Alice) and the recipient (Bob) is illustrated in 
Fig.1. The sender’s classical information denoted by iA  encoded into a quantum state 

Aψ . The encoded quantum states are sent over the satellite quantum channel, In the 

decoding phase, Bob measures state Aψ , the outcome of the measurement is the 

classical information iB .  

A qubit can be described by the two-dimensional Hilbert space 2 , and the opera-
tors acting on the quantum system is generated by the Pauli matrices,  

0 1 0 1 0
,  ,  .

1 0 0 0 1x y z

i

i
σ σ σ

−⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
= = =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

 

 

(1) 
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Fig. 1. Transmission classical information through the satellite quantum channel 

In generally, for a Pauli matrix kσ , ( ) 0kTr σ =  and 2
k Iσ = , where , , .k x y z=  

The set of states for a qubit in the computational basis { }0 , 1 , is the eigenbasis of  

zσ , thus 0 0zσ =  and 1 1 .zσ = −  A generic pure state can be given by  

0 1 ,ψ α β= +  (2) 

and the projector of the state is ( )1
ˆ ,

2
nψ ψ σ= + ⋅1  where n̂  is the Bloch vector, 

and it can be given by  ( ) ( )( )2 2* *ˆ 2Re ,2 Im , .n αβ αβ α β= − For pure state the 

norm of Bloch vector is 1, and these vectors cover the Bloch sphere [1].  
The pure quantum states of a two-level system can be given by unit vectors in 

spherical coordinates,  

cos 0 sin 1
2 2

ie ϕθ θψ = +  

 

(3) 

The state ψ  can be given by state n̂+ , and it is the eigenstate for the eigenvalue 

+1 of n̂ σ⋅ , with ( ) ( )ˆ ˆ , sin cos ,sin sin ,cosn n θ ϕ θ ϕ θ ϕ θ= =  where [ ]0,θ π∈  and 

[ ]0,2ϕ π∈ . A ρ  mixed state can be expressed by a ( )1
ˆ

2
nψ ψ σ= + ⋅1  projector 

on a pure quantum state.  
The quantum states sent to quantum channel can be represented by their density 

matrix. We denote by ( )dS  the space of all density matrices of size ,d d×  and we 

call it a d-level system [1, 7]. A one-qubit system is a two-level system [12], and its 
density matrix can be expressed as  

2 2 2

1

2 2 ,  1,  , , .
1

2 2

z x iy

x y z x y z
x iy z

ρ

+ −⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟

= + + ≤ ∈⎜ ⎟
+ −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠

 

 

(4) 
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Alice’s pure quantum state can be expressed by a density matrix Aρ , whose rank is 

one, while a state with rank two is called mixed. According to the noise N  of quan-
tum channel, Alice’s sent pure quantum state becomes a mixed state, thus Bob will 
receive a mixed state denoted by Bσ . A pure state has special meaning in quantum 

information theory and it is on the boundary of the convex object. A density matrix 
which is not pure is called mixed state. 

For one-qubit states, the condition for ρ  to be pure is simply expressed as 
2 2 2 1,x y z+ + =  and it is on the surface of the Bloch ball [8].  

 
Alice’s pure

qubit
Quantum Channel Bob’s mixed 

input state

Noise

( )A Bρ σ=NAρ N

 

Fig. 2. General model of a noisy quantum channel 

The map of the quantum channel is a trace-preserving and completely positive 
map, and it can be given by a linear transform N  which maps quantum states to 
quantum states. The noise of the channel can be modeled by a linear transform  

( ) ( ): ; ;M d M d→N , (5) 

where ( )( ) ( ).d dρ ρ⊂N  Thus, if Alice sends quantum state ( ), ,x y zρ  on the 

quantum channel, the channel maps it as follows:  

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ){ }', ', ' ' ', ', ' = , , , , , .x y z x y z x y z x y zρ ρN  (6) 

The image of quantum channel’s linear transform N  is an ellipsoid. To preserve the 
condition for density matrix ρ , the eavesdropper’s cloning transformation N  must 

be trace-preserving, i.e. ( ) ( )Tr Trρ ρ=N , and it must be completely positive, i.e. for 

any identity map I, the map I⊗N  maps a semi-positive Hermitian matrix into a 
semi-positive Hermitian matrix. Thus, in our satellite communication based, the 
channel is modeled by a TPCP map [9].  

The capacity of the satellite channel ( )C N  for given noise N , can be defined as 

follows [9]:  
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( ) ( ) ( )( )
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1 1

max ,
n n

n n

i i i i
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i i

C S p p S
ρ ρ

ρ ρ
= =

⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞= +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
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∑ ∑… …

N N N  

 

(7) 

where ( ) logS ρ ρ ρ= −  is the von-Neumann entropy.  

For a well functioning communication we need a channel coding to handle the er-
rors appearing in a communication channel. In quantum computing the classical error 
coding methods could not be used. This lead to develop quantum based error correc-
tion methods and algorithms. However, they are mostly based on quantum and not 
classical theorems [10]. In this paper we deal with new three redundancy-free  
solutions. 

3   Achieving Redundancy-Free Channel with Eigenvectors 

We would like to provide error correction with sending certain amount of qubits over 
a noisy quantum channel. The qubits are independent, each contains information that 
needs to be processed. We introduce three different redundancy-free solutions for the 
quantum communication. In the first one the noise of the quantum channel is modeled 
by a rotation angle.  

The correction of the damaged quantum states is not possible in a classical repre-
sentation, since the error correction of qubits is realized by unitary rotations.  

 

 

Fig. 3. Our channel model. A transforms the initial qubits into a special form. B has to produce 
the inverse of matrix A.  

Our initial assumption is that the channel rotates the qubit with an ω  degree, that 
is considered to be constant so far. We wish to create a system where error correction 
is possible. By this, not a complete restoration is meant. The transmission is consid-
ered successful when at the end of the channel the qubit remains in its original state’s 
ε  environment. 

To achieve this we mix the qubits and send them over the channel, as shown in  
Fig 3. What we expect is that at the measurement, the error for one qubit is distributed 
among the others in its environment (its neighbors). By being so, the error remains in 
an ε  environment for each qubit. 

For the communication we use n long qubits so that 2n N= , where n is the length 
of the qubits and N  is the size of the space. We can construct a classical channel with 
zero redundancy error correction for any unitary channel, where the information itself 
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is classical, coded into qubits. Let assume that we have a unitary channel with a U  

unitary transformation, where the U  matrix is known. Because U  is unitary, it acts 
on each qubit sent over the channel and changes the qubit. After the successful trans-
mission we have two cases for the eigenvalues 

I. ⎥
⎦
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⎢
⎣
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=⎥

⎦
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(9) 

The description leads to a redundancy-free solution because the classical states are 
coded into the eigenvectors of the U matrix. With the appropriate selection of the 
matrix A  we can restore one quantum bit sent over the channel without any other 
(redundant) information. The whole algorithm is described in [11] and [12].  

4   Redundancy-Free Channel Coding 

We consider the redundancy-free implementation of an unitary error correcting opera-
tor θR . The protocol achieves the redundancy-free quantum communication using 
local unitary operations and unitary matrices.  

The whole algorithm is described in [12]. In this paper we introduce how the re-
sources of the error correction could be used and we introduce a novel approach for 
multi-qubit error correcting. 

The error of the satellite quantum channel can be modeled by a unitary rotation 
† ,θR  thus the error of the satellite quantum channel can be expressed as an angle 

[ )0,2iθ π∈ . At the beginning of the communication, Alice sends her quantum state 

Aψ  on the quantum channel, which transforms it to ( )†
Ad θ ψ=R  with given prob-

ability p. The error of the quantum channel is denoted by †
θR .   

In our error-correcting process if Bob tries to read the sent quantum state, he doesn’t 
know the properties of the noise on the quantum channel. In our redundancy-free cod-
ing mechanism, Alice’s initial state is Aψ , the correction transformation denoted by 

θR . Bob uses a CNOT to correct the error of the quantum channel. In order to read the 

sent quantum bits correctly, Bob must rotate the i-th data quantum bit by the angle iθ  

in the opposite direction of what the error of the quantum channel rotated.  
Bob has a chance not greater than ( )2sin iε θ=  to correct the sent states, because 

he doesn’t know the original rotation angle iθ  of the quantum channel’s error on the 

i-th sent qubit. The rotation operation θR  of the error correcting mechanism can be 

given by the angle θ , where  
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Fig. 4. Redundancy free error correction 
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(10) 

The error-correcting method consists of a control qubit, which corresponds to the 
modified qubit d , and a target qubit, which is equal to the error-correction angle 

state θ . To correct state d  to Aψ , Bob uses a simple CNOT transformation, thus 

our state is transformed to  

( )†1
0 1 ,

2
d d dθ θθ⊗ → ⊗ + ⊗R R  

 

(11) 

and therefore a projective measurement in the { }0 , 1  basis of the correction-state 

θ  will make the modified qubit d  collapse either into the desired state dθR  or 

into the wrong state † dθR . Bob cannot determine the received state exactly, since he 

does not know angle of the error iθ . In this phase, Bob can not be sure whether the i-

th quantum state id  is identical to the original sent state iψ  or not.  

4.1   Quantum Probabilistic Channel Decoding  

The noise N  on the satellite quantum channel prepares a damaged state 

cos 0 sin 1 .i
i i id e αθ θ′ ′= +  The damaged qubit can be identical to the original 

qubit ( )i id ψ= , with probability ( )2cos iθ , and it differs ( )i id ψ≠  with prob-

ability ( )2sin iθ . The damaged state id  can be projected to the original state 

cos 0 sin 1i
i i ie αψ θ θ= +  successfully with probability  

( ) ( )2 2 2 2cos cos sin sin .i i i i i i ip θ θ θ θ θ θ′ ′= − + +  (12) 
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In our system, the rotation angles are evenly distributed and the maximum of the aver-
age probability ip  can be reached when the angle of state *

iθ  is equal to zero. Bob 

gets correct angle iθ  with probability 21
1 sin 2 ,

2i ip θ= −  therefore Bob’s total prob-

ability to receive n  quantum states with valid rotation angles iθ  is 

2

1

1
1 sin 2 .

2

n

i
i

P θ
=

⎛ ⎞= −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

∏  As we can conclude, by increasing linearly n, Bob’s probabil-

ity of error can be made arbitrarily small.  

If we have sent an N-length state ( )nθ  on the satellite quantum channel, the n-

qubit length unknown state n
θR  has maximal entropy, thus 

,
2 2

n
n nd

θ θ
θ
π

⊗
⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠∫ R R
I

 

 

(13) 

where I  is the identify operator. Let assume pθ  the probability of the successful 

transformation ( )†
A Aθ θ ψ ψ=R R , which probability is independent of the dam-

aged state .d   

4.2   Resources of Error Correcting 

A projective measurement on the basis { }0 , 1  of the error-correcting state will 

make the damaged qubit collapse either into the desired state dθR  or into the 

wrong state † dθR , with each outcome having probability of 1/2. Therefore, Bob 

applies the gate of Fig.5. to prepare the bad state † dθR  or the right state dθR  

with equal probability 1/2.  

 

Fig. 5. The error correction of a damaged qubit d  with single-qubit key state θ . The angle 

state is one qubit. 

If Bob has an l-length qubit string 1
1 2l i

i θ−
=⊗  to decode damaged state d , Bob’s 

failure probability will be only ( )1/ 2
lε = . The probability of wrong decoding is 

decreases exponentially with the size of the θ , the length of the error-correcting 

string denoted by l . Bob takes damaged qubit d  as the control-bit, and takes error 
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correcting qubit states 1
1 2l i

i θ−
=⊗  as the target, therefore Bob evolves the transfor-

mation of 1
1 2l i

id θ−
=⊗  into  

( )( )2 1 †1
2 1 ,

2

l
l

l
d right d wrongθ θ

−− ⊗ + ⊗R R  
 

(14) 

where 0.right wrong =  The gate for improved decoding is shown in Fig.6. 

 

Fig. 6. The correction of a damaged state d  with multi-qubit error-correcting state 1
1 2l i

i θ−
=⊗ . 

The error correcting angle is stored in an l-length quantum string. 

Every rotation transformation θR  succeeds with probability ( )1 1/ 2
l

p = − , with 

error probability ( )1/ 2
lε = . In Fig.7. we illustrate the simplified gate for multi-qubit 

error correction, the short diagonal line on the bottom line represents, that state θ  

consists of several quantum bits. 

 

Fig. 7. The error correction of a damaged state d  with state θ . The short diagonal line on the 

bottom line represents, that state θ  consists of several quantum bits. 

Since Bob has a one-qubit length state for correct the damaged state, Bob fails to 

perform ( )†
A Aθ θ ψ ψ=R R  with probability 1 1/ 2.p =  The average length of the 

required string is  

1 1

2.
2l l

l l

l
l p l

∞ ∞

= =

= = =∑ ∑  

 

(15) 
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Thus, a two qubit error-correcting state for a single-qubit error correction is sufficient, 
on average.  

4.3   Multi-qubit Error-Correcting  

If Bob receives as n-bit length damaged string 1 nd d⊗ ⊗… , he can correct it with 

the n-bit length correction-key 1 2 nθ θ θ⊗ ⊗ ⊗…  in one-step, as it is shown in 

Fig.8.  

 

Fig. 8. The correction of an n-length multi-qubit damaged string 1 nd d⊗ ⊗…  with an n-

length multi-qubit string 1 2 nθ θ θ⊗ ⊗ ⊗… . The correction state is realized by an l-length 

multi-qubit string 1
1 2l i

i θ−
=⊗ . 

Using our method, all the rotation transformations are realized by an l-length 
multi-qubit string, therefore every error correction transformation 

iθR  on the corre-

sponding damaged qubit id  can be implemented with success probability 

( )1 1/ 2 .
l−  

5   Achieving Redundancy-Free Channel with Entanglement 

The entanglement is the ability of qubits to interact over any distance instantaneously. 
The EPR-states do not exactly communicate, however the results of measurements on 
each quantum states are correlated. The entangled pure states are those multipartite 
systems, that cannot be represented in the form of a simple tensor product of subsys-
tem states 1 2 ,nψ ψ ψΨ ≠ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗…  where iψ  are states of local subsystems. 

An entangled pair is a single quantum system in a superposition of equally possible 
states, and the entangled state contains no information about the individual particles, 
only that they are in opposite states. The entangled states cannot be prepared from 
unentangled states by any sequence of local actions of two distant partners, and the 
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classical communication can not help to generate EPR-states. The Bell states can be 

defined as ( )1
00 11

2
±Ψ ≡ ±  and ( )1

01 10 .
2

±Φ ≡ ±  

The correction of the damaged state d  can be realized by a shared EPR-state be-

tween Alice and Bob. Our code uses entangled qubits to transfer classical information 
through the channel. During the communication process Alice encodes the classical 
information into entangled pairs, then keeps one qubit of the pair and sends the other 
one to Bob in the quantum channel. Because the information was encoded into an 
entangled pair, they now share classical information. After receiving the qubit, Bob 
performs a measurement on it. Because of the properties of entanglement, this makes 
the measurement on the other qubit of the pair deterministic. When Alice measures its 

qubit with waitingt  time after it was sent, she gains knowledge on what Bob had meas-

ured. If the transmission was successful, which means Bob got the correct classical 
state after measuring, and then Alice sends the next qubit. If the measurement pro-

vided a false information, Alice waits a errort  time before sending the next qubit, thus 

letting Bob know that a bit error was occurred during the communication. In that case 
Bob flips the measured classical bit. 

This code does not need any synchronization other than a well chosen waitingt . On 

any noisy channel, because Alice is monitoring the measurement results, a BER of 
0% can be achieved without having to send additional qubits through the channel. 
This makes the efficiency of the code better than any classical and many quantum 
codes. The transmission on the channel is redundancy-free as well. Since only the 
measured states carry information, the circuit which produces the entangled pair can 
be simple, like a CNOT (Controlled NOT) gate. The circuit is shown in Fig.9. 

 

Fig. 9. Transmission over a quantum channel with the help of entanglement 

The waitingt  time can be conciliated during an initialization process, measuring the 

communication time during sending and receiving back a test message with l length 

(and with a timestamgt ). Assuming that the channel is a bidirectional channel (the de-

lays are same in both ways) we can calculate the waitingt  as 

Alice Bob 

Quantum Channel 
Classical 
Input 

EPR-pair 

Qubit Qubit 

Measurement, 
classical 
information 

Noise 
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( ) ε++= 2/22 AlicesendingBobBobcesendingAliwaiting ttt  (16) 

where BobcesendingAlit 2  is the period of sending the message from Alice to Bob, and 

AlicesendigBobt 2  is the period of sending the message from Bob to Alice, and ε  is an 

arbitrarily chosen little number. 

For the successful communication the following condition should be set for errort   

( ) ( )2// waitingerrorwaiting ttt <<<λ  (17) 

where λ  depends on the physical properties of the channel. 
However, the loss of a qubit, which happens often in the free-space communica-

tion, can cause error during the process. Thus this simple solution can be used in a 
free space channel only in an advanced form, where Bob knows the sending fre-
quency of Alice, and Bob measures the time differences between two arrived qubits. 

If the interval between two received qubits is bigger than ε++ errorwaiting tt , this 

means that one qubit has been lost during the transmission. With elaborated waitingt  

and errort  time we can provide a redundancy-free solution for quantum transmission, 

where the interval of the sending period carries the information about the possible 
error. With this we illustrated an EPR and time based redundancy free error correction 
method for free-space communication. 

6   Conclusions 

One of the primary requirements of long-distance and free-space quantum communi-
cation is the capability of the effective transmission of quantum states in non-ideal, 
noisy environments. The free-space and satellite quantum channel could be the way to 
increase significantly the distance limit of current quantum communication systems. 
The current earthbound free-space quantum channels have the advantage in that they 
can be combined with satellite quantum communication. In the future, we will be able 
to overcome the current distance limits in quantum communication by transmitting 
EPR-states from space to Earth. To exploit the advantages of free-space quantum 
channels, it will be necessary to use space and satellite technology. The free space 
optical technology has been combined successfully with entangled pairs and satellite 
communication.  

In classical systems, error correction can be performed only by introduced redun-
dancy within the communication. The error correction capabilities are required for any 
form of a large scale computation and communication. In classical systems the sim-
plest form to give redundancy to the communication is to encode each bit more than 
once, however in quantum communication the error correction can be made by much 
more complex strategies. Currently, many quantum error correction techniques have 
been introduced to overcome the limitations of quantum theory principles. In these 
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proposals, redundancy is required for successful error correction, because the quantum 
states are cannot be cloned perfectly, or cannot be measured nondestructively.  

In our paper, we have presented a fundamentally new method to realize quantum 
communication with zero redundancy error correction. Our zero redundancy quantum 
error correction approaches are based on eigenvectors with unitary transformations, 
local unitary operations, and entanglement.  

The presented redundancy free coding mechanisms can help to set up an efficient 
quantum channel for the quantum based satellite communication. 
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Abstract. Free-space optical communications over long distances are

associated with severe losses while the natural limit for the energy as-

sociated to a single bit of information is just one photon. In order to

enhance the transmission Efficiency we propose the use of macro qubits

consisting of thousand of photons. We investigate the Fidelity of the

transmission of a macro-qubit generated by quantum injected optical

parametric amplification (QI-OPA) along a lossy communication chan-

nel. The realization of a QI-OPA micro-macro Teleportation protocol is

considered.

Keywords: Quantum Communication, Quantum Teleportation, Optical

Parametric Amplifier.

1 Transmission of Amplified Quantum States over a
Lossy Channel

The transmission of quantum states between two or several space-like separated
communication stations is an important task for implementing relevant quantum
Information, quantum Cryptographic and Teleportation protocols. These ones
generally involve the distribution between distant parties of entangled states [1]
whose Fidelity is impaired by noise and by losses along the quantum channels,
e.g. contributed by the dark counts of the detectors and by the absorptive losses
in optical fibers. In particular, the communication resources provided by the
present technology limit the distance for faithful entanglement distribution to
the order of 100km [2]. In order to overcome these problems it has been suggested
the use of quantum repeaters, a new technology which still needs significant de-
velopments, or the adoption of free-space links [3,4]. Recently the demonstration
of the successful transmission of an entangled photon pair over a 144Km free-
space link has been reported [5]. It has been shown that, even thought the pres-
ence of extreme attenuation due to turbulent atmospheric effects, the free-space

K. Sithamparanathan et al. (Eds.): PSATS 2010, LNICST 43, pp. 330–339, 2010.
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transmission preserves the fidelity of the entangled photon pairs. However the
attenuations along the communication channel due to diffraction, atmospheric
absorption, turbulence and to device imperfections led to a link Efficiency for
single photon communication equal to about to -30 dB.

In this work we propose a relevant improvement of that communication sce-
nario by exploiting the transmission of a macro-qubit produced by a
Quantum-Injected Optical Parametric Amplifier (QI-OPA) [6,7] over a lossy
communication channel. We expect to attain a large enhancement of the com-
munication Efficiency over the single photon transmission. Luckily enough the
QI-OPA generated multiphoton state, consisting of thousands of photons de-
pending on the non - linear (NL) exponential amplification gain (g) , has been
proved to be a unitary and information preserving process that keeps all quan-
tum properties of the injected qubit [8]. Furthermore, it has been proved to be
quite resilient to decoherence and losses [9]. More specifically, when a polariza-
tion qubit |±〉 = 2−1/2(|H〉±|V 〉), being |H〉 and |V 〉 the horizontal and vertical
photon polarization states, are injected into the QI-OPA amplifier, the output
state is expressed as:

∣∣Φ±〉
=

∞∑
i,j=0

γij |(2i + 1)±, (2j)∓〉 (1)

where γij ≡ √
(1 + 2i)!(2j)!(i!j!)−1C−2(−Γ

2 )j Γ
2

i
, C ≡ cosh g, Γ ≡ tanh g, be-

ing g = χt the NL gain. There |p+, q−〉 stands for a state with p photons with
polarization −→π + and q photons with −→π −. The macro-states |Φ+〉, |Φ−〉 are or-
thonormal, i.e.

〈
iΦ|Φj

〉
= δij . Our goal is to investigate whether and how the

distinguishability between the two states is modified after the transmission over
a lossy channel.

Let us consider the macro-qubit |Φ+〉, obtained by the amplification of a single
photon qubit state |+〉:

|Φ+〉 =
1

C2

∞∑
ij

(−Γ

2

)j (
Γ

2

)i
√

(2j)!(2i + 1)!

j!i!
|(2i + 1)+, 2j−〉b

=
1

C2

∞∑
ij

(−Γ

2

)j (
Γ

2

)i (b†
+)2i+1

j!

(b†
−)2j

i!
|0〉 (2)

We consider the case in which the macro qubit propagates along a noisy channel,
on the spatial mode b. The losses are modelled by a beam splitter (BS) with
transfer function

b± =
√

τc± + i
√

1 − τ d± (3)

where b is the propagation spatial mode of the macro-qubit and the transmittiv-
ity (τ) represents the efficiency of the free-space link, see Fig.1. The macro-qubit
state transmitted by BS is found to be:
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Fig. 1. Conceptual scheme of the proposed experiment: the macro-qubit generated by

the QIOPA device undergoes a high losses transmission process, represented by the

beam splitter model. The transmitted state is then analyzed and detected through a

dichotomic measurement.

|Φ+〉out
=

1

C2

∞∑
ij

2i+1∑
k

2j∑
l

(
2i + 1

k

) (
2j
l

) (−Γ

2

)j (
Γ

2

)i
1

j!i!

(√
τc†

+

)k (
i
√

1 − τd†
+

)2i+1−k

(√
τc†

−
)l (

i
√

1 − τd†
−

)2j−l

|0〉|0〉 =
1

C2

∞∑
ij

2i+1∑
k

2j∑
l

(−Γ

2

)j (
Γ

2

)i
1

j!

1

i!

√
τ

k+l

√
k!
√

l!

(i
√

1 − τ)2i+1+2j−k−l(2i + 1)!(2j)!√
(2i + 1 − k)!(2j − l)!

|k+, l−〉d|(2i + 1 − k)+, (2j − l)−〉c (4)

The portion of the state over the spatial mode d is lost over the environment
while the transmitted state is represented by the density matrix:

ρ+
τ = (Trρ+

out) =
1

C4

∞∑
i,j

∞∑
m,n

min{2i+1,2m+1}∑
w=0

min{2j,2n}∑
z=0

(−1)
j+n Γ

2

j+n+i+m (2i + 1)!(2j)!

j!i!

(2m + 1)!(2n)!

m!n!

τ i+j+m+n+1−w−z(1 − τ )w+z√
(2i + 1 − w)!(2j − z)!

√
(2m + 1 − w)!(2n − z)!

1

w!z!

|2i + 1 − w, 2j − z〉〈2m + 1 − w, 2n − z| (5)

The measurement of the macro qubit is then realized via a dichotomic strategy
involving the action of the O-Filter (OF) device, first introduced by Ref.[8]. We
briefly summarize the details of the macro-qubit detection process: the multipho-
ton state is analyzed in polarization and detected by two photomultipliers. The
two intensity signals, proportional to the orthogonally polarized photon numbers
n and m, are compared shot-by-shot by the OF electronic device whose filtering
action is outlined as follows. When the number of detected photons mϕ bearing
the πϕ polarization, exceeds nϕ⊥ , bearing the πϕ⊥ polarization orthogonal to
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Fig. 2. Macro state identification: (a) If the O-Filter threshold is equal to zero, the

measurement on the macro-qubit turns out to be purely dichotomic. (b) For a non-

zero k value, the measurement performed on the macro state involves the presence of

inconclusive results, that correspond to the non-unbalanced detected pulses.

πϕ, by a ceratin adjustable threshold quantity k, i.e. mϕ − nϕ⊥ > k, the (+1)
outcome is assigned to the event and the detection of the macro-state |Φϕ〉 is
assumed. On the contrary, when the condition nϕ⊥ − mϕ > k is met, the (-1)
outcome is assigned and detection of |Φϕ⊥〉 is assumed. Finally, an inconclusive
result (0) is obtained when the detected pulses are balanced: |nϕ⊥ − mϕ| < k.

The OF based measurement performed on the macro state |Φ+〉, after transmis-
sion over the high losses channel, can be represented by the following operator:

R±(k) =
∞∑

n=k

k∑
m=0

|n+, m−〉〈n+, m − | (6)

We define the k−dependent Visibility V (k) of the macro-state, i.e. the efficiency
in discriminating the orthogonal macro-qubits, as:

V (k) =
Rmax(k) − Rmin(k)
Rmax(k) + Rmin(k)

(7)

where Rmax =
〈
R+1(k)

〉
ρ+

τ
represent the probability of identifying the macro

state after the transmission as |Φ+〉, and Rmin =
〈
R−1(k)

〉
ρ+

τ
correspond to the

probability of identifying the macro state as |Φ−〉. By increasing the value of
k a better discrimination, and hence a higher Visibility can be achieved. The
Visibility is related to the Fidelity of the macro state by the relation [10]:

F (k) =
V (k) + 1

2
(8)

We are now interested in measuring the macro qubit in a dichotomic way by
no O-Filtering, i.e. by choosing the threshold: k = 0. In these conditions let’s
consider the value of the obtained Fidelity F as a function of the non linear
gain g of the amplifier. We report in fig.3 the trend of the Fidelity for different
values of the transmission Efficiency of the communication channel. By plotting
the value of F (n) as a function of the average number of transmitted photons,
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Fig. 3. Trend of the visibility as a function of the non linear gain of the amplifier. We

observe that, by fixing the transmission efficiency, the value of the fidelity increases by

increasing the gain of the amplifier. These trends are reported for different value of the

transmission efficiency.

Fig. 4. Trend of the fidelity as a function of the average transmitted photons

we obtain the plot in fig.4, by which we deduce that the asymptotic Fidelity
value that can be reached through a dichotomic measurement with: k = 0 is
F ∼ 0.82 corresponding to an asymptotic Visibility V ∼ 0.64. The asymptotic
value F is determined by the ratio between the number of detected photons that
are correctly attributed to the corresponding macrostate and the number of
photons that, still belonging to the same macrostate, are interpreted incorrectly.
Of course, by increasing the value of k a large Efficiency and Visibility are
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Fig. 5. Trend of the fidelity and visibility as a function of the transmitted photons

attained at the cost of increasing the probability of inconclusive results, i.e. of
decreasing the overall measurement Efficiency (QE) of the apparatus.

Similar results are obtained for more realistic simulation parameters as, for
instance, by considering a −30dB loss of the transmission channel (as the one
presented in Ref.[3]). In that case, by taking into account the reduced quantum
efficiency (QEp ∼ 0.13) of the IR photomultipliers used to detect the macro-
states we may consider the overall efficiency of the transmission process τ =
0.00013. The related trends of the Fidelity and Visibility in these conditions are
reported by Fig.5. Our results show that, respect to the single - photon qubit
state, the transmission of the macro-qubit over a lossy channel allows to increase
the Efficiency of the transmission process to its maximum value for every value
of the ”channel efficiency”, i.e. of the model BS transmittivity τ (see Fig.6). This
can be easily obtained by properly increasing the value of the exponential gain
g respect to the value of τ . This can be easily done by increasing the power of
the pump laser of the QI-OPA system.

2 Micro-Macro Teleportation

As already pointed out, the asymptotic values of Fidelity and Visibility shown by
Figures 4 and 5 would hardly allow to perform non locality tests, as required in
many QKD applications. As said, increasing values of F (k) and V (k), together
with and a decreasing value of QE, can be attained by increasing the value of
the threshold k > 0. This is shown by fig.7 in which is reported the value of the
Fidelity as a function of the OF threshold k (τ and g fixed).

In any case, the reported values of F and V obtained with k = 0 are sufficient
to implement different quantum information protocols, such as the Teleportation.
As it is well known, the latter protocol introduced by Bennett et al. in Ref.[11],
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Fig. 6. Comparison between the transmission efficiency of the single photon qubit and

of the macro-qubit state

Fig. 7. Trend of the Fidelity as a function of the OF threshold k. A more sophisticated

measurement allows to increase the value of the Fidelity, at the cost of decreasing the

quantum efficiency of the overall process.

consists of a nonlocal transfert of the state of an unknown qubit onto another
far apart particle.

With the present system we could realize the teleportation of a single-photon
qubit between the Alice’s site and a corresponding photonic macrostate trans-
mitted by a long-range free space link to a Bob’s site, Fig.8. More specifically,
an EPR source generates a polarization entangled photon pair over the spatial
modes kA and kB. The single photon on mode kB is amplified by a ”phase
covariant cloning machine” [7,12].
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Fig. 8. Experimental scheme for the micro-macroscopic photonic teleportation

At the Alice’s site the Teleportation kit realizes the conversion of polarization
into momentum state, and the qubit to be teleported is encoded into the polar-
ization degree of freedom of the single photon state. The Bell measurement at
Alice’s site identifies the quantum transformation that will be realized at Bob’s
site. At last, at Bob’s site, a far apart station, the state is analyzed by an O-
Filter. By a coincidence procedure between Alice and Bob the success of the
Teleportation will be assessed.

Let us analyze in more details the proposed Teleportation experiment. As
shown in fig.8 an entangled pair of two photons in the singlet state (9) is produced
through spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) by the NL crystal 1
(C1) pumped by a pulsed UV pump beam:

1√
2

(|H〉A |V 〉B − |V 〉A |H〉B) (9)

There the labels A, B refer to particles associated respectively with the spa-
tial modes kAand kB . The photon belonging to kB , together with a strong
UV pump beam, is injected into an optical parametric amplifier consisting of
a NL crystal 2 (C2) pumped by the beam k′

P . The crystal is oriented for
collinear operation over the two linear polarization modes, respectively hori-
zontal and vertical. The interaction Hamiltonian of the parametric amplification
Ĥ = iχh̄â†

H â†
V +h.c. acts on the single spatial mode kB where â†

π is the one pho-
ton creation operator associated to the polarization −→π [12]. The overall output
state amplified by the OPA apparatus is expressed, in any polarization equatorial
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basis
{−→π φ = 2−1/2

(−→π H + eiφ−→π V

)
,−→π φ⊥ = −→π ⊥

φ

}
, by the Micro-Macro

entangled state:

|Σ〉A,B = 2−1/2
(∣∣Φφ

〉
B

∣∣1φ⊥〉
A
− ∣∣Φφ⊥〉

B
|1φ〉A

)
(10)

where the mutually orthogonal multi-particle ”macro-states” are (see eq.1):

∣∣∣Φφ
〉

B
=

∞∑
i,j=0

γij

√
(1 + 2i)!(2j)!

i!j!

∣∣∣(2i + 1)φ; (2j)φ⊥
〉

B

∣∣∣Φφ⊥
〉

B
=

∞∑
i,j=0

γij

√
(1 + 2i)!(2j)!

i!j!

∣∣∣(2j)φ; (2i + 1)φ⊥
〉

B

When an equatorial qubit |ϕ〉 = |H〉 + eiϕ|V 〉 is injected into the amplifier, the
ensemble average photon number N± on mode kB with polarization π± is found
to depend on the phase ϕ as follows:

N± = m +
1
2
(2m + 1)(1 ± cosϕ) (11)

where m = sinh2 g is the average number of photons emitted by the OPA for
each polarization mode in absence of quantum injection.

To show that the Teleportation works for any basis on the ”equatorial” Hilbert
subspace on the qubit Bloch sphere, we choose the linearly polarized {π+,π−}
basis set, and the circularly polarized one {πR,πL}set. In order to demonstrate
that the experimental results cannot be simulated by a ”classical” process, the
experimental Teleportation fidelity should be found: [13,14]:

F >
3
4

(12)

The experimental measurement would involve the evaluation of the Visibility by
taking into account the coincidences between detectors at Alice’s site and the
output of the OF device at Bob’s site, for different choices of the preparation
basis and of the analysis basis. If the Macroscopic state is projected onto the
same polarization state as the teleported qubit we would obtain a maximum of
coincidences Cmax. On the contrary when the state is the orthogonal one, we
register a minimum of coincidences Cmin. Hence, in order to demonstrate the
teleportation protocol we have to obtain a Visibility as large as:

V =
Cmax − Cmin

Cmax + Cmin
>

1
2

(13)

In conclusion, we have analyzed theoretically the transmission of Macro - qubits
along lossy channel. We have found that, thanks to the robustness and to the
resilience to decoherence of the Macro-state generated by a QI-OPA, a faithful
information can be transmitted over a long range channel with an Efficiency
nearly equal to one. By adoption of a detection O-Filter with a threshold
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k = 0 the Fidelity of the state is less than the one achieved by a single photon
transmitted state. However, the Fidelity can be largely increased by increasing
the value of the OF threshold: k > 0.

In summary, we have proposed our Micro - Macro parametric amplification
system as an appealing long - range application of the quantum Teleportation
protocol. Furthermore, thanks to the high resilience to decoherence of the Macro-
qubit, the present scheme can be adopted for general use in free space experi-
ments in an uplink scenario.
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Abstract. Three dimensional object extraction and recognition (OER) from 
geographic data has been one of most important topics in photogrammetry for a 
long time. Today, the capability of being able to rapidly generate high-density 
DSM increases the provision of geographic information. However the discrete 
nature of the measuring makes it more difficult to correctly recognize and ex-
tract 3D objects from these surfaces. The proposed methodology wants to semi-
automate some of the operations required for clustering of geographic objects, 
in order to perform the recognition process. Fuzzy logic allows using, in a 
mathematical process the uncertain information typical of human reasoning. In 
this paper we present an approach for detecting objects based on fuzzy logic. In 
a first phase only the structural information are extracted and integrated in the 
fuzzy reasoning process in order to have a more generic treatment. The recogni-
tion algorithm has been tested with different data sets and different objectives.  

Keywords: Objects Recognition, DSM, Fuzzy logic, disaster management. 

1   Introduction 

Three dimensional object extraction and recognition (OER) from geographic data has 
been one of most important topic in photogrammetry and remote sensing for a long 
time. However, most of the existing methods for automatic extraction and recognition 
of objects from data are based on a range of different information and make use of 
parametric methods. Within these systems object’s vagueness behavior is basically 
neglected [1]. 

Manual intervention is still needed to reconstruct 3D models introducing a critical 
bottleneck to the modeling of geographic objects. Aerial photogrammetry has been, 
and still is, one of the preferred ways to retrieve three-dimensional information on 
objects, being it very well understood and since it delivers accurate results. The major 
drawback is that automation of the measurement process is closely related to image 
understanding which is a problem hard to solve. 

Experience and daily practice make it possible for our brain to automatically in-
terpret what we see. Human recognition takes advantage of a variety of acquired 
information rather than relying on a single descriptor of an object. Further, human 
perception has a tremendous potential for learning and it deals perfectly with the 
fuzziness of the real world. Whenever it is required to identify objects within  
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geographic data an interpretation made by a human operator may represent an easier 
option. However if the process were performed by a computer, it would be very 
likely that none of the objects were identified. 

Fuzzy logic gives the possibility to use, within a mathematical process, uncertain 
information which is typical of human reasoning. The purpose of this paper is to use 
3D information contained in the DSM to automatically detect and recognize topog-
raphic objects in complex scenes. Furthermore, we try to use only LiDAR or Image 
Matching DSM. Due to this limitation our goal becomes even more challenging. As 
illustrated in the future work section it is possible to extend the methodology to others 
data sets such as multispectral or high resolution satellite images. 

The proposed approach can be divided into five major steps: 

• Pre-processing (data acquisition, interpolation, matching).  
• DSM normalization. 
• Extraction and definition of object’s structural descriptor. 
• Fuzzy reasoning process (membership function, IF-THEN Rules, inference 

process). 
• Object detection. 

It is clear that the problem of automatically extracting objects is still far from being 
solved. Now, after about two decades of research on the topic of automated recogni-
tion and reconstruction of man-made objects, there are still no fully automatic sys-
tems. The variety of methods available and the analysis of their advantages and 
weaknesses can provide quite a handful of hints for other scientists on how to  
approach the problem of 3D object extraction. 

1.1   Related Works 

As seen above, the research issues involved in the generation of 3D topographic ob-
jects for 3D GIS are very wide. They range from ICT theory of conceptual models to 
virtual reality and software development, passing through the development of data 
acquisition sensors, automation in data extraction and data analysis. Each one of these 
issues is related to many others: for instance in order to develop a given conceptual 
model it is important to be aware on how data is acquired. Similarly, when developing 
an algorithm for feature extraction, one has to understand which is the model to be 
used with those features. 

In fact there is not a universal automatic or semi-automatic approach and the proc-
ess of 3D reconstruction is often manual. The main task required to automatically 
generate a DTM from data is to divide terrain points from non-terrain points. Further 
it may be necessary to classify non-terrain points as belonging to buildings, vegetation 
or other objects (e.g. bridges), depending on the specific application. 

Automatic approaches to generate DTM and building reconstruction based on ra-
diometric images have since long been a challenging research topic. In the literature it 
is acknowledged that the issues related to segmentation and classification are not only 
an interesting research topic, but they are also very important in practice. Multiple, 
largely complementary, sensor data, such as color or multi-spectral aerial images and 
range data from laser scanners or SAR, have been used to ensure robustness and better 
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performances in 3D ORR (Object Recognition and Reconstruction). For example, 
color infrared (CIR) aerial images can be combined to laser scanner data DTMs for 
feature extraction purposes [2]. 

If multispectral imagery is available, the classification approach is the most con-
venient way to detect building areas or urban regions [3]. Everything that exceeds a 
certain threshold in the nDSM (normalized Digital Surface Model) will be included, 
and vegetation will be then excluded by further interpreting the NDVI (Normalized 
Difference Vegetation Index). 

In many cases however multispectral information is missing and therefore tech-
niques to segment the DSM are adopted. Different filtering strategies have been pro-
posed, based on deviations from a parametric surface, slope threshold, clustering, etc. 

A slope-based filtering using mathematical morphology has been presented in [4] 
and it defines a slope threshold as the maximum allowed height difference between 
two points as a function of their spatial distance. Another interesting approach has 
been discussed in [5]: the segmentation is carried out by combining region growing 
with a principal component analysis (PCA). A three-stage framework has been im-
plemented for a complete, robust and automatic classification of LiDAR data. This is 
composed by a region-growing technique to identify regions with a step edge along 
their border, a grouping of connected sets of pixels on the basis of an 8-classes parti-
tion of the height gradient orientation and a rule based scheme applied to the classifi-
cation of the regions [6]. Another study [7] focuses on automatic extraction of a DTM 
from a high-resolution DEM produced by image correlation in urban or rural areas 
based on a hybrid approach. The study combines complementary aspects of both TIN-
based and segmentation-based techniques. 

Once the locations of features have been identified, either through automatic seg-
mentation or manual digitization, the feature extraction process can be started. The 
different approaches available depend on whether image data or laser scanner data 
have to be processed, mainly due to the differences in the nature of the data. 

The reconstruction of man-made objects is a task of major concern nowadays, and 
a rich variety of approaches has been proposed in recent years. A comprehensive 
overview is given in the proceedings of the Ascona Workshops [8]. 

However, despite the progress that has been made with scanning systems and digi-
tal image acquisition, achieving automatic processing of the resulting datasets is at a 
very early research stage. For example, nowadays laser scan data is mostly used to 
produce digital terrain models which can be obtained from the original (measured) 
point cloud through interpolation algorithms which are do not differ significantly 
from photogrammetric DTM modules that have been in use for the last three decades. 
Only in specialized applications, such as the derivation of DTM in wooded areas or 
the surveying of power lines, there are first approaches capable to exploit specific 
properties of laser scan datasets to achieve automatic extraction. 

2   Classification Based on Fuzzy Logic 

With the term recognition we refer to the process that assigns a label (e.g. “building” 
or “tree”) to the result of a segmentation, in particular a region, based on properties 
(descriptors) of the region. Segmentation is the process that partitions the spatial  
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domain of an image, or other raster datasets, like digital elevation models, into mutu-
ally exclusive parts, called regions. 

Fuzzy logic can provide the link to connect computational theories with human 
perception. It provides a simple way to get to a specific conclusion based upon impre-
cise, uncertain, ambiguous, vague or missing input information. When dealing with 
simple ‘black’ and ‘white’ answers is no longer satisfactory, a degree of membership 
(as suggested by Prof. Zadeh in 1965)  becomes the way to tackle a range of different 
problems. The natural description of problems, in linguistic terms, rather than in terms 
of relationships between precise numerical values, is the other advantage of fuzzy 
logic theory. 

In fact fuzzy logic introduces linguistic variables for each descriptors characteristic 
of an object and linguistic labels to describe the fuzzy sets on the range of all possible 
values that those linguistic variables may be equal to. 

When applied to raster images, fuzzy classification estimates the contribution of 
each class within each pixel. The theory assumes that a pixel is not an indecompos-
able unit in the image analysis. Consequently, it works on the principle of “one 
pixel—several classes” to provide more information about the pixel, unlike hard clas-
sification methods which perform poorly when extracting information. 

The research works dealing with classification and feature extraction [9, 10] have 
provided several demonstrations of the capability of such fuzzy approaches. 

3   Proposed Methodology 

In the proposed fuzzy process (Fig. 1), each pixel is transformed into a matrix of de-
grees of membership representing the fuzzy inputs. A minimum-reasoning rule is then 
applied to infer the fuzzy outputs. Finally, a defuzzification step is applied to extract 
features [11]. 

The main components of the fuzzy recognition process are as follows: 

• A database, which defines the membership functions of the fuzzy sets. 
• A rule base, which contains fuzzy if-then rules. 
• A fuzzy reasoning procedure, which performs inference operations on the 

rules. 

The process should account for i) all available descriptors of an object (such as: 3D 
structure, textural information and spectral responses), ii) a fuzzy description of object 
properties and a fuzzy inference strategy for object recognition, iii) learning capabili-
ties to be able to modify imprecise model descriptions and increase the potential of 
recognition in particular if new and unrecognized objects are encountered. 

The proposed method for object extraction requires some preliminary steps that 
consist in: i) to locate and separate all 3D objects from the terrain and ii) to analyze 
and generate all the geometric properties that can describe the objects. Then, the chal-
lenge is to develop a segmentation procedure in connection with an inference process 
for object recognition. 

A rule base should include observations of important descriptors. Moreover, it re-
flects the fact that people may formulate similar “fuzzy statements” to characterize 
how they perceive how objects appear, for instance, within aerial color images. 
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Fig. 1. Implementation flowchart of the steps required for fuzzy recognition process 

The fuzzy inference AND or OR operators combine the membership values of the 
inputs in each rule for the antecedent of that rule. The MIN reasoning rule, applied on 
the matrix of produced fuzzy inputs, will consider, for each class, the membership 
degrees provided by the different fuzzy sets. Furthermore it will pick out the minimal 
membership degree to represent the class extent in the pixel. Then a MAX operation 
will be performed, as a result of each rule, to extract the element with the highest 
value (fuzzy output) and the corresponding class of that feature will be considered as 
associated fuzzy class to that pixel (fig. 2). 

More specifically the steps of the fuzzy recognition process will be: 
 

• Input raster data and structural descriptor variables are introduced. 
• Membership functions are defined by using results from human heuristic 

knowledge. 
• Definition of fuzzy logic inference rules. 
• Performing raster data classification. 
 

The OER process starts with the extraction of the Structural Descriptors (SD). Then 
those descriptors are analyzed to derive SD membership functions. In the next stage, 
the recognition operation is performed with the application of the sample if-then 
fuzzy rules and the MIN-MAX inference process. 
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the explicit fuzzy method illustrated for two descriptors, two 
variables with three classes 

The membership function parameters are determined through human heuristic 
knowledge. It should be noted that this method is more appropriate to situations 
where there is a clear linear ordering in the measurement of the fuzzy concept for 
instance when dealing with concepts such as tallness, heat, time, etc. 

Ii ï

Interval estimation is a relatively simple way of acquiring the membership function 
and it results in membership functions that are “less fuzzy” (i.e. the spread is nar-
rower) when compared to other methods. 

The trapezoidal membership function, with maximum equal to 1 and minimum 
equal to 0, is used in this work. Special cases, including symmetrical trapezoids and 
triangles, reduce the number of parameters to three. The trapezoidal functions are 
modeled with four parameters (α,β,γ,δ,). 
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The linguistic variables, which are variables that assume in linguistic terms values of 
the object’s structural descriptors, have to be defined in fuzzy logic. Linguistic vari-
ables are associated to each input structural descriptor and for each linguistic variables 
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some linguistic labels has been assigned. This assignment is mostly a mixture of expert 
knowledge and examination of the desired input–output data. 

Through definition of linguistic variables and membership function parameters 
calculation the input to the fuzzy recognition process is performed. Sufficient overlap 
of neighboring membership functions is taken into account to provide smooth transi-
tion from one linguistic label to another. 

Table 1. Linguistic variables and labels for the fuzzy-based object recognition process 

Structural descriptor Linguistic labels 
Height Very Low, Low, Medium, Tall, Very Tall 
Area Very Small, Small, Medium, Large, Very Large 
Gradients on segment borders Very Flat, Flat, Steep, Very Steep 
Relief Very Irregular, Irregular, Regular, Very Regular 
Height range in a point  

neighborhood 
Very Low, Low, Medium, Tall, Very Tall 

 
As mentioned earlier, the object recognition potentials can be enhanced through the 

simultaneous fusion of the SD parameters extracted. For this reason our recognition 
strategy is based on the concept of information fusion. The descriptors are used simul-
taneously within the recognition engine to perform the object recognition process. 

Because of the wide variety of clustering cases we have decided to use a versatile 
tool for the management of fuzzy clustering process. Since many spatial phenomena 
are inherently fuzzy or vague or possess indeterminate boundaries, fuzzy logic has 
been applied in many GIS scenarios, including fuzzy spatial analysis, fuzzy reason-
ing, and the representation of fuzzy boundaries. 

In a second step the membership values which have been identified have to be 
combined to get to a final decision (inference process). This component of the fuzzy 
recognition process consists in the definition of a set of rule bases, which contain 
fuzzy if-then rules. 

Formulation of fuzzy rules requires a profound observation of the integrative im-
pact of the descriptors on the recognition of an object. This again depends on the 
experience of an operator but also on the complexity of an object. In the experiments 
we observed, when dealing with partition walls it is sufficient to use a relatively small 
number of fuzzy rules, whereas when it identifying trees the process requires a higher 
number of rules, probably due to their more complex shapes and variety in terms of 
appearance. 

By taking into account the geometric properties, it is possible to overcome some 
problems typical of the use of image spectral characteristics. However a better result 
can be achieved if the descriptors are not necessarily limited to the structural descrip-
tor values. The process of information fusion may also include other types of descrip-
tors if they are available. If instead there are only one or two descriptors available 
(e.g. only spectral, or spectral and structural), the recognition process can still be 
executed, albeit being more prone to less reliable results. The insertion of others de-
scriptors in the fuzzy recognition process is always possible once the membership 
function and the if-then fuzzy base rules are defined. 
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Fig. 3. Membership function’s grids (as many as the linguistic variables associated to the de-
scriptor) calculated for the structural descriptor “Height”. The values are between zero and one. 

If-then rules are statements that make fuzzy logic useful. A single fuzzy if-then 
rule can be formulated according to: 

IF x is A; THEN y is B 

Where A and B are linguistic variables defined by fuzzy sets on the range of all pos-
sible values of x and y, respectively. The antecedent may integrate several inputs 
using logical AND and OR. Fuzzy reasoning with fuzzy if-then rules enables linguis-
tic statements to be treated mathematically. 

Given the rules and inputs, the degree of membership to each of the fuzzy sets has 
to be determined. By combining the individual membership functions trough the sim-
ple rules and after the aggregation process we obtain the final result and we can then 
defuzzify it. 

 

Fig. 4. MIN-MAX reasoning structure 
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Fig. 5. Results of fuzzy buildings recognition (Above), the grey level are proportional to the 
output fuzzy value of the inference process. We can qualitatively compare the results to the 
aerial image (below) of the area. 
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Our approach for fuzzy object recognition follows the MIN-MAX concept. The 
membership values in the premise part are combined according to minimum values 
(so-called min- inference) to extract the value of each rule, where mi is the consequent 
for each equation rules and μAi(xi) the value of the membership functions for each 
linguistic variable of the premise part of the rule. 

The final output (fig. 4) is then obtained by the MAX of the consequent equations 
rules and is calculated by: 

),......,,max( 21 nc mmm=μ  

The qualitative results (Fig. 5) highlight a good classification of the buildings objects; 
in particular we have an optimal results in case of isolated buildings or urban areas. 
Instead more complex, with lack of recognition, is the case of building near to areas 
characterized by vegetation where large trees are also classified as buildings. This 
problem can be overcome using a spectral descriptor such as NDVI index which al-
lows an efficient separation between objects and vegetation. 

The investigations presented here have given a first demonstration of the capability 
of this approach. The recognition process could identify approximately 80% of the 
buildings objects within the area used for the test. 

4   Conclusions and Future Works 

In object recognition, human interaction remains an important part of the workflow 
even though the amount of work to be performed by the human operators can be re-
duced considerably in the global extraction process. Many automatic and semi-
automatic methods proposed in the literature focus either on the reconstruction proc-
ess or on feature extraction once the objects has been recognized by an operator. 

The core of the system presented is an approach to recognize object’s primitives 
through use of fuzzy logic theory. This allows analyzing the data to extract a maximal 
amount of information, through an explicit process that uses structural information of 
objects and integrates them within a fuzzy reasoning process. 

In our approach detection, classification and modeling of objects is based exclu-
sively on structural description, without additional information like GIS data.  

Further, in this way we have been able to assess i) the versatility of the fuzzy rec-
ognition process in different challenging clustering situations, ii) the efficacy to rec-
ognize 3-D structural information iii) the capability to solve difficult problems by 
using the property to benefit from uncertain or vague concepts, typical of human 
thinking and language. 

Despite this further investigation and developments might be carried out. With  
regard to data used as input, different object descriptors, such as textural or multispec-
tral properties, could be considered in the recognition process. Moreover the genera-
tion of structural descriptors has to be improved by considering the sensitivity of the 
algorithms to coarse input. 

Another important improvement is to provide learning capability through neural-
networks. The learning capability of neural networks can be introduced in the fuzzy 
recognition process by taking adaptable parameter sets into account thus moving 
towards a neuro-fuzzy approach. 
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Finally data acquired from different sensors, such as high density airborne laser 
scanning, high resolution satellite images, or from other technologies such as Un-
manned Aerial Vehicles (UAV), could be used to improve the recognition process and 
their effectiveness can be assessed. 
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Abstract. The Geoeye-1 satellite, launched in September 2008, is able

to acquire imagery in panchromatic mode, with a spatial resolution of

0.41 m at nadir, offering the most powerful way to obtain detailed im-

agery actually commercially available.

The aim of the work is to evaluate the quality of the GeoEye-1 prod-

ucts through radiometric and geometric analysis; the area test is the city

of Rome.

Radiometric quality of the image has been evaluated estimating the

level of noise and the characteristic of the Modulation Transfer Function

- MTF, that gives an index about the image sharpness.

The second part of the research is focused on the evaluation of the

geometric capability of Geoeye-1 satellite. The image has been oriented

using two different methods: the rigorous model and the Rational Polyno-

mial Function (RPFs) model with the Rational Polynomial Coefficients

(RPCs). The results were analysed in order to compare the orientation

quality obtained from different model and different software, in terms of

accuracy achievable from the image.

Keywords: HRSI, image orientation, radiometric quality.

1 Introduction

The Geoeye-1 satellite, launched in September 2008, is able to acquire imagery
in panchromatic mode, with a spatial resolution of 0.41 m at nadir, and in
multispectral mode, with a spatial resolution of 2.0 m at nadir, offering the
most powerful way to obtain detailed imagery actually commercially available.

The aim of the work is to evaluate the quality of the GeoEye-1 products
through radiometric and geometric analysis; the area test is the city of Rome.

The panchromatic analysed image was acquired on 21 September 2009, it has
0.5 m pixel size and belongs to the Geo product class. The Geo products are
radiometrically corrected map oriented image, suitable for a wide range of uses.
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In addition to being suitable for visualization and monitoring applications, the
Geo is shipped with the sensor camera model in Rational Polynomial Coefficients
(RPCs) format. Geo images are projected onto an “inflated” ellipsoid, derived
from the WGS84, choosing a certain ellipsoidal height. This kind of pre-processed
images are usually mentioned as level 1B imagery.

Radiometric quality of the image has been evaluated estimating the level of
noise and the characteristic of the Modulation Transfer Function - MTF, that
gives an index about the image sharpness.

As regards the image noise, following the methods proposed from Baltsavias
[1], the level of noise has been analysed by the standard deviation of the Digital
Number of pixel selected in non-homogenous areas, so that a possible dependence
between noise and radiometric intensity is evaluated.

The sharpness of the images has been analysed through the study of the
Modulation Transfer Function; this function, in the spatial frequency domain
for a chosen direction, represents the spatial resolution of the image. In order to
estimate the MTF, an “edge method”, proposed by Choi [2] and revised by De
Vendictis [5], has been applied, using natural targets detected on the image.

The second part of the research is focused on the evaluation of the geometric
capability of Geoeye-1 satellite. Tests of image orientation, using commercial
and scientific software, have been performed. The image has been oriented using
two different methods: the rigorous model and the Rational Polynomial Function
(RPFs) model with the Rational Polynomial Coefficients (RPCs).

The results were analysed in order to compare the orientation quality obtained
from different models in terms of accuracy achievable from the image. Two dif-
ferent software have been used: the commercial software PCI Geomatica 10.2
in which is included the rigorous model developed by Toutin, and the scientific
software SISAR developed by the Geodesy and Geomatic Area of the University
of Rome “La Sapienza”.

The rigorous model implemented in SISAR is based on well know collinear-
ity equations, with the reconstruction of the orbital segment during the image
acquisition, the satellite position and attitude parameters.

Besides in the SISAR software it is possible to use RPCs and refine the image
orientation on the basis of a set of GCPs. A possible refinement of the model,
allowing for bias compensation, is accomplished in a quite common way with the
introduction of a simple first order polynomial in the RPF, whose parameters
are estimated.

2 Radiometric Quality Analysis

Within the chain from image sensing to the final value-added product, the im-
agery quality plays obviously a crucial role. Nowadays, most of the linear array
sensors have the ability to provide more than 8-bit/pixel digital images; anyway
we have still to consider some radiometric problems as the variations in the sen-
sor view angle, the sun angle and shadowing, the image noise that can influence
the image matching algorithms and the image unsharpness, due to CCD line
jitter, kappa jitter and motion blur, and deficiencies of the lens system [11].
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Image quality may be represented by several parameters as the radiometric
resolution and its accuracy, represented by the noise level and the geometri-
cal resolution and sharpness, described by the Modulation Transfer Function
(MTF).

2.1 Noise Analysis

Here the noise level is evaluated through the standard deviation of the Digital
Number (DN) in non-homogeneous areas according to the method proposed in
Baltsavias et al. [1] and Zhang [11], that allow an analysis of the noise variation
as a function of intensity. Usually the image noise is estimated using the standard
deviation of the DN in homogeneous areas where one type surface’s pixels should
have the same DN; in any case homogeneous areas are not really representative
of a standard acquisition and, moreover, the use of inhomogeneous areas allows
an analysis of the noise variation as a function of intensity.

Nevertheless, if inhomogeneous areas are considered, it has to be taken in
account on the entire image that the DN differences can be due both to the
different texture and to the noise; then the objective is to separate the noise
from the effect of texture variations.

In order to achieve this aim a small squared window n×n pixels (for e.g., 3×3
pixels) wide is moved within the area by a 3 pixel step and the DN mean (Mw)
and the standard deviation (σw) is calculated for each window. The total DN
range is divided in classes and the standard deviations are assigned to a class
according to the mean DN of each window. At this stage, each class contains all
the standard deviations attaining to those windows whose mean DN is within
the DN limits of the class. It is reasonable that the lowest standard deviation are
mainly due to the noise, whereas the other and for sure the highest are due to
texture variations. Therefore in each class, the standard deviations are sorted,
and the noise is estimated as the mean of the 5% smallest standard deviations.
A check of the effectivenes of this hypothesis over a suitable simulated image is
illustrated in [3].

2.2 Post-Flight Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) Analysis

The MTF of an imaging system describes the transfer of an input in spatial
frequency domain. It is well known that MTF is a useful tool to describe the
sharpness of an imaging system. Most of the time, the MTF characteristics are
measured before the launch; however, they may change due to the vibration dur-
ing the launch or some change in material properties in time. For that reason, for
on-orbit MTF determination it is necessary to have an up-to-date performance
assessment of spaceborne sensors.

Here it was evaluated according to the “Edge Method” proposed by Choi [2]
and revisited by De Vendictis [5].
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Fig. 1. Edge example

Fig. 2. Splines interpolating perpendicular lines

The initial task of the Edge Method is the identification of target edges useful
for the analysis. Edges should show a blurred line edge between two almost
uniform regions (at least in the neighborhood of the edge) of different intensities.
Possible natural edges can be the separation line between the two layers of a roof,
two fields with different cultivations, a roof edge and the ground, a road border
and so on (Fig. 1).

After the selection of some suitable edges, at first the algorithm estimates
the edge locations at sub-pixel accuracy; under the assumption that the chosen
edges lie on a straight line, the alignment of all edge locations is LS estimated.
The edge profiles, which are centered at each edge pixel and have the direction
perpendicular to the edge, are interpolated with cubic spline functions (Fig. 2).

These cubic spline functions, differently from Choi, are averaged and interpo-
lated with an analytical function in order to obtain an empirical Edge Spread
Function (ESF) (Fig. 3).

The ESF is then differentiated to obtain the Line Spread Function (LSF). Fi-
nally the LSF is Fourier-transformed and normalized to obtain the corresponding
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Fig. 3. Empirical Edge Spread Function in blue color

Fig. 4. MTF at Nyquist frequency and Full Width at Half Maximum

MTF. Finally, after the Fourier transformation, the computed MTF is scaled in
the frequency axis in order to represent the calculated MTF in terms of the
Nyquist frequency of the image. In addition, the Full Width at Half Maximum
(FWHM) value is also computed from the estimated LSF (Fig. 4).

The details of both procedures are described exhaustively in [3].

3 Results of Radiometric Quality Analysis

Geoeye-1 imagery are collected in 11-bits format (2048 grey levels) but, even if
the peak is less pronounced, the 99% of the DN vary between 110 and 780. For
this reason, in order to perform the signal-to-noise ratio analysis, the imagery
DN interval between 110 and 782, with the exclusion of the histogram tails (0-110
DN and 782-2047 DN), has been divided in different classes, 32 grey levels wide.
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Fig. 5. Geoeye-1 noise level estimation

The analysis results are reported in Fig. 5 showing that the noise is intensity
dependent, in fact it is increasing with increasing grey values.

The MTF was estimated detecting, on the whole image, 30 well distributed
linear structures, oriented both along- and across-track. The MTF values at
Nyquist frequency and the FWHM values were estimated for all the selected
edges; the results were combined into average values for the along- and across-
track direction (Tab. 1).

Table 1. MTF and FWHM estimation

Off Nadir Sun elevation Resampling

Edges along-track Edges cross-track

MTF FWHM MTF FWHM

at Nyquist (pixel) at Nyquist (pixel)

12◦ 50◦ CC 0.42 1.05 0.34 1.18

The results achieved show that the MTF values and the FWHM values seem
to be similar for along and cross track direction, considering their standard
deviation at the level of 0.15.

They seem to be slightly better than those displayed in [8], that states as
reference for Geoeye-1 a MTF value at the Nyquist frequency of approximately
0.24 along-track and 0.26 across-track; due to the high MTF standard deviation
this issue has to be investigated repeating the analysis on other images. Anyway
it has to be noticed that tests discussed by Kohm were carried out on images
acquired just 6 months after the launch, which could suffer for an initial non
optimal radiometric calibration.
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4 Orientation Models for High Resolution Satellite
Imagery

Image distortions, due to acquisition system and geometry, could be removed by
an orientation process, estimating a set of parameters for an orientation model.
Remote sensing community usually adopts two different types of orientation
models for High Resolution Satellite Imagery (HRSI): the physical sensor models
(also called rigorous models) and the generalized sensor models.

The rigorous models are based on a standard photogrammetric approach
where the image and the ground coordinates are linked through collinearity equa-
tions. The involved parameters have physical meaning. Besides, they require the
knowledge of the specific satellite and orbit characteristics.

On the contrary, the generalized models are usually based on the RPFs which
link image and terrain coordinates by the RPCs and do not need the knowledge
of sensor and acquisition features. The RPCs can be calculated by the final users
via a LS estimation directly from GCPs, or are generated by the sensor managing
companies by using their own physical sensor models and disseminated to the
users through the image metadata. Nevertheless, the first strategy (also called
terrain-dependent) is not recommended if a reliable and accurate orientation is
required. In the second strategy, they can be generated according to a terrain-
independent scenario based on a known physical sensor model.

This section will discuss many features of the orientation models. Specifically,
in Sect. 4.1 discussions will be focused on the rigorous model for the orientation
of the image projected to a specific object surface (usually an “inflated” ellipsoid
derived from the WGS84) (level 1B). The RPCs model is discussed in Sect. 4.2
and Sect. 4.3.

4.1 The Rigorous Model for Level 1B Imagery

This specific rigorous model has been developed for the management of level
1B imagery [4]. In this case it has to be noted that the images are projected
onto a specific object (usually an “inflated” ellipsoid, derived from the WGS84
choosing a certain ellipsoidal height). The collinearity equations link points on
the ground and points projected on the mentioned “inflated” ellipsoid (Fig. 6).

Each point on the ground surface corresponds to a point on “inflated” ellip-
soid, identified from line of sight (LOS), i.e. the line directed from the perspective
centre to the point on the ground. The collinearity condition is satisfied when
ûSI (the unit vector directed from perspective centre to image point) coincides
with ûST (the unit vector directed from perspective centre to ground point), i.e.,
ground point and image point are lined up on LOS. The collinearity equations
may be conveniently expressed in the ECEF system in vector form:

ûSI = R · ûST (1)

where R is a rotation matrix. In fact, relative “small” translation of ground with
respect to ellipsoid can be expressed with an infinitesimal rotation around the
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Fig. 6. Model geometry of level 1B image

perspective center, because the height of satellite platform (hS) is much higher
than the difference of elevation between ground surface and the “inflated” ellip-
soid (Δh). Under this infinitesimal rotation hypothesis (cosφ, θ, ψ ∼= 1 sinφ ∼=
φ, sinθ ∼= θ, sinψ ∼= ψ) the rotation matrix R is reduced to the sum of the unit
matrix and an antisymmetric matrix:

R = I + δR =

⎡
⎣ 0 ϕ θ
−ϕ 0 ψ
−θ −ψ 0

⎤
⎦ ⇒ R =

⎡
⎣ 1 ϕ θ
−ϕ 1 ψ
−θ −ψ 1

⎤
⎦ (2)

where the attitude angles are supposed to be modelled by a time-dependent
function up to the second order (3).

⎧⎨
⎩

ϕ = a0 + a1τ + a2τ
2

ϑ = b0 + b1τ + b2τ
2

ψ = c0 + c1τ + c2τ
2

(3)

τ is the time, in seconds, such as τ = Js · Δt where Δt is the time needed to
scan a row on the ground and Js is the row of the pixel.

The (1) can also be expressed in the following way:
⎡
⎣XI − XS

YI − YS

ZI − ZS

⎤
⎦ = ρR

⎡
⎣XT − XS

YT − YS

ZT − ZS

⎤
⎦ (4)

where

• � is the scale factor, (ratio of perspective centre-image point distance dSI

and perspective centre-ground point distance dST : ρ = dSI/dST )
• XT , YT , ZT are the ground coordinates in the ECEF system
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• XI , YI , ZI are the image coordinates in the ECEF system
• XS , YS, ZS are the perspective centre coordinates in the ECEF system

The model parameters that need to be estimated with the LS adjustment are
the nine coefficients (ai, bi, ci). Their initial approximate values are simply fixed
to zero.

As regards the satellite position, in general detailed information are not sup-
plied for the level 1B images; therefore the satellite coordinates can be roughly
computed only on the basis of the angles (azimuth and elevation) that define
satellite position with respect to image center. Nevertheless, this way is often
rather inaccurate, so that it is necessary to follow an other strategy.

In particular in this work Direct Linear Transformation (DLT) is used, estab-
lishing a rough relation between image coordinates and ground coordinates in a
Cartesian Local system.

The DLT is based on the following equations:

I = L1·E+L2·N+L3·U+L4
L9·E+L10·N+L11·U+1

J = L5·E+L6·N+L7·U+L8
L9·E+L10·N+L11·U+1

(5)

where (I, J) are the image coordinates, (E, N, U) are the ground coordinates
respect to the Cartesian Local system centered in the center of the image and
the Li are the DLT parameters.

Starting from some GCPs coordinates, the DLT parameters are estimated;
satellite position in the Cartesian Local system, related to the image center, is
computed using the DLT parameters for a fixed height of the satellite.

Local coordinates are transformed into ECEF coordinates, and from the
unique satellite position it is possible to reconstruct the orbit segment. Due
to the short lenght of the orbital arc related to the image acquisition, it is possi-
ble to approximate it with an arc of circumference. Details on this computation,
which is conveniently done in the orbital system, are illustrated in [4].

4.2 RPC Usage and Orientation Refinement in RPF

As mentioned before, some companies (for example DigitalGlobe for QuickBird
and WorldView and Space Imaging for Ikonos and GeoEye-1, India Space Re-
search Organization for Cartosat-1) usually supply the RPCs, as part of the
image metadata to enable image orientation via RPFs.

The RPFs relate object point coordinates (latitude ϕ, longitude λ and height
h) to pixel coordinates (I, J), as a physical sensor models, but in the form of
ratios of polynomial expressions:

I =
P1 (ϕ, λ, h)
P2 (ϕ, λ, h)

J =
P3 (ϕ, λ, h)
P4 (ϕ, λ, h)

(6)

where ϕ, λ are the geographic coordinates, h is the height above the WGS84 el-
lipsoid and (I, J) are the image coordinates. The order of these four polynomials
is usually limited to 3 so that each polynomial takes the generic form:
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Pn =
m1∑
i=0

m2∑
j=0

m3∑
k=0

tijkϕiλj hk (7)

with 0 ≤ m1 ≤ 3; 0 ≤ m2 ≤ 3; 0 ≤ m3 ≤ 3 and m1 + m2 + m3 ≤ 3, where tijk

are the RPCs [9].
The ground and image coordinates (ϕ, λ, h; I, J) in the equation (6) are nor-

malized to (-1, +1) range using normalization parameters supplied in the meta-
data file, in order to improve the numerical precision during the computation.

Since the residual bias may be present into the RPCs, the orientation can be
refined on the basis of the known GPs, acting as GCPs. A possible refinement of
the model (6) (written in normalized coordinates), allowing for bias compensa-
tion, is accomplished in a quite common way with the introduction of a simple
first order polynomial in the RPFs (8) whose parameters are estimated, provided
a suitable number of GCPs is known [7].

In = Ao + In · A1 + Jn · A2 + P1(ϕn,λn,hn)
P2(ϕn,λn,hn)

=

= Ao + In · A1 + Jn · A2 + a0+a1λn+a2ϕn+a3hn+a4λnϕn+...+a17λ3
n+a18ϕ3

n+a19h3
n

1+b1λn+b2ϕn+b3hn+b4λnϕn+...+b17λ3
n+b18ϕ3

n+b19h3
n

Jn = Bo + Jn · B1 + In · B2 + P3(ϕn,λn,hn)
P4(ϕn,λn,hn) =

= Bo + Jn · B1 + In · B2 + c0+c1λn+c2ϕn+c3hn+c4λnϕn+...+c17λ3
n+c18ϕ3

n+c19h3
n

1+d1λn+d2ϕn+d3hn+d4λnϕn+...+d17λ3
n+d18ϕ3

n+d19h3
n

(8)
where (In, Jn) are the normalized images coordinates, and Pi are third order
polynomial functions of object space normalized coordinates (ϕn, λn, hn); Ai

and Bi terms describe image shift and drift effects in particular:

• A0, A1, A2, B0, B1, B2 describe a complete affine transformation
• A0, A1, B0, B1 model the shift and drift
• A0, B0, describe a simple coordinate shift

4.3 RPC Generation by SISAR Rigorous Model

In this Section will be discuss the strategy for the RPCs generation using the
already established physical sensor model.

A 2D image grid covering the full extent of the image is established and its
corresponding 3D object grid with several layers (e.g., four or more layers for the
third-order case) slicing the entire elevation range is generated. The horizontal
coordinates (X, Y ) of a point of the 3D object grid are calculated from a point
(I, J) of the image grid using the physical sensor model with an a priori selected
elevation Z. Then, the RPC are LS estimated with the object grid points and the
image grid points. This terrain-independent computational scenario can make
the RPFs model a good replacement to the physical sensor models, and has
been widely used to determine the RPCs.

It has to be underlined that in the usually adopted terrain-independent ap-
proach, the LS solution is often carried out through a regularization, since un-
known RPCs may be highly correlated so that the design matrix is almost rank
deficient. In order to overcome the regularization requirements, an innovative
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algorithm for the RPCs extraction, with a terrain independent approach, has
been proposed in [4] and is shortly summarized hereafter.

In details, at first an image discretization is made, dividing the full extent
image space in a 2D grid. Then, the points of the 2D image grid are used to
generate the 3D ground grid: the image is oriented and by the knowledge of
the rigorous orientation sensor model, the collinearity equations were derived
and used to create the 3D grid, starting from each point of the 2D grid image.
In this respect, it has to be noted that the 2D grid is actually a regular grid,
whereas the 3D one is not strictly regular, due to the image attitude. Moreover,
the 3D grid points were generated intersecting the straight lines modelled by the
collinearity equations with surfaces (approximately ellipsoids) concentric to the
WGS84 ellipsoid, placed at regular elevation steps. So, the dimension of the 3D
grid is both based on the full extent of the image and the elevation range of the
terrain (Fig.7).

Fig. 7. Grid for RPC generation in the terrian-independet approach

The RPCs least squares estimation is based on the linearization of the generic
RPFs equations, which can be written as:

In + b1λnIn + b2ϕnIn + ... + b19h
3
nIn − a0 − a1λn − a2ϕn... − a19h

3
n = 0

Jn + d1λnJn + d2ϕnJn + ... + d19h
3
nJn − c0 − c1λn − c2ϕn... − c19h

3
n = 0 (9)

where ai, bi, ci, di are the RPCs (78 coefficients for third order polynomials),
(In, Jn) and (ϕn, λn, hn) are the normalized coordinates, with scale and offset
factors computed according to:{

woffset = min(wk)
wscale = max(wk) − min(wk)where w = ϕ, λ, h⎧⎨

⎩
Ioffset = Joffset = 1
Iscale = n◦column− 1
Jscale = n◦row − 1

(10)
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where k is the number of available GCPs and n◦ column/row are the overall
columns/rows of the image; the normalization range is (0, 1).

The new proposed estimation approach is based on the Singular Value De-
composition (SVD) and QR decomposition which are employed to evaluate the
actual rank of the design matrix and to select the actual estimable coefficients;
again, the SVD based subset selection procedure is due to Golub, Klema and
Stewart [6]. This method permits to select only the really estimable and signifi-
cant parameters, avoiding an over-parametrization; so, the number of estimated
coefficients is usually less than the vendors one (about 1/2 ,1/3 coefficients).

5 Results of Geometric Analysis of GeoEye-1 Image

This Section is focused on the evaluation of the geometric capability of Geoeye-1
satellite. The data analysed is a GeoEye-1 image, that has been oriented using
two different methods: the rigorous model and the RPFs model with the RPCs.

Orientation has been performed with two different software:

• the commercial software PCI Geomatica 10.2, in which is embedded the
OrthoEngine module, equipped with the rigorous model developed by Toutin
[10]

• the scientific software SISAR developed by the Geodesy and Geomatic Area
of “La Sapienza” University of Rome, in which the rigorous model and a
routine for RPC generation are included

The results were analysed in order to compare the orientation quality obtained
from different models and different software in terms of accuracy achievable from
the image.

In the Tab. 2 the features of the GeoEye-1 image are listed. The panchromatic
analysed image was acquired on 21 September 2009, it has 0.5 m pixel size and
belongs to the Geo product class.

The GPs were surveyed with static or fast static procedures by a Trimble
5700 GPS receiver and their coordinates are estimated by Trimble Geomatic
Office software with respect to available GPS permanent stations (M0SE at
Rome Faculty of Engineering). The mean horizontal and vertical accuracies of
the coordinates are between 10 and 20 cm.

The entire scene is split into two tiles, and each of them is provided with
a specific vendors RPC file. In the case of orientation with rigorous model it
possible to stitch two tiles and to handle the entire scene. On the other hand,
in the case of RPCs model the two tiles have to be oriented separately, because
they have two different RPCs files.

Thanks to the SISAR routine for the RPCs generation, a unique RPCs file can
be obtained, suitable to orientate the entire scene with RPCs model; moreover
the SISAR RPCs can be easily loaded into any commercial software.

5.1 Rigorous Model Results

The image has been oriented with rigorous models implemented in SISAR and
in OrthoEngine. The orientation tests have been performed varying the number
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Table 2. Features of GeoEye-1 image

Area GSD Off-nadir Scene coverage GPs

[m] [◦] [Km x Km]

Rome 0.50 12 16 × 15 37

Fig. 8. Rigorous model - Image accuracy vs. GCP number for GeoEye-1 image of Rome

of GCPs and the image accuracy, represented by the RMSE computed over
Check Points (CPs) residuals (CPs RMSE), was been analyzed. The RMSEs
were computed both for the North and East residual components separately.

RMSE trend is similar for both software and accuracy value is around the GSD
value; in particular CPs RMSE is approximately 0.30 m in East component and
0.60 m North component.

5.2 RPCs Vendors Results

As mentioned, the Rome GeoEye-1 scene is composed by two tiles, that are
provided with two different RPCs files; therefore the two tiles have been oriented
separately, which could be a remarkable drawback for several applications. In
Tab. 3 the results, obtained using the vendors RPCs, are listed respectively for
the first and the second tile of the Rome scene. Accuracy in terms of CPs RMSE
has been evaluated for the RCPs orientation performed without adjustment,
estimating both shift and affine trasformation using 5 GCPs.

Note that the results are quite different for the two tiles; moreover, the accu-
racy for the East component is always in the order of one pixel, whereas for the
North component the shift and affine transformation improve the results signif-
icantly; it has to be underlined that the shift transformation performs slighly
better and seems to be enough to model the correction, as already proven with
other level 1B imagery (for example Ikonos ones).
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Table 3. Results of GeoEye-1 image orientation with vendors RPCs

RMSE CP [pix]
OrthoEngine

First Tile Second Tile

n◦ GCP EAST NORTH n◦ GCP EAST NORTH

Without correction - 0.91 8.41 - 1.06 8.29

Shift transformation 5 0.68 1.02 5 1.07 2.08

Affine transformation 5 0.87 1.07 5 1.13 2.13

SISAR

First Tile Second Tile

n◦ GCP EAST NORTH n◦ GCP EAST NORTH

Without correction - 1.24 7.66 - 0.74 2.79

Shift transformation 5 0.66 0.90 5 1.03 1.78

Affine transformation 5 0.93 0.87 5 1.10 1.54

5.3 SISAR RPCs Results

In Fig. 9 and in Fig. 10 results of SISAR RPCs application are shown. The
RPCs file has been obtained by a routine implemented in the software SISAR,
that computes the coefficients on the basis of the rigorous model. A unique file,
with 20 significant coefficients only, has been generated in order to orientate the
entire scene.

SISAR RPCs are tested in the scientific SISAR software and in the commercial
software OrthoEngine. It has to be noticed that the results are totally compa-
rable with the rigorous ones, and the CPs RMSE trend is quite similar for the
two software. Moreover, the results obtained using a shift and an affine trans-
formation are respectively presented; again, the affine model does not improve
significantly the accuracy achivable with the RPCs.

Fig. 9. SISAR RPCs, shift transformation - Image accuracy vs. GCP number for

GeoEye-1 image of Rome
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Fig. 10. SISAR RPCs, affine transformation - Image accuracy vs. GCP number for

GeoEye-1 image of Rome

6 Conclusions

The GeoEye-1 satellite is able to acquire panchromatic and multispectral images
at very high resolution. The paper presents an analysis about the radiometric
and geometric features of a very recent image acquired on September 2009 over
Rome (Italy).

As regard to the radiometric analysis, the results show that the noise is in-
tensity dependent, in fact it is increasing with increasing grey values.

The MTF values at Nyquist frequency and the FWHM values were estimated
for all the selected edges; the results were combined into average values for the
along- and across-track direction. The results achieved show that the MTF values
and the FWHM values seem to be similar for along and cross track direction,
considering their standard deviation at the level of 0.15.

As regard to the geometric capability, the accuracy of the orientation per-
formed with two software (PCI OrthoEngine and SISAR) is on the order of the
pixel size, both using rigorous model and RPCs model, almost twice better in
East than in North component.

In particular, the autonomously generated SISAR RPCs, which overcome the
problem of the vendors RPCs related to two separated tiles, can be used also
by commercial software (like OrthoEngine); commercial software results using
SISAR RPC are comparable with the results obtained using vendors RPC in the
same software and globally even better.

Moreover it possible to note that the simple shift adjustment eliminates almost
the totality of RPC geolocation errors, as already encountered with level 1B
imagery.
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Abstract. In this paper we present a method for detecting three-dimensional 
systematic errors of Digital Surface Models (DSMs) derived from satellite data. 
The detection process is realized via a three-dimensional comparison with ref-
erence altimetric models of better accuracy, by a matching process based on a 
3D geospatial transformation without scale factor correction. The matching 
process of the two altimetric models is based on the estimation of the six pa-
rameters of a geospatial transformation between two 3D surfaces, minimizing 
the Euclidean distances between the surfaces by least squares method; this pro-
cedure does not require the a priori availability of homologous points.  The 
method is applied on comparison of GPS surveys over Lombardy Region of 
Northern Italy, with SRTM (3 arc sec) and ASTER (1 arc sec) DSMs in the 
same region; tests of statistical significance are performed confirming, in the 
latter case, the existing 3D systematic error. 

Keywords: DSM, GPS, systematic errors, 3D transformation. 

1   Introduction 

The Digital Surface Model (DSM) is a topographic representation of the earth’s sur-
face that includes buildings, vegetation, roads, as well as natural terrain features.  
DSMs provide us with a geometrically correct reference frame over which other data 
layers can be draped. They can also be used as a comparatively inexpensive means to 
ensure that cartographic products such as topographic line maps, or even road maps, 
have a much higher degree of accuracy than would otherwise be possible.  

Digital surface models may be prepared in a number of ways: field surveys based 
on Global Positioning System (GPS) represent an optimal choice to produce high 
accuracy DSMs, yet they are used in few cases because of the high cost; instead, re-
mote sensing surveying techniques are frequently used. One powerful technique for 
generating digital surface models is interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR): 
two passes of a radar satellite or a single pass if the satellite is equipped with two 
antennas, like the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) instrumentation. The 
phase difference information between the SAR images is used to measure precisely 
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changes in the range, on the sub-wavelength scale, for corresponding points in an 
image pair. Analysis of the differential phase, and therefore change in distance, be-
tween the corresponding pixel centers and the observing antenna can provide informa-
tion on terrain elevation. The vertical accuracy of the SRTM-3 generated DSM, with 
grid spacing of 3 arc-seconds, about 90 m, is stated as 16 m with 90% confidence 
level [1]. Alternatively, stereoscopic pairs can be employed using the digital image 
correlation method, where two optical images acquired with different angles taken 
from the same pass of an airplane or an Earth Observation Satellite, such as the visi-
ble and near-infrared (VNIR) band of the Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission 
and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER), an advanced multispectral imager, launched on 
board NASA’s Terra spacecraft in December, 1999. The viewing geometry of AS-
TER is suitable for a global DSM generation with horizontal spatial resolution of 15 
m and a near-pixel-size vertical accuracy. Pre-production estimated accuracies for the 
global product were 20 m at 95% confidence for vertical data and 30 m at 95% confi-
dence for horizontal data, with a horizontal posting of 30 m [2]. 

The exterior quality (i.e. accuracy) of a DSM can be examined through a compari-
son with reference elevation data which did not participate in the generation of the 
DSM. The reference model can be either another DSM or irregularly distributed 3D 
points, in addition, these data are supposed to possess much better accuracy than the 
input data( at least one order of magnitude better than the DSM to be examined). In 
this way, systematic errors of the DSM may be revealed. Researches with a similar 
approach have been conducted in recent years, for instance, Koch et al. have pub-
lished their results in SRTM quality assessment using algorithm based on the spatial 
similarity transformation [3]. 

In this paper we focus on the satellite DSM exterior quality evaluation and height 
accuracy calibration, via comparisons between DSM and GPS surveying data, SRTM- 
and ASTER-derived DSMs for the Lombardy region, in northern Italy were compared 
with GPS measurements, systematic errors were detected in these satellite DSMs.  

2   Methodology: Least Squares Matching 

An accuracy evaluation for a DSM can be performed by comparing it to reference 
elevation data, which can be either another DSM or irregularly distributed 3D points. 
The reference elevation data should be characterized by an accuracy of at least one 
order of magnitude better than the DSM to be examined. Moreover, in order to be 
compared, the models need to be transformed into a unique datum. For example, local 
products, usually given in a national datum, should be converted to a global one by a 
grid-based datum adjustment before they are compared to international models. 

If there is only a simple translation between the two models, the classic two-and-a-
half-dimensional (2.5D) calibration, which considers merely the average altimetric 
distance between the models, should be enough. Unfortunately this is not always the 
case (Figure 1): on the contrary, georeferentiation difference is often tridimensional, 
i.e. both rotation and translation exist between the two models: systematic errors in 
elevation data can be recognized to consist of mainly two components, the horizontal, 
often referred as positional accuracy, and the vertical component or accuracy of the 
attribute. However, positional and attribute accuracy generally cannot be separated;  
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Fig. 1. From the traditional 2.5 D to the 3D calibration 

 
the error may be due to an incorrect elevation value at the correct location, or a cor-
rect elevation for an incorrect location, or certain combination of the two.  

Consequently a complete three-dimensional transformation between the two models 
is indispensable. Since both the DSM and the reference model describe the same ter-
rain in the common geodetic datum, the difference between the two models is rather 
small, thus we can reasonably assume that between the two models there is no scale 
variation and the rotation is infinitesimal. Therefore DSM calibration methodology is 
based on the estimation of a spatial Helmert transformation without scale correction, 
minimizing the Euclidean distances between the surfaces by least squares method. 
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, , ,, ,REF i REF i REF iX Y Z  are the Cartesian coordinates of reference data with greater 

accuracy, while , , ,, ,DSM i DSM i DSM iX Y Z  are those of the DSM under examination; 

, ,x y zT T T  and , ,x y zR R R  are the three parameters of translation and the three  

parameters of an infinitesimal rotation of the transformation, respectively. 
Elevation values inside every DSM grid cell can be determined via a bilinear inter-

polation, calculated at the position corresponding to reference model’s planimetrical 
coordinates. Consequently the DSM vector can be expressed as a function of horizon-
tal coordinates of the reference model: 

, ,

, ,

, , , ,( , )
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DSM i DSM i bilinear REF i REF i

X X

Y Y
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 (2) 

in which: 

,DSM iZ  is the interpolated elevation at the position , ,( , )REF i REF iX Y ,  

( )bilinearZ i  is a bilinear interpolation function, which is then applied at every 

reference point position , ,( , )REF i REF iX Y . 

Since the homologous points for the calibration process are calculated based on the 
DSM grid data and at every reference point position , ,( , )REF i REF iX Y , the whole 

procedure does not require a priori availability of homologous points.  
The transformation therefore can be written as follows: 
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(3) 

The six parameters ( , ,x y zT T T and , ,x y zR R R ) of the 3D transformation are estimated 

by least squares method, adopting equation (3) for all the reference points; potentially 
existing systematic errors are revealed by examining these parameters. The residuals 
of the transformation can be considered as either local systematic errors or random 
ones.   

3   Data Overview 

The study area of this work lies in Lombardy Region, in the north of Italy, between 
44° to 47° North latitude and 8° to 11° East longitude. Lombardy is located in Alpine 
and Pre-Alpine area, characterized by both smooth plain (Padana Plain) and hard 
reliefs (Rhaetian Alps and Bergamo Alps). All elevation data used in this work cover 
all the three distinct natural zones (mountains, hills and plains) in Lombardy region, 
data coverage is shown in Figure 2.  
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Fig. 2. Data coverage in the study zone 

Two kinds of satellite DSMs have been used in this work: the global DSM derived 
from SRTM (version 4 from the CGIAR-CSI GeoPortal) and the ASTER-derived 
DSM. The global SRTM DSM has a grid spacing of 3 arc second (approx. 90 m) and 
the global vertical accuracy is assessed as 16 m with 90% confidence level; while  
pre-production estimated accuracies for the ASTER global product are 20 m at 95% 
confidence for vertical data and 30 m at 95% confidence for horizontal data, with a 
posting interval of 1 arc second (approx. 30 m). Both SRTM and ASTER data are 
georeferenced in geographic lat/long coordinates in WGS84 horizontal datum, with 
orthometric heights referenced to the EGM96 geoid [4][5].  

On the other side, reference model for the calibration has constituted of 3D sparse 
points obtained by direct GPS measurements, with vertical and horizontal accuracy of 
a few centimeters; these points are characterized by stablility and accessiblity with 
materializations average distance among them of 20 km. GPS data were produced by 
Lombardy Region - General Department of Land and Urban Planning, Organizational 
Unit Infrastructure for Spatial Information (Regione Lombardia - Direzione Generale 
Territorio e Urbanistica - Unità Organizzativa Infrastruttura per l'Informazione Terri-
toriale), GPS data are supplied in geographic lat/long coordinates in WGS84 horizon-
tal datum, with height referenced to WGS84 ellipsoid.  

4   Experiment 

4.1   Data Preprocessing  

The first part of data elaboration consists in searching the homologous points. As 
mentioned in previous section, homologous points for the calibration have been calcu-
lated automatically based on the DSM grid data and at every reference point position, 
using a MATLAB®-based module [6]. 
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In this way we obtain the homologous points in the form:  
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The undulation of the geoid N in the study area has been calculated using EGM96, 
the NASA and NIMA global geopotential model [7], since:  

i i ih H N= +  (4) 

in which: ih is the ellipsoidal height of a point, while iH  is the orthometric elevation 

of the point; iN expresses the corresponding undulation of the geoid. 

So we obtain: 
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Subsequently all data in geographic coordinates have been converted into geocen-
tric Cartesian coordinates: 
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For the WGS84 Earth Ellipsoid: 
Semi-major axis a= 6 378 137.0000 m 
Semi-minor axis b≈ 6 356 752.3142 m  

Then the data have been converted into a local Cartesian coordinate system via the 
following 3D rototranslation: 
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in which: 0 0 0( , , )X Y Z represents the barycenter of the homologous points expressed 

in geocentric Cartesian coordinate system, while 0 0( , )ϕ λ are the corresponding geo-

graphic coordinates. 
As a result, both GPS measurements and the DSM data in homologous points are 

expressed in local Cartesian coordinate system:  
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The proposed 3D transformation is based on the hypothesis that the possible hori-
zontal errors in DSM would not exceed its grid cell size (this allows us to interpolate 
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the DSM elevation values considering only the four vertices of each pixel in which 
the GPS measurement falls). This hypothesis has been verified by comparison tests 
between the satellite DSMs and an available high resolution local LIDAR (Laser 
Imaging Detection and Ranging) DSM, which covers a significant subpart of Lom-
bardy; the accuracy of the LIDAR DSM has been calibrated by GPS Real-Time Ki-
nematic measurements in previous work [8]. Satellite DSMs are compared with the 
local LIDAR DSM at pixel level at an offset position and its adjacent parts (in a few 
pixels scale); by examining the linear correlation coefficients of the two DSMs and by 
testing for the significance of correlation coefficient we confirmed that the maximum 
correlation of both SRTM and ASTER DSM with respected to LIDAR DSM was 
obtained without shift more than one pixel (In a few cases the actual sample maxi-
mum can be displaced by a pixel, yet its value is not significantly different from the 
one that we find within the pixel). 

At this point we can perform the 3D transformation between the GPS data and the 
DSMs, in local Cartesian coordinate system; the systematic errors between the two 
models will be detected, by examining the transformation results. 

4.2   Comparison of SRTM DSM with GPS Data  

The first three-dimensional calibration test is conducted on four SRTM DSM tiles 
which cover the entire Lombardy region, using the GPS data in the same zone as 
reference model. The calibration is computed by the least squares estimation on the 
calculated homolougous points in the previous step. 

Table 1 reports the statistics before the transformation estimation: a 2.5D bias of 
0.36 m with a standard deviation of 10.33 m has been detected between the SRTM 
and GPS data. 

Table 1. 2.5D statistics of comparison SRTM DSM - GPS measurements 

Number of points 608 

2.5D bias (m) -0.36 

σ (m) 10.33 

min (m) -68.53 

max (m) 44.57 

 
Table 2 shows the estimated parameters and residuals of the transformation. The 

application of the 3D transformation improves the differences standard deviations 
(from the original 10.33 m to 5.95 m after the transformation). Statistical significance 
of these residual parameters has been verified by a standard F-test; it turned out that 
the parameters are slightly significant (empirical Fisher Test: 2.29, theoretical (95%): 
2.10), which confirms a systematic difference, however small it is, exists between the 
SRTM data and the GPS measurements.  
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Table 2. Parameters and residuals of the 3D transformation SRTM - GPS 

Transformation parameters 

Tx (m) -0.00541 

Ty (m) -0.00043 

Tz (m) -0.33305 

Rx (rad) -2.4102E-006 

Ry (rad) -1.6044E-005 

Rz (rad) -5.7450E-008 

Transformation residuals 

2.5D bias (m) 0 

σ (m) 5.95 

min (m) -67.18 

max (m) 44.20 

 
Transformation results show that the vertical translation may be mainly responsible 

to the global systematic errors, compared to the planimetric shifts. To better investi-
gate the significance of planimetric shifts and rotations, an identical calculation has 
been applied on the same sets, with the 2.5D bias removed a priori.  

Table 3 reports the 2.5D bias-free statistics, the transformation parameters and the 
residuals statistics for the comparison between SRTM and GPS data. All the parame-
ters remain equal to their counterparts of the complete transformation, except for the 
vertical shift, whose reduction corresponds exactly to the 2.5D bias. The empirical 
Fisher Test value decreases from 2.29 to 1.92, making the parameters of the transfor-
mation no longer significant. This confirms that vertical shift plays a principal role in 
the systematic errors detected in SRTM DSM compared to GPS data. 

Table 3. Parameters and residuals of the 3D transformation (2.5 bias-free) SRTM - GPS 

2.5 bias-free transformation parameters 

Tx (m) -0.00541 

Ty (m) -0.00043 

Tz (m) 0.02961 

Rx (rad) -2.4102E-006 

Ry (rad) -1.6044E-005  

Rz (rad) -5.7450E-008 

2.5 bias-free transformation residuals 

2.5D bias (m) 0 

σ (m) 5.95 

min (m) -67.18 

max (m) 44.20 
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4.3   Comparison of ASTER DSM with GPS Data  

The three-dimensional calibration test is then conducted on eleven ASTER DSM tiles 
all over the entire Lombardy region, using again the GPS data in the same zone as 
reference model.  

Table 4 reports the statistics before the 3D transformation application: a 2.5D bias 
of 5.77 m with a standard deviation of 9.25 m has been detected between the ASTER 
and GPS data. 

Table 4. 2.5D statistics of comparison ASTER DSM - GPS measurements 

Number of points 608 

2.5D bias (m) 5.77 

σ (m) 9.25 

min (m) -53.21 

max (m) 53.09 

 
Table 5 shows the estimated parameters and residuals of the transformation.  

Similar as in the case of SRTM vs. GPS comparison, 3D transformation application 
improves the differences standard deviations (from the original 9.25 m to 5.18 m after 
the transformation). F-test confirms the presence of a considerably significant system-
atic error of the ASTER-derived DSM with respect to the GPS measurements  
(transformation parameters lead to an empirical Fisher value of 144.64, while the 
theoretical (95%) value is 2.10). 

Table 5. Parameters and residuals of the 3D transformation ASTER - GPS 

Transformation parameters 

Tx (m) -0.00848 

Ty (m) 0.00858 

Tz (m) 5.63768 

Rx (rad) -3.9744E-005 

Ry (rad) -2.1638E-005 

Rz (rad) -7.8187E-008 

Transformation residuals 

2.5D bias (m) 0 

σ (m) 5.18 

min (m) -57.46 

max (m) 44.74 

 
Again, a 2.5 bias-free transformation is applied on the same ASTER and GPS data 

set, in order verify the vertical translation’s role in the global systematic errors  
detected in ASTER data. 
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Table 6 reports the 2.5D bias-free statistics, the transformation parameters and the 
residuals statistics for the comparison between ASTER and GPS data. All the parame-
ters remain equal to their counterparts of the complete transformation, except for the 
vertical shift, whose reduction corresponds exactly to the 2.5D bias between the two 
altimetric models. The empirical Fisher Test value has decreased dramatically from 
144.64 to 19.23, yet the test result remains positive: transformation parameters are 
still statistically significant. This result shows that even though the 2.5D bias is 
largely responsible in the systematic errors in ASTER DSM compared to GPS data, a 
full three-dimensional transformation is indispensable in order to remove all the sys-
tematic errors detected in ASTER DSM.  

Table 6. Parameters and residuals of the 3D transformation (2.5 bias-free) ASTER - GPS 

2.5 bias-free transformation parameters 

Tx (m) -0.00848 

Ty (m) 0.00858 

Tz (m) -0.12798 

Rx (rad) -3.9744E-005 

Ry (rad) -2.1638E-005 

Rz (rad) -7.8187E-008 

2.5 bias-free transformation residuals 

2.5D bias (m) 0 

σ (m) 5.18 

min (m) -57.46 

max (m) 44.74 

5   Conclusions 

This paper shows results of evaluation of the proper georeferencing of a DSM derived 
from satellite data, by determining its accuracy compared to local GPS measurements 
of a high accuracy; the algorithm used is based on a spatial similarity transformation 
without scale variation on the two altimetric data sets which have to be in the same 
datum. This algorithm does not require any a priori availability of homologous 
points. Experiments have been conducted on SRTM-derived and ASTER-derived 
DSM data in Lombardy Region, Northern Italy, both in 2.5D and in complete 3D 
comparison. 

Systematic errors have been detected both in SRTM DSM and in ASTER DSM, 
compared to GPS data; in both cases vertical shifts play a principal role in the DSM 
systematic errors. However, three dimensional systematic errors in SRTM DSM are 
not significant, while in ASTER DSM case, a significant rototranslational systematic 
error has been confirmed. We can conclude that before the further application of the 
global ASTER DSM, a complete three-dimensional calibration is necessary. 
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Abstract. Accessing and processing of multispectral imagery in an interactive 
way is essential to a number of operational scenarios. This paper illustrates their 
use in the context of forest management and planning, by presenting the results 
of a system that allows operators to access large repositories of geographical 
data, including multi-spectral imaging, and to process them in a very user 
friendly way. The project has seen the involvement of personnel from a local 
planning authority and it has provided the chance to confront with a number of 
issues related to today’s large availability of airborne and satellite data. This is 
challenging current technologies, creating a potential information overload. The 
paper will illustrate how the use of interactive 3D technologies to access and 
process multi-spectral data within a comprehensive framework capable to man-
age a large variety of different geographical information, can be beneficial to 
reduce access time to information and to improve the entire decision-making 
process.  

Keywords: environmental planning, satellite imaging, web-based access, 3D 
GeoVisual analytics. 

1   Introduction 

Geographic Information (GI) repositories are constantly growing in size and complex-
ity [1]. Data within these repositories is usually generated by Geographical Informa-
tion Systems (GIS), Computer-Aided Design software (CAD), image processing  
systems and by a large number of specifically designed software providing real-time 
information coming from different sensors (e.g. pollution, traffic etc.).  

The field of GI is being also characterized by the success enjoyed by consumer-
oriented 3D geobrowsers such as Google™ Earth and Microsoft® Bing™ Maps 3D. 
These have fundamentally contributed to extend the scope of the GI domain, far 
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beyond the exclusive domain of a small elite of experts, with the introduction of 3D 
interactive visualization systems. In fact although 3D geobrowsers have been de-
signed for consumer use, indeed their widespread success has determined their per-
haps inadequate use in professional contexts. Nonetheless this trend, in turn, has  
contributed to the development of 3D visualization capabilities in other software 
tools specifically engineered for professional and expert use.  

Both professional Geographic Information Systems (GIS) as well as general-
purpose geobrowsers are heavily dependent on accurate and up-to-date high-resolution 
airborne and satellite imagery. Geobrowsers heavily rely on Digital Elevation Models 
(DEM) acquired by satellites since they require accessing DEM at large if not near-
global scale. Within these systems satellite data plays undoubtedly a key role both in 
that it essential to represent the Earth surface as well as to ensure access to complex 
information, for instance through multi-spectral data over vast coverage.  

However the constantly increasing availability of high resolution airborne and sat-
ellite data, is causing a critical “information overload”. A remarkable example of this 
is the recent data centre built by Microsoft for its 3D solution Virtual Earth which has 
been designed to accommodate up to 15 Petabytes (15*1015 bytes) of satellite imag-
ing or the Earthscope project that expects to generate daily outputs of over 10 tera-
bytes. In order to support the operators’ decision making process within several  
scenarios, including land use and planning, environmental monitoring and manage-
ment to name but a few, it is necessary to develop efficient software technologies 
capable to provide intelligent access and filtering of available information through 
automatic or semi-automatic extraction of thematic information.  

Such an information overload is yielding two potential criticalities. The first is re-
lated to the difficulty to access, manage and distribute through the network data in an 
efficient manner. Equally importantly, this growth in data available is challenging 
interoperability, an essential requirement within the domain of Geographical Informa-
tion. In fact, today’s enterprise-wide, network-based, GIS infrastructures heavily relay 
on standards and protocols which appear increasingly unfit to cope with such a fast 
expanding data growth. 

Additionally, along with this information explosion, operators are facing an increas-
ing difficulty to assess the accuracy of a particular dataset and its suitability for a given 
task. In fact a number of domain-specific scenarios require frequent update of large 
operational geographical datasets, often relying on complex enterprise-wide GIS sys-
tems, referred to as Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDI), where the traditional process of 
review and update of Geographical Information (GI), typically based on field survey, 
can be extremely time consuming and costly, if not impracticable. It has became neces-
sary to develop methods for supporting, through automatic or semi-automatic proc-
esses the management of huge, complex and high dimensional datasets. 

This paper presents the results of a project dealing with the aforementioned issues, 
where operators from the Forest Department of the Autonomous Province of Trento 
in Italy, needed to be able to assess, very efficiently and in a very user-friendly way, 
three dimensional distribution of the different vegetation species over relatively large 
forested areas. To do so operators needed a be able to access interactively different 
bands of multispectral imagery and to render them interactively over a 3D representa-
tion of a digital terrain  (both as DSM – Digital Surface Model and DTM – Digital 
Terrain Model) created from satellite or airborne high resolution LIDAR data.  
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This first assessment was essential to quickly identify specific portions of forest 
where further onsite in-depth survey needed to be scheduled. The availability of an 
interactive tool capable of ensuring interactive access and processing to the variety of 
information available ranging from LIDAR, to multispectral imaging, to standard GIS 
information, has significantly improved their operational efficiency. Due to the nature 
of the application, it was required that operators could access a very user-friendly fast 
responding interface, whose use would require short training time.  

2   Outlook 

In the case of the project described within this paper, the Forest and Fauna Unit of the 
Province of Trento, Italy, together with the local university had started a project to 
assess the use of remote sensing data in the context of forest management. A first 
feasibility study had highlighted the potential, in terms of assessment of dendrologic 
features, of using LIDAR and hyper spectral data.  

The process includes the identification of a number of macro-tasks such as analysis 
of the main requirements and pre-processing of data, classification and identification 
of different species, assessment of forest density, assessment of forest structure, as-
sessment of biomass height within the forest, assessment of scalability of the project 
to the entire Provincial territory.  

For this reason a first set of LIDAR and hyper spectral data were acquired within 
three sample areas representatives of the most important forest pattern in the area 
ranging from coppice to alpine spruce forests. These sample areas were chose in Val 
di Sella (Sella valley) in the area of Padergnone and within the Paneveggio Forest for 
a total surface of about 1500 hectares.  

As far as the LIDAR data were concerned, a point cloud was retrieved as a tuple 
{x, y, z, I} (I being the intensity of laser) and with a density not lower than 5 points 
per square meter. As far as hyper spectral data were concerned these included 64 
bands within the 400 and 100 nm range. All the information have undergone a geo-
referencing and radiometric correction process, both on single passes and on the entire 
mosaic, at the spatial resolution of 1 meter.  

Concurrently, within the same areas, onsite surveys were conducted with the aim 
of assessing precision of remote sensing procedures according to the different forest 
layouts. The onsite surveys were planned to collect two specific datasets, respectively 
to create an assessment model and for its validation.  

More precisely 165 sample areas were identified, all localized within the different 
forest types, ranging from beechwood, norway spruce to holm oak forests. Through 
the use of LIDAR and hyper spectral data it was possible to assess, with high preci-
sion, the following parameters: plant height, forest species, horizontal and vertical 
structure, density and biomass. 

From this experience it become clear that forest classification, also within most 
complex forest configurations such as mixed forest, yielded good results. For this 
reason it was chosen to develop a technology that could be used by forest expert dur-
ing the editing of forest plans. For this reason it was decided to create a 3D tool that 
could enable interactive manipulation of: 
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• LIDAR data, with the possibility to create real-time cross section to  
detect forest structures (e.g. single plane, multiple plane, irregular etc.).  

• Hyper spectral data with the possibility to visualize, in false color (RGB), 
three different bands among the 64 available, in order to highlight the dif-
ferent species on the basis of the hyper spectral characteristic triad of the 
species of interest.  

3   State of the Art 

In the past, the domain of 3D scientific visualization has explored several techniques 
to ensure access to complex data patterns in an interactive way through the use of 3D 
visualization that could support the understanding of an evolving phenomenon.  

3D visualization can be extremely effective to ensure reasoning over such a vast 
range of n-dimensional information. With the correct design in terms of interface 
layout and information items, large amount of data can be quickly and easily compre-
hended by a human observer through the use of 3D graphics [2]. In fact it is well 
acknowledged that visualization provides an additional cognitive support that  
improves context awareness  [3]. When information is presented visually, efficient 
innate human capabilities can be used to perceive and process data. Information visu-
alization techniques amplify cognition by increasing human mental resources, reduc-
ing search times, improving recognition of patterns, increasing inference making, and 
increasing monitoring scope [3] [4] all essential elements of environmental manage-
ment process [5] [6] [7] [8].  

However visualization alone often does not suffice to support analysis, to provide 
model and hypothesis-making. In recent years scientists have developed a discipline that 
combines the benefits of data mining and information visualization within a geospatial 
context, which is referred to as GeoVisual Analytics (GVA) [9]. GVA is capable to 
provide integrated visualization, filtering and reasoning solutions to better support op-
erators looking for design decision support [4]. Through GVA tools, users can typical 
acquire visual cues that can help them formulate a set of viable models.  

An ideal environment for GVA in fact should provide seamless integration of 
computational and visual techniques. For instance, the visual overview may be based 
on some preliminary data transformations appropriate to the data and task. Interactive 
focusing, selecting, and filtering could be used to isolate data associated with a hy-
pothesis, which could then be passed to an analysis engine with informed parameter 
settings. Results could be superimposed on the original information to show the dif-
ferences between the raw data and the computed model, with errors highlighted in a 
visual manner. This process could be iterated if the resulting model did not match the 
data with sufficient accuracy, or the analyst could refocus on a different subspace of 
information [10]. For this reason GVA is essential in contexts such as understanding 
of complex spatial relationships among information spaces and different datasets, for 
instance to define the most appropriate evacuation routes or to plot an emergency plan 
[11] [12] [13]. 

In the specific context of forest cover management and analysis, several authors 
[14] agree on the fact that concurrent access to satellite and GIS data is essential to 
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create maps and to assess indicators such as cover changes, forest recolonization dy-
namics, forest structures evolution to name but a few.  

Furthermore providing web-based access to forest-related data is an essential prior-
ity as acknowledged by experts operating in the field of forest management. Works 
such as [15] and [16] clearly indicate how the possibility to concurrently access dif-
ferent information including satellite imaging, cartography and alphanumerical data 
through web-based repositories is key to their operational activities.  

Last but not least within the wider European context, the European Commission 
has clearly acknowledge the importance of providing standardized access geospatial 
information related to the environment. In fact The EC is promoting the creation of a 
Infrastructure for Spatial Information in Europe (INSPIRE) 
(http://inspire.jrc.it/home.html) to improve utilization of geographic information of 
environmental interest on a European level. The INSPIRE directive [17] together 
with GMES (Global Monitoring for Environment and Security) [18] programme 
based on data received from Earth Observation satellites whose results will converge 
into GEOSS - Global Earth Observation System of Systems [19] by Group on Earth 
Observations (GEO), SEIS - Shared Environmental Information System [21] [22] all 
clearly testify the great attention paid by the international community to this issue. 

4   The System Developed 

The application developed has been engineered to provide strong support to operators 
looking for decision support in the context of forest planning, monitoring and man-
agement. Typically operators have to refer to an extremely wide range of heterogene-
ous multi-source, multi-dimensional, time-varying information sources, including GIS 
maps, morphology of the terrain and forest canopy through LIDAR data (Digital  
Terrain Model - DTM or Digital Surface Model – DSM). The very nature of the proc-
esses, which are intrinsically cooperative -as diverse operators may be involved- un-
derlines the importance of developing user-friendly universal interfaces. Navigation 
and data access must be complemented with functions that enable operators to ana-
lyze interrelations between spatial information, data patterns and environmental  
effects through interactive processing of a range of satellite and airborne data. 

Within this scenario the complexity of most standard Geographical Information 
Systems (GIS) and 3D GIS [22] [23] [24] in fact is far too complex for decision mak-
ers. For this reason a Geo-Visual Analytical approach was preferred. The goal was to 
deliver a web-based 3D solution capable to provide interoperable access to geo-
graphical information and satellite imaging that was able to provide strong links be-
tween data transformation and visualization to better support analysis. The tool should 
also provide the capability to define customized processing functionalities, for in-
stance to cross-relate data from multi-spectral datasets, in a very user friendly manner. 
For this reason it was imperative to provide alternative visual and user friendly solu-
tions to traditional programming of simulation procedures, which notably require 
extensive training and time.  

The system developed has been engineered as an articulated enterprise level Ser-
vice-Oriented Architecture designed to provide all the functionalities required to ac-
cess, manage and process large sets of multi-dimensional GIS and satellite data 
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through OGC – OpenGIS Consortium compliant web services. The entire infrastruc-
ture has been designed to benefit from the web services abstract model to provide 
access to complex operational workflows and simulations which are essential to com-
plex daily analysis, yet retaining high usability and fast response.  

At client level, operators can benefit of a very user-friendly 3D interface, which al-
lows them for instance to navigate within the 3D territory, to visualize and compose 
images from different bands of multispectral datasets and perform complex process-
ing functionalities in a very visual way.  

4.1   Client Side 

The client application developed is capable to render a 3D scene of a large scale envi-
ronment containing a multitude of different data sets ranging from satellite imaging, 
to multi-spectral data, to vector-based geographical information. Altimetry informa-
tion on the terrain are streamed, via web service, from a server to the client as raw 
height maps at variable level of resolutions, built from SRTM30Plus (Shuttle Radar 
Topography Mission) dataset generated during the Space Shuttle Endeavour mission 
in 2000. This publicly available dataset ensures near global scale coverage at conven-
ient resolutions ranging from 30 to 90 meters. The use of relatively low precision data 
allows fast rendering with standard computing hardware, while retaining the overall 
morphology of the terrain. Moreover this allows saving bandwidth to the benefit of 
high resolution airborne of satellite imaging.  

As illustrated in Figure 1, operators can conveniently access cartographies, sensor 
data, multi-band datasets and overly them within the same scene to perform analyses 
and studies. Most relevantly, as it will be illustrated in a later section, the client can 
also be used to easily configure simulations over a variety of data. This is done in a 
visual way following a visual programming approach where operators can drag and 
drop processing unit, represented as icons, and connect them to create a meaningful 
processing sequence. The computations requested for the processing are then per-
formed at server level, in a completely transparent manner and results of simulation 
are sent back to the client in an interoperable format. This ensures high scalability and 
allows the creation of very lightweight client applications.  

Additional information on interoperable access to processing functionalities is be-
yond the scope of this paper. Full details on the technology developed can be read  
from previous works of the authors [25] [26] [1]. 

The application has been developed on Java extending the World Wind APIs [27] 
with regard to 3D geo-visualization and it makes use of Java Web Start [28] technol-
ogy to assist the deployment of client applications. 

Following the architecture described in Figure 2, the client application has been 
engineered with the goal of delivering a web-based 3D access to data exposed on the 
network via a number of OpenGIS Consortium (OGC) standards. This in fact was 
considered essential to ensure access to the variety of geographical information and 
satellite imagery available within enterprise-level infrastructures. Specifically inter-
operability is enforced through support of a number of OGC standards including Web 
Map Service (WMS) for raster cartography and airborne or satellite imaging [29],  
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Fig. 1. The image of the system where the user concurrently accesses satellite imaging, real-
time sensor information, GIS vector layer within a single environment 

Web Feature Service (WFS) [30] for vector based information, Web Coverage Ser-
vice (WCS) [31] for time-varying data related to coverages of portions of territory and  
Web Processing Service (WPS) [32] essential to expose processing functionalities via 
the web through a standard interoperable format. All these services are exposed by a 
federation of server geographically distributed.  

As illustrated in Figure 2 this architecture enables the client software to make use 
of data and services coming from multiple sources in multiple formats and process 
them, if necessary, by using distributed processing [1] providing strong support to 
operators looking for decision support through an ideal environment for analysis that 
integrates computational and visual techniques. 

Furthermore processing of complex and large dataset, typical of Earth Observation 
data, takes place between components at server level where computing performance is 
highest and bandwidth can be very high. We shall see how this feature, in the scenario 
analyzed, has brought to considerable advantages in terms of computing and network-
ing resources optimization.  

As a matter of fact this approach requires dealing with scalability at the server side 
as these becomes responsible for the processing of work load from all the client appli-
cations [1]. Furthermore this architecture can easily be extended to benefit from the 
potential of cloud computing for any processing activity. Following this approach, the 
operator can pay for temporarily computing resources, if they are only necessary for 
some peek period. These resources are then transparently accessed from clients appli-
cations, optimizing investments and resource allocation. 
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Fig. 2. The overview of the architecture 

4.2   Processing of Multi-spectral Data 

As mentioned in the previous section the approach followed allows to distribute the 
processing capabilities over a federation of servers each exposing its processing capa-
bilities through a standardized communication interface. With such a distributed in-
frastructure it becomes possible to develop lightweight client applications which are 
only required to interact with processing parameters and to show the final results, 
once these are received from the network. The client is also responsible for ensuring 
orchestration of services when services (processes) chains are composed.  

An example will help us illustrate the benefits of this approach when the user has 
to perform some processing over a very high-resolution dataset. The datasets used for 
the test were 32 multi-band imagery each containing 63 or 126 bands (from approxi-
mately 400 to 1000 Mhz) each represented by raw 256 color grayscale image. If the 
user wants to see the content of each band of the multispectral dataset this is sent from 
the server to the clients, as compressed image (PNG) through the WMS protocol, 
where each band is visualized as a gray image. The operator can use several tools 
available at the client side to visualize and process this data. Additionally operators 
needed, within the same environment, to visualise and overlay the multi-band imagery 
to LIDAR datasets (both DTM and DSM) with a resolution of 1x1 meter. The areas 
covered by the different datasets, i.e. muti-spectral imaging and LIDAR, did not coin-
cide although they overlapped for most of the areas covered.  
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Fig. 3. The area identifying high-resolution multi-spectral data is available 

The client software shows automatically all the areas containing multispectral or 
LIDAR data available from the servers, which are identified by a blue bounding box 
as shown in Figure 3. These bounding boxes are retrieved automatically from the 
server at run-time, enabling in this way the operator to be aware of any high-
resolution data available on one or more servers prior to visualising. Due this ap-
proach the client initially only needs to render bounding boxes and it requests the full 
dataset only  when required.  

Once the operator decides to see the multi-spectral data he/she can seamlessly inte-
grate his other airborne or satellite imagery, combine them with several maps, all 
retrieved through standard Web Map Services (WMS) within the same virtual envi-
ronment. When a multi-spectral dataset is received for the first time, it is cached  
locally, at the client side, and re-used, if static, on following requests, thus further 
improving performances and reducing bandwidth usage. The transparency of each of 
these datasets, dealt with by the client as a different information layer, can also be 
adjusted in real time for better analysis and visualization. Furthermore the different 
datasets can be superimposed at wish by selecting the proper stacking order. This for 
instance was considered an essential requirement for the operators to be able to pro-
vide better support to decisions.  
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Fig. 4. Selection of bands available for a given dataset 

One important aspect during operational activities is the concurrent visualization of 
different bands, to be used for interpretation. Photo-interpretation of different combi-
nations of bands allows the operators to determine regions of interest and important 
features in the forest identifying areas which require further analysis or on site survey. 

To visualize multispectral images, a Red-Green-Blue (RGB) composite image is 
usually generated from the data through a number of statistical methods. As a data 
compression algorithm, this approach provides a n:1 image compression ratio, while 
preserving edge feature information. For remote sensing community, this application 
provides a visualization tool for realizing the full edge information content in hyper-
spectral images, such as those obtained through satellite imaging. Such high-
dimensional photometric data is not easily tractable by traditional geobrowsers [33]. 

When the user wants to compose a RGB image from three bands of a given multis-
pectral dataset then he/she only needs to click on the corresponding bounding box. As 
shown in Figure 4, a new windows will appear where he/she can select the desired 
bands to compose the image. When the operator confirms the operation, the request is 
sent to the server for processing and the resulting composed RGB image is returned 
through the WMS service and located at the proper location within the virtual scene 
as shown in Figure 5. The process is very fast, since only the final composed image is 
sent over the network and since the merging process is performed by a dedicated 
server. A further advantage is that if a new, more efficient version of the service is  
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Fig. 5. The final composed RGB image with the selected bands 

available, all the user can immediately benefit from it in a completely automatic and 
transparent manner.   

As mentioned previously, in order to maximise rendering performance at the client 
level and to reduce network traffic, information on the altimetry of the terrain is sent 
to the client by default at low resolution based on the SRTM30Plus (Shuttle Radar 
Topology Mission) dataset. However this type of information, although suitable for 
general-purpose large-scale navigation falls short when detailed analysis of a specific 
area are needed. In this case, when the standard Digital Elevation Model (DEM) reso-
lution provided by the client application does not suffice, the operator can also use a 
high resolution sub-metric LIDAR dataset. This high-resolution datasets can be ac-
quired through airborne LIDAR (Laser Imaging Detection and Ranging) technology, 
can easily scale up in order of Gigabytes just for some thousands of km2.  

Sending this information by default would be unsustainable for the client (it would 
require extremely performing graphical hardware) and for the network, instead keep-
ing this information at server side thus optimizing the overall system’s performances.  

When the operator needs to perform a more detailed analysis he can opt to combine 
the LIDAR dataset with the multispectral information available in order to have more 
accurate results. If the operator confirms this option, the LIDAR data (DSM or DTM) is 
then used to create a very high-resolution scene covering a limited area, as selected by 
the user, comprising the processed multi-band data superimposed to the high resolution  
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Fig. 6. The high resolution scene built combining LIDAR data with multi-spectral information 

terrain. This information is prepared by the server, compressed and sent to the client that  
renders it on a new window together with a set of tools necessary to perform real-time 
cross sections and other analysis necessary to the operator as visible in Fig. 6. 

4.3   Additional Processing Capabilities 

Additionally to the processing illustrated in the previous section the operator can 
potentially perform any other processing task from his/her client if this is made avail-
able on the network through the interoperable WPS standard. The client in fact can be 
used by the operator to combine different elementary processing functionalities to 
create complex simulations in a very user friendly way. The operator, through their 
3D client, can access the different processing functionalities made available through 
the network by a federation of processing services.  

As illustrated in Figure 7, at the client side each processing unit is represented by a 
black box that receives data and provides an output as a result of its computing. These 
components are accessible  within a menu of the graphical user interface. Each black 
box provides access, in an interoperable way, to processing functionalities through 
web services as presented in previous works of the authors [34] using the Web Proc-
essing Service(WPS) protocol. 

Such black boxes can dragged and dropped within the 3D scene and the operator 
can create complex graphs representing articulated simulation routines by composing 
graphs whose nodes represent an elementary processing unit.  

For instance, in order to perform further and more complex multispectral data proc-
essing, the operator could use the WPS interface to retrieve specific multispectral 
bands, pass them as input to another web process, in order to perform some image 
analysis and then retrieve the final result for presentation at client level. It should be 
noted that the operator can create an arbitrarily complex process chain without the need 
to download them to the client software since the code is being run at the server level. 

Through this approach client applications not only avoid heavy computational 
workloads, but the entire system save network bandwidth, since all necessary data for 
processing is transferred directly between servers where connection can be assumed 
to be much higher.  
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Fig. 7. An image showing a chain of process being created within the 3D scene 

5   Conclusions  

This paper presents the result of a system developed around the specific requirement 
of a user who needs to access large airborne and satellite data within an environment 
capable to render them together with other GIS data of relevance. Additionally the 
paper presents how the system developed has answer to the need of providing analysis 
feature, by allowing operators to perform specific processing tasks required for their 
operational activities.  

The entire system has been engineered to benefit from a distributed Service Ori-
ented Architecture where functionalities, including streaming of data, editing of 
dataset as well as processing features, are all available through interoperable open 
standards from the OGC – OpenGIS Consortium. This approach brings a consider-
able advantage in that it allows using services from a number of other applications 
complying with those standards. Additionally, as discussed throughout the paper, 
this has allowed a number of optimisations especially during the access and process-
ing of large dataset since transactions requiring very high bandwidth can be reduced 
considerably.   
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Abstract. The digital elevation model derived from SAR Interferometry is 
prone to atmospheric, penetration into soil medium, system noise and decorrela-
tion errors. Eight ASAR images are selected for this study which have unique 
data set forming 7 InSAR pairs with single master image.  It is expected that all 
the DEMs should have the same elevation values spatially with in the noise lim-
its.  However, they differ very much with one another beyond the noise levels 
indicating the effects of atmosphere and other disturbances.  The 7 DEMs are 
compared with the DEM of SRTM for the estimation of errors.  The spatial and 
temporal distribution of errors in DEM are analyzed by considering several case 
studies.  

Keywords: Digital Elevation Model, SAR Interferometry, phases, penetration 
depth. 

1   Introduction 

Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry (InSAR) is a powerful technique for deriv-
ing Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) with high spatial (a few tens of meters) and 
vertical (a few meters) resolutions [1,2] .  The operational satellite systems such as 
Environmental satellite (ENVISAT), European Remote Sensing Satellite (ERS), Ra-
dar Satellite (RADARSAT), Japanese Earth Resources Satellite (JERS) etc., provide 
SAR data suitable for repeat pass InSAR.  The repeat pass InSAR  has limitations in 
deriving accurate DEM due to tropospheric phase delay as has been reported by sev-
eral authors in the past [3, 4].  In view of several applications of DEM, both civilian 
and defense, there is an interest to develop models to minimize the tropospheric errors 
in repeat pass InSAR. 

Kuwait, being a desert, has additional problems.  The desert sand, being completely 
dry, allows microwaves to penetrate into the soil medium.  The penetration depth de-
pends on soil moisture.  The annual variation of soil moisture over Kuwait desert will 
be from 3% to 10% by volume.  Therefore, the measured phases in different SAR 
scenes used in repeat pass InSAR will be diffused leading to more errors in the derived 
DEM.  Kuwait desert has some specific features such as scattered settlements, grazing 
of sheep, wind blow.  These features will disturb the top soil layers leading the de-
correlation of phases of the two SAR images used in repeat pass InSAR. 
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The climate of Kuwait desert is arid with  very hot dry summers and mild rainy 
winters [5]. There are generally four seasons in Kuwait: winter, spring, summer and 
autumn, within are several seasons. Sub-seasons are periods of distinct weather, such 
as frequent dust storms. Winter is the wettest and coldest season and begins in De-
cember and ends in mid-February. Spring begins in by mid-February and generally 
last through May.  The temperatures vary between  – 4.0° C  to +50° C. The mean 
annual rainfall is 115 mm with variability from year to year (28-260 mm) and from 
place to place.  There are no rains during the period May – October. 

2   ASAR Data and DEM of SRTM 

On March 1, 2002 ENVISAT satellite was launched by an Ariane 5 launcher.  Among 
several payloads, ASAR is one of the main instruments on board ENVISAT satellite.  
ASAR images the land at C-band (5.3 GHz or 5.63cm) with choice of 5 polarizations 
and 3 modes (http://envisat.esa.int /instruments/asar/). Through a project (C1F-3807) 
sponsored by European Space Agency (ESA), we have been receiving ASAR data in 
Single Look Complex (SLC).  We started receiving the data since the year 2005 and 
by now we have 29 scenes.  The data is acquired in the descending mode for the track 
/swath no (464/I1) at VV polarization. 

The basis for selecting ASAR data for generating DEM is the B┴.  The relation be-
tween B┴ and its sensitivity to topography is given in [6] and the simplified form is as 
follows: 

h = ϕ
π

θλ
⊥B

r

4

sin
 

where h is the topographic elevation, λ is the wavelength, r is the range from satellite 

to the ground pixel, θ is incident angle, and ϕ  is the interferometric phase.  The 
height per fringe (ha ) is given by 

ha =  
⊥B

r

2

sinθλ
 

Therefore, higher B┴ means more sensitive to elevation. At the same time, very large 
B┴ leads to de-correlation of interferometric phases. Therefore, B┴ in the range 200 m 
– 400 m is selected for this study. Following the above condition, 7 pairs are possible 
with one master image of December 2007. Though we generated all the DEMs, in this 
study we are discussing only these 7 DEMs. Since the master image is common for all 
these DEMs, they are automatically registered and so direct comparison is possible 
without separately registering them with one another. 

2.1   DEM of SRTM  with 90 m Spatial Resolution 

Ninety meter spatial resolution DEM generated from SRTM is freely available in the 
internet. DEM of 90 m spatial resolution is downloaded from the site 
http://srtm.sci.cgiar.org/ and used in this study as a reference. DEM of SRTM will be 
registered and re-sampled to ASAR resolution so that it can serve as a standard ref-
erence for error analysis of DEM of repeat pass InSAR. Though the topography of 
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Kuwait desert is flat and gently sloping down towards west, Burgan oil field has a 
ridge of 120 m height extending North – South direction. 

The DEM of SRTM is one of the best data sets available freely to the scientific 
community. This has been extensively validated and used for many scientific publica-
tions [7]. To assess the elevation accuracy of DEM of SRTM over Kuwait Desert 
terrain, it is compared with spot values (benchmarks) given in topographic map of 
Kuwait.  RMSE for  DEM of 90 m is 3.3 m and RMSE for DEM of 50 m is 1.7 m.   
Since there is a large gap in time between SRTM and survey of Kuwait topographic 
map, it is quiet possible that some locations might have been disturbed. 

3   Generating DEM Using Repeat Pass InSAR Technique  

The flowchart for generating DEM is shown in Figure 1. GAMMA interferometric 
modules are used for generating DEM of Kuwait. A brief description of various steps 
shown in flowchart are explained here. A rough estimate of offset between the two 
ASAR images (master and slave images) is done at Multi Look Intensity (MLI) image 
by averaging 2 range x 10 azimuth pixels and it is fine tuned at Single Look Complex 
(SLC) using intensity cross-correlation approach with search window 64 x 128 pixels.  
The slave (second) image is registered (by identifying 48 x 48 registration locations 
equally distributed through out the image) with master (first) image. 

Phase to height model 

Resampling and 
Interferogram generation 

SLC image 1 
Master 

Baseline  
estimation 

SAR image coregistration 

SLC image 2 
Slave 

GCP from 
SRTM 

Precision baseline 
estimation 

SLC 1 par 
Master 

SLC 2 par 
Slave 

Phase flattening 

Height map generation 
Coherence estimation 
and Adaptive filtering 

PhaseUnwrapping 
(Branch Cut) 

Correction for residual 
PWV phases. 

 

Fig. 1. Flow chart for generating DEM through InSAR including PWV corrections 
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Initial baseline is estimated using state vectors and then refined using 99 Ground 
Control Points (GCPs) obtained from DEM of SRTM. The spatial distributions of 
GCPs are shown in Figure 10. It can be seen from Figure 10 that the GCPs form two 
groups; one corresponding to Burgan oil field and another Manaqish (Umm Qudayr) 
oil fields. Though the study area is only Burgan, the GCPs are selected over other oil 
fields for better accuracy. Outside the oil fields (in the open areas), the interferometry 
was not possible due to decorrelation of the phases.   

Phase unwrapping is performed after removing the flat terrain fringes (estimated 
based on B┴), applying adaptive filtering and estimating coherence. Branch Cut (BC) 
approach followed by bridges is used for phase unwrapping. Finally the interferomet-
ric phases are converted into elevations using phase – height model. The baseline 
components and their variation with azimuth are estimated using least square  
approach. 

4   Results and Discussions 

There are several reasons for the errors in repeat pass InSAR such as (1) different 
models used in processing ASAR data, (2) instrument noise, (3) error in baseline 
estimation, (4) atmospheric water vapor and clouds, (5) desert dry soil penetration of 
the microwaves, etc.   

4.1   Temporal and Spatial Comparison of Errors in Different DEMs of Burgan 
Oil Filed 

While processing the data sets, several problems were encountered.  Since Kuwait 
is a desert area, the sand moves frequently destroying the phase coherence even 
with the day difference of 35 days. From the phase coherence point of view, Kuwait 
can be classified as three main classes namely built-up city areas, open areas and 
protected areas. All the installations and Oil fields are protected with a metallic wire 
fence. The open areas are the places where scattered settlements are seen and graz-
ing takes place. City areas having buildings show high phase coherence; fenced 
areas with least disturbance have good phase coherence where as open areas have 
low phase coherence.  Figure 2 shows the visible image of Kuwait and the protected 
areas.    

Therefore, interference fringes are formed only on the protected areas such as oil 
fields and built-up city areas. Several processing parameters in GAMMA modules are 
adjusted to get the best results. Also the threshold limit for signal to noise is adjusted 
for best registration of the two images selected to eliminate weak registration points 
where the signal strength is very low. 99 GCSs  are selected covering uniformly both 
the main oil fields of Kuwait to help in precession estimation of baseline components 
and their variation with azimuth. The elevations of these GCPs are extracted from the 
90 m spatial resolution DEM of SRTM after resampling and registering with ASAR 
image. 
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Fig. 2. TM Landsat-7 image of Kuwait oil fields. Band 2 (R), Band 3 (G), Band 4 (B) 

To highlight the errors in the DEM generated through repeat pass InSAR, 90 m 
DEM of SRTM is transformed into ASAR geometry and registered with InSAR DEM 
and then subtracted. Since DEM of SRTM is free from atmospheric and other 
(penetration of waves into desert sand etc.,) errors as both the images are acquired 
simultaneously, it is taken as a reference in this study. Figures 3a-g show errors 
(subtraction of DEM of repeat pass InSAR from DEM of SRTM) in seven DEMs of 
Burgan.  Table 1 gives RMS and STD errors considering the entire oil field and at two 
distinct locations indicated in Figure 3a. It can be seen from Table 1 that STD and 
RMS values are more or less same. This is because the mean error is close to zero.  
The STD is to know the variance in the errors where as RMS is a measure of the 
deviation of InSAR DEM from the DEM of SRTM. The mean error is close to zero 
indicates that there is no bias between DEMs of SRTM and InSAR. The STD values 
vary from 2.2 to 9.4 m. The spatial and temporal distributions of errors are evident 
from Figures 3a-g. They are arranged in the increasing order of day-diff. The colour 
coading is done in the interval of 3 m as shown in Figure 3. The gray colour all 
around Burgan oil field in Figure 3 refers to low phase coherence and so they are 
made as Zeros just to exclude for the analysis. 

 

• Figure 3a shows the spatial distribution of errors for the interferogram of 35 day 
difference having a phase coherence of 0.93. It can be seen from Figure 3a that 
errors over Burgan oil field are mostly within ±3 m. However, on the southern side, 
it shows a high gradient with an error poorer than -10 m. Similarly, on the left – 
middle portion, brown colour indicates the range of 3 to 6 m. The average error is 
only -0.38 with STD of 3.8 m. 
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Table 1. Errors in elevation values (in m) for two locations P1 and P2. Also for the entire study 
area Burqan. The common master image is of Dec. 2007. The RMS and STD are same (upto 
one digit after the decimal point) for most of the cases where the mean error is close to zero. 

 
DEM pair Day-diff P-1 P-2 RMS 
October  07 35 -1.32 0.28 3.8 
August 07 105 0.17 -0.01 2.5 
July 07 140 -0.09 -0.43 2.2 
June 07 175 -2.16 3.14 3.8 
January 07 315 -3.56 0.57 5.3 
September 06 455 -0.08 -3.48 5.4 
June 06 525 5.63 -6.45 9.8 

 
• There is a good consistency in the values of Figures 3b and 3c where the RMS 

error is only 2.5 m and 2.2 m respectively. Also the errors are in the range of ±3 m 
(blue and green colours and a few locations brown colour. 105 and 140 days are 
the day-diff in these two cases. The coherence (0.9 and 0.89) is also very high. 

• Figure 3d corresponding to 175 day difference shows values in the range -3 m to 
10 m at some locations, though the overall range is ±3 m. There is no definite trend 
in the results. The average value is 0.36 m with RMS of 3.8m 

• Figure 3e corresponds to 315 day difference shows values varying in the range ±10 
m. The trend resembles to some extent with Figure 3a in the southern portion of 
Burgan. Though the average error is only 0.31m, the STD is 5.33 m. The average 
coherence in this case is 0.72. 

• Figure 3f refers to day-diff of 455 days which has least errors in the middle portion 
of oil field. On the southern side, the values are positive and turned to negative 
around Northern side. In this case, the average coherence is 0.75. The mean value 
is 2.16 m with STD of 4.9 m. 

• Figure 3g corresponds to 525 day difference is the worst of all the others. Though 
the average error is 2.55m, the STD is as high as 9.4 m with a coherence of 0.69. 
 

In general, there is no either spatial or temporal consistency in the errors (Figure 3).  
However, the errors within ± 3 m should not be taken into account as the reference 
DEM of SRTM itself has an error of this order. In this respect, the central portion of 
Burgan oil field has errors within the limits in most of the cases.   

Figures 3b and 3c are very good. Figures 3a, 3e and 3g show vertical fringe like 
patterns with large errors on the Southern portion of the oil fields. To some extent, the 
range of errors increases with day-diff after a particular period which in turn has ef-
fect on coherence, there is no consistency in the spatial distribution. Since water va-
pour and soil moisture patterns are very dynamic in spatial variations, the observed 
trends can be understood in these terms. The RMS error does not seem to be a good 
indicator of overall errors. Even though the spatial distribution of errors in some 
pockets of the study area are as high as 10m, the RMS value is still very low as the 
percentage of these pixels does not influence the RMS considerably. 
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Fig. 3. Errors in the DEM of Burqan (SRTM- InSAR) 
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4.2   Study on the Quantitative Consistency of the Elevations 

Since the errors in the derived DEMs are varying spatially and temporarily, it is 
worthwhile to go for a quantitative analysis of these errors. Therefore, two specific 
locations are selected as shown in Figure 3a : One location P1 at the southern portion 
of the oil field and the other P2 at the Northern portion of the study area. Figure 4 
shows the errors as a function of day difference for points P1 and P2.  It can be seen 
from Figure 4 that there is not much consistency in the results as a function of time.   
The errors are in the range ±6 m. 
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Fig. 4. Elevation as a function of Day-diff for two selected points in Burqan oil field 

4.3   Relation between Day-Diff, Coherence and RMS Errors 

To investigate into the other possible reasons of the errors in the DEMs, average co-
herence is plotted as a function of day-diff as shown in Figure 5a. The coherence 
steadily decreases with increase in day-diff. Second degree polynomial shows better 
fitting with the data. The equation of fitting is given in the figure itself. Since the 
study area is protected, desert and no human activities, the coherence is not supposed 
to decrease with day-diff. The observed decrease can be due to the change in vegeta-
tion cover which is protected from the cattle grazing.  As the day-diff increases, some 
changes are natural to take place on the ground in terms of vegetation cover. 

Figure 5b shows the RMS error as a function of day-diff. Except a few cases, the 
RMS error steadily increases with day-diff. Since coherence has an effect on the reli-
ability of the phases, the decrease of coherence leads to increase in RMS error. The 
observed linear relation may not hold for higher day-diff. Similarly Figure 5c shows 
the relation between RMS error and the average coherence which is self explanatory.   

4.4   Effect of Variation of Soil Moisture on the Accuracy of DEM 

The presence of precipitable water vapour in the atmosphere delays the microwave 
signals. The differential delays causes errors in the elevation data. Atmospheric cor-
rections are implemented for the DEMs using the models reported by [4]. MERIS 
PWV is used for the corrections.  It has been noticed that the corrections did not im-
prove the results as the variation of PWV over desert is seen to be not significant. 
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Fig. 5a. Relation between Day difference and Coherence 
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Fig. 5b. RMS error as a function of Day difference 
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Fig. 5c. Relation between RMS error and Coherence 
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The processing steps are checked again and again to make sure that there are no 
errors in generating repeat pass DEM. The speckle and instrument noises are 
minimized by averaging the pixles to a resolution of 60 x 60 m and by filtering using 
adopt filter. 

The presence of precipitable water vapour in the atmosphere delays the microwave 
signals. The differential delays causes errors in the elevation data. Atmospheric cor-
rections are implemented for the DEMs using the models reported by [4]. MERIS 
PWV is used for the corrections. It has been noticed that the corrections did not im-
prove the results as the variation of PWV over desert is seen to be not significant. 

The other possible sources of errors can be the penetration of microwaves into the 
soil medium. It is reported [8] that there is considerable spatial variation in rainfall 
rate. This is also confirmed by studying the spatial variation of soil moisture by [9] .  
Since there is no improvement after tropospheric corrections, the possible error 
sources can be the diffusion of phases due to differential penetration of microwaves in 
to soil medium. The patterns observed in Figures 3a, 3e and 3g may be due to pene-
tration of the waves into moist soils. A detailed investigation needs to be carried out 
in this direction. 

Finally the decorrelation of the phases with increase in day difference can be partly 
responsible for errors. 

5   Conclusions 

After a detailed investigation into the errors in DEM of repeat pass InSAR in terms of 
spatial and temporal variations, patterns etc., the following conclusions are gained: 

 
• Spatial distribution of Water vapour is fairly constant over Burgan oil field, though 

there is a temporal variation. 
• RMS error is  not a true representation of the actual errors.  The large errors in 

some pockets of the study area may not be reflected in the RMS errors due to their 
less population.  In the present context, we are interested in such pockets. 

• Three factors are investigated as responsible for errors in the DEMs namely PWV, 
Soil moisture and temporal decorrelation. 

• PWV corrections to InSAR has no significant effect on the accuracy of DEM. 
• Temporal decorrelation has some influence on the accuracy of the derived DEM.  

Up to day difference of 455 days,  the errors are acceptable.  Beyond this period, 
the errors in DEM steeply increase. 

• Spatial and temporal variability of soil moisture has influence on the accuracy of 
DEM.  This needs to be further investigated.  This can be checked by installing 
some Corner Reflectors over the Burgan oil field.  For the study and calibration of 
land subsidence over Burgan oil field, there is a planning of installing 25 corner re-
flectors all over the Burgan oil field. 
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Abstract. In this paper some simple cooperative relaying strategies

which rely on the exploitation of the Delay Diversity technique and

the Maximal Ratio Combining (MRC) receive diversity algorithm are

proposed for a DVB-SH compliant hybrid satellite/terrestrial network.

These strategies are investigated in a public emergency scenario where

the adoption of an integrated heterogeneous network combined with the

cooperative diversity techniques guarantees the connection between the

incident area and the external areas: particularly, the drawbacks of the

Non-Line-Of-Sight (NLOS) propagation are mitigated. The NAV/COM

capabilities of the cooperative DD algorithm in a DVB-SH Single Fre-

quency Network (SFN) are discussed, highlighting the suitability of these

schemes in emergency situation management. A comparison analysis of

the proposed schemes is performed, describing the assumptions required

and the simulation results with respect to the satellite-only and the

terrestrial-only cases.

Keywords: NAV/COM System, Cooperative, Satellite/Terrestrial

network, Emergency Communication, Delay diversity, Maximal Ratio

Combining.

1 Introduction

In the last few years the increasing number of natural or antrophic disasters
pushes the scientific communities to further investigate the research topic of
communications and networking technologies for public safety and security. In
the provision of emergency telecommunication facilities, particular attention has
been given to the integration of satellite and terrestrial segments with the goal
to exploit the complementary capabilities of both systems and overcome the
drawbacks of each scheme [24] [2] [22].

The integration of satellite and terrestrial segments is required for both com-
munication and navigation systems:

- Communication system: The satellite can complement the terrestrial net-
works while the gap fillers allow the communication with an end-user whose
satellite link is characterized by bad channel condition.

K. Sithamparanathan et al. (Eds.): PSATS 2010, LNICST 43, pp. 409–424, 2010.
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- Navigation system: a GPS NLOS visibility receiver can achieve navigation
capabilities through the exploitation of satellite and terrestrial cooperation.

Together with the integration of satellite and terrestrial components, also the
integration of navigation and communication systems can be seen as one of the
main needs for the emergency network [13]. The NAV/COM capabilities allow
the exploitation of both navigation information for communication purpose [19]
(optimization of communication techniques, interference reduction and location-
based information services delivery) and communication supports for navigation
purpose [16] (cooperative localization techniques, high precision achievement).

Therefore an efficient emergency rescue management is based on the fast im-
plementation of an integrated satellite-terrestrial NAV/COM network, which
enables the Emergency Control Centre (ECC) to properly coordinates the res-
cue teams interventions.

In this paper we study hybrid satellite/terrestrial cooperative relaying strate-
gies which can be adopted in public emergency situations with the aim of guar-
anteeing communication between the emergency area and the external areas.

Simple and suitable solutions to overcome the performance loss of the NLOS
environment are analysed. In particular we propose the combination of the hy-
brid satellite/terrestrial network OFDM-based proposed by the DVB-SH stan-
dard (SH-A Architecture) with the Cooperative Delay Diversity (DD) relaying
technique [18] [8] [17] [7] [5]. Moreover, we analyse the adoption of the MRC re-
ceive diversity scheme together with the Cooperative Delay diversity technique
with the aim of guaranteeing a more robust communication link. Finally to high-
light the importance of a NAV/COM satellite/terrestrial network for emergency
management we briefly address the double-use capabilities of the proposed sys-
tem for communication and navigation purposes.

2 System Model: Hybrid Satellite/Terrestrial
Cooperative Relaying Network

The basic building blocks of a satellite/terrestrial cooperative relaying system
are the following: the Satellite Component (SC), the Complementary Ground
Component (CGC) and the receiver (D), acting as the source, the relay and the
destination respectively.

Analysing a single frequency network (SFN) we combine the hybrid cooper-
ative relaying scheme with the Delay Diversity technique in order to cope with
the NLOS propagation condition through the exploitation of the channel prop-
agation properties.

The system model, which has been considered in this paper, is depicted in
Fig.1. In particular two different types of cooperative-relay nodes are considered:

- CGC-Gap Fillers (CGC-GFs) which process the received signal according to
the Amplify and Forward (AAF) algorithm.

- CGC-Transmitters (CGC-TXs) which complement the satellite reception in
those areas where the satellite coverage is not guaranteed.
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Fig. 1. Hybrid satellite/terrestrial N-Relay Cooperative Delay Diversity system with

different types of CGCs: GFs (Gap Fillers) and TXs (Transmitters)

Both cooperative nodes can be seen as relays between the satellite or the broad-
cast distribution network and the destination node.

2.1 Hybrid Cooperative Delay Diversity Algorithm

In a satellite/terrestrial cooperative relaying network, where Ngf relays act as
gap fillers and NC relays are directly connected to the broadcast distribution
network, (Ngf +Nc+1) different faded and delayed copies of the same information
data arrive at the destination node. The delay diversity gain is achieved through
the increase of the delay spread of the channel, and, therefore, the raise of the
frequency selectivity [25].

In order to describe the delays of the DD technique, we analyse separately the
two different types of CGCs involved in the cooperative network. In particular
we assume as a reference the propagation delay (δ0) of the signal through the
direct path (from SC to D).

CGC-Gap Filler Delays. Denoting as δi the propagation delay of the signal
of the indirect path from SC to D through CGC-CF-i (with i = 1, .., Ngf ), since
d(SC,CGC(GF)−i) � d(SC,D), the delays (δCGC(GF)−i) of the DD scheme are:

δCGC(GF)−i = δi − δ0 � d(CGC(GF )−i,D)

c
, c = speed of light. (1)
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Therefore, the DD technique can be seen as a natural cooperative-relaying trans-
mission: in fact, no additional operation is required at the destination node. In
order to keep the complexity low, each gap filler can work according to the Am-
plify and Forward algorithm, amplifying and retransmitting the received signal.

Nonetheless, some simple operations have to be considered; in fact to make a
gap-filler simultaneously receive and retransmit the signal a frequency conversion
is needed. According to the DVB-SH standard the satellite transmits the same
signal to D and CGC on different frequencies: in fact, the link SC-D is in Ka-
Band, while the link SC-CGC is in L-Band. Therefore the gap filler amplifies
and retransmits the received Ka-Band signal after converting into L-Band. In
this way different delayed L-band copies of the signal arrive at D, allowing the
implementation of the DD technique in a hybrid satellite/terrestrial network.

CGC-Transmitters Delays. Assuming a synchronization condition between
both types of CGCs (SFN network) the delays of the CGCs which are directly
connected to the distribution network are the effective propagation delays be-
tween the CGC-TX-z (with z = 1, ...Nc) and the destination:

δCGC(TX)−z =
d(CGC(T X)−z,D)

c
(2)

Therefore, both the delays of the signals coming from the CGC-GFs and the ones
coming from the CGC-TXs depend on their position and their mutual distance.

Otherwise, assuming at D a synchronization condition between the signal
coming from the SC and the one coming from the CGCs directly connected to
the distribution network, the cooperative nodes have to delay artificially the
transmitted signal with the aim to create a time diversity at the receiver end.
In particular the delays can be taken equal to the effective propagation time
intervals between the CGC-TXs and the destination.

2.2 Validation of the Proposed System

With the aim to validate the efficiency of the scheme described in the previous
subsection and highlight the importance of the cooperation between the satellite
and the terrestrial segments, we analyse a particular case of the proposed system:
the N-Way Relay cooperative DD scheme, which is characterised by the absence
of the direct link SC-D (g0 = 0, see Fig.1). Particularly, D selects and processes
only the signals coming from the CGCs involved in the transmission scheme.
As the simulation results confirm (see Section 1.7), neglecting the signal coming
directly from the satellite does not imply any advantages, even if the channel
between SC and D is modelled as an alternation of LOS/NLOS cases. On the
contrary, we can observe a performance degradation, which also depends on
the environment considered. The absence of a path implies a reduction of the
frequency selectivity of the equivalent channel transfer function and therefore
the diversity introduced by the DD technique is less with respect to the one
introduced in the original system.
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Besides, it is important to highlight that the implementation of the proposed
cooperative DD schemes does not require any change in the standard. In fact:

– the CGCs considered in the paper are the ones which are defined in the
standard specs;

– the frequency conversion at the gap filler is standard-compliant;
– the SFN synchronization performed in DVB-SH network allows the presence

of a delayed replica of the original signal, which fulfil the DD constrain.

2.3 Receive Diversity in a Hybrid Cooperative DD System

In order to increase the diversity order we can assume the presence of two anten-
nas at the receiver-end. In particular we consider the N-relay scheme depicted
in Fig.1, replacing D with a double antenna equipped destination node.

A Maximal Ratio Combiner (MRC) is adopted with the aim to not increase
the complexity of the destination node by the implementation of additional op-
erations. Due to the frequency used and the height of the receiver, it is realistic
to consider that the several copies of the transmitted signal, which arrive at D,
are affected by independent channel coefficients.

Destination

t = 8 min

Ka-band link

L-band link

CGC-GF-1

CGC-GF-2

Broadcast
Distribution

Network

g1

g01

g2

h11

h12

g02

h21

h22

Fig. 2. Hybrid satellite/terrestrial 2-Relay Cooperative Delay Diversity with MRC at

the double antenna equipped receiver-end
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Without losing in generality, we consider the two gap fillers case which is
depicted in Fig.2: in this case independent faded copies of the transmitted signal
are received either from the SC or from the gap fillers; this is true for both
the elements of the receiver antenna. In particular the copies coming from each
gap filler are characterized by a specific delay, which can be derived from the
expression 1.

3 Analysis of the Equivalent Channel Impulse Response

In order to highlight the relationship between the Cooperative Delay Diversity
technique and the channel properties, we describe the effect of the application
of this scheme on the channel impulse response.

In particular we analyse a hybrid satellite/terrestrial cooperative relaying net-
work, where Ngf relays act as gap fillers and NC relays are directly connected
to the broadcast distribution network, while the receiver is equipped with two
receive antennas. Denoting with s(n) the complex-valued transmitted signals in
the time domain, after the removal of a cyclic prefix and neglecting the AWGN
noise, the received signal at the r-antenna (r = 1, 2) of the Destination node can
be written as:

yr(n) = αg0rs(n)

+
Ngf∑
i=1

Nmax∑
p=0

βigihir(n, p)s(n − δi − τp)

+
NC∑
z=1

Nmax∑
q=0

γzbzr(n, q)s(n − δz − τq) (3)

where

- hir(n, p) is the channel complex coefficient of the p-path of the terrestrial
multipath channel between the CGC-GF-i and the r-antenna of the receiver
D, τp the delay of the p-path and Nmax the number of paths;

- bzr(n, q) is the channel complex coefficient of the q-path of the terrestrial
multipath channel between the CGC-TX-z and the r-antenna of the receiver
D, τq the delay of the q-path and Nmax the number of paths;

- gi is the channel complex coefficient of the satellite channel between SC and
the CGC-GF-i; in particular g0r is the one between SC and the r-antenna
of the receiver D and it assumes the value 0 if the N-Way Relay system is
considered;

- α, βi and γz are the power scale factors.

Analysing the DD effects in terms of channel impulse response, the expression
(3) can be rewritten as:

yr(n) = s(n) ∗ h(r)
equ(n) (4)
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where h
(r)
equ(n) is the equivalent channel impulse response which is perceived by

the r-antenna at the receiver:

h(r)
equ(n) = αg0rδ(n)

+
Ngf∑
i=1

Nmax∑
p=0

βigihir(n, p)δ(n − δi − τp)

+
NC∑
z=1

Nmax∑
q=0

γzbzr(n, q)δ(n − δz − τq) (5)

According to this analysis, switching from the non-cooperative to a cooperative
mode, the Destination node experiences an increase of the frequency selectivity
of the propagation channel; in fact the receiver cannot discriminate whether the
propagation path comes from the effect of the cooperative relaying DD technique
or the channel itself. Therefore, as highlighted in (5) , from the r-antenna point
of view, transmitting delayed copies of the same signal through a propagation
channel makes the MISO channel (Multiple-Input Single-Output) transform into
a SISO (Single-Input Single-Output) channel with increased frequency selectiv-
ity [11]. We can conclude that in the cooperative scheme proposed the spatial
diversity is transformed into frequency diversity, which makes the error distri-
bution change: this feature can be exploited by the use of FEC codes with a
remarkable improvement of the performance.

In the previous expressions, the satellite channel between SC and the gap fillers
and D is assumed to be in LOS or NLOS condition, while the one between the
CGCs (both types) and D is supposed to be a NLOS multipath channel (with
Rayleigh Distribution). It is important to notice that the equivalent channel
perceived by D is an hybrid channel, which consists in terrestrial and satellite
components and is characterized by a mixed LOS/NLOS propagation conditions.
In general the adoption of the DD technique combined with the presence of a
LOS component carries to a loss in performance: particularly, the increase of
frequency selectivity involves the presence of deep fades which are the responsible
of the performance degradation [12]. However, we analyse hybrid cooperative
schemes, which have to be evaluated with the satellite channel model. Therefore
the alternation of LOS/NLOS state (environmental dependent) of the satellite
channel makes the DD technique more suitable with respect to the terrestrial
case with a LOS component.

Despite the low complexity of the proposed system, the increase of frequency
selectivity of the channel propagation perceived by the receiver involves an ac-
curate channel estimation. In fact, the reduction of the coherence bandwidth as
far as the delays increase make a conventional SISO channel estimator unable to
correctly estimate the channel. [6] addresses the problem of the channel estima-
tor in a DD OFDM system, while a trade off study of the maximum tolerable
delay with respect to the channel estimation impacts has been conducted in [23].
Even though all these topics are beyond the aim of this paper, they are under
investigation and will be considered in the future works.
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4 Some Consideration on NAV/COM Integration
through Hybrid Cooperative Relaying DD System

The integration of NAV/COM capabilities is strictly required in an emergency
context. The hybrid cooperative delay diversity system proposed can easily make
the receiver in GPS NLOS visibility acquire self-positioning information. The
receiver can estimate its location through the combination of the cooperative
relaying scheme in a Single Frequency Network (SFN) and the implementation
of the Time Differences of Arrivals (TDoA) algorithm. In particular we address
to the case, where almost three (2D-positioning) or four (3D-positioning) CGCs
are in GPS LOS visibility or alternatively their positions are known. The syn-
chronization of the CGCs, which is the fundamental requirement for navigation
applications based on TDoA, is achieved in a DVB-SH SFN of emitters. In this
context the receiver through an accurate channel estimation can obtained the
required TDoA measurements, which enable the positioning [20].

Therefore the implementation of the cooperative system proposed allow the
receiver to:

- improve the performance of the communication system, which can be evalu-
ate in terms of coverage extension, power consumption reduction or robust-
ness of the radio link;

- estimate its position even in case of GPS NLOS visibility.

5 Emergency Scenario

Among the different phases of a public emergency situation management (pre-
paredness, response, recovery and mitigation), we consider the first response
phase of a disaster (fire, earthquake, flood, explosion), where several rescuers or-
ganised in teams act with the aim of saving lives and preserving the environment
during emergencies.

The implementation of the hybrid cooperative system proposed in the emer-
gency scenario (Fig.3) allows the connection of the rescuers operating in the
emergency area with the outside world even when the satellite-team link is char-
acterised by bad channel condition.

In this context the relays can be represented by:

- CGC-gap fillers which enable the rescue teams to communicate with the
Emergency Control Centre in absence of the terrestrial infrastructure net-
work, which is often only partially available or completely destroyed due
to the disaster effects. In particular the gap fillers can be represented by a
temporary, mobile stations placed at the perimeter of the disaster site.

- CGC-TX, assuming a partially available terrestrial infrastructure; in par-
ticular we supposed the presence of a still available CGC, which is directly
connected to the broadcast distribution network.

Besides the destination node equipped by a two element antenna, which im-
plements the MRC receive diversity scheme, can be represented by an anchor
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Fig. 3. Hypothetical emergency scenario

node able to coordinate the rescuers of its team according to the information re-
ceived from the emergency control centre. With these assumptions the presence
of two antennas at the receiver end does not represent a limitation in terms of
equipment cost and size. In fact, thanks to the performance achieved with this
diversity scheme, just one anchor node is required for a team of rescuers.

6 Simulation Parameters and Assumptions

According to the DVB-SH (SH-A Architecture) specifications [3] [21] [4] , an
OFDM system is implemented both for satellite component and for the CGCs
and a cyclic prefix is introduced to avoid ISI at the receiver. In particular the
most important DVB-SH compliant parameters which are adopted in the sim-
ulations are: signal bandwidth 5 MHz, mode 1K, OFDM Sampling Frequency
40/7 MHz, OFDM Symbol Duration 179.2μs, OFDM Guard Interval 44.8μs,
QPSK modulation, Turbo Code (code rate 1/4).

Besides at the receiver after the removal of the cyclic prefix, the Zero Forcing
equalization is performed, assuming the knowledge of channel state information.
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The channel propagation models which are used in the simulations are: Lutz
model and TU6 model for the satellite and the terrestrial channel, respectively
[4]. Even though more accurate satellite channel models have been proposed in
[9], with the aim to not loose in generality, we consider the Lutz model, which
is one of the models suggested in the DVB-SH implementation guidelines.

In the simulations we also assume that: the satellite channels between the
satellite and the gap fillers are always in LOS, the gap fillers can be seen as a
transparent relay (no amplification is performed) and the DVB-SH interleavers
are not introduced to make clear the advantages of the cooperative strategies
proposed.

7 Analysis of Simulation Results

In this section we verify the performance of the hybrid cooperative DD system,
analysing some of the most significant comparisons among the possible cases
of the general scheme proposed. In particular in all BER-performance graphs
the satellite and the terrestrial stand-alone systems are depicted as a terms of
reference and the same total transmitted power is assumed.

With the aim to maintain the complexity of the system low we consider the
one-relay and two-relay schemes in two different environments: City and High-
way, which represents the worst and the best case within the range of the en-
vironments [15]. The BER-performance is reported for different values of the
delay in order to represent the impact of this value on the DD scheme; besides,
to implement a more realistic case, different power allocation between the CS
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and the CGC is assumed (not equal power): particularly, the copies of the signals
coming from the CGCs (all types) are characterised by a higher level of power
with respect to the signal directly transmitted from the satellite.

In order to highlight the BER-performance of the N-Relay Cooperative DD
system with only CGC-GFs, the N = 1 and N = 2 cases are depicted in Fig.4,
where the two cooperative relaying schemes are compared in the City environ-
ment. In particular the 2-relay system gains 4-5dB (δ-depending) for BER=10−3

over the 1-relay system. Therefore the presence of more than one relay, increas-
ing the frequency selectivity of the channel transfer function, permits to achieve
a performance improvement in term of bit error rate.

In Fig.5 two versions of the N-Relay Cooperative DD system with N = 2
are compared: the 2-relay-case characterized by the presence of two CGC-GFs
and the 2-relay modified-case, in which the two relays are represented by one
CGC-GF and one CGC-TX. In particular the 2-Relay modified system gains
1-2dB (δ-depending) for BER=10−4 over the 2-Relay system. These results are
justified by the fact that the CGC-TX transmits an exact copy of the original
signal.

In Fig.6 and in Fig.7 the N-Relay Cooperative DD system and the N-Way
Relay Cooperative DD system (with the N = 2) are compared in City and
Highway setting respectively. In particular the N-Relay system gains 1-1.8dB
and 1.5-2dB (δ-depending) for BER=10−4 over the N-Way Relay system in City
and Highway environment respectively, validating the effectiveness of the first
scheme.
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Finally, in order to highlight the effect of the cooperative DD technique com-
bined with the MRC receive diversity scheme, we analyse the BER performance
of the 1-relay (Fig.8) and 2-relay (Fig.9) systems in the City setting, assuming
a double-antenna equipped receiver. The combination of the cooperative DD
technique with the MRC receive diversity algorithm makes the 1-relay DD-2RX
system gains 6dB for BER=10−3 over the 1-relay DD scheme and the 2-relay
DD-2RX system gains 5-6dB for BER=10−4 over the 2-relay DD scheme.

8 Conclusions

Simple and feasible cooperative relaying strategies based on the Delay Diver-
sity (DD) technique have been proposed for a DVB-SH compliant hybrid satel-
lite/terrestrial network in order to reduce the impairments caused by the NLOS
condition in the satellite propagation channel. Besides the combination between
the cooperative DD system and the MRC diversity scheme has been investigated.

The proposed cooperative schemes are characterized by a significant gain with
respect to the satellite system and therefore represent a promising solution to
guarantee communication in public emergency situations, particularly, in the
first response phase of a disaster, without any additional complexity requirement.

Simulation results show that combining the cooperative DD technique with
the MRC receive diversity scheme permits to achieve interesting BER-
performance overcoming the performance of a terrestrial system through the
exploitation of the channel propagation features and the spatial diversity gain.

Moreover the double-use (communication and navigation purpose) of the co-
operative DD algorithm in a SFN DVB-SH system has been discussed, highlight-
ing the NAV/COM capabilities and therefore the suitability of these schemes in
emergency situation management.
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Abstract. In the following lines we introduce a Software Defined Ra-
dio prototype terminal for Emergency Situations. More specifically this
integrated terminal will have NAV/COM functions and so it will be
composed by two modules: the Localization and Communication Com-
ponents, running on the same machine and connected each other via
TCP/IP protocol. The Localization component will have to find out the
terminal position itself and the Communication component will have to
communicate it to other terminals. Both components of this prototype,
thus, will be interfaced by their own front-ends, so providing the naviga-
tion and communication services.

Keywords: emergency situations, assisted localization, NAV-COM
devices, software defined radio terminal.

1 Introduction

The activities of the scientific research communities have been recently motivated
towards the topics of the communications and networking technologies for public
safety and security. This trend has been enforced by the terrorist menace and
the attention which has been given to catastrophic events.

As a result, a big research activity has been accomplished at international
level in order to define modern, interoperable communications and networking
standards for emergency response and public safety. Communication and naviga-
tion services in an emergency scenario are characterized by extremely different
requirements from the classical ones. Access to permanent bidirectional links
between a control center and teams of interveners (e.g., first aid groups) is cru-
cial in handling emergencies and must be available for the entire duration of
the intervention. Besides, knowing on time and accurately the position of the
rescue entities (persons and means) is a fundamental enhancement in the coor-
dination and planning of emergency and disaster relief operations, both in terms
of efficacy and safety of the interventions. Indeed, the ETSI Recommendation
TS 102 181 [1] recognizes the importance of providing “real-time information re-
garding the position of personnel or vehicles to a command point”. Therefore the
integration of communication services and positioning/navigation capabilities in
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a unique, portable, robust and user-friendly terminal (professional NAV/COM
device) results a key feature in this kind of applications.

Navigation capabilities, for example using GNSS (Global Navigation Satel-
lite Systems) services, are necessary to provide the 3D terminal position (with
better accuracy possible). Then, localization information should be automat-
ically transmitted to the suitable entities as soon as it is available, without
human intervention. Unfortunately, GNSS signal reception is dramatically im-
paired by Line-Of-Sight (LOS) obstructions and multipath, especially in urban
environments, as well as by strong attenuations due to walls and slabs in indoor
conditions. Several strategies to improve positioning performance in critical con-
ditions have been studied [3,4,5,6]; among them, the concept of “cooperative
localization” seems to be particularly suitable for the scenario addressed in this
work, in order to improve overall system reliability by the exploitation of all
the available technology at the maximum extent, as expected for a system that
can save human lives. The basis for the cooperative localization investigate here
is an Assisted GNSS (AGNSS)-like approach, which exploits the COM network
architecture with specifically added feature to improve localization performance.

The main objective of this paper is the definition of a prototypical architec-
ture for a reconfigurable and flexible user terminal open to host the requirements
of a professional NAV/COM device for emergency interventions. The Software
Defined Radio (SDR) technology is the technique chosen to reach this require-
ments because of its intrinsic flexibility and reconfigurability [2]. As it is well
known SDR is a technique for moving digital signal processing as close as pos-
sible to the antenna. This kind of solutions also claims for a higher flexibility
at the physical layer and a smarter intelligence at the other lower layers: as a
result, the enabling SDR technologies are often considered together with a new
radio paradigm that implements self-reconfigurability, the so-called Cognitive
Radio (CR).

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the Integrated NAV/COM
Terminal and considered scenario are presented. In Sections 3 and 4 the Location
and Communication components are better described. In Section 5 we present
the concluding remarks.

2 Integrated Terminal Architecture

As stated in the introduction, the indoor/outdoor location and tracking ca-
pability with better possible accuracy has been recognized as the single most
important technological development enhancing emergency response operations.
A single GPS receiver has good performance of providing optimal capability
outdoor. Nonetheless, a challenging situation is when a terminal attempts the
localization both in indoor and in the outdoor with hostile environment (e.g.,
because of foliage or heavy scattering from dense and metallic structure).

In the considered scenario (depicted in Fig. 1), one or more terminals (as-
sociated to a first aid group, for instance) are spread on the territory of the
intervention. A certain fraction of the terminals are in LOS visibility with four
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Terminal 1 Terminal 2

Galileo/GPS satellites

Fig. 1. Considered scenario: the Terminal 1 is in LOS visibility, whereas Terminal 2 is
in Non-LOS condition

or more GPS satellites, as Terminal 1 in the figure. On the contrary, the other
terminals (Terminal 2 in the figure) are in a Non-LOS condition so that their
GPS receiver is severely impaired, but not completely blocked. In this case, an
AGNSS-like solution seems profitable, since terminals with reliable GPS position
(that could be seen as “anchor nodes”) may send their navigation parameters
to the impaired ones, such as the ID of satellites with the best C/No, Doppler
frequencies and orbital parameters. Although these local information needs to
be refined in the impaired receiver, it could significantly improve performance
of the impaired nodes in at least two ways:

1. strongly reducing the acquisition time and false-alarm probability for the
medium-impaired terminals, as well as easing the tracking mode;

2. enabling the acquisition and tracking of the necessary satellite signals for
strongly-impaired terminals, whose autonomous acquisition process would
be too much prone to errors to be reliable.

Notably in such situations the presence of multiple sets of assistance information,
received from multiple anchor terminals, should be exploited in the most fruitful
way as a form of information diversity, able to potentially increase the reliability
and accuracy of the AGNSS procedure.

Consequently, the integration of communication systems to localization/ nav-
igation services in the rescuer’s terminal can be extremely effective in a scenario
like that has just been envisaged. More specifically a reconfigurable NAV/COM
radio terminal may be the key element in the design of an effective and robust
emergency network.

With the goal of developing a prototype of such a professional NAV/COM
terminal we consider a software-defined radio approach, that is the terminal
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becomes a software program loaded into a programmable device equipped with
proper RF front-ends. Only what is feasible with the present CPU technology will
be considered. This reconfigurable SDR terminal will have to take into account
heterogeneous communication networks based on terrestrial radio interface and
so TETRA, Wi-Fi/WiMAX and UMTS/LTE systems will be considered.

The prototype architecture of our integrated terminal is based on two main
modules: the Localization and Communication Component. They are expected
to become nothing but two separated software programs running on the same
PC, properly interfaced with each other and with their respective navigation
and communications radio front-ends, for instance resident on specific USB-
connected boards. Thereby, the PC prototype becomes, in fact, a real NAV/COM
terminal with cooperative localization capabilities.

3 Localization Component

The SDR localization component is based on the N-Gene platform, an 8-bits
fully software GNSS receiver, able to receive the Global Positioning System
(GPS) Coarse Acquisition (C/A) code on L1, with the ability to process more
than 12 channels in real time, and track live GIOVE-A and GIOVE-B1 signals
transmitted on the E1 band. The receiver has been completely developed at the
NavSAS lab in Politecnico di Torino/ISMB during the last two years, with the
aim of equipping the lab with a powerful, quickly usable and extremely versatile
tool to receive and analyze GNSS signals; the fully-software reprogrammability,
together with the real-time processing capability, allow lab researchers to quickly
test new receiving algorithms and architectures directly to real or simulated
signals, as well as performing completely controlled data collections and signal
analysis campaigns. In fact, the receiver can be used with any RF front-end
that exports data through an USB interface. The 8-bits quantization allows for
implementing all of those signal processing blocks requiring a fine resolution, as
for example notch filters for interference mitigation, pulse blanking techniques
and multipath mitigation techniques based on the estimation of the parameters
of the input signal. The reconfigurability of its software modules makes N-Gene
the optimal tool to realize the Integrated Terminal architecture with NAV/COM
capabilities introduced in the previous section.

The high level of flexibility is the prominent feature that has made SDR ar-
chitectures an indispensable tool to evaluate competing designs and has opened
the possibility of multi-profile core platforms at commercially affordable costs,
which can switch to different application profiles and different performances by
means of a few simple software instructions. As a step forward, future GNSS
SDR receivers could adaptively reconfigure their own architecture to the most
appropriate one for the immediate environment they have to cope with, in order
to maximize their efficiency. In a research lab, a real-time fully software architec-
ture represents the ultimate simulation/testing environment, since it provides a
1 GIOVE-A and GIOVE-B are the two first satellites of the European GNSS system,

Galileo).
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Fig. 2. N-Gene block diagram

single architecture able to process simulated signals generated in controlled en-
vironment and live signals. It allows in this way to test and validate novel receiv-
ing architectures and signal monitoring procedures without replacing hardware
components: all the necessary updates become a software matter. These are the
fundamental reasons that has led to the proliferation of SDR solutions in the
field of GNSS receivers since the last decade [7].

Figure 2 shows a high level block diagram of the N-Gene software architec-
ture. The left part of the diagram represents the front end, which is the only
piece of dedicated hardware required. The USB 2.0 connection makes the receiver
particularly versatile to be connected to virtually any RF front-end with USB
interface. At the moment the platform has been successfully tested with differ-
ent commercial and prototype front-ends, featuring 3-to-6 MHz IF bandwidth
@L1/L2 and 1-to-8 quantization bits using a sampling frequency in the range 13-
to-20 MHz. The right part of Figure 2 represents the N-Gene software routines.
The USB driver controls the data flow from the ADC, while the acquisition and
tracking blocks are the core of the baseband signal processing. The former seeks
for the satellites in view, while the latter synchronizes the incoming codes and
carriers with local replicas. As soon as the receiver tracks at least four satellites,
it is able to compute the user position and velocity, through the estimation of the
distance between the user and the set of satellites (i.e.: pseudorange estimation).

The receiver is controlled by the Graphical User Interface (GUI) through a
TCP/IP protocol. This design allows for controlling the receiver from a remote
PC, in case this is needed, and in this project represents the enabling feature
for the implementation of a cooperative localization architecture among two or
more terminals. Indeed, thanks to the software flexibility, the user is allowed to
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configure the receiver by specifying a wide range of parameters, for example by as-
signing/excluding specific signals (i.e.: GPS, Galileo or EGNOS) or satellite codes
to each channel, configuring thresholds and Doppler search of the signal acquisi-
tion, selecting the tracking loop bandwidths, the Delay Lock Loop (DLL) spacing
and the integration time. Evidently, similar configuration rights could be assigned
to an automatic procedure driven by a remote terminal that provides assistance
to the receiver in case of critical LOS conditions, so as to implement a form of co-
operative localization. On the other side, the N-Gene-based assistance terminal
is able to output its relevant parameters thanks to the same TCP/IP link to an
additional “virtual GUI,” represented in this setup by the impaired terminal.

The current operative platform of the SW receiver is a Gentoo Linux. Running
on a 3 GHz processor (Intel Pentium 4 standard architecture) the maximum CPU
load is 50% with 12 satellite channels in navigation and performing PVT (Posi-
tion, Velocity and Time) computation at 2 kHz rate. These SW characteristics
are favorable toward the integration in a single terminal of the Navigation and
Communication Components, thanks to the common Operative System (OS)
platform and to the fair CPU load featured by the modules.

As far as the N-gene positioning performance are concerned, in open sky
the receiver achieves a position accuracy lower than 10 meters rms, using code-
based measurements and without applying carrier smoothing techniques. In case
of “cold start,” the Time-To-First-Fix (TTFF) is lower than 45 s. These perfor-
mance figures show that the receiver is surely competitive with respect to any
other commercial/mass-market solution in terms of positioning performance,
while it gains in versatility of use.

For example, it can be used to accurately monitor the signal C/No ratio in pass-
ing from a LOS (open sky) condition to a partially blocked condition (partial non-
LOS), for instance under foliage or in a area populated by high buildings, thanks
to its accurate procedure to estimate the C/No [8]. As soon as the measure falls
below a certain threshold for satellites above the elevation mask, a procedure can
be started to decide if assistance is needed and, in the case, to broadcast an assis-
tance request through the Communication Module. A companion receiver, whose
Communication Module has sensed the assistance request and whose signal qual-
ity control parameters have declared good signal quality, will activate a procedure
to communicate back the subset of assistance parameters.

The assistance procedure can be borrowed and re-adapted from the AGNSS
standards (N-Gene can already host specific software routines to recovery
AGNSS data using an OMA-SUPL protocol [10]). AGNSS is a network-assisted
augmentation method that integrates GNSS with information provided by the
cellular network (namely, GSM/GPRS and UMTS) to the aim of reducing TTFF
and increasing the receiver sensitivity. GNSS receiver sensitivity might be en-
hanced by reducing the acquisition search space in both Doppler shift and
phase domains, thanks to a rough information about the most probable Doppler
shift and code phase computed and transmitted by the cellular network. With-
out resorting to the complete GSM/GPRS/UMTS assistance protocols [9,10],
which necessitate in any case of the availability of connection to public services,
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Table 1. Possible assistance parameters in AGNSS

Assistance data
Visible satellites
Position of the visible satellites (azimuth, elevation)
Predicted codes phase (and confidence interval)
Code phase confidence intervals (“search window”)
Predicted Doppler shifts and Doppler rates
Satellite ephemeris
Satellite almanac
Satellite clock corrections
Navigation time (GNSS time)
Navigation data bits
user terminal location (either coarse or precise estimation)

possibly damaged or overloaded in emergency situations, it is possible to derive
ad ad-hoc assistance procedure for the integrated terminal, lighter and possibly
more flexible than the standard AGNSS. The list of the common assistance data
that may by included in an assistance message is shown in Table 1.

The N-Gene software architecture features a TCP/IP socket and allows for
recovering all the parameters involved in the assistance procedure from a remote
server. This characteristic is used to connect the receiver to the communica-
tion component described below and implement an efficient hybrid NAV/COM
system suitable in emergency situations.

4 Communication Component

GNU Radio [11] is an open source software toolkit for building and deploying
Software Defined Radios. It is a platform for signal processing on commodity
hardware. In fact, when combined with a minimal hardware, GNU Radio allows
the construction of radios that the transmitted (and received) waveforms are
defined by software.

More in specific GNU Radio is a hybrid system C++/Python that works on
several operating systems among which Linux that we will use. The radiocom-
munication chain can be represented by a graph where the vertexes are the signal
processing blocks and the edges represent the data flow between them. The sig-
nal processing blocks are implemented in C++ and the graphs are constructed
and run in Python. Therefore, Python is used to “glue” the signal processing
blocks constituting the communication chain. One interesting feature of GNU
Radio is that the parameters, and even the inner structure, of the graph can be
changed “on the fly”. Thus, our terminal can change its inner structure to adapt
to the existing communication systems.

The hardware platform usually combined to GNU Radio is the Ettus Uni-
versal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP)[12], a general purpose motherboard
that gives access to the radio frequency spectrum and can be connected with
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any computer (that support GNU Radio) with a USB 2.0 port. The USRP is
designed to allow general purpose computers to function as high bandwidth soft-
ware radios. In essence, it serves as a digital baseband and IF section of a radio
communication system.

It has 4 high-speed analog to digital converters (ADCs), each at 12 bits per
sample, 64MSamples/sec. There are also 4 high-speed digital to analog converters
(DACs), each at 14 bits per sample, 128MSamples/sec. These 4 input and 4
output channels are connected to an Altera Cyclone EP1C12 FPGA. The FPGA,
in turn, connects to a USB2 interface chip, the Cypress FX2, and on to the
computer. Usually the USRP motherboard supports four daughterboards, two
for receiving side and two for transmitting side.

RF front-ends are implemented on these daughterboards. There are some type
of them depending by the frequency, ranging from baseband up to 2.9 GHz. We
use the daughterboards that operate in the 2.4 GHz band. The basic design phi-
losophy behind the USRP has been to do all of the waveform-specific processing,
like modulation and demodulation, on the host CPU. All of the high-speed gen-
eral purpose operations like digital up and down conversion, decimation and
interpolation are done on the FPGA. Finally, to complete the communication
chain we use Radio Shack 15-215 Antenna.

For what concerns the physical layer for our terminal, we will consider the
OFDM modulation because it is efficiently used in latest broadband wireless
communications system, like IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi), 802.16 (WiMAX), HYPER-
LAN and 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE). Now we introduce a brief overview
of OFDM modulation. The sequential data stream (that could be a PSK or QAM
symbol) is converted to a parallel stream and the vectors of which are interpreted
as signal in the frequency domain. By applying an inverse fast Fourier transform
(IFFT), these data are transformed into the time domain and transmitted on
a set of orthogonal carriers with separation Δf2. To avoid intersymbol interfer-
ence (ISI) the last L samples of the body of the OFDM symbol (N samples long)
are copied on the head of the symbol, called cyclic prefix, to form the complete
OFDM symbol. At the receiver we have the inverse blocks of the transmitter
and the data are retrieved by means of a fast Fourier transform (FFT).

GNU Radio provides the signal processing blocks implementing the OFDM
transmitter/receiver flow graph (depicted in Fig.3). In particular the transmit-
ting chain has a block used to insert “pre-modulated” preamble symbols before
each payload. Instead on the receiving side we have a block for the symbol
synchronization (realized with Maximum Likelihood method or Pseudo-Noise
Sequence correlation) and another block that build an OFDM correlator and
equalizer using the known preamble symbols.

More specifically for our simulation we consider a simple OFDM symbol struc-
ture for data transmission. We use 200 sub-carriers on 512 elements for the FFT
operation with 128 samples for the value of cyclic prefix. Consequently, utiliz-
ing the USRPs we obtain a subcarrier spacing equal to 625 Hz (that essentially

2 To preserve orthogonality between subcarries Δf = 1
Tu

where Tu is the useful OFDM
symbol period.
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Fig. 3. Transmitting and Receiving chain of OFDM communication system on GNU
Radio platform

Fig. 4. Bandwidth of ODFM signal created by USRP

depends on the ADC’s number of samples and interpolation rate) for a maximum
bandwitdh of 125 kHz and a theoretical bitrate of 100 kbps (utilizing a BPSK
modulation for every sub-carrier). These values are confirmed by the Fig. 4 that
represent the output screen of a spectrum analyzer placed close to the trans-
mitting USRP. Finally, we could consider the implementation of simple coding
channel (e.g. block or convolutional coding) in order to increase the performance
in term of error rate.

For what concern the interface between NAV and COM modules a reasonable
choice seems to be the use of TCP sockets realized by, for instance, Python
routines, as we can see from the Fig. 5.

Another interesting feature of GNU Radio is the opportunity to have partic-
ular drivers, called universal TUN/TAP drivers [13] for “tunneling” the packets
from the USRP to the Linux kernel (via USB 2.0). These TUN/TAP drivers
provide the reception and transmission of packet for user space processes. In
fact it can be seen as a simple Point-to-Point or Ethernet device, which, instead
of receiving packets from physical media, receives the packets from user space
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Fig. 5. Integration of NAV/COM Systems in proposed Software Defined Radio Terminal

process and instead of sending packets via physical media writes the packets
to the user space process. In order to use the driver, the program has to open
/dev/net/tun and issue a corresponding ioctl() to register a network device with
the kernel. A network device will appear as tunXX or tapXX, depending on
the driver chosen. When the program closes the file descriptor, the network
device and all corresponding routes will disappear. Depending on the type of
device chosen, the userspace program has to read/write IP packets (with tun)
or Ethernet frames (with tap). Another interesting application using TUN/TAP
is pipsecd, an userspace IPSec implementation that can use complete kernel
routing. GNU Radio using these TUN/TAP drivers can create a program that
provides a framework for building our own MAC protocols. The Linux 2.6 kernel
(used in Ubuntu 8.10) includes already the tun module. What we have to do is to
run two copies of this program on two different machines. So in this situation we
can allow two machines to talk each other with the TCP/IP protocols. Thanks
to this IP tunnel we can copy with a problem born considering the scenario
in Fig.1. In fact, in order to reduce time acquisition by the impaired terminals
(like Terminal 2 in figure 1) we have to maintain a time-synchronization between
Terminal 1 (in full LOS visibility) and Terminal 2. So, we will try to realize this
time-synchronization with the Network Time Protocol (NTP), a client-server
TCP/IP protocol used to synchronize the internal clock of computers inside a
network. It can be used on Linux platform, by easily configuring the daemon
NTPd. Even the Precision Time Protocol, PTP (a protocol similar to NTP but
that achieves more accuracy) and the Linux daemon PTPd will be investigate
to achieve more accuracy compared to NTP.

5 Concluding Remarks

SDR represents in this work the enabling technology to realize the prototype of
an integrated NAV/COM terminal intended to be used by first responders inter-
vening in public emergency situations. The challenging feature is the provision of
positioning capabilities in satellite-blocked (or partially blocked) environments,
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as are likely e.g. in urban or forest interventions. Such critical signal scenarios can
be coped with a cooperative localization approach, which involves the exchange
of navigation data between two NAV/COM terminals. Two SDR modules are
then realized for each user terminal: a Localization SW module connected via
TCP/IP to a Communication SW module. Thanks to the fully SW implemen-
tation, the presence of hardware components is reduced to the minimum extent,
and the whole prototype can be hosted in a general purpose PC, this allowing
to easily perform field test campaigns at really affordable costs.
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Abstract. Recent large scale disasters have highlighted the importance of a 
robust and efficient public safety communication network able to coordinate 
emergency operations even when existing infrastructures are damaged. The In-
cident Area Network (IAN) is a self-forming temporary network infrastructures 
brought to the scene of an incident to support personal and local communica-
tions among different public safety end-users. In this work we are interested in 
investigating how the High Altitude Platform (HAP) can effectively support 
Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast Service (MBMS) in a scenario wherein the 
preexistent terrestrial network is not available. To this aim, we propose an effi-
cient policy of Radio Resource Management (RRM) based on cooperation 
framework between HAP and Mobile Ad-Hoc NETwork (MANET). The pro-
posed solution has been successfully tested through a comprehensive simulation 
campaign. 

Keywords: Incident Area Networks, Cooperative Multicast, MBMS, HAP, 
MANET, WiFi. 

1   Introduction  

Broadband communications are particularly significant features in those areas involved 
in catastrophic incidents, where effective and efficient communication means, infra-
structures and procedures are required to react to the accident. In this context the com-
munication infrastructure at the incident area is often completely destroyed or only 
partially available. As a consequence, to ensure radio communications for an efficient 
organization of the relief operations, a possible solution is the deployment of ad-hoc 
wireless networks as an Incident Area Network (IAN). It is a self-forming temporary 
network infrastructure brought to the scene of an incident to support personal and local 
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communications among different public safety end-users (fire brigade, police, medics, 
etc) and their connection with a gateway [1], [2]. In particular, considering the users 
involved in post-disaster operations (for instance, Emergency Vehicles - EVs, First 
Rescues - FRs, etc.), the IAN can replace the damaged network infrastructure. This can 
guarantee the continuity of standard communications (for example voice traffic with 
the Coordination Centre) and allows the exchange of information data related to the 
particular situation (hereinafter Rescue Communications), such as data on location of 
FRs and EVs, alert information, electronic maps, video of the monitored area to sup-
port aid forces during their motion within the disaster zone. In such a situation, broad-
cast and multicast communications could allow an efficient utilization of limited IAN 
radio resources. For example, several FR teams are likely to operate simultaneously 
within the critical area; each team may need to establish multicast communications for 
specific information delivery or co-ordination among operators. Multicast service de-
livery can be easily guaranteed to users by utilizing point-to-multipoint MBMS (Mul-
timedia Broadcast/Multicast Services) architecture [3], specifically designed within the 
third-generation (3G) cellular systems. Notwithstanding, a terrestrial MBMS segment 
cannot be adequate to match the exacting requirements arising in disadvantaged opera-
tional scenarios like the above-mentioned ones. High Altitude Platforms (HAPs) are 
very attractive in the view of assisting incident area networks in offering broadcast and 
multicast services [4]. This paper aims at defining the system architecture of the IAN, 
as proposed by the SALICE project [5], and the cooperation framework between HAP 
and Mobile Ad-hoc NETworks (MANET), specifically designed to increase the  
effectiveness of HAP in supporting multicast transmissions in a IAN. In particular, 
objective of this work is evaluate the advantages introduced by a possible HAP-WiFi 
cooperative architecture and to define a feasible Radio Resource Management policy to 
manage multicast traffic delivery in presence of multiple MBMS sessions.  

The remain part of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the sys-
tems architecture of the IAN. Section 3 illustrates the transport channels features used 
for MBMS services from HAPs systems and, furthermore, it introduces the coopera-
tive HAP/MANET policy proposed for the IAN. While the results of a exhaustive 
simulation campaign, aiming at defining the RRM policy, are the focus of Section 4. 
The performance degradation of the throughput of WiFi links caused by interference 
is discussed in Section 5.  Finally, conclusive remarks are given in Section 6. 

2   System Architecture 

This section aims at identifying the end-to-end architecture and topology of the IAN, 
including space and ground network systems. As mentioned above, the end-to-end 
architecture proposed could be split into two different sub-networks, based on their 
coverage features: Short-Range Network, used to carry out communications within the 
Incident Area Network, and Long-Range Network, utilized for the communications 
toward external zones. Long-Range Network could consist of both a space and a ter-
restrial segment, while the Short-Range Network takes into account only the last one. 
Space segment comprises satellite (GEO and LEO) and UAV systems, while the ter-
restrial segment consists of several mobile/wireless communication systems, such as 
WWAN (UMTS, TETRA), WMAN (WiMAX standard), WLAN (WiFi standard), 
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WPAN (IEEE 802.15.3 & IEEE802.15.4 standards). These kinds of terrestrial  
networks are very different in terms of offered data rate, delay, security issues and 
communication range. This strong heterogeneity poses several problems about the 
definition of an efficient integration scheme which allows a smart and quick commu-
nication between the various system actors. The IAN should be conceived as the re-
sult of integration between (i) existing and active systems not impaired by the disaster 
(i.e.: satellite systems, HAP platforms and also active cellular networks) to support 
long distance communications, and (ii) terrestrial networks quickly deployed in the 
emergency scenario that allow users either to communicate within the same area and 
to access the subsystems for connections with external zones by means of an IAN 
Gateway. In fact, the IAN will include several Master Mobile Nodes (MMN) with 
gateway functionalities, equipped with different interfaces: UMTS, Satellite Net-
works, HAP Networks, etc. According to our proposal, a IAN should be used for both 
voice/video/data transmissions and wireless sensor communications in the local 
and/or personal area [6]. In particular, in this research work we aim at investigating 
how efficient HAPs can be in supporting Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast Service 
(MBMS) in a IAN scenario in which this multicast services cannot be provided by the 
terrestrial coverage. Therefore, the approach to the definition of a IAN for emergency 
service management is the following (see Fig. 1).  

 

 

Fig. 1. System Architecture 
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The user (relief team member) is provided with a Relief Member Unit (RMU) 
which is a network node with multi-standard capabilities and bridge functionalities. 
The wireless standard used by the RMU are IEEE802.15.4, IEEE802.11 and possibly 
UMTS to allow communication with HAP system. All devices also equipped with 
HAP/UMTS interface could assume the role of Anchor Node during a multicast coop-
erative transmission. IEEE802.11 standard is used for communication between users 
in ad-hoc mode. UMTS link is used by the Anchor Node for relaying communications 
outside the IAN. Furthermore, the user is surrounded by two Wireless Personal Area 
Networks (WPANs) that can exchange information through the RMU: 

- A LDR-WPAN composed by a set of sensors for location and context detec-
tion (e.g. vital sign sensor, temperature sensor, GNSS receiver, indoor posi-
tioning devices) with an energy-efficient Low Data Rate (LDR) WPAN air 
interface. The PHY transmission bit rate of the LDR interface ranges from 
few bps to 250 kbps [7]. 

- A HDR-WPAN based on IEEE802.15.3/Wimedia composed by a set of  
devices with a High Data Rate (HDR) WPAN air interface (e.g. Personal 
Digital Assistants, Phones, etc.). The PHY transmission bit rate of the HDR 
interface ranges from 10 Mbps to 50 Mbps [8]. 

This IAN should allow processing and fusion of location/context data collected by 
sensors of the LDR-WPAN in the RMU, and data delivery between network nodes in 
the HDR-WPAN and the access network. Since the above mentioned wireless sys-
tems for HDR-WPAN and LDR-WPAN exploit unlicensed frequency bands and they 
can be partially or totally overlapping in frequency, in this approach coexistence is-
sues have to be carefully addressed and a solution beyond cooperation has to be iden-
tified, based on the concept of simultaneous use of different devices. 

3   Cooperative Multicast  

In order to optimize the coordination among different rescue  teams, an efficient  
utilization of the limited radio resources have to be guaranteed. The employment of 
Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast Services provided by HAP in an incident area can 
enhance the overall system performance, since multicast emergency transmissions can 
be delivered to groups of receivers at the same time; thus avoiding data duplications 
both in the core network and over the air interface [9]. MBMS is the multicast tech-
nology developed by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP). It is a downlink 
point-to-multipoint protocol thought for the delivery of a multicast and broadcast 
stream from a single source.  

3.1   Transport Channels Supported by MBMS/HAP 

The MBMS data can be delivered to users by utilizing any of three different transport 
channels: Dedicated Channel (DCH), Forward Access Channel (FACH), and High 
Speed Downlink Shared Channel (HS-DSCH). The selection of the appropriate radio 
bearer for a MBMS service should be done with respect to the other exiting MBMS 
sessions in the local emergency area and with respect to available power by HAP.  
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In this work we assumed to utilize only FACH and DCH channels, where the first 
one is utilized to deliver alerting information for all the population and rescue teams 
involved in the disaster area; while the second one is employed to deliver particular-
ized multicast services to a given rescue team for their coordination (through Anchor 
Nodes, as it will be described in following). We decided not to use the shared chan-
nel, because in an emergency situation a dedicated channel (DCH) could be more 
reliable with respect to HS-DSCH that shares the resource with all the others users 
located in the same area. 

Hence in this section, we briefly recall the modality to assign the transmission 
power to such two channels. The transmission power assigned to the DCHs can vary 
depending on: (i) the multicast users number; (ii) the users position with respect to the 
centre of the area covered by the HAP; (iii) the bit rate of the application. 

In Eq. (1) it is shown how to define the transmission power assigned to a DCH 
serving the i-th user in a given cell (named own cell in the following) [10]:  
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where the terms reported at the numerator represent: (i) the interference due to the 

transmitted power (
other
jP ) from the j-th adjacent cell (the total number of interfering 

cells is Nother_cell); (ii) the interference due to the transmission power  (
own

kP ) from the 
k-th user belonging to the multicast group that receive data within the own cell (the 
total number of own cell users is Nuser); (iii) the interference due to the power used for 

transmission over the downlink common control channels (
c o mP ); (iv) the Additive 

Gaussian White Noise (AGWN) (N0). Furthermore, p is the orthogonality factor 
which can be zero in case of perfect orthogonality, ( , )own

i i iG dθ  is the link gain related 

to the i-th user with respect to its own cell, ( , )other
j i iG dθ  is the link gain with respect to 

the neighboring cells while ( , )own
k i iG dθ  is the one in the own cell; both are still related 

to the i-th user. 
In general, G(θ ,d) and C/I (the Carrier-to-Interference ratio) are defined respec-

tively by (2) and (3). 

 ( , ) ( ) ( )dB dB p dBG d g L dθ θ= −   (2) 

 0( / ) ( / ) ( )dB b dB g dBC I E N P= −   (3) 

θ  is the angle representing the boresight direction, g(θ ) is the Antenna Gain calcu-
lated in the boresight direction, Lp(d) is the attenuation value caused by the Path Loss 
for the user at a distance equal to d from the centre of the HAP coverage area. Eb/N0  is 
the Energy per Bit-to-Noise Power Spectral Density while Pg is the Processing Gain. 

The FACH is a Point to Multipoint (PtM) channel with a power level high enough 
to guarantee an acceptable service in the whole coverage area [11]; it transmits at a 
fixed power level since fast power control is not supported in this channel. Both bit 
rate of the MBMS services and the cell coverage area affect the power allocated to 
FACHs.  
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High data rate MBMS services might not be deliverable by FACH, since excessive 
downlink transmission power would be required. High bit rates can only be offered to 
users located very close to the centre of the area covered by the HAP. 

3.2   Hybrid Radio Resource Management Policy for IAN 

Multicast transmissions have increased power requirements and consume a large 
portion of the available power resources of the HAP. As a consequence, the number 
of parallel multicast sessions that a HAP could support is limited. A promising means 
to overcome MBMS intrinsic limitations consists in integrating MANET technologies 
into HAP network. This solution foresees that RMUs cooperate in the multi-hop ac-
cess to the HAP infrastructure by exploiting their short-range Wi-Fi interface. In so 
doing, a SALICE terminal will play the role of Anchor Node receiving the multicast 
traffic from the UMTS interface through a DCH; subsequently, it conveys the re-
ceived packets, across the Wi-Fi interface, to its neighbour terminals within the 
MANET. This means that the users cooperate with each other to achieve the common 
goal of enjoying a multicast service at a given quality of service and, at the same time, 
cooperation between the MANET and the HAP network is established to increase the 
overall capacity and coverage of the IAN. The choice of the terminal to use as an 
Anchor Node is taken according to policies that may account for different parameter 
values.  

Figure 1 shows an incident area, where a HAP serves two rescue teams (police and 
fire brigade) interested in downloading and streaming multicast services (i.e.: plans, 
video, electronic pictures and maps of the emergency site). It is worth noting that the 
number of users utilizing the same Anchor Node depends on the their mutual reach-
ability that in turn is related to the Wi-Fi radius coverage (WFRadius) and the maximum 
number of allowed hops (HMax). For each rescue team the election of either one or 
more Anchor Nodes is foreseen.  

To the purpose of reducing the adverse impact of multicast transmissions on the 
whole IAN traffic, an efficient Radio Resource Management (RRM) policy based on 
a HAP/MANET cooperative architecture is needed. 

The RRM utilized for such a scenario has a threefold objective to: (i) define the ac-
cess modality to the HAP/MBMS infrastructure from mobile terminals either directly 
(by means of FACH or DCH channels) or indirectly (multi-hop through the ad-hoc 
networks terminating to an Anchor Node); (ii) monitor continuously the conditions of 
network and terminals to the purpose of implementing the right policy for the election 
and the management of the Anchor Nodes at HAP level, on the basis of the signalling 
information sent by the cooperative terminals; (iii) monitor periodically rescue team 
priorities in order to deliver multicast information to the team with major need.  

When a user terminal, for instance, a fireman’s terminal, requests the access to a 
given multicast service, it checks in advance whether a FACH is already active for the 
same service. Should this be the case, then it joins the multicast group by accessing the 
local HAP FACH channel according to the MBMS rules. Otherwise, during a listening 
phase it searches for a reachable MANET handling a group/subgroup of users receiv-
ing the same multicast service. Following the identification of a target MANET, a join 
procedure is triggered by means of a connect query and the terminal keeps waiting for 
a reply from the Anchor Node. This latter, first checks if the acceptance of the new 
user in the MANET causes the trespassing of the threshold (ThrQoS) on either the maxi-
mum number of users it is allowed to serve or the maximum  number of hops. In this 
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case the new user will become a member of the multicast group/subgroup; while, in 
case of negative reply, the user requests a DCH channel to the HAP network.   

Logically, in the latter case, the new user becomes a potential new Anchor Node of 
a MANET that will support any future request of the same multicast service. In case a 
novel terminal enters/leaves a MANET, the relevant Anchor Node updates its local 
database and signals the event to the HAP, which updates its global database. In so 
doing, any time an Anchor Node leaves the system (Old Anchor Node), the HAP 
network should be able to re-elect a novel Anchor Node (New Anchor Node) among 
the multi-interface terminals previously connected to the Old Anchor Node. More-
over, if the remote CMS (Control Master Station) identified a priority assistance team 
with higher need for better bit rate to coordinate the emergency operations, this can 
request from a HAP more radio resources using a multiple DCH channels and deallo-
cating, if it is necessary, radio resources from other teams or from FACH. 

The cited procedure exploits metrics such as: Signal to Noise Ratio (in the following 
A); Minimum distance from the Old Anchor Node (in the following B); Mobility level 
(in the following C); Battery level (in the following D). Similarly to the Cluster Head 
(CH) election procedure in [12] with reference to a sensor network, we apply an Ana-
lytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [13] to decide the relative weights of an evaluative 
criteria set according to the aforementioned metrics. The AHP is a theory of measure-
ment through pair wise comparisons and relies on the judgements of experts to derive 
priority scales. The node with the highest weight will be chosen by the RNC to be the 
new AN. In our case, the following decreasing priority order is established: D, B, A, 
and C.  

The proposed RRM policy foresees a power computation phase where, by process-
ing the data received from the Broadcast Multicast Service Centre (BM-SC) and Radio 
Network Control (RNC), the required power is computed to be allocated for any 
MBMS session. In the Radio Bearer (Rb) selection, the PDCH (power required for 
DCHs) and the PFACH (power required for FACH) are computed and the services prior-
ity are defined. We define Ptotal as the sum of the power assigned to all the active 
MBMS sessions in each cell. This power will be compared to the maximum available 
power assigned by the network provider to MBMS sessions (PMBMS).  

Furthermore, we introduced two new procedures: (i) AN Selection and (ii) AN Elec-
tion/Re-election. The former allows to evaluate if a new user can become a member of 
the multicast group/subgroup managed by an AN. The latter decides if a MBMS user 
can become a new AN to support users requiring the same multicast service. The user, 
obviously, starts an AN Selection procedure if a common transport channel is already 
active and cannot be activated for its multicast service. We define a new metric named 
per-node throughput that will be used by RNC during this procedure. This parameter is 
defined as the ratio of bit rate received by a multicast group member over the expected 
bit rate. As shown in the following, it depends either on the maximum number of users 
in the MANET and on the maximum number of allowed hops. Thus, it is compared 
with the ThrQoS:  

• a per-node throughput ≥ ThrQoS  means that the new user will join the AN;  
• a per-node throughput < ThrQoS means that the new user likely will utilize a DCH 

channel.  
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For the AN Election/Re-election procedure, instead, the UE parameters evaluated at 
RNC level are the metrics in input to the aforementioned AHP, in order to choose the 
best AN.  

If Ptotal < PMBMS, then the suitable transport channel is  assigned to the MBMS ses-
sion. Differently, when Ptotal ≥PMBMS, a session reconfiguration procedure should occur 
due to the fact that there are not enough radio resources available in the Node B to 
serve all the MBMS sessions. Possible reconfiguration events could be  considered: (i) 
the reduction of the transmission rate of a MBMS session; (ii) the pause of alerting 
information for a short period of time; (iii) the cancellation of the service with low 
priority, (iv) the reduction of ThrQoS. In so doing, as we will show in the following, a 
higher number of users will join the AN. 

4   Simulation Results  

A thorough simulation campaign has been conducted to demonstrate that the integra-
tion between HAP and MANET networks can improve the performance of system in 
an IAN scenario, in terms of capacity and coverage area, while providing access to 
multicast streaming services. In particular, the impact of the proposed architecture on 
standard MBMS is evaluated in an emergency situation, by highlighting introduced 
advantages and observed limitations.  

Our RRM algorithm has been implemented in NS2 (Network Simulator 2) simula-
tion environment [14]. Results described in this section are obtained with a 95% confi-
dence interval. The main assumptions during the performed test campaigns are shown  
in Table I. A Poisson distributed call inter-arrival time is assumed and the values of the 
multicast offered traffic (Erlang/cell) depend on the specific simulation objective and 
vary during the tests. As reported in Table I, we conducted our simulation considering 
both fixed and mobile users. In particular we consider a user speed varying in the range 
[0:3] km/h, according to UMTS technical specifications. User mobility doesn’t in-
crease the power computation for HAP system. Nevertheless, high mobility could 
reduce the MANET performances in term of throughput, connectivity and as a conse-
quence the capacity of the overall system could decrease. 

We assumed (refer to Table I) several multicast groups receiving different MBMS 
streaming services at the same time from the same HAP. Indeed, in presence of a sin-
gle multicast service per HAP, the complexity deriving from the integration between 
HAP and MANET is not justified.  

As mentioned in previous sections, FACH will be activated to provide alerting in-
formation, while DCHs will be employed to particularized multicast services to a given 
rescue team through Anchor Nodes. Table II reports power values required by the 
FACH channel for different service bit rates and coverage areas [15]. In our simulation 
campaign we assumed to provide alerting services with 64 kbps in the overall incident 
area (PFACH = 12.6 W). 

However, in case of need, the alerting services will be stopped and this power will 
be assigned to rescue teams. 

Figure 2 shows the capacity gain, defined as the ratio of the capacity of the  
integrated HAP/MANET with multi-hop cooperative access (CHAP/MANET) over the 
capacity of the standalone HAP system (CHAP): 
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Table 1. Simulation Assumptions 

 Features Values 
HAP High  22 km 
Cell Radius 2,6 km 
Cell Layout Hexagonal grid 

Number of Neighboring Cell 6 
Maximum HAP Tx Power 40 W 

Other BS Tx Power 10 W 
Common Channel Power 2 W 

Path Loss 
Free Space affected by 
Rooftop Scattering and 

Mult. Screen Diffraction 
Multipath Channel Vehicular A (3km/h) 

BLER Target 10% 
Gmax 32,2 dBi 

Thermal Noise -100 dBm 
Orthogonality Factor 0,5 

HAP 
Features  

User Speed  [0:3] km/h 
Coverage radius [10:100] m 

Multicast Routing Protocol ODMRP 
Propagation Model 2-Ray Ground Reflection 

Data Rate 11 Mbps 

MANET 
Features 

Number of hops 1,2,3,4 
Multicast Services (over dedicated/shared/common 

channels) 64 kbps 

Frame Size 400 bytes 
Frame Speed 20 frame/s 

Video Duration 300 s 
Number of Active Multicast Groups More than 4 

User Geographical Distribution Uniform 

Multicast 
Traffic 

Offered Traffic 400 Erlang/cell 

Table 2. FACH power in function of cell coverage and service bit rate [15] 

Cell Coverage 
 

Service Bit Rate 

50% 95% 

64 Kbps  5.6 W  12.6 W 
128 Kbps 15.2 W 31.6 W 

  

 HAP

MANETHAP

C

C
GainCapacity /_ =

 
(4) 

This metric allows to perceive the increase in the capacity consequent to the introduc-
tion of a multi-hop cooperative access into the integrated HAP/Wi-Fi system. Capac-
ity gain values increase with WFRadius and with HMax. This increasing does not require 
any HAP infrastructure augmentation, because the additional Wi-Fi access capability 
is directly provided by the RMUs. It is worth noting that choosing a given Wi-Fi 
coverage radius correspond to define a given level of transmission power of the  
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Fig. 2. Capacity Gain 

802.11 terminal interface. Obviously, a higher transmission power entails both a 
greater Wi-Fi coverage radius and a greater number of users served by a single An-
chor Node. Similar behavior is obtained increasing HMax.  

The price to pay is in terms of throughput reduction for multicast users, as a conse-
quence of the increase in the maximum number of multicast multi-interface terminals 
that access the system through a given Anchor Node. Indeed, Figure 3 shows the per-
node throughput values for a given multicast MANET receiver when varying the Wi-
Fi radius and the maximum number of allowed hops.   

  

Fig. 3. Per-node throughput when varying WFRadius and HMax 
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This parameter is defined as the ratio of bit rate received by a multicast group 
member to the bit rate which should have been received. Per-node throughput has 
been calculated for each multicast MANET receiver and the mean value has been 
evaluated. The per-node throughput values decrease with WFRadius and HMax, because 
the number of users served by a single Anchor Node increases and, as consequence, a 
higher packets collision is experienced. 

Other two interesting parameters to take into account are the delay and jitter that 
are respectively reported in Figures 4 and 5. Although both indexes increase with 
WFRadius and HMax, still the assumed values are such as not to adversely affect also the 
perceived quality of a potential video streaming application. In fact, the video stream-
ing can tolerate a delay of 5 seconds and a jitter lower than 100 ms. 

By summarizing, it can be stated that increasing the number of nodes allowed to 
connect to the same Anchor Node means to increase the system capacity (and the 
Grade of Service level); at the same time, this does not adversely affect the QoS de-
gree perceived by any single node in terms of mean jitter and delay but it could imply 
a potential reduction in the throughput of the multicast service. A wise dimensioning 
study is thus required to enable the RNC to best choose the values of WFRadius and 
HMax (i.e. the ones which, at the same time, allow a system capacity and the multicast 
user throughput within their relevant acceptability ranges) for any given loading con-
dition. The simplest RNC policy could consist in monitoring the offered load, choos-
ing the best combination of Wi-Fi transmission power and number of allowed hops, 
and in communicating them to the multicast terminals. The introduction of these new 
features in the RNC imply some simple modifications also in the routing protocol. In 
particular, new Signaling and Control Packets has to be introduced with the aim to 
vary the maximum number of allowed hops and to manage  efficiently the multicast 
MANET receivers connected to the Anchor Node. This dynamic parameter tuning 
always could maximizes the  system capacity, while still maintaining system blocking 
probability and multicast user throughput at acceptable levels.  

  

 

Fig. 4. Mean Delay when varying WFRadius and HMax 
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Fig. 5. Mean Jitter when varying WFRadius and HMax 

5   Interference Issues 

The architecture proposed in the SALICE project for the IAN foresees the utilization 
of at least two different license-exempt wireless communications standards in ISM 
band at 2.4 GHz, namely: IEEE 802.11/WiFi and IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee. These stan-
dards are implemented in the RMU multi-standard node, hence resulting in co-located 
systems interference when two or more standards are used simultaneously. However, 
even if there were no interference between the air interfaces included in the RMU, the 
high concentration of relief team members in a small area generates interference is-
sues between the air interfaces of RMUs of different members. 

The performance of WiFi links as simulated in the previous Section and ZigBee 
links are highly affected by interference. In fact, the frequency band used by such 
wireless networks can be totally or partially overlapped, hence resulting in co-channel 
or adjacent-channel interference which reduce the performance. Co-channel interfer-
ence occurs when the interfering signal has the same carrier frequency of the useful 
information signal. Co-channel interference can be reduced by using e.g. power con-
trol, directional antenna beam pointing control, interference cancellation schemes. 

Adjacent Channel Interference can be categorized into in-band interference and 
out-of-band interference. In-band interference occurs when the centre of the interfer-
ing signal bandwidth falls within the bandwidth of the desired signal.  

Out-of-band interference occurs when the centre of the interfering signal bandwidth 
falls outside the bandwidth of the desired signal. This kind of interference can be 
experienced when transmitters and receivers operate close together in terms of the 
two main variables that determine their degree of isolation from each other: distance 
and frequency separation. Out-of band interference may be caused over short to me-
dium distances when there is insufficient isolation. This interference is not directly 
caused by co-channel emissions, but by having the energy of emissions at other  
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frequencies transferred to co-channel frequencies through a number of special mecha-
nisms. Out of band interference can be reduced  with filtering. The level of interfer-
ence depends on: 

 

- the physical layer technologies; 
- the relative difference between the transmission power of the intended transmit-

ter and the interferer; 
- the relative distance between the intended transmitter and the receiver and the 

distance between the interferer and the receiver; 
- the propagation modalities and the path loss exponent; the range of frequencies 

that are overlapped. 
 

In a IAN there is a high concentration of systems operating with different (uncoordi-
nated) wireless standards, and hence, the situation of experiencing a high level of co-
channel or adjacent-channel interference is very likely. 

As shown in the standard IEEE 802.15.4 [16], the level of interference between 
WiFi and ZigBee nodes and vice versa depends on the distance between the interferer 
and the intended receiver and the channel frequency of the two networks. According 
to the level of frequency separation, the interference between WiFi and ZigBee can be 
in-band or out-of-band.  It is shown that below the distance of 1 m, the PER is about 1 
for any value of the channel separation, and hence almost every packet is corrupted. 

The performance degradation of a WiFi or ZigBee link can be expressed in terms 
of goodput degradation. We propose to use the following formula for the computation 
of the goodput:    

 
)1( PERTgoodput −⋅⋅= ε

 
(5)

 
Where T is the throughput of the link computed without interference as shown in the 
previous Section, ε is the duty cycle of the transmission and PER is the packet error 
rate. The duty cycle is also the channel utilization ratio which is equal to 1 if no coex-
istence mechanism based on time division alternation are used. 

Assuming a distance from 10 to 20 cm between the WiFi and the ZigBee air inter-
faces co-located in the RMU, then the goodput of each link is zero. When the level of 
interference is high, i.e. the PER is about 1 and the goodput is zero, a coexistence 
mechanism is required. There are two categories of coexistence mechanisms [17]: 

 

1) collaborative coexistence mechanisms, where the two interfering networks 
exchange information; 

2) non-collaborative coexistence mechanisms, where the exchange of infor-
mation is not allowed. 

 

Collaborative coexistence mechanisms are more efficient but they are not always 
applicable. The possibility of exchanging information is quite easy when the two 
interfering air interfaces are co-located in the same multi-mode terminal, which is an 
assumption valid for the RMU. The advantages and drawbacks of well known inter-
ference management mechanisms that can be used for our purposes are reported in 
Table 3. 
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Table 3. Summary of interference management methods 

Method Description of the Method Advantages Drawbacks 

Transmission 
power control 

Dynamically increases and 
decreases the level of transmit 

power according to performance 
and interference metrics. The 
performance of the method 

depends on the channel gain and 
the number of devices. 

Simple and well 
experimented 

implementation 

Manage the interference 
to reduce the effects 
as much as possible 

without any minimum 
guaranteed quality 

Dynamic 
frequency 
selection 

The center carrier frequency is 
selected on the basis of channel 

occupation 

Does not decrease 
the link capacity. 

Simple 
implementation. 

The channel is not 
always selectable. 

Requires channel esti-
mation on different 

bands. 

Beamforming 

Beam shape of the antenna is 
adapted with the aim to have a 

null towards the direction of the 
interferer. 

Does not decrease 
the link capacity 

Complex 
implementation. 

6   Conclusion 

This paper illustrated the analysis of a Radio Resource Management to be imple-
mented in a multi-hop scenario in which MANETs cooperate with a HAP system to 
reach the common goal of enhancing the access to MBMS services. Through an  
exhaustive simulation campaign we demonstrated that it is possible to increase the 
number of multicast sessions, in a IAN scenario characterized by an intrinsic radio 
resource limitation. Obtained results may represent a valid support to the effective 
system design activity. This preliminary work provides just one of the potentials out-
put on the cooperative behavior of HAP and MANET systems in a configuration 
specifically thought to provide multicast users with a multi-hop access in a IAN infra-
structure. Furthermore the evaluation of the effects of interference in terms of goodput 
degradation is provided. Future studies will be finalized to provide a trade-off be-
tween the maximum capacity and the guarantee QoS allowed to MANET nodes dif-
ferent user mobility and system load conditions. 
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